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2.1 Byers Manual Approach
Workload Histogram (WLH)
Total Vision 4 29
Total Motor 5 30
Cognition 6 31
Total Communication 7 32




Metering and Spacing II 36




Metering and Spacing 22 44
Final Approach/Landing 26 47
2.2 Byers 2D Approach
Workload Histogram (WLH)
Total Vision 51 75
Total Motor 52 76
Cognition 53 77
Total Communications 54 78







Metering and Spacing 58 82




Metering and Spacing 67 91
Final Approach/Landing 71 94
2.3 Longmont Manual Approach
Workload Histogram (WLH)
Total Vision 98 128
Total Motor 99 129
Cognition I00 130
Total Communications I01 131
Weighted Channel Average 102 132
Workload Summaries (WLS)
Cruise 103 133
Holding Pattern 104 134
Descent to II,000 105 135
Descent to 8000 106 136
Metering and Spacing 107 137
Final Approach/Landing 108 138
Mission Timeline (MTL)
Cruise 109 139
Holding Pattern 114 145





Descent to 8000 118 151
Metering and Spacing 121 155
Final Approach/Landing 124 160
2.4 Longmont 2D Approach
Workload Histogram (WLH)
Total Vision 165 195
Total Motor 166 196
Cognition 167 197
Total Communications 168 198
Weighted Channel Average 169 199
Workload Summaries (WLS)
Cruise 170 200
Holding Pattern 171 201
Descent to Ii,000 172 202
Descent to 8000 173 203
Metering and Spacing 174 204
Final Approach/Landing 175 205
Mission Timeline (MTL)
Cruise 176 206
Holding Pattern 180 213
Descent to II,000 182 216
Descent to 8000 184 219
Metering and Spacing 187 223







Event/Procedure Library 236 236
Task Library 293 293




Volume 2 consists of four sets of TLA graphic reports - one each for the
Metering and Spacing scenarios - plus the complete data file from which the
reports were generated. Each set of reports is complete for both the pilot
and copilot. As can be seen in the index the data is presented for the pilot
and then the copilot.
The data presented in this volume were used to validate the data
construction of the detailed task scenarios. The outputs present two measures
of demand workload and a report showing task length and task interaction. The
measure of workload are the Workload Histogram (WLH) and the Workload Summary
(WLS). The remaining report output is the Mission Timeline.
The Workload Histograms (WLH) provides a picture of peak demandworkload for
each ten second intervals of the scenario. Demandworkload (Wd) is defined to
be the level of effort required to perform a task at a specific time. It is
calculated with the following formula:
TIME REQUIREDFORTHE TASK
Wd = TIME AVAILABLE (INTERNAL) x 100
The WLH's provide an easy and convenient way of examining workload and/or
comparing workload between scenarios. They also provide an excellent way of
identifying areas which may require investigation due to the workload spike or
drop.
The Workload Summaries (WLS) provide a picture of average workload, plus one
standard deviation by phase of flight. This measure is presented as a
barchart. Where the WLHshows the complete scenario workload the WLS
emphasizes workload during the phase. Also, the WLHdoes not account for the
effects of potential workload as indicated by the standard deviation on the
WLSgraphics.
The last report presented in each grouping of reports is the Mission Timeline
(MTL) report. This shows the tasks as they occur in time. Each task is
defined as a horizontal bar indicating the time required to perform the task.
The major factor shown in the MTL is the interaction of tasks. Primarily this
report is used for analysis and report purposes. It is rarely used as a data
debugging tool.
The last section of this volume contains a copy of the data file used to
generate the Metering and Spacing scenarios and their report outputs.
2.0 METERINGANDSPACINGSCENARIOVALIDATIONDATA
The following sections, 2.1 through 2.4, present the output data used to
validate the scenarios. The data is presented by crewmember and then by
report type as indicated by the index.
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MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHRSE
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MI5510N CONFIGURRTION FLIGHTPHASE
! DENVERBYRXMCAPP/LN AFD 51MULRIOR FIWRL BPPRORCHTO
HITH HOLDINGPTTN FROMTHE GRTE THRU
TOUCHDOHN
IUNSHIFTEDI I MISSION TIMELINE AUG 14, |978IMISSION -DENVER BYRZHCAPP/LN
I WITH HOLDING PTTN
ICONFIGURRTIDN - AFD SIMULATOR
IFLIGHT PNRSE-BYERS APPROACHTO
I LANDING FROM ENROUTE
I CRUISE
I.CRENHEMBER- PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRZBI START Of FLIGHT
SCENBRIB MESSAGE
MCA6gS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F
(6B SEC PRDC)
1SP68S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - F|PBYRZgL NON CON- UNITED Z4, S.g8 ]
CONTACT DENVER RPRCH
ON JZB.95
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 6@.B8 '" t
4B IB ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 6B.@8 I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 NON ERDI 6B.88 .I
3L B2 NON VERTICAL SPEED 68.88 J
INDIC
SA 16 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6@.g6 !
INDIC
2K IS MON EHSI DISPLAY 60.@B I




L46623 REPORT 106B FT 10 V
LEVEL OFF
IP It NONVERBAL REPORT 1.78 0
MCABSS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( S SEC PROC)[SP855 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
SA t8 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.88 0
INDIC
ZK 16 MONEItSI OISPLRY 5.88 []
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL Al[ 5.g8 0
4B 89 ACTUATE THROTTLEST[ 5.08 D
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 4? NON EAOI 5,88 []
PRGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
SL g2 MONVERTICAL SPEED S.IB
INDIC
MCAI@5 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V(10 SEC PROC)
[SPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - D
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL Al( 10.g0 F--I
4B 09 ACTURIE THROTTLES T[ 10.00 r-i
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON ERDI tO.gO F--'I
SL gg NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.@B D
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 1@.00 F'-I
INDIC
2KyRz!4BSg MON EHSI DISPLAY 10.@01 r-'-IUALRE.C.ES
ALT£UP RCTURTEVCNS TO ?
END DESCENT
3H g6 MDN RLTIMETER IB.@g F'-I
3L 0_ MON VERTICAL 5PIED tO.OR F-'l
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEO tO.DO r-'l
INDIC
2K 3Z MON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS 10.00 l-'l
4F gI SET SPD BRAKELEVER 3.26 D
TO DOWN
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 10.@0 l--I
MCAIgS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - 8 V
(10 SEC PROC)
ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRW - B
SR 10 MONITORRIRSPEEO tO.SO I"--1
INDIC
?K t4 MON'EHSI DISPLRY 10.00 F'-I
4R 6¢ MRNURLLYCONTROLR/C IS.OR I"--'1
4B B9 RCTORTETHROTTLESTO lB.00 I-'l
ADJUST AIRSPEED
gJ 42 MON EROI IB.Bg r'--I
9L B2 MONVERTICAL SPEED IB.BB I--1
INDIC
BYRZ5I U 24 CLEAREOFOR DES V
CENT
BYRZg? RECEIVE CLEARANCET( V
IEggO
MCAOSS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( 5 SEC PROC]
0. g. tog. ! g. 20B. E50. 3DE.
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) lIME,IN sECOND5
ISPe55 FLIGHT IN5TRUHENT V
SCAN - R
_R 10 MONITORRIRSPEED 5.00 DINDIC
2K 16 NONEHSI D]5PLAY 5.00 0
1PDYRZB5 NONCALL- UNITED Z4 3.50 O
DE5CEND AND MAINTRI_
12080.
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL AI{ 5.80 0
48 09 ACTUATE THROTTLE5 T[ 5.00 []
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 HON EADI 5.00 []
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.00 []
INDIC
AFDALT ALTITUDE CHANGE PROC V
2H 33 RDIATE ALT ENG KNOB 2.47 O
ALTCDN ACTUATEVCW5TO V
START DESCENT
_K 32 MON RLTIRNG SYMBOL5 10.00 I-'3
4F 03 SET SPEED BRAKE 3.Z6 O
LEVER TO FLT DETEHT
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC t0.00
_H 06 NON ALTIMETER 10.00 r"-I
3L OZ NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 1"3
INDIC
BR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 r-1
INDIC
2H 34 READ DLT EN6 VALUE 1.06 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
BYRZD3 RECEIVG CLEARANCE l[ V
11000
IPBYRZ07 NONCOMH- UNITED g4 3.50 0
DESCEND ANO MAINTR]_
11000. V
MCRIOS CONTROL AIRCRAFT -
ISP055 FLUID SEE PRDC)GHT INST UMENT V
SCAN - A
MeAl05 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B V
(10 5EC PROC)
15P105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
sCAN - D
4B 09 ACIUATE THROTTLES TO 10.00 F"'I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
23 42 NON EADI ' 10.00 r-I
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 r-1
INDIC
' ' ' 's0. 1 0.' ' 2..' '
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS
SA 10 HONITORAIRSPEED IS.SOINDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY IS.SO 1:::3
4R 64 HRNUBLLYCONTROLAIC 1@.00 r'--I
4B B9 ACTUATETHROTTLES l[ 10.00 r-"-iADJUST AIRSPEED
gJ 4g HON ERDI 5.00 D
SL e2 NONVERTICAL SPEED 5.00 0INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.@0 OINDIC
ZK 16 MON EHSI DISPLAY 5.00 O
41:IBYRZ_ MANUALLY CONTROL RIC IS.CO r"-Iu24SPEEDREDU TION VTO Z5@ KTS
BYRZ7I U Z4 ENDS DESCENT V
FOR SPEED REDUCTID_
BYRZO4 RECEIVGSPEED REOUCT V
TION TO 250 KTS
BYRZB4 RECEIVG SPEED REDUC1 VTIDN TO 250 KTS
IPBYRZB9 MOW COMM- UNITEO 74 3.00 Q
REDUCE SPEED TO ?SB
KNOTS.
IPDYRZ09 MON CQMM- UNITED 74 3.0B D
REDUCE SPEED TO 250
KNOTS,
RLTCUP ACTUATE VCNSTO. VEND DE5EENT
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I--IINDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10,00 F"'IINDIC
2K 32 NON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS 10.00 I-'1
4F g! SET SPO BRAKELEVER 3.26 OTO DOWN
_R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL glr 10.00 {--1
SH 06 MON ALTIMETER 10.00 l--m
RFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO{ V
HCflBSS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V( 5 SEE PROC)
4R 64 MANUALLYCONTROLR/I 5.00 O
48 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES T[ 5.00 O
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?H 47 ROTATECAS ENG KNOB Z.4S O
2H 48 REND CRS ENGVALUE 1.04 ION DIGITAL INDIC
, I , ! | I , I , I t ,I I I I , ,
0. SB. 100. 150. 20B. ,_5g. 300.
PAGE 5
'E_ENT_PROC'EDURE'OR'TASK'OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTIO,N' (SEC), TIHE IN SECONqS ......
MGR605 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(68 SEC PROC)
ISP60_ FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
AA 65 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 68.80 I i
48 t@ ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 61,@g I i
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 NON EADI 68.88 r 1
3L 82 HON VERTICAL SPEED 68.B_ i =
INDIC
_A I_ MDNITOR RIRSPEEO 68.80 i i
INDIC
2_CA@J_nJ_ MON EHSI DISPLAY 6e.BB I IC IROL AIRCRAFT - R V
( 5 5EC PROC)
15P855 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - A
2J 42 MON EADI 5.00 []
3L eZ HONVERTICAL SPEED 5.80 0
INDIC
3A I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.80 0
INDIC
2K t6 MON EH51 DISPLAY 5.00 0
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 5.80 0
48 89 ACTUATE THROTTLES l_ 5.80 0
ADJUST AIRSPEED
MCAIS5 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - _ V(IS SEC PROCI
ISPISS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN- C
3A 14 MON AIRSPEED INOIC 15.00
ZK 16 MONEHSI DISPLAY 15.80 F-'7
4R 31 MANUALLY CONTROL RIG LS.80 I--'-1
40 09 ACTUATETHROTTLESTC L5.00
ADJUST A]RSPEED
2J 43 MON EflOl 15.00
9L 04 MON IVSl INDIC 15.80 I----1
! . I . l ,. ! I I I I i l




IUNSNrFIEDI MISSION TIMELINE AUG 1_, 1978
' ' MISSION -OENVER BYRZMCAPP/LN
WITH HOLOING PITH
CONFIGURATION - AFD SIMULATOR




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR "
CODE TASK DESCR!PIION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRI53 U Z4 SPEED REOUCTIOF ' '
TO 208 KTS
RFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGEPRO[




2H 47 ROTATE CAS ENG KNOB 2.45
4R 6_ MANUALLYCONTROLA/C 30._0"--'--'7
40 10 ACTURTETHROTTLEST_ 30.00-'------'I
ROJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON EADI 30.00
SL 8Z MON VERTICAL SPEED 30._0
INDIC
8R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEED 38.00 ----"--I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 38.00 -------1
2H 48 READ COS ENG VALUE 1.0(
ON DIGITAL INDIC
BYRZ54 U 24 CROSSESDYERS V
INTERSECTION < 11000
MCQISS CONIROL AIRCRAFT - V
(15 SEC PROC)
[SPtS5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
2K t6 MON EHSI DISPLAY 15.00
4A 31 MANUALLYCONTROLA/( 15.00 I---I
48 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES T( IS.00 I----I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 43 HONERDI 15._0 I"--1
SL 04 MON IVSI INDIC 15.00 F--'-I
3A 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC tS.00 I--1
160011 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
1P160058 CALL OUT -[FLRPS 1] 0.70 I
RFDALT ALTITUDE CHANGE PROZ V
IP _ 10 HON VERBHL REPORT 0.70; I
ZH 33 ROTATE ALT ENG KNOB Z.47 O
........ I I, . , i . i. i i i I l , I .I . . i
220. _70. 320. 370. 420. 470, 520.
PAGE 2
EVENT/PROCEOURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN _ECONDS
2H 34 READ _LT ENG VALUE 1.86 ION DIGITAL INDIC
?F 25 4ON ENG NO t EPR ]NO 8,44 I?F 38 HONENG NO 2 EPR ND 8.44 I
BYRZ6I U 24 REACHS280 KTS V
'BYRZS5 U Z4 BEGINS STAR VDESCENTTO 8988
ALTCDN RCTUATEVCH5 TO V
START DESCENT
BL 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED 18.80 r"-I
INDIC
3R 19 MONITOR AIRSPEED 18.89
INDIC
?K 32 MON BLT/RNG SYMBOLS 18.89 r--I
4F 83 SET SPEED BRAKE 3.26 D
LEVER TO FLT DETENT
4R 68 MANUALLY CONTROL R/E L9.98 I--I
3HMcRI_ MON ALTIMETER L8.80C TROL AIRC AFT - H V
(1Z8 5EC PROC)[SPI29 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H .I
4R 65 MRNURLLY CONTROL R/C 129.98 (
40 19 ACTUATETHROTTLESl_ 129.98 I ' . i
ADJUST AIRSPEED I
2J 43 MON EADI t28.gU [
3L 63 NON VERTICAL SPEED 129.68 I )
INDIC ' '1
SA It MONITOR AIRSPEEO 129.09 [ ' '
INDIC ' +i
MON EHSI OISPLRY 129._9 I'
2Kt488_) REPORT roD8 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF O
IPMcAIJ_ MONVERBAL REPORT 1.79 VCONTROL AIRCRRFT -
ISPlRB FLIt9 SEC PROC) VGHT INSI UHEHT
SCAN - O r'-'z
SL 02 MON VERT]CRL 5PEEO 19.98
INDIC r-I
_A 19 MONITORAIRSPEED 18.88
INDIC
2K 14 MONEHSI DISPLAY 19.99 r-'-i
4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROLAlE 19.69 (-7
4B 89 ACTUATETHROTTLES l[ 10.89
ADJUSl AIRSPEED I-'1
2J 42 HON ERDI t8.88
%0 i I ! , I l '229. 2 o. 3 8. 3 9. 4 9. 4 e. ' 529.
o_vcNl/e_uctuu_t UR TASK OUR PAGE
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEE) TIMEIN SECONDS
MEAlOS CONTROL RIRCRflFT- B "
(IB SEE PRDC) V
ISP10S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - 8 V
2K 14 MON ENSI DISPLAY I_.SO
4R d4 MANUALLY CONTROL AlE I@.B_ l-'l
4B S9 ACTUATE THROTTLES T[ IB.@O I'-'3
ADJUST AIRSPEED I'--)
2J 42 MDN ERDI I@.00
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED lB.BO I--1
INDIC I"-I
BA IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 18.@0
INDIC r'-I
BYRZ67 U 24 REACHES BBOB
ALTCUP ACTUATE VCN5 TO V
END DESCENT V
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC IB.BO
3H 06 NON ALTIMETER tB.BO r'--i
SL 87 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.BB I--1
INDIC I-"I
SA IB MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.BB
INDIC
ZK 3Z NON ALTIRNG SYMBOLS tO,B0
4F BI SET SPO BRRKELEVER 3.Z6 f--I
TO DOHN O
MCRSBS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C
(3B SEE PROC) V
ISPSBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - E V
SL gZ NON VERTICAL SPEED 3_.B0
INDIC
SA I_ MONITOR RIRSPEED 3_.BB
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLRY 3B.BB
4A 64 MRNURLLYCONTROL g/( 3B.BB [Z::ZZ_]
_B IB ACTUATETHROTTLEST[ 3_.BB
ADJUST AIRSPEED [:_
ZJ 4Z NON ERDI 3B.B_
170BB? TUNE NRV RADIOS FOR 1:::::::::::::3
MLS APPROACH. V
BYRZ78 U 24 CROSS HRTKINS <





t l I , m I . , l l , I l l, , # ,
22e P_7_, _12B. 37B. 428. 47g, 52B.
PAGE 4
EVENT'/PROCEDUR'E'ORTASKBUR
CODE. TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC), ,, TIME !N,SECOND_ ......
NDGCHG HEADING CHANGEPROC. V
-CHS
_L @Z NON VERTICAL SPEED Ig.gB r--'l
INDIC




4A 28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO IB.BO I"'l
CHANGE HDG
2K I& NON EHSI DISPLAY 18.00 r-'-I
2K 33 HON CURVEDTREND tB.BO r--1
VECTOR SYMBOLS
RFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO[ VMCABSS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( 5 SEC PROC)
ISPeSS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
2K t6 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 5.00 I-I
2H 47 ROTATECAS ENG KNOB 2.45 Q
4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROLg/( 5.00
40 B9 ACTUATE THROTTLES T( 5.00 0
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?J 42 NON EADI 5.00 D
8L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED S.BO
INDIC
_A I@ MONITOR AIRSPEEO 5.00 Q
INDIC
2N _B READ CRS ENG VALUE 1.04 ION DIGITAL INDIC
IP BZ NON VERBflLREPORT 3.BB O
,. , .......... , .... , , , ,
220. 270. 320. 378. 42g, 470. 520,
t,_
IUNSHIFTEO[ MIS510N TIMELINE RUG |4, 1978
MISSION -DENVER BYRZMC APP/LN
WITH HOLDINGPTIN
CONFIGURATION- AFO SIMULATOR
FLIGHT PHASE -COURSEDEVIATION FOR
SPACING - HATKINS TOTHE GATE
CREHHEHOER- PILOT
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR THSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) lIME IN SECONDS




4R 31 MANUALLY CONTROL Al[ 20.@0----I
_B B9 ACTUATE THROTTLES T[ 20.@0_
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 43 MON EADI 20.60"--"-I
3L 04 MON IV51 INOIE 20._0""_
SR 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 20.90-----I
ZK 16 MON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00--"-'I
MCA055 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
( S SEC PROC)
ISP055 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
2J 62 MON EADI 5.00 []
_L 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED S.BB []
INDIC
DR tO MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.0B []
INDIC
?K 16 MONEHSI DISPLAY 5.00 []
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 5.00 []
4B @9 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 5.@B []
ADJUST AIRSPEED
BYRZ63 SET FLAPS TO PO5 S V
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 5 V
160BtB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
MCRI05 CONTROLAIRCRAFT - V
fie SEC PROC)
ISPISS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
3L OZ HONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I-7
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED tO.DO r-q
INDIC
EK 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY tO.DO
IP160061 CALL OUT -[FLAP3 5] 0,70 I
, ....... , , , ......480. 53g. 580, 6 0. 6 t]. 73g. 7B(_.
PRGE Z
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC). TIME IN ,SECONDS
4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROLA/{ IB.B_
40 89 ACTUATE THROTTLE5 T[ iB.OD I"-'I
ADJUST RIRSPEED
ZJ 42 HONEADI 10.00 I'--1
tP IB NON VERBAL REPORT B,7B I
?F 25 NON ENGNO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 39 MONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 9.44 I
HCRIB5 CONTROLAIRCRAFT - B V(tO sgc PROC}
ISPIgS PLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
169025 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
IS
169g18 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
4Z NON ERDI 19.0_ZJ
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.B L_I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 10.00 I"--IINDIC
2K 14 MON EH5I DISPLAY 19.00 I-'1
tPI_O36Z CALL OUT -[FLAPS IS_ 0.70 I4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROLA/ tO.Bg t_
4B 09 ACTUATE THROTTLESIC IO.BB I-'-'t
ADJUST RIRSPEED
BYRZOB RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONE V
TO PROCEED DIRECT T[
THE GRTE
RFDALT ALTITUDE CHANGE PRO( V
?H 33 ROTATEHLT ENG KNOB Z,47; g
IPBYRZI8 MSG- UNITED 24. CLEF 6.90 []
RED DIRECT TO APREH
GATE, CONTACT TONER
AT OH 120.0
IP 19 MON VERBAL REPORT 9.73 l
2H 34 READ ALT ENGVALUE t.B6 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
?F 25 NON EHG NO I EPQ IND 0._4 I
7F 3_ MON ENG NO Z EPR IN_ 6.44 I
HDGCHG HEADINGCHANGEPRDC. V
-CNS
3L 02 HONVERTICAL SPEED I@,Ag r--I
INDIC
4A 28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 16.60 I---I
CHANGE HDO
2K 14 NON EHSI OISPLAY 19.03 r--i
2K _ 33 MON CURVED TREND 10.63 f-"l
), VECTOR SYMBOLS
t,.)
409. S_B. SOe. _. 609. 7 7e_.
4_
PAGE
_YENT/PROEEDURE OR TASK OUR 'J
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
ALTCD_ ACTUATEVCN5 TO VSTART DESCENT
SR I@ MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.BB ESS}
INDIC
2K _2 MON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS IB.BO I--I
4F B3 SET SPEED BRAKE 3.26 0LEVER TO FLT DETENT
6A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL All IO.B_ F--I
3H B6 HON ALTIMETER lB.00 I--I
SL B? MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I-7INDIC
MCAIZB CONTROL AIRCRAFT - _ V
F(12BLSEC PROC)ISPIZB IGHI INSTRUMENT VSCAN - H
2K IS MON EHSI DISPLAY I20.0B L_ ]
4A 65 MANUALLYCONTROLA/( I2B.B0 i: " ' " I4B Ie ACTUATE THROTTLES T{ 120.00 |ADJUST AIRSPEED J
2J 43 NON EADI . |20.00 I' I3L B3 MON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 l
INDIC
3R IT MONITOR RIRSPEED I2B.OB l ' 'INDIC , , I
BYRZ69 U 2_ REACHES 65BB
• ALTCUP ACTUATEVCNS TO 9
END DESCENT V
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL D/E IB,_O I-7SH 06 MON ALTIMETER I@.0_
SL Og MONVERTICAL SPEED IB.00 I-"1
INDIC l'-I
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED IB._B
INDIC I-'I
gK Sg MONRLT/RNG SYMBOLS IB.%0 /'-14F 01 SET SPO BRRKELEVER 3.26TO DOHN O
MCf160S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F
(6B SEC PROC) V
15P60S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN- f V
SL BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 6B.BB
INDIC ! I
3B IB HONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00INDIC t J
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLAY 6B,BO
I
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROLg/C 6@.0B I: I
I I I I
, t I , I "i I I , I , IIt_BB.
c_=.,,_,. 588. 631L 680. 73B. 7BE.
PAGE
EvENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONOS .....
40 1@" ACTUATETHROTTLESTC 6B.B@ .... t' t
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MONEND[ 6_._0 i i
MCA60_ CONIROL AIRCRAFT - f V
(60 SEC PROC)
ISPA@5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
2K IS NON EHSl DISPLAY 60.B0 _ ..... IAA 65 MANUALLY CONTROL A/[ 6B._B i,
4B IB ACTUATE THROTTLES T( 60.B0 W I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 NON EADI 60.B0 i l
9L 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.B8 I i
INDIC •
_R 18 MONITOR RIR5PEED 68.80 L, i
INDIC
MCAIBS CONIROL AIRCRflFT- V
(I_ SEC PROC) s
ISPI_S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 8
48 89 ACTUATETHROTTLEST[ IB.B_ r-l
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON EADI 18.88 l---I
_L 8Z MONVERTICAL 5PEED IB.8_ r-"]
INDIC
3A 18 MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.B8 r-]
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY lB.BB I--'1
4R 64 NgNUALLY CONTROL A/( IB.gO ["-1
IF.}
48_. 5 B. 588. 6S_. 680, 7 B. 8.
rDNSNIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE AUG 14, 1978
MISSION -DENVER BYRZMC RPP/LN
WITH HOLO]NG PTTN
CONFIGURATION - RFD SIMULATOR
FLIGHT PHASE -FINAL APPROACH TO
FROM THE GATE THRU
TOUCNOOHN
CRENHEMBER - PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
.....CODE TASK,DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRZSB U Z4 CROSSES GATE AT V
6500 fiND 15g KTS,
SLON_ TO I?BKTS,
FLAPS ON SCHEO
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO[ V
MCA305 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(30 SEC PROC)
ISP30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
160053 SET FLAPS 10 FLAPS V
Z5
I600tO FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROLA/[ 30.00 [ZZZZZZZ_)
4B 10 ACTUATE THROTTLES T{ 3_.00
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 HDN EAOI 3@.00
9L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 38.00 r-_
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 3B,00
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00 I-_
1P160070 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 25] B.70 I
2H 47 ROTATE CAS ENG KNOB 2.45 0
2H 48 READ CAS ENG VALUE 1,04 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 8.70 I
2F 25 MANENG NO 1EPR INO 0.44 I
7F _B MONENG NO 2 EPR INO 0,44 I
t60BSg CROSS RNY XK OUTER
MARKER
LNDCLR CONTACT TONER FOR
FINAL LANDING CLEAR-
ANCE
3V 06 MON LOC RNNUN 1.21 @
LT GREEN
3V B9 NON GLIDE SLOPE 1.21 D
ANNUN LT GREEN
, 8£ ,. , , ' , , ,800. 0. 900. 9 . 1000. 1950. !100.
PRGE Z
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
SV It MONITOROUTERHARKE_ 0.72 '1
LT ON RND RUDIBLE
SIGNRL
3N 03 STRAT ELAPSEDTIME E.XO O
INDIC
IP160075 CALL OUT -[GEAR OON_ 1,O0 O
AND LANDING CHECK-
LIST]
1_0057 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
4g
t600tO FLRP SET PROCEDURE V
FNLRP6 CONTROLR/C ON FINRI V
APPROACH- PILOT
(60 SEC)
SR tB MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.BO t t
INDIC
3H 06 MONRLlIHETER 60.00 i I
_L 02 HON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 I t
INDIC
1P160073 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 403 0.70 I
4R ' 65 MANURLLYCONTROLRI£ 60.00! ( ''I
2J g4 MDN FLT PATH RCCEL 60,00 m . J
INDIC
gJ g9 HON FLT PATH ANGLE 60.00 I l
INDIC
2J 38 MONITORLOCRLIZER 6g.00 I I
INDICATOR
2J 39 MON GLIDE SLOPE 60.00 l t
RTT INDIC
?J 30 HON SPD ERR BAR 6g.00 I , I
2J 40 MON EROI RNWY 6B.BO 1' m
IB 19 MON VHF-2 COMH AUDIO 7.B0 []
IPLNDCL4 NON RADIO COMH - _.BO O
UNITED 24, DENVEROHER, ROGER. CLEAR
lO LRND RUNWAYTHO
IPLNDCL5 SIK . gINO TWO ONE 3.0B O
ZERO DEGREESRT ZER[
NINER.]
IP tO MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
7F 25 HONENG NO I EPA IN[ 9.44 I
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.44 I
160B62 LANDING CHECKLIST V
IP 10 HON VERBAL REPORT 0.60 I
tP t4 HON VERBAL REPORT B.4B I
IP 10 HON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
Oo
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR ' '
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION ,(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
tP160079 CALL OUT -[ARNEO'- 1,38 '' m .......
GREENLIGHT]
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 8.20 I
IP 14 NONVERBALREPORT 0.40 I
IP 12 NONVERBALREPORT 1.10 I
IP 10 HON VERBALREPORT 1.00 I
IP iZ NON VERORLREPORT 1,10 I
t600t8 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 NON VERBRL REPORT 0.20 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO ! EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
FNLRP6 CONTROL R/C ON FINAL V
APPROACH - PILOT
(60SEC)
2J 30 MONITOR LOCALIZER 60.00 i_.
INDICATOR
2J 39 NON GLIDE SLOPE 60.00 i , iATT INDIC
EJ 30 HON SPD ERR BRR 60.00 i: ' ' i
2J 40 NON EADI RNXY 60.00 _ i
_A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 60.00 L I
INDIC
3H 06 NON ALTIMETER 60.00; i , i
3L OZ NON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 l .. ,
INDIC
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 60.00 I I
2J 04 HON FLT PATH RCCEL 60.00 I l
INDIC
2J 09 NON FLT PATH ANGLE 60.00 ( I
INDIC
160065 DESCEND THRU V
-DECISION HEIGTH
1P I1 NONVERBAL REPORT 0.00 I
MCRLNB CONTROL RIRCRRFT V
2J 25 SELECTLAND MODE 2.67 D
4A 79 MANUALLY CONTROL 26,00
A/C TNRU FLORE AND
TDUCHDDNN
?d 09 NON FLT PATH DNGLE 26.00 r-------I
INDIC
?J 44 HONERDI RNWY 26.00 F'-"----1
2J .24 NON 100 FT INDIC ON 2.27 D
EADI
2J 41 NON EADI DRIFT INDI{ 10.00 F-1
45 08 SET THRUST LEVERS 1[ 2.50 O
IDLE
.' '. , , ,. ,800. 0. 908. 950. t000, 1050, 1100.
l UNSH]FTED I XDRKLORDHISTOGRRH MISSIONDENVERDYRZHCRPP/LN
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0rU'NSHI'F'TEO ] NORKLOflDHISTOGRRH NIBSIDN
RUG lk, 1978 CRE_HEHBER- COPILOT DENVERDYRZHCRPPtLNN]TH HOLOINGPTTN
CHANNEL- TOTALHOTOR
CONF]GU£AT]ON~AFD 5IHULATOR
I UNsHrFTEO i HORKLDRDHISTOGRAM HISSIDH
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I I I I I I ,, I I , I I i l I I
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHTPHRSE
I DENVERBYRZMCAPPILN AFO SIMULRIO_ BYERSAPPROACHTO
HITW HOLDINGPITN LANDINGFROMENROUIE
CRUISE
JUNSHIFTE_J NORKLOBDSUHMARY BUG 14, 1978
CREHMEMBER- COPILOT
PERCENT NORKLOAD[NG AVERAGE F'I+IsIGHR FFzFI
e zo 40 60 Be 1oe Jzo 14o







, I I J , , 1 I , _ f I I , • f ,L , I I ,, |
HIS_ION CONFIGURAIION FLIGHTPHASE
I DENVERBYRZMCAPP/LN _FD SIMULATOR DESCENTFROM BYERS





WORKLOADSUHMRRY I RUG t_, t978
CREHMEMBER- COPILOI I
PERCENTNORKLORO[NG RVERRGEF"'_,|SIGMRF_
a ze 4_ 6e 8_ IRe ZZ_ t4e










. . . I . I . .I I I I I I ! l .I ! i .. I
MlS_lON CONFIGURRTIDN FLIGHT PHRSE
i DENVER BYRZMC RPPILN RFD SIMULRTOR COURSE DEVIRIION FOR
HITH HOLDING PTTN 5PRCING - WRTKINS TO
THE GRTE
I I WORKLOADSUHM_RY I hug 1_, J978
CREHHEHOER- COPILOT I
PERCENTHORKLOAOING AVERAGE["-_,|_IGHR[_ E]
0 ze 4e 6D 8e t_e 120 14D








HISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
! OEN_ER8YRZHC APP/LN AFD SIHULATOR FIHRL APPROACHTO
HITH HOLDINGPTTN FROH THE GATE THRU
TOUCHDOWN
GO
I i MISSION TIMELINE RUB 14, 1978
UNSHIFTED, MISSION -OENVER BYRZMC RPPILN
WITH HOLOING'PITN
CONFIGURETION - BFD SIMULATOR




'EVENT/PROCEDURE O'R TASK DUE
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOHDS




IPBYRZBI MONCOM- UNITED 24, 5.g_ 3
ONCONTACT128.95DENVER RPRC_ 2B 062J 43 M N ERDI ! .... " . . ' ' 'i
SL 03 HON VERTICAL SPEED lEg.BE '. ."' ' . J
INDIC
3R It MONITOR AIR5PEED IZB.OB ' '.' .' : I
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLAY 120.0g '. 'i
IPBYRZB2 RODIO - DENVER RPRC_ 1.50 1
UNITED 24




IPBYRZ_4 RADIO - ROGER.UNITED 3.50 O
24 CLEARED TO DYERS
AND 1308B
140g2B REPORT IOOO FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
3N _Z MONCOREBRRORLT 2.13 a
INDIC
IPt4e04S CELL OUT -[iOBO FEE1 1.70 O
TO LEVEL OFF]
BYRZSB URL 24 RERCgES i3BO_ V
DYRZSI U Z4 CLEAREDFOR OE_ V
CENT
BYRZ_2 RECEIVE CLEORRNCE T[ V
12000
tPBYRZB5 HON CALL- UNITED 24 9.50 0
DESCENDAND MAINTRI_
J20gO.
! I I I I I I I
PAGE
EVENI/P'ROCEDUREOR TASK OUR ' "
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ....T,IME IN,SECONDS ...............
IPBYRZ06 RADIO- ROGER UNITED 8,50 D
Z4 OUT Of 13000 FOR
120B8.
BYRZ03 RECEIVG CLEDRRNCE TO V
11000
JPBYRZ07 MON COMM- UNITED 24 3.50 0
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN
11000.
IPDYRzg8 RADIO- ROGER UNITED Z.00 O
24 CLERREO TO 11000.
BYRZSZ U Z_ SPEED REDUCTION V
TO 250 KTS
BYRZTI U 24 ENOSDESCENT
FOR SPEED REDUCTION
15C605 FLIGHT INSTRUHENI V
5CAN - F
8YRZ04 RECEIVG SPEED REDUCT V
TIDN TO 250 KT5
BYRZ04 RECEIVG SPEED REDUCT V
TION TO Z50 KTS
3L OZ MONVERTICAL 5PEED 60.@0 i i i
INDIC
ZK 15 MONEHSI DISPLAY 60.00 I' ]
IPBYRZ89 NON COMN- UNITED 24 3.00 O
REDUCE SPEED IO 250
KNOTS.
tPBYRZO9 NON COMM- UNITED Z4 3.00 D
REDUCE SPEED TO 250
KNOTS.
2J 42 HON EflOI 60.00 I I
IP8YRZtO RRDIO- UNITED Z4, 2.50 O
ROGER, SLON TO 258
IPOYRZtO RADIO- UNITED Z4, Z.50 O
ROGER, 5LON TO 250
[SCSB5 FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
5CAN - E
_J 42 NON EflDI 30.B0
3L BZ HON VERT]EflL SPEED 3B.00 I---'---I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 3_.00
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00
[SCIBS FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
SCAN- B
_O





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ..... (SEC)....... I!ME IN SECOND3
_L BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED to.eo €:3 '' '
INDIC
3R tO MONITORRIRSPEED t_,_O r-1
INDIC
2K t4 MONEHSI OISPLRY 10,00 r-I
_J 42 MON EflOl 10,00 I--I
iUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE AUG 14. 1978
MISSION -DENVER BYRZMC APPILN
WITH HOLDING PTTN
CONFIGURATION - gFD SIMULATOR




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ....
CODE TASF DESCRIPTION (SEC) lIME IN SECONDS




2J 43 NON EADI 20.00 ""-'--I
SL 04 NON ]VSI INDIC 20.00
BA 14 HDN AIRSPEED INOIC 20.00 "-'-I
2K 16 NON ENSI DISPLAY 20.00"-_I
BYRZS4 U 24 CROSSES BYERS V
INTERSECTION • tlBO_
ISC305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CA_ - E
?K t4 NON EHSI DISPLAY 3B.00 r-'-"-"'-'l
2J 42 NON EAOI 30.g0
SL 82 HON VERTICAL SPEED 3B._B F"-"'-'--I
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00 I--'-'-'---'l
INDIC
160011 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS I V
IP 10 NON VERBALREPORT 0.70 I
4E B7 SET FLAP EONTLEVER Z.69 0
TO FLAPS t
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 2.23 0
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 03 NONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 m
TRANSIT LT ON
4N 04 MON LE FLBpSmlN - 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER fiND 2.50 0
POSITION INDIC AGREE!
IPI6BBS8 CflLL OUT -[FLAPS I] O,70 I
BYRZ61 U Z4 REACH5 Z00 KTS V
BYRZSS U 24 BEGINS STAR 9DESCENTTO B000
J i ! l I l i I ' , L !









BB @6 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.B0 D
RPPROACH PLATES
BBt50063 REVIEW CHRRTSlPLRTE5 19.B0 r---'--I
TO DETERMINE NAVAID
RPP FREQS
OB 87 5TOW CHART5 5.91 D
1SC905 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
2J _3 MON EADI 90.00 1 " ".."' '
_L 03 NONVERTICAL SPEED 9B.@O I J
INDIC
3A It MONITOR AIR5PEED 90.00 m' 'J
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 90.00 [ I
L_023 REPORT IOOB FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
3H 02 MON CDRR BARD ALT 2.13 0
INDIC
IPI48045 CALL OUT -[IBOB FEET 1.70 0
TD LEVEL OFF]
[SC30S FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
SCAN - E
SA tO MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAy 30.002J #2 HDN EADI 36.00
SL 6Z MONVERTICAL SPEED SO.DO I--'--"--1
INDIC
BYRZ67 U 24 REACHES 8006 V
ISCtBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
2J _2 MON ERDI IB._O I-'-I
3L BZ MDN VERTICAL SPEED IO.O0 r-'l
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.08 I--1
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 r-q
170_07 TUNE NFlV_AO]OS FOR V
MLS APPRORCH.
OB 06 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.00 rl
APPROACH PLATES
...... ' ' ' .......220. B. 0. 3 • _ e. 470, 520.
PAGE 3
- EVENT_PROCEDUREOR T_SKOUR
ObOE TaSK DESCRIPTION {SEe) TIHE,!N SECONDS ........
BBI66B93 REVIEW CHRRTSIPLRTES 5,06 D
TO DETERHINE NRVRID
RPP FREQS
5U 01 MOW NRV-I FRED INDI{ 5.0B D
5U 62 SET NRV-I FRED - 3.00 D
WHOLE NO.5
5U B3 SET NRV-I FRED - 2.00 g
FRRCTIONS
ISCIB5 FLIGHT INSTQUMENT V
SCaN - B
3A ID MONITORAIRSPEED t@.B6 r--1
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 1@.60 l'-I
2J 42 NON EADI 10.06 F"l
SL 62 HOW VERTICAL SPEED tO.DO I-"1
INDIC
BYRZ?O U 24 CROSS WRTKIN5 V£0_ KT5 < 80B0. RE-
CEIVE METER/SPACING
INSTRUCTION5
BYRZO7 RECEIVE METER/SPREE V
INSTRUCTIONS




ISCIBS FLIGHT INSTRUHENT VSCRN- 8
SL OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 18.00 I-'1
INDIC
_R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEQ t0.80 r-'lINDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DI5PLRY 10,00 r--I
2J 42 HOW ERDI 18,80 r""l
IPOYRZI7 RADIO- UNITED 24. 5.00 D
ROGER. RIGHT TD 356
SLOX TO APPROACH 5PD
5V 61 HON NRV-Z FRED INDIC 4.gI D
5Y 02 SET NRV-2 FRED - 2.93 D
WHOLE NO.S
5Y 03 SET NRV-Z FRED - 1.9O 0
FRACTIONS
IP1700Z6 CRLL OUT -[RNWY MLS 3.00 D
FRED ON NRV t AND
NRV Z]
220, ? _1. 329, 379. 420. 476. 5 0.
jp,
4_
IUNSHIFTED] MISSlON TIHEL]NE AUG 14, 197B
MI53[ON -OENVER BYRZMC QPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PITH
CONFIGURATION - RFD SIMULATOR
FLIGHT PHASE-COURSEDEVIATION FOR
SPACING - NRTK[N5 TO
THE GATE
CREHHEHBER - COPILOT
• "EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
COOE TRSK..DE.SCRIPTION (SEC) .....TIHE IN SECONDS.................
ISCIB5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
2J 42 MON ERDI 18.@0 EZ]
3L BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED IB.@B r--1
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED IO.@D r-i
INDIC
2K 24 M0N EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 I---I
BYR263 SET FLAPS TO POS S
I6DBI7 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS W
160BIB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
1P 10 NONVERBRLREPORT _,7B I
4E B9 SET FLAP CONT LEVER Z.69 O
TO FLAPS 5
_N B3 MON LE FLRPS-IN- l. I7 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 15 MONITOR FLRP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4E 16 CHECK FLRP LEVER RN[ 2,5B 0
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4H _4 MON LE FLRP5-1N- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
IPIGBBGI CALL OUT -[FLRPS 5] _.TB I
169025 5El FLAPS TO FLAPS W
15
16BBIB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 19 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
4E 11 SET FLAP EONT LEVER 2,46 0
TO FLAPS 15
4N 03 MDN LE FLRPS-IN- I.I? m
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 15 MDNIIOR FLAP 2.23 0
POSITION INDICATOR




...... ....... ' '48B. 53_. . 639. 68B. B. 7 •
PRGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ' '
CODE TASK qESCRIPTION .,(SFC) ..... TIM,E INSECONOS
IPBYRZ18 NSG- UNITED Z4, CLEF 6.e0 r-1
RED DIRECT TO RPRCH
GATE, CONIRCT TONER
RT ON 12@.B
4E 16 CHECKFLRP LEVER RN_ 2.50 O
POSITION INDIC RGREE
4N _4 MONLE FLAPS-IN- t.t7 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
tPIGB_G2 CALL OUT -[FLAP3 tS] g.78 I
IPBYRZI9 RADIO- ROGER UNITED 6.DR r'1Z4 CLERRED DIRECT TO
THE GATE. IDHER AT D
.N 12B.B
ISClZB FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLRY tZB.OB m...... ..'" ' IZJ 43 NON EROl 128.08 I'" ., ' '' I
SL 83 NON VERTICQL SPEED 128.00 I ....... IINDIC
3A It MONITOR AIRSPEED |2B.BB ( ...... i
INDIC '' '
ISCI2B FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H
2J 43 HON ERDI I20.BB i ...... ISL B3 NONVERTICAL SPEED IZB.BB ' ' "' '
INDIC ..... m
3R It MONITORAIRSPEED t2@.OB L' ..... I
INDIC "
vN°NE.SlDISPL.YI2D. D ' V 'REAC,ES "isc  s F IG.TINSTRUMENTSCAN - E
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 3B.BQ 1-''"-"--IINDIC
2K 18 NON EHSI DISPLRY 3B.QD I--'--"-1
2J 42 NON EROI 3B.BO I'_
3L _2 NON VERTICAL SPEEO 3_._BINDIC
150_45 QNNUNCIRTORRECALL
7A 28 ACTUATERNNUNPNL Z.28 DRECALL5H
?R 36 NON QLL RNNUNLTS B.53 I
ISCBSS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - A
2J _Z MON EADI 5.B_i 0
_L B2 NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.BB 0INDIC
I , I I I I I , = I = I I I I
4BB, 53_. 58B. 63B. 68B. 73B. 7BB.
PAGE 3
..... EVEN'T/PROCEDUREOR" TRSK'OUR
COOE TASK DESCRIPTION .($EC) TIHE !N $ECOHD5 , .
3R 10 MONITOR RIR)PEED 5.00 O]NDIC
2K 16 MONEHSI OISPLgY 5._0 O
, , .... , , . , , , .., . ,
_80. 530. S8g. 630. 680. 73B. 780.
I I M]SSION T]HELINE RUG 14, I?7BHISS[ON -DENVER BYRZHCRPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTN
CONFIGURATION - fifoSIMULATOR
FLIGIITPHASE -FINAL APPROACH TO




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ....
81RZ58 U Z4 CROSSE5 GATE AT V
6500 AND 15B KTSo
SLOGSTO tZOKTS.
FLAPS ON SCNED
t60060 EXTEND LANDING GEAR V
4D 03 SET LANDING GEAR 3.27 fl
LEVER TO DOWN
POSITION
40 05 MONITOR NOSE GEAR 0.54: I
DOWN AND LOCKED LT
ON
4D 09 MONITOR LEFT/RT GER{ B.S4 I
DOWN RNO LOCKED LT
ON
160053 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
?S
1600tO FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
4E 12 SET FLAP COWl LEVER 2.90 0
TO FLAP5 Z5
_N 03 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER ANT ?.50 Q
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N 04 MONLE FLAPS-IN- t. I7 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
IP160070 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 2SZ 0.70 I
ISCtOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
2J 4Z MON gflOl 10.00 [Z]
3L 0? HON VERTICAL SPEED IB.00 r--I
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.0B {_l
INDIC
ZK 14 MON EHSI OISPLRY 10.00 I--I
-,4
J ..! I I I 1 I I ,I I I I 1





CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION '(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
160B59 CROS5RNY XX OUTER V
HARKED
LNOCLR CONTRCT TONER FOR V
FINgL LANDING CLEAR-
RNCE
IB B5 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR Z.39 D
SN TO LEFT
IP 13 MONVERBRLREPORT 1.B0 O
18 17 COMM VIA VHF-? 5.00 0
18 Z5 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 5.00 D
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
15C105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - B
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLRY 18.00 E_
2J 42 HON EfiOl tff.BO CZD
3L OZ MONVERTICRL SPEED tO.00 r-q
INDIC
3R 10 MONITORRIRSPEEO 10,00 F-l
INDIC
IPLNOCLZ RROID COMM-[DENVER 4.80 O
TONER, THIS IS U 24
OVER THE GRTE
INOOUND FOR LNDNG
t60857 SET FLRPS TO FLgPS V
4B
160018 FLRP SET PROCEDURE V
tP 10 MON VERORL REPORT 8.70 I
IPLNOCL3 ZERO EIGHT, OVER] 1.00 I
IB 19 MON VHF-2 COMM AUDIO 7.B0 r-l
4E 14 SET FLRP CONT LEVER 2.92 O
TO FLAPS 40
4N 03 MON LE FLRPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRRNSIT LT ON
4E 15 MONITOR FLfiP 2.23 0
POSITION INO]CRTOR
IPLNOCL4 MON RRDIO COMM - 4.00 []
[UNITED Z4. DENVER
TONER, ROGER. CLEAR
TO LRND RUNNRY TWO
IPLNDCL5 SIX . WIND TWO ONE S.00 0ZERODEGREES gT ZERO
NINER.]
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER DND 2.50 g
POSITION INDIC AGREE
IB 15 COMMVIR VHF-Z 1.70 0
IPLNDCL! RADIO COMM- 1.70 O
[U?4, ROGER]
' ' ' ' £ ' ' .........800. 8 • 900. 9 0. 1008. 1850. 1108.
PAGE 3
I EvENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR "
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS . .
10 29 ACTUATECOHM2 PUSH- 1.70 O
TO-TRLK 5W
4N 84 "MDNLE FLAPS-IN- t.17 !
_RRNSIT LT OFF
IP160073 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 40] 0.70 I
160062 LANDING CHECKLIST V
1P160076 CALL OUT -[RECALL] B.GB I
1P160077 £RLL OUT -[CHECKED] g.40 I
1P16B_78 CALL OUT -[SPEEO 0.70 I
BRAKES]
IP 0? HON VERBAL REPORT 1._0 I
1P160080 CALL OUT -[LANDING 0.70 I
GEAR]
IP160002 CALL OUT -[FLRPS] 8.40 I
IP16B083 CALL OUT -[FORTY. 1.10 I
GREEN LIGHT]
IP160081 CALL OUT -[DOWN. 1.00 I
THREE GREEN]
1P1600B4 CALL OUT -[CHECKLIST 1,10 I
COMPLETE]
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 HON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
4N 03 WON LE FLAPS-IN- I.l? I
TRANSIT LT ON
40 15 MONIIOR FLAP 2,23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER fiND 2.50 0
POSITION INDIC AGREE
_N 04 HONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
ISC90S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
2J _3 WON EflOl 90.00 [ I
3L 03 WON VERTICAL SPEED 90.00 i "" I
INDIC
_R 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED 90.00 I .... J
INDIC
2K t5 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 90.00 {.... !
160065 DESCEND IHRU V
-DECISION HEIGTA
3R 12 NON DECISION HGT LT 2.58, 0
ON FDI
IPI60086 CALL OUT -[DECISION 0.80 I
HEIGHT]




800. 850. 90B. 9 0. IBOB, 1050. 11 0.
QPRGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKOUR
CODE, , TRSK DESCRIPTION <SECt, TIME IN 3ECONDS , ......
3R 18 MONIIOR RIRSPEEO LB._B r---I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI D]SPLRY tO.B8 F-'l
2J 42 NON ERDI t8.66 r'-1
3L 62 HON VERTICRL SPEED 16,66 I"-I
INDIC-.
[5C1_5 FLIGHT:INSTRUHENT V
5CRN - 8 .
2K I_ HON EH_I.D]SPLRY LO,D6 r--1
2J 42 HON ERDI 18.@8 f--I
3L 82 HON VERTICRL SPEED IS.B8 r'--'l
INDIC
3R 16 HONITOR RIRSPEED tS.6B r-'-I
INDIC
i •
, , , , ,, , , ,, , , , ,,
880, 659. 908, 950. t808. 1050, It00.
[UNSHIFTED I I NORKLOAO HISTOGRAM MISSION
RUG 14, 1978 CRENHEMBER- PILOT OYER3 RPP 3CENARIO
CHANNEL- IOIAL VISION
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IUNSHIFTEO J HORKLOBO HISIOGRRM MISSION
BUG 14. 1978 CRENHEMBEQ- PILOT BYERS APP SCENRRIO
CHRNNEL- TOIAL MOIOQ
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(UNSHIFTEO I HORKLOAO HISTOGRAM NKSSION
AUG 14, 197B CRENMEMBER- PILOT BYER5 APP _CENARIO
CHANNEL- COGNITION
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JUNSHIFTEO J RORKLOBD HISTOGRAM MISSION
BUG 14, 197B CREWMEMBER- PILOT BYERS RPP 5CENRRIa
CHANNEL- TOTAL COMMUNICATION




























IUNSHIFTEO _ WORKLORO HISTOGRRM HI551ON
RUG t4, 1978 CQENMEMBER- PILOT BYERS RPP 5CENRRIO
CHRNNEL- HEIGHTED CHRNNEL AVERAGE
CONFIGURATION- NR5R 515 - AFO
Ox
IUNSHIFTEOI HORKLORD SUMMBRY AUG I_, 197B
CREHMEMBER - PILOT
PERCENT HORKLORDING RVERRGE[_+IS]GMRF_
e zB 4B 6e BB lOe tZB 14e
• , ,








I I I I I I I I .I I I I I I
MISSION CONFIGURBIION FLIGHT PHB5E
I BYER$ RPP SCEH_R|O NASB 515 - BFD 8YERS BPPROBCH TO
LBNDING FROM ENROUTE
CRUISE
[UNSHIFTEOI ' WORKLOAD SUMMARY I AuG 14, 1978
CREWMEMBER - PILOT J
PERCENT NORKLOADING AVERAGED+ISIGMA_E_
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MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE




IUNSHIFTEO] CRENMEMBERWORKLOAD-PILoTSUHMRRY J RUG 14, 1978
PERCENT NORKLOROIN6 AYERRGEr_-]+|_IGMBE]_]








i i i i 1 i i I i i , i i . . . i J
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
I BYERS APP SCENARIO NASA 515 - RFD COURSE DEVIATION FOR
5PACING - HAIKIN5 TO
THE GATE
IVNSHIFTEQI CREWMEMBERWORKLORO-PILOTSUMMARY I AUG 14, 1978
PERCENT HORKLOADING AYERAGE{_]+ISIGMR_




l . ' ,'. ;;;;;;;;;i'_
COGNITION
I , , i .... ,,, ,,,,.... l,ii iil
TOTAL COMMUNICATION
NE.IGHTEDAVERAGE
I I I I l , I I I I I l l i
MIS5[ON CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
! BYERS APP SCENARIO NASA 515 - AFO FINAL APPROACH TO




IUNSHIFTEOI MISSION TIMELINE BUG 1_, 197B
MISSION -DYERS BPP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NASASIS - fiFO




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUD
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRZBI START OF FLIGHTSCENARIO MESSAGE
15P605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT ?
SCAN - f
IPBYRZBI NON COM- UNITED 24. 5.B03
CONIACT DENVER RPRC_
ON 128.95
2J 42 MON ERDI 6B.@B )
3L OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 6B.08 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B, Og ]
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 60.08 ]




14_B23 REPORT 10BB FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP II MON VERBAL REPORT 1.70 0
ISPZB5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00 [_]]
2J 43 MON ERDI ZB.B8
3L 04 NON ]VSI INDIC ZB.BB
3A 14 NON AIRSPEED INDIC 2B,BO F-----1
BYRZ50 URL 24 _ERCNES 13001 V
RLTCPT PILOT MONITORS EADI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
RLTIIUDE CAPTURE[SP205 FLIGHT INSTRUMENI V
SCAN- D
ZJ 43 NON EAOl 2B.BO ['----I
]L 04 MON IVSI INDIC Z0.00
3R I_ NON AIRSPEED INDIC ZB.BB
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLQY 2B.BB r-----1
PAGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
cOOt TASK DESCR{PTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRZ5! U Z4 CLEARED FOR DES V
CENT
BYRZB2 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TD V
J2000
ISPBS5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - A
3L B2 NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.00 O
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 O
INDIC
2K 16 NON E_SI DISPLAY 5.00 []
IPBYRZ05 NON CALL- UNIIED 24 B.SO 0
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN
12000.
ZJ 42 NON EADI 5,00 D
ALT2CH ALTATUDE CHANGE PRDC V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PATH
2H 33 ROTATE ALl ENG KNOB 2.47 O
ZH 31 NON ALT ENG MODE LT 0.78 I
BLUE - ALT ENG MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 34 READ BLT ENG VALUE 1.06 !
ON DIGITAL INDIC
2H 28 PRE55 ALT ENG MODE l.a2 |
SW
2H 30 NON ALT ENG MODE LT 0.78 I
ORANGE - ALT ENG
MODE ARMED
2H 26 ROTATE FPA 5EL KNOB 2.45 D
2K 32 MON ALIIRNG SYMBOLS 2.00 0
2H 21 PRE5S FPA SEL MODE 1.40 0
5N
3A 01 MONITOR IDICATED B.60 l
AIRSPEED INDIC
BYRZ03 RECEIVG CLEARANCE T{ V
IIOBO
IPBYRZ07 NON COMM- UNITED 24 3.50 0
DESCEND AND MAINTAIh
11000.
3L 05 MON IVSl 0,60 I
3H 02 NON CORN BARD ALT 0.60 I
INDIC
ISPBSS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
2J 42 MDN EBDI 5.00 []
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.00 0
INDIC
, , . , . , , , . ,




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.80 D
INDIC
2K 16 MON ENSI DISPLAY S.BO []
BYRZ52 U 24 SPEED REDUCTION V
TO 25@ KTS
BYRZ7! U 2_ ENDS DESCENT V
FOR SPEED REDUCTION
BYRZB4 RECEIVG SPEED REDUCT V
TION TO 250 KTS
AFDALT ALTITUDE CHANGE PROC V
2H 33 ROTATE RLT ENG KNOB 2.47 D
tPBYRZA9 MDN COMM- UNITED 24 9.g0 []
REDUCE SPEED TO 25g
KNOTS.
2H 34 REAO RLT ENG VALUE 1.06 I
ON DIGIIAL INOIC
RLTCPT PILOT MONITORS ERDI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FDQ
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PROC V
_N 47 ROTATECAS'ENG KNOB 2.45 D
2H 48 READ COS ENG VALUE I.Oq I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
15P605 FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
SCAN - F
2K 15 MON EHSI O]SPLRY 68.00 t J
2J 42 NON EADI 68.00 t ]
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 t J
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 69.88! t J
INDIC
15P055 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - R
2J 42 NON ERDI S.Og
3L 02 NON VERTICAL 5PEED 5.0_ 0
INDIC
3g 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5._0 0
INDIC
2K 16 MON EHSl D]5PLAY 5.00 []
ISP155 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
3L 04 NON IVSl INDIC 15.00 i'----I
SR 14 NONAIRSPEED INDIC 15.00 1"--I
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 15.00 f--1
2J 43 NONEADI 15.00 I----I
i io. ' I 8. ' i o. 2 8. ' 2 e. ' 3 8.''
UNSHIFTEDl MIS5[ON TIMELINE RUG 14, I97B
MISSION -DYERS RPP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NASA 515 - AFD




EVENT/PROCEDURE DR TASK DUN
CGDE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) lIME IN SECONDS
BYRZ53 U 24 SPEED REOUCTIO_
TO ?00 ITS
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO[
15P30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - E
2H 47 ROTATECAS ENGKNOB ?.45
2J 4Z MON tiROl 38.00
3L B2 MON VERTICAL SPEED 38.00 --'-----I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00-_-'-'-I
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 3B.00 "_
2H 48 READ £AS ENG VALUE I.B4
ON DIGITAL INDIC
BYRZS4 U 24 CROSSESBYERS W
INTERSECTION • IIBOi
15P155 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
2J 43 NON ERDI 15.00
5L 04 NON IVSl INDIC IS,DO F_l
3A 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 15.00
2K t6 MON ENSI DISPLAY IS.DO
160011 SET FLAPS lO FLAPS V
IPI600SB CALL OUT -[FLAPS I] 0.70 I
IP 10 MONVERBRLREPORT 0.70 I
7F 30 MDN ENGNO ? EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
BYRZ61 U 24 REACHS 200 KTS V
BYRZS5 U 24 BEGINS STAR
DESCENT TO 8000
RLTZCH ALTATUDE CHANGE PRO[ V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PRIH
2H 33 ROTAIE RLT ENGKNOB 2.47 D
2H 31 NON ALl ENG MODELT 0.78 I




220. 27B. 32B. 370. 42B. 47B. 520.
4:=
PAGE
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TOSK Ob_
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _BEC) TIME IN SECONDS
2H 34 READ RLT ENGVALUE 1.06 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
2H 28 PRESS RLT ENG MODE _ 1,42 8
5H
2H 30 MON ALT ENG MODE LT 0.7B I
ORRNGE - RLT ENG
MODE ARMED
2H 26 RBTAIE FPR SEL KNOB 2.45 O
2K 32 NON ALTIRNG SYMBOLS 2,00 O
2H 21 PRESS FPR SEL MODE 1.4B @
SH
3R 01 MONITORIDIEATEO 8.60 I
"- AIRSPEED INDIC
_L 05 HON IVSI B.BB I
_H 02 NON CORR BARO ALT 0.6D I
INDIC
15P120 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H
3L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 L J
INDIC
SA 11 MONITORAIRSPEED 120.OB i I
INDIC
?K 15 MDN EHSI DISPLAY I?O.BO L J
2J 43 NON EAOI |ZO.QB i, I
140023 REPORT IOOO FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP II MON VERBRL REPORT 1.70 0
ISPIQS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
2K 14 MDN EHSI DISPLAY tO.DO I--I
2J 42 NON EROI 10.00 [Z_
3L OZ MON VERTICRL SPEED IO,OB I"--1
INDIC
3A tO MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.O_ F-1
INDIC
ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
EJ 42 MON EAOl IO._O
SL BZ MON VERTICAL SPEED tO. DO r--1
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.BB I'--:l
INDIC
2K 14 MDN EHSI DISPLAY IB.OB I---1
BYRZ67 U 24 REACHES BQBB V
ALTCPT PILOT MONITORS EADI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
QLTITUDE CAPTURE
,. , ,220. 270. 3 0. ' J ' = , , , ,370. 420. 4 0. 520.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
[SP30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00
2J A2 HON EADI 30.00 F'--'-----'I
SL OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 F-'--"-'--I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00
INDIC
170007 TUNE NAV RADIOS FOR V
ilL5APPROACH.
BYRZ70 U 24 CROSS WATKINS'< V
200 KTS < 8000, RE-
CEIVE METER/SPACING
INSTRUCTION5
BYRZ07 RECEIVE METER/SPACE V
INSTRUCTION5
TKACHG HEADING CHANGE PROC V
TO DEVIATE FROM 20
FLIGH1 PAIH
2H t9 ROTATE TKA SEL 'KNOB 2.50 D




2K 47 MON IRAZK ANGLE SYH 2.20 O
2K 17 NONEHSI DISPLAY 2.20 g
2H 17 HON TKA SEL MODELT 0.77 I
BLUE - IKA 5EL MODE
PAESELECTED
2H t4 PRESS TKA SEL MODE 1.41 O
5W
2H 15 MON TKA 5EL MODE LT 0.78 I
GREEN - TKA SEL MODE
ENGAGED
2A 38 HON HOR PATH MODE LT 0.78 I
DARK - HOR PATHMODE
DISENGAGED
3H 07 HON ALTIMETER 5.00 []
ZK 59 MON CURVED TREND 5.00; []
VECTOR SYMBOLS
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 []
INDIC
2J 42 MON ERDI 5.00 []
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 2.27 O
AFDSPO AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO{ V
2H 47 ROTATE CAS ENG KNOB 2.45 D
, , , , , , , , .....
220. 278. 320. 370. 428. 478. 520.
PRGE
'' EVENT/PROCEDURE OR' TR5K OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND5
2H 48 READ CA5 ENG VALUE 1.84 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
ISPB55 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
IL @Z MON VERTICAL 5PEEO 5.@01 O
INDIC
3fl 10 MONITOR flIRSPEED 5.BB []
INDIC
ZK 16 MONEHSI DISPLAY 5.@_ I-1
2J 42 NON EADI 5.00 I-1
IP B2 NON VERBAL REPORT 3.@B O
i
ZPil. ;'7_I. ' 32B. ' :370.' ' 42B. ' 47B. ' 520. '
IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE AUG 1€, 1978
MISSION -DYERS APP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NASA 515 - AFD
FLIGHT PHASE -COURSE DEVIATION FOR
SPACING - NATKINS TO
THE GATE
CRENHEMBER - PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUD
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
ISPZ05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - O
2J 43 NON EADI 20.00 ---7
SL B4 MON IVSI INDIC 20.00 ----7
3A 14 NON AIRSPEED INDIC 20.80
2K 16 MON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00 -----m
ISP055 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
9L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED S.0B []
INDIC
3g 10 MONITOR RIRSPEED 5.00 []
INDIC
2K 16 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 5.00 []
2J 42 MDN EADI 5.00 []
BYRZ63 SET FLAPS TO POS 5
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS _ V
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
SL 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 D
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 1_
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 CZ3
1P160061 CALL OUT -[FLAPS S] 0.70 I
2J 42 MON EADI 10.00 r-7
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 8.70 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO 1EPR IND 0,44 I
?F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPP IND B.44 I
ISPI05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
160025 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
15
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.0_ F-7
INDIC
..4
, , , , , ,





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , TIME IN SECONDS
SR 10 MONITORBIRSPEED 10.00 I--I
INDIC
2K 14 MON ENSI DISPLAY [B._O r--1
IP168062 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 15] 0.70 I
2J 42 MON EODI IB.@O r--I
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT B.?O I
7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IND B.44 I
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
BYRZB8 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS V
TO PROCEED DIRECT TO
THE GATE
IPBYRZIB MSG- UNITED 24, CLE_ 6.80 l"l
RED DIRECT TO RPRCH
GATE, CONTACT TOWER
BT OH 128.8
TKRCHG HERDING CHANGE PROC V
TO DEVIATE FROM 20
FLIGHT PATH
2H 19 ROTATE TKR SEL KNOB 2.50 O
2K 17 MON EHSI DISPLAY 2.2B 0
2K 47 MON TRACK ANGLE SYM 2.20 0
2H 17 HON IKQ SEL MODE LT B.77 I
BLUE - IKR SEL MODE
PRESELECTED
2N 14 PRESS TKQ SEL MODE 1.4 0
SN
2H 3B MON HOR PATH MODE LI B,TB I
DARK - NOR PATH MODE
DISENGAGED
2H 15 HON TKQ SEL MODE LT 8.78 I
GREEN - TKR SEL MODE
ENGAGED
3H B7 MON ALTIMETER 5.B0 I-'I
2K 59 HON CURVED TREND 5.B0 F1
VECTOR SYMBOLS
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 l-]
INDIC
2K 16 MONEHSI DISPLAY 2.27 O
2J 42 MON EADI 5._0 []
RLT2CH RL_RTUDE CHANGE PROE V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PATH
2H St HON RLT ENGMODELT 8.78 I
BLUE -ALT ENG MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 33 ROTATE ALT ENG KNOB 2,47 0




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (5EC) TIHE IN SECOND5
2H 28 PRESS ALT ENG MODE S 1.42 @
SH
2H 38 MON QLT ENG MODE LT 8.78 I
ORANGE - ALT ENG
MODE ARMED
ZH 26 ROTATEFPA 5EL KNOB Z.45 0
2K 3Z NON ALTIRNG 5YMBOL5 2.80 O
2H 21 PRE55 FPA 5EL MODE 1.40 0
SN
3R BI MONITOR IOICATEO 8.60 I
AIRSPEED INDIC
3L 85 MON IVSI B.6D I
3H 02 NON CORR BARO ALT 8.68 I
INDIC
ISPIZg "FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H
2J 43 MON EADI 128.08 i i
SL @3 NON VERTICAL 5PEED 120.08 i I
INDIC
, 3A II MONITOR AIRSPEED IZB.00 i l
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 120.08 i i
BYRZ69 U 24 REACHES 6SBB
ALTCPT PILOT MONITOR5 EAOI- V
E5HI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
15P68S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
2K 15 MONENSI DISPLAY 60.80 I I
2J 42 MON EADI 68.8_ { I
3L 82 MDN VERTICAL SPEED 68.80 i . i
INDIC
3A lB MONITORAIRSPEED 68.80 I I
INDIC
15P605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
2J 42 NON EQOl 68._B I J
3L 82 NON V[RTIEAL SPEED 60.80 i !
INDIC
3A IB MONITOR RIRSPEE_ 68.8_ I I
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLRY 68.BD i. I
ISPI05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - B
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEEO IB.OB F"-I
INDIC
O_
480. S B. S8B. 6 8. 688. 738. 789.
QPAGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _5EC) TIME IN SECOND5
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I---I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY IB.BO I--'I
2J 42 MON E_DI 10.00 {_I
, _ ' , , _ , _ '. , , , ,4B0. S 0. 580. 6 0. 6 0. 730. 780.
IUNSHIFTEDI MIS5ION T]MELINE RUG 14, 1978
MISSION -BYER5 RPP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NASA 515 - BFD
FLIGHT PHASE -FINAL APPROACH TO
FROM THE GATE THRU
TOUCHDOWN
CRENHEHBER - PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS . .
BYRZ5B U 24 CROSSE5 GATE AT V
6500 AND 150 KT5,
5LONS TO 120KTS,
FLAPS ON SCNED
LNDRRM PILOT ARMS RUTOLRNO V
FEATURE ON CMP
2K 17 MON EHSI DISPLAY 2.20 D
2N 36 MON HOR PATH M0DE Ll 0.78 I
GREEN - HORPATH
MODE ENGAGED
2H 35 PRE55 HOR PATH MODE t.72 O
5N
2N 38 MON NOR PATH MODE Ll 0.78 I
DARK - NOR PATH MODE
DISENGAGED
ZH 13 NONLAND MODELT 1.05 I
DARK - LAND MODE
DISENGAGED
2H 10 PRESS LAND MODE SH 2.13 0
AFDSPO AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO[ V
15P305 FLIGHT IN5TRUMENT V
SCAN - E
160853 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
25
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
LNDCLR CONTACT TONER FOR V
FINAL LANDING CLEAR-
RNCE
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 38.00
INDIC
3R 10 MONITDR AIRSPE[O _0.00 F'-'--;'-'--I
INDIC
2K 14 MON ENSI DISPLAY 30.00 F--------1
1P160070 CALL OUT -[FLAP5 25] 0.70 I
2H 47 ROTATECAS ENG KNOB 2.45 D
2J 42 NON EAOl 30.00 r--_
, • I I I , , / , I I ,I , ,
800. 850. 900. 950. 1000. 1050. 1100.
..&
PAGE
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TA5K OUR
CODE TA5K DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS
2H 48 READ CA5 ENG VALUE 1.04 I
ON OIGITRL INDIC
IP 10 MON YERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
7F 25 MDN ENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR INO B.44 I
IB 19 MOW VHF-2 COMM AUDIO 7.80 [Z]
tPLNDCL4 MON RADIO COMM - 4.B0 []
[UNITED 24. DENVER
TOWER, ROGER. CLEAR
TO LAND RUNWAY TWO
IPLNDCL5 SIX . WIND TWO ONE 3.00 O
ZERO DEGREES fiTZERO
NINER.]
160059 CROSS RNY XX OUTER V
MARKER
3V B9 NON GLIDE 5LOPE I.ZI fl
BNNUN LT GREEN
3V II MONITOR OUTER HARKE_ 8.72 I
LT ON AND AUDIBLE
SIGNAL
3N 03 START ELAPSED TIME 2.1@ O
INDIC
3V 06 MON LOC ANNUN I._Ll O
LT GREEN
1P160675 CALL GUT -[GEAR DOWN I.BO O
fiNDLANDING CHECK-
LIST]
160B57 SET FLAP5 TO FLAP5 V
4B
16001B FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
ATOLN6 MDNITOR AlE ON FINRL V
APPROACH - PILOT
_60 SEE)3H 06 ON ALTIMETER 60.00 I 7
_L B2 NON VERTICAL 5PEEO 6B.@0 { 1
INDIC
IP16BB73 CALL OUT -[FLAPS qO] 0.76 I
2J 04 MON FLT PATH ACCEL 60.00 l 1
INDIC
2J 09 MDN FLT PATH RNGLE 60.B0 [ I
INDIC
2J 38 HONIIOR LOCRLIZER 60.B0 L J
INDICATOR
2J 39 MON GLIDE SLOPE 60.@0 I J
AIT INDIC
2J 30 MON 5PD ERR BAR 60.00 i J
2J 40 MDN ERDI RNWY 60.B0 I J
, , , , , , , , , , , , ,
800. BSO. 90B. 950. 1000. 1050. I100.
PAGE
EVENTIPRQCEDURE OR TASK oUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , TIME IN SECONDS , .
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 l t
INDIC
tP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
IF 25 NON ENG NO I EPR INC 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0,44 I
160062 LANDING CHECKLIST V
tP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.60 I
IP 14 NON VERBAL REPORT B.40 I
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
IPI60079 CALL OUT-[ARMED - 1.30 I
GREENLIGHT]
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
IP 14 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.40 I
IP 12 NON VERBAL REPORT 1.10 I
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 1.00 I
tP 12 NON VERBAL REPORT 1.10 I
160BIB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
tP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.7B I
7F ?5 NON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 3B NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
ATDLN6 MONITOR R/C ON FINAL V
APPROACH - PILOT
(60 SEC)
2J 30 NON SPD ERR BAR 60.00 [ 7
2J 40 NON EADI RNHY 60.00 i I
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.@0 l I
INDIC
3H 06 NON ALTIMETER 6B.0_ i I
3L OZ NON VERTICAL SPEED 60.@0 I I
INDIC
2J 04 NON FLT PATH ACCEL 60.00 I I
INDIC
2J 89 NON FLT PATH ANGLE 6B.09 I I
INDIC
2J 38 MONITOR LOCALIZER 60.00 i J
INDICATOR




tP 11 NON VERBAL REPORT 8.B0 I
ATDLND MONITOR AIRCRAFT V
ON FINAL APP
2J 89 NON FLT PATH ANGLE 26.80 I_
INDIC
2J 44 MOilEAOI RNHY 26.80
I I J I; .... ' , .,. ,800. B B. 908 950. 10 8. 1050. 1100.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND3
2J 24 NON 180 FT INDIC ON 2.2? O
EADI
2J 41 MDN EQDI DRIFT INDIC IB.BB r-7
AB 88 SET IHRUST LEVERS TD 2.58 Q
IDLE
_V 28 MON FLARE LT ON ANUN I.ZI 0
PANEL- GREEN
' ' ' _' £ ..... 6 '8@B. BSB. 9 8. 9 0. 1800. 1050, II 0.
IuNSHIFTEO I WORKLORO HISTOGRRH HISSION
AuG14,1978 ICREHMEHBE_-COPILOT BYERSRPPSCENRR[O
IC_RNNEL- TOTRL VISION















D I I I I I I I I









[UNSHIFTEO J HORKLOBO HISIOGRRM MISSION
BUG 14. 1978 CREHMEMBER- COPILOT DYERS RPP SCENARIO
CHBNNEL- IOIQL MOIO_




























UNSHIFTED ] WORKLOAD HISTOGRAM MISSIDN
AUG 14, 1978 CREWMEMBER- COPILOT 8YERS RPP SCENARIO
CHANNEL- [OGNITIDN

















O I I I I I I I












IUNSHIFIED I NORKLORD HISIOB_BM MI551ON
BUG 14, 1978 CQEWHEMBER- COPILOT DYER5 BPP 5[ENARIO
CHANNEL- IOTRL [OMMUNICRTIDN
CONFIGURRTION- NBSB 515 - BFD
IUNSHIFTEO ] NORKLORO HISTOGRAM MISSION
RUG 14, 1978 CQEHMEHBEQ- COPILOT BYER5 RPP SCENRRIO
CHRNNEL- HEIGHTEO CHANNEL RVERAGE


















D I l I l l I I I I









IUNS"IkTEO) RORKLOflDSU,,n,_I nu .,CRERHEH8E - COPILOT
PERCENT HORKLOROING AVERAGE J---I+IgIGMA_[Z_
e ze 40 6_ Be ie_ ICe 14e
l









, l i I I I I I ! i I I t I I
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
i BYERS RPP SCENARIO NASA SIS - RFD BYER5 APPROACH TO
LANDING FROM ENROUTE
CRUISE
IUNSHIFTEOI HORKLORD SUHMRRV I RUG I_, 1978
CRENNEMBER - COPILOT I
PERCENT NORKLOROING RVERRGEF'-I+t_IGMRFFI:I









I, I J I I I : I
MISSION CONF[GURATION FL[GHT PHASE





WORKLOADSUHMRRY I RUG I_, t97B
CREWMEMBER- COPILOT
PERC[NT NORKLOROING RYERRGED+IS]GHRF:F::R








I , , I-_
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
e i i t . I i I ,, ,& i , I I,, I , I l,
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHAGE
1 BYERS RPP SCENARIO NRSR 515 - RFD COURSE DEVIATION FOR
SPACING - WflTKINSTO
THE GRTE
IUNSR!FT_DI NORKLORDSUMMARY ] • AUG 14, 197B
CREWMEMBER - COPILOT I
PERCENT NORKLOROING RYERRGE_--I+IsIGMAFF_
B 2_ 40 6B 8B 10B 120 14B








, , I I I I I I I { ! I i { I i
H1551ON CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
! BYER5 APP SCENARIO NASA SIS - RFD FINAL APPROACH TO





UNSHIFTEO] HISSION TIHELINE RUG 14. 1978MISSION -BYERS flPP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NRS_ SIS - RFO




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUN
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS




JPBYRZgl NON COH- UNIIED 24, 5.80D
CONTACT DENVER APRCF
ON 128.95
"2J 43 MON EADI 120.08 .... !
SL 03 NON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 I
INDIC
BA IT MONITOR AIRSPEED 128.00 I
INDIC
2K 15 MDN EAST DISPLAY |20.00 ' ' I
IPBYRZB2 RROIO - DENVER RPRCF 1.50 I
UNITED 24




IPOYRZB4 RADIO - ROGER.UNITED 3,50 D
2_ CLEARED TO BYER5
gNO 13080
140823 REPORT 1000 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
3H 8Z NON CORN BARO RLT ?.13 O
INDIC
1P148045 CALL OUT -[1080 FEET 1.70 0
TO LEVEL OFF]
BYR250 URL 24 REACHES 13BO_ V
ALTEPT PILOT MONITORS EADI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
8YRZ5I U 24 CLEAREDFOR DES V
CENT
BYRZ02 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO V
12080
: , , , . , , , . , , .....
0. 50, 108. 1SB, 200. 250. 300,
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR '
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) T]HE IN SECOND9
IPBYRZ05 NON CALL- UNITED 24 9.50 0
DE5CEND RND MAINTAIN
120_0.
IPOYRZB6 RADIO- ROGERUNITED 3.50 O
24 OUT OF 13000 FOR
1zo00.
flLT2CH ALTATUDE CHANGE PRO[ V
FOR 20 FLIGHT PATH
_K 0_ NON ALl ALERT BARD 0.76 I
SET INDIC
3K 09 SET ALT ALERT DARO 2.72 D
2H Z2 MONITORFPR SEL MODE 0.77 I
LT GREEN - FPR SEL
NODE ENGAGED
BYRZ09 RECEIVG CLEARANCE l_ V11000
IPBYRZ07 NON COHH- UNTIED 24 3.50 0
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN
11000.
IPBYRZ08 RADIO- ROGER UNITED 2,00 024 CLEAREDTO 11000.
8YRZS2 U 24 SPEED REDUCTION V
TO 250 KT5
BYRZ7I U 24 ENDS DESCENT V
FOR SPEED REDUCTION
15C60S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
8YRZ04 RECEIVG SPEED REDUCI V
lION TO ZSD KIS
IPBYRZB9 NON COMM- UNITED 24 3.00 OREDUCESPEED lO 250
KNOTS.
2J 42 HON EADI 60.00 I ]
3L 02 NON VERIICAL SPEED 6B.00 I ]INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEO 60.00 I
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLAY 60.00 [
XPOYRZIO RADIO- UNITED 24, 2.50 O
ROGER, 5LOH TO Z50
ALTCPT PILOT MONITOR9 GAOl- V
ESHI 9YMBOL9 FOg
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
ISC30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - E
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00
INDIC
OO
! . I I I i I I I 1 I I





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC), TIME IN SECONDS
?K 14' MONEHSI D]SPLRY 30.00 _ .....
2J 42 MON ERDI 30.00
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 3B,_0 r-------1
INDIC
15C10S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
2K 14 NON [HSI DISPLAY 10.00 F-l
2J 4Z MON EQDI 10.00 {_l
SL B2 MON VERTICRL SPEED 10.00 F"l
INDIC
SR 10 MONIIOR AIRSPEED I@.e9 r-'l
INDIC
' _ " _ ' ' '' ' ' £ " _'o0. 0. 1 0, 150. 200. ? 0. 3 • i
glll mg
IUNSHIFTEOI MISSION TIHELINE AUG 14, 1978
MISSION -DYERS BPP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NASR 515 - fiFO




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS




2J 43 NON EADI 20.@0"_-7
SL 04 NON IVSI INDIC 20.00 -----I
3R 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 20.00 "--'-I
2K 16 MON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00----'3
OYRZ54 U 24 CROSSES BYERS V
INTERSECTION < ilBOt
ISC305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00
2J 42 MON EADI 30.00 {_
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 3_.B0 r------1
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00
INDIC
160011 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
4E 07 SET FLAP CONT LEVER Z.69 Q
TO FLAPS t
4E IS MONITOR FLAP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 03 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.t7 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4N 04 NON LE FLAP5-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AN[ 2.50 0
POSITION INDIC AGREE
1P160058 CALL OUT -[FLOP5 I] B.70 I
BYRZ61 U 24 REACHS 200 KTS V
BYRZ55 U 24 BEGINS STAR V
DESCENT TO 8000
flLTZCN flLTATUDECHANGE PROC V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PAIH
O0
.... I I 1 / I I I I I t I i i




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
SK B4 HONALT ALERT DARO B.76 I
SET INDIC
BK B3 SET tilTALERT BARD Z.TZ D




BB B6 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.BB rl
APPROACH PLATES
2H 22 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE B.77 I
LT GREEN - FPA 3EL
MODE ENGAGED
8BI6BBB3 REVIEW CHARTS/PLATES 19.@0 r----i
TO DETERMINE NAVAID
APP FREQ5
DB B7 5TOWCHARTS 5.91 []
ISCgBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
3L B3 NON VERTICAL SPEED 9B.B6 l ]
INDIC
SR II MONITOR AIRSPEED 9B._B l ]
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 9_.ff6 [ I
2J 43 NON EADI 9B.BO [ ]
14BBZ3 REPORT 16B6 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF)H BZ MONCORRBARD ALl 2.13 O
INDIC
IP148045 CALL OUT -[IgBB FEEl 1.7B 0
TO LEVEL OFF]
ISC305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
?K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 3B.BB r"--"--"l
?J 42 NON EADI 3B._B F---'----I
3L B2 MON VERTICAL SPEED 3B.BB
INDIC
3A Ig MONITOR AIRSPEED 3_._6
INDIC
BYRZ67 U 24 REACHES BOB6 V
ALTCPT PILOT MONITORS EAOI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
ISCIBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 8
3A Ig MONITOR AIRSPEED I_.@B F-I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY IB.BB
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCR[PTION (SEC), TIME IN SECONDS
ZJ 4Z MOW EADI IB.BO r"1
3L 8Z MONVERTICAL SPEED IO.SB F--'I
INDIC
170807 TUNENAV RADIOS FOR V
MLS APPROACH.
88 B6 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.80 []
APPROACH PLATES
8B16B883 REVIEW CHARTSIPLRTE! 5.80 0TO DETERMINENAVRID
APP FREOS I
5U BI NON NAV-I FREO INDI[ 5,081 []
5U 82 SET NAV-I FREO - 3.80 O
WHOLE NO.S
5U 03 SET NAV-I FRED - 2.08 0
FRACTION5
15C105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
?J 42 NON EAOI IB.80 r--I
_L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.BO F--I
INDIC
SA tO MONITORAIRSPEED 18.8B I"'-I
INDIC
2K 14 NON EAST DISPLAY I_.BB [_1
BYRZ7B U Z4 CROSS NATKINS V
200 KI5 < 8008, RE-
CEIVE METER/SPACING
INSIRUCTIDNS
8YRZ07 RECEIVE METER/SPACE V]NSTRUCTIONS




ISCIBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 8
2K IA NON EHSI DISPLAY 18.80 1-7
2J 42 NON EADI 10._0 r--I
3L 82 NON VERTICAL SPEED tB.80 EZ]
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 18.80 F--1
INDIC
IPBYRZI7 RADIO- UNITED 24, 5.80 D
ROGER, RIGHT TO 350
SLOW 10 APPROACH SPO
SV 01 NON NAY-? FREO INDIC 4.91 0
5V 82 SET NRV-Z FREO - 2.93 O
WHOLE NO.S
O0
2ZO. ZTO. 3Z0. 370. 4Z0. 470. 520.
0PAGE
EVENT/PROCEOURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
5V 03 5El NRV-2 FREQ - I.gB ' '0 "
FRRCTION5
IPI?BB26 CALL OUT -[RNNY MLS 3.B0 gFREO ON NRV 1 AND
NnV 2]
.... , , , , , , , , , , ,_ ,
220. 270. 328. 370. 420. 470. 520.
IUNSNIFTED] MISSION TIHELINE AUG 14, 1978
MISSION -DYERS RPP SCENARIO
CONFIGURATION - NASA SiS - AFO
FLIGHT PHASE -COURSE DEVIATION FOR
SPACING - NATKIN5 TO
THE GATE
CREWHEHBER - COPILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS
15C105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
ZJ 4Z MON EADI 10.00 f-'l
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 f-'l
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 F--1
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 F-1
BYRZ63 SET FLAPS TO PDS 5 V
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 5 V
16001B FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 8.70 I
4E 09 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2.69 D
TO FLAP5 5
4N 03 HON LE FLRPS-IN- 1.t7 I
TRANSII LT ON
4E 15 MONITORFLAP 2.23 0
POSITION INOlCflTOA
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AN[ 2.50 D
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N 04 NON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
1P160061 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 5] 0.70 I
160025 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
IS
160818 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
4E It SET FLAP CONI LEVER 2.46 O
TO FLAPS 15
4N 03 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
_E 15 MONITOR FLRP 2.23 0
POSITION INDICATOR
4E 16 CHECKFLAP LEVER AND Z.SB O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
I I I I i I , f . l !




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRZBB RECEIVE INSTRUCTION5 V
TO PROCEED DIRECT TC
TNE GATE
IPBYRZI8 HSG- UNITED 2A, CLEB 6.B0 []
RED DIRECT TO APRCH
GAIE, CONTACT IDHERAT ON 12B.0
_N B4 MON LE FLAPS-IN- l.I? |
TRANSIT LT OFF
IP16B062 CALL OUT -[FLRP3 15] S.7@ I
IPBYAZt9 RADIO- AOGEQ UNITED 5.B@ n
2q CLEARED DIRECT TO
THE GATE, TONER AT D
.M I2A.B
I_C120 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - N
_K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 120.00 L' '' J
2J 43 MON EBDI 120.B0 i J
3L @3 MON VERTICAL SPEED IZB.BB i i
INDIC
3R tI MONITOR AIRSPEED 12_.0@ L ....... J
INDIC
RLT2CH ALTATUDE CHANGE PROC V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PRTN
3K B3 SET ALl RLEQT BARO 2.72 0
SK _4 MON ALT ALERT BARO 8.76 I
SET INDIC
2H 22 MONITOR FPR 5EL MODE B.77 I
LT GREEN - FPB 5EL
MODE ENGAGEO
15C120 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H
BL B3 MDN VERTICAL SPEED t2Q.QB { '' J
INDIC
SR 11 MONITORAIRSPEED 12B.OB I J
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY t20._8 ! ' ]
2J 43 HON ERDI I2Q.QB i' J
BYRZG9 U 2q REACHES 65BB V





2J 42 MON EADI "SB.BQ
BL @2 HDN VERTICAL SPEED 3B.BQ F-_
INDIC
, , , , , , .... , , , , ,
4BB. 53B. 588. 638. 681;I. 738. 780,
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION _SEC) TIME IN,SECONDS
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 38.00INDIC
2K t4 MONEHSI DISPLAY 3_.8g
169845 RNNUNCIATORRECALL V7A 28 ACTUATE ANNUNPNL 2.28
RECALL 5H O
NON ALL ANNUNLIS B.53 I7A15c85356 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCQN - A V
3A 18 NONITORAIRSPEED 5.00
INDIC 0
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 5.80 D
2J 4Z NONEADI 5.80 D9L 02 NONVERTICAL SPEED 5,0g
INDIC O
I . I , I I | I I
4B0. S_. ' S_O. 63_. 6D_. 73e. 70_.
.&_
IUN5fliFTEO] MISSION T]MELINE RUG [_, 1978
i i MISSION -DYERS RPP SCENARIO
CONFIGUQRTION- NASASIS - fiFO
FLIGHT PHASE -F]NRL APPROACHTO
FROH THE GRTE THRU
TOUCHDOHN
CREHHEHBER - COPILOT
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BYRZ58 U 24 CROSSES GHTE RI
650@ fiND ISB KTS,
SLOGSTO 128KTS.
FLAPS ON SCHEO
160068 EXTEND LANDING GEAR V
4D 83 SET LANDINGGEAR 3.27 0
LEVERTO OOHN
POSITION
40 85 MONITORNOSE GEAR 8.54 I
DOHN AND LOCKED LT
ON
4D 89 MONITOR LEFT/RT GEAR B.54 I
DOHN AND LOCKED LT ,
ON
I6BB5_ SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
ZS
160BIB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
LNDCLR CONTACT TOWER FOR V
FINAL LANDING CLEAR-
ANCE 701IP 10 HON VERBAL REPORT 8. I
IB 85 SET VHF-2 COMH IFR 2.39 O
Sg TO LEFT
4E tZ SET FLAP CONT LEVER Z.90 O
TO FLAPS 25
IB 17 CONM VIA VHF-? 5.80 []
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 5.80 []
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
4N 83 NON LE FLAPS-IN- 1117 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E IS MONITOR FLAP 2.23 O
PO51TION INO]CRTOR
4E 16 CHECK FlAP LEVER AND ?,50 O
PO51TION INDIC AGREE
t . I i I I _ I I , I I I , 1 I8_0. 858. 90_. 9 0. 1_08. 1050. 1108.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TR5K OUR " " "
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
IPLNDCL2 RADIO COMA-[DENVER 4.00 O
TONER, THIS IS U 24
OVER THE GATE
INBOUND FOR LNDNG
AN 04 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
IP160070 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 25: g.70 I
IPLNOCL3 ZEROEIGHT, OVER] 1.ff0 I
tB 19 MON VHF-? COMA RUOI( 7.00 I--I
IPLNDCL4 MON RADIO COMM - 4.00 []
[UNITED ?4. DENVER
TONER, ROGER. CLEAR
TO LAND RUNNAY IgO
ISCIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 (--I
INDIC
SR 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 10.00 F"-I
INDIC
2K 14 _;ONEH51 DISPLAY 10.00 r-I
2J 42 MON ERDI 10.00 F-l
IPLNOCL5 SIX . NIND TAD ONE 3.00 0
ZERO DEGREES AT ZER[
NINER.]
18 15 COMM VIA VHF-2 1.70 0
IPLNDCLI RADIO COMA - 1.70 0
[U24, ROGER]
IB 29 ACTUATECOMA2 PU5H- 1.70 O
TO-TALK 5N
160059 CROSS ANY XX OUIER V
MARKER
lP t3 MON VERBAL REPORT 1.80 g
15C10S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY IB.BB (Z]
2J 42 NON EAOI 10.00
BL 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED IO.BO F--I
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 r_l
INDIC
t60857 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
40
160910 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP I0 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
4E 14 SET FLAP CONT LEVER ?.92 O
TO FLAPS 40
',0
, , I, 1 I / I I I I 1 I i , I I





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC). T]HE IN SECOND5 ....
4N 03 NON LE FLAPS-IN- I.t7 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 2.23 g
POSITION INDICATOR
AE 16 CHECKFLAP LEVER RNC Z.50 O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N 84 HON LE FLRPS-IN- I.I7 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
iPI6B073 CALL OUT -[FLAPfi 40] 0.70 I
160062 LANDING CHECKLIST V
1P160076 CALL OUT -[RECALL] 8.60 I
1P160077 CALL OUT -[CHECKED] 0.40 I
tP160078 CALL OUT -[SPEED 0.70 I
BRAKES]
IP B2 MON VERBAL REPORT 1.30 I
1P160000 CALL OUT -[LRNOING 0.70 I
GEAR]
IP160082 CALL OUT -[FLAPS] 0.40 l
IP16@BB3 CALL OUT -[FORTY, 1.10 I
GREEN LIGHT]
1P1600Bt CALL OUT -[DOWN, 1.00 m
THREE GREEN]
IPI60084 CALL OUT -[CHECKLIST 1.10 I
COMPLETE]
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
tP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT B.70 I
4N 03 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRnNSIT LT ON
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AN[ 2.50 O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N 04 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
IRBNSIT LT OFF
15C905 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN- G
2J 43 MON ERDI 9B.00 [ I
3L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 90.00 I l
INDIC
3R It MONITORAIRSPEED 90.00 { I
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLAY 90.00 [ I
160065 DESCEND THRU W
-DECISION HE]GTH
3R 12 NON DECISION HGT LT Z.50 O
ON FDI
, , ..... , , , , , ., , ,
8B0. B50. 900. 950. 1000. 1050. 1100.
PAGE
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIHE IN SECONDS
IP160086 CALL OUT -[DECISION 0.80 I
HEIGHT]
15_105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 ;--I
INDIC
2K 14 NONEHSI DI5PLAY 10.00 I"--I
2J 42 NON ERDI 10.80 I--1
SL 82 NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 r--I
INDIC
[5C105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - B
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 r-_
2J 42 NON EADI 10.80 I---1
_L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 r--I
INDIC




I I ! | I I I I i
800. 856. 900, 950. 1000. |050. 1IBO.
DO
IUNSHIFTED J NO_KLOBD H]STOGRBH MISSIONOENVER LMNTMC BPP/LN
OCT 19, 1978 C_ENHEHBER- PILOT HITH HOLDING PTTN °
CHRNNEL- TOIRL VISION


















D ,t I I I .I I I I I










IUNSHIFTEDI HDRKLDRD HISTOGRAM MISSION
OCT 19. 1978 C_ENMEHBER- PILOT DENVER LMNTMC RPP/LMWITH HOLDING PITN -
CHANNEL- TOTAL MOTOR
CONFIGURATION- AFD 51M DATB
0
0
[UNSNIFTED ] WORKLOAD HISTOGRAM MISSION
DENVER LMNTMC RPP/LN
OCT 19. 1978 CREWMEMBER- PILOT WITH NDLDING PIIN -
CHANNEL- CDGNITION















O I I I I I I I , , I, . .I,









I UNSHIFTEO I HORKLOgDHISTOGRAH NXGSION
OCT 19, 1978 CRENHEMBER- PILOT OENV[RLMNTMCRPP/LNH|TH HOLOINGPTTN -
CHRNNEL- TOTRL COHHUNICRTION














0 I I .









0IUNsHIFTEO '1 HORKLQAD HISTOGRAM MI5510N
DENVER LMNTMC BPP/LN
OCT Ig, IgTB C_£WHEMBER- PILOT WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CHANNEL- WEIGHTED CHANNEL AVERAGE

















O ! ! I I I I I I , I.,










IUNSHIFTEDI CREHMEMBERHORKLORD-PILoTSUMMARY I OCT 19, t928
PERCENTHORKLOROING RYERRBEF'--I¢J_IGHA_




I ..... . , '' 'F:-H_,-I-F-H
COGNIT[ON




I , I l I I , I I i I i I. i i i
MISSION CONFIGURRTIDN FLIBHT PHRSE





I HORKLORO SUHMNRY OCT 19, 1978
CREHNEHBER- PILOT
PEREENTNORKLORDING RVERAEE['-'-].I_IGHAE_]
e ze 4e 6e Be 1oe Izo I4e









I , i , , L I "i I | I I i I t I, I ,
RI55[GN CONFIEURRT[ON FLIGHT PHR_E
! DENVERLH_THCRPP/LH RFO 5)H ORIR HOLDING PRTTERHFOR
NITH HOLDINGPTTN - LONGHONTRPP BETHEENHEEKERRNO LONGNNT
HORKLORDSUHMARY I 0CI 19, 1978
CREHMEMBER'- PILOT J
PERCENTNORKLOROIHG RVERRGEJ"--"I+IsIGMAE_Z_ 4_ 6_ Be i_B 12_ t4B






1 ' ' H-_
NEIGHTEDRVERI:IGE
l I I |, I J I I I. I i ! i
MI55ION CONFIGURflT[0N FLIGHT PHflSE
! DENVERLMHTHCRPP/LN RFD S]M DRTR RIRCRRFT DEPRRTSHLD
NITH HOLDING PTTN - DESCENDING TB IIBB_
0
O_
IVNSHiFTEoI CRENMEMBzRWORKLOAD-PILoTSUHMRRY I OCT tg, t97B
PERCENTNORKLOROING AYERgGEF"'_+ISIGHAE_









• l I I , l l I I I , I I ,I ,l I l
MI55[ON CONFIGURRTION FLIGHT PHRSE
! DENVER LMNTMC RPPILN RFD SIM DRTR RIRCRRFT DESCENDS
NI_H HOLDING PIIN - TO 8B08 AND 5LBHS
TO 176 KTS
gORKLORD SUNMRRY I OCT 19, %978
CREHMEHB_R - PILOT f
PERCENT HORKLORDING RYERRGEF-'-].I_IGMRFF_








I ..... , , l-i-i,-{
HE[GIllEDFIVEgRGE
, £ I I I I . ! i i i i i , z i
HI5510N CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHRSE
t DENVERLMNTMCRPP/LN RFD SIM OBTR NORIHI METERINGRgD




I'UN_HIFT_DI HORKLORDSUHMRRY OCT 19, t978
CRENNEMBER- PILOT
PERCENTHORKLOROING RVERR[;E_ .I_]I6MR _[_











. I I I I I I I I I I, I, , I I , , I
MI55ION CONFIGURRTION FLIGHT PHRG£
t DENVER LMNTMC RPPILN RFD 5IM ORlR FI_RL RPP IO LRNDI_G
HITH HOLDING PTTN - FOR LONGHONT
IUNSHIFTEOI MI55ION TIMELINE OCT t9. 1978
MIGSlON -DENVER LHNTMC RPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PITH -
CONFIGURBI[ON - AFD SIM DATA




EVENIIPROCEDURE OR IQSK DUN
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) .I]HE IN SECONDS ....
LHNTBI START OF FLIGHT CO_
HEASOS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - [
(3B SEE PROC)[SPSBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - E
L40BZ3 REPORT 1000 FT TO
LEVEL OFF
IPLMNTDI MSG- UNITED 76, CON- 4.50]
TACT DENVER QPRCH
CNTRL ON IZB.B5
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 39.90--'_-
4B 19 ACTUATE THROTTLES 10 30,66"-"-'--7
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 NON EADI 36.00"-------'I
3L 62 HONVERTICAL SPEED 3D.99_
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEEO 30.00----'_'1
INDIC
2K t4 HON EHSI DISPLAY 30.90-'-""--'1
IP It NON VERBAL REPORT 1.79 0
LNNT02 DESCENT INSTRUCTIONS V
TO 15090
IPLHNT06 HSG- UNITED76 DSCNO B.BB O
MAINTAIN 1580D
MCAID5 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(10 SEE PROC)
ISPIBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
?K 14 NON EAST DISPLAY 19.80 r--'l
4R 64 MANUALLYCONTROLR/( IB.Bg
40 89 ACTUATETHROTTLEST[ 19.00 i-"-t
AOJUSI AIRSPEED
?J 4? NON EAOI tO.DO
3L 62 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.BB
INDIC




... ,. , , , , , ...., , , , , ,
0. 50. 190. 150. 299. 259. 300.
0PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE DR 'ASK OUR
CODE ,, TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ..... T!ME IN SECONDS .....
LMNT03 RECEIVE HOLDING PIN V
INSTRUCTION5




ALTCUP ACTUATE VCN5 TO V
END DESCENT
3H 06 MAN ALTIMETER 10.80 i---I
3L B2 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.@B F'-I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED iB.@B {ZZZZ)
INDIC
2K 32 MOW ALT/RNG SYMBOL5 IB.BB r-q
Dt SET 5PD BRAKE LEVER 3.26 D
TO DOWN
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 10.00 E_
LHNTSB UNITED 76 REACHES V
15000 AND LEVEL5 OFf
MCA605 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(60 SEC PROC)
15P605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- F
3A 10 MONITOR AIR5PEED 60.00 L_ ---_
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI OISPLAY 60.00 L J
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL B/C 60,00 i. I
4B t0 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 60.00 I J
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 4Z MON EADI 60.00 L J
3L OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 I" I
INDIC
HCAgDS CONIROL AIRCRAFT - C V
(30 5EC PROC)
15P_05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 30.00 i-"""--'l
4B 10 ACTUATE THROTTLE5 TO 30.00
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 4Z NON EADI 30.00 F-_
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 F'-'--"'-I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEEO 30.00 1"-----7
INDIC
2K 14 MDN EHSI DISPLAY. 30.00
LMNT04 DESCENT INSTRUCTIONS V
TO 14000
0. 59. t' I, I , j I ., I. |SO. 200. 2 B. 3BB.
PAGE
...... EVENTIPROCEDURE'OR TASK OUR ....
.... CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (S,EC)...... TIME IN SECONDS ,.
RLTCDN ACTUATE VCH5 TO V
STAQT DESCENT
IPLMNT10 M5G- UNITED76 DSCND 3.08 0
MAINTAIN 14SOe
QF 03 SET SPEED BQAKE 3.26 0
LEVER TO FLT DETENT
4R 6% MANUALLY CONTROL Rl[ IB.BO F-_
3H 06 NON ALTIMETER IB.BB r"-]
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.B@ r-'l
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.BB I'--I
INDIC
2K 3g MON ALTIRNG SYMBOLS I@,BO f--I
MCASBS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(3B 5EC PROC)
15P305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
JR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.BB I-------I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30._g
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL AI( 38,00
40 10 ACTUATETHROTTLES _[ 30.BB f--------'l
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON EADI 30.00 I"----"--I
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 3B.BB I------I
INDIC
MCAIBS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(10 SEE PROC)
ISPlOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL A/[ 10.00 l--I
qB 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES l[ 10.00 F_
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON EADI 10.00
SL 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED IB.00 r-l
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I-7
INDIC
2K 14 MONEHSI DISPLAY 10.00 [--I
ALTCUP ACTUATE VCH5 TO V
END DESCENT
9H 06 MON ALTIMETER 10.0g r--I
3L B2 NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 F--I
INDIC
9A 10 MONITOR RIR5PEED 10.00 r'l
INDIC
2K 32 NON ALTIRNG SYMBOLS 10.00 r-1
..... I _ i _ | , I , b I0. 50. 10_. I 0. 2 0. 25B. 3 0.
PAGE
EVENTIPRDCEDURE OR TR5K OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (DEC) . TIME IN SECOND3
4F BI SET SPD DRAKELEVER 3.26 D
10 DOHN
4R 64 MDNUALLY CONIROL AlE t_._8 r--1
HCA685 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(68 SEE PROC)
15P605 FLIGHT IN51RUMENT V
5CAN - f
3L 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED 68.80 I ]
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 6@.@0 l I
INDIC
2K IS MON EAST DISPLAY 68.@Q ( l
4A 65 MANUALLY CONIROL AIC 68.B0 l l
48 18 ACTUATE THROTTLES TD 68.B_ I ]
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON EADI 68.@8 l ]
LMNTQ5 RECEIVE SPEED REDUCI
ION TO 258 INST
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PRO{ V
2H 47 ROTATECAS ENG KNOB 2.45 g
tPLMNT12 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 3.B0 O
SPEED TO 2SQKIS
2H 48 READ [AS ENG VALUE 1._4 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
MCRBSS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( 5 SEE PROC)
ISPBSS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
4B 89 ACTUATETHROTTLEST( 5.BB 0
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 MON EROl 5.80 0
3L B2 HON VERTICAL SPEED S.BO
INDIC
3R I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.@0 0
INDIC
2K 16 MON EHSI DISPLAY 5.80 04R 64 .RNUALLYCONTROL/C 5._8 o
LMNT_6 RECEIVE HOLDING PTN V
INSTRUCTIONS
MEAt05 CONTROL RIRCRRFT -
15PID5 FLI_TSEC PROC)IN5T UHENT V
SCAN - B
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY IB.@8
....... , , , , , , , , , , ,, ,
_. 58, tBB. 'lSg, 288. 258. 38_.
PAGE 5
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR '"
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
tPLMNTt_ MSG- UNITED76 HOLO 5.50 ' ' £3RT LONGMONT EXPECT
FURTHER CLEARANCE AI
t6 40 42
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 18.00
4B 09 RCTUATE THROTTLE5 T[ IB.80ADJUST AIR5PEED
2J 42 MON ERDI 10.00 r--q
3L 02 HON VERTICAL SPEED IB.BB r--"lINDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRGPE[O 10.00 r-IINDIC
MCAI05 CONIROL AIRCRAFT - B V(18 SEC PROC)
15P105 FLIGHT IN3TRUMENI V5CAN - O
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROLAIC tB.001 r--3
4B 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 10.00 I--IADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 NON EADI t0.80 I7
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.BB I"--IINDIC
2K 14 HONEHSl DI5PLAY 10.00 r"-I
, , I I I l , ! z i l , | I
O. hA. 10e. 150. 200. 250. 300.
IUNSHIFTEOI MI55ION TIMELINE OCT lg, |97B| I
' MIS51UN -DENVER LHNIMC RPP/LN
I WITH HOLDING PTTN -
ICONFIGURATION - gFD SIM DATA
IFLIGHT PHASE -HOLDING PATTERN FOR
I LONGHONI APP BETWEEN
MEEKER AND LONGMNT
ICRERMEHBER - PILOT
EVENi/PROCEDURE OR TBSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS, ,.
LMNT51 UNITEU 76 CRO5SES V'
LONGMUNT INTSCIN AND
ENTER5 HLDG PIN RI
210KTS
HLDPTN HOLDING PRTTERN PROC V
-RIGHT TURNS
-] I/2 MIN. LEGS
-FOR METERING ANO
SPACING
3S 20 MDN INDIC OF MARKER 0.50 I
FLY OVER ON CI
4R 66 MRNURLLY CONTROL R/[ 6@.00 L J
TO MRKE RIGHT TURN
IN HOLDING PATTERN
2K B3 MON CURVED TREND 6B.00 I' i
VECTOR SYMBOL5
9R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEED 60.0g I I
INDIC
3L 03 MDN VERTICRL SPEED 60.0g M_ . .. =
INDIC
3H 06 MON aLTIMETER 60.00 [ I
2K A6 MON SIRRIGNT TREND 30.00 F-----'-I
VECTOR SYMBOL
3H 06 MON RLTIMETER 30.00 {ZZ_
3R 10 MUNITOR RIRSPEEO 30.00 r'_
INDIC
3L B2 MDN VERTICRL 5PEEU 30.00
INDIC
4R 64 MgNURLLY CONTROL Rl( 3B.00 [Z_
2K 14 MUN EHSI OISPLRY 3@.B0 F'------I
2K 33 MUN CURVED TREND 60.00 { J
VECTOR 5YMBUL5
3R 10 MONITOR RIRSPZED 60.00 { J
INDIC
3L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.0B { J
INDIC
3H 06 MON RLTINETER 6B.Og C J
, ,, I ,, J ,I ,I , , ,I i I 3 ' _1 IZBO. 930, B80. 4.q0. 480. S 0. 5 0.
PAGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR tAsK oUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ($EC) TIME 1N SECONDS ........
4R 66 HRNUALLYCONTROLR/C 60,00 F 1
TO MAKE RIGHT TURN
IN HOLDING PATTERN
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLAY 60.00 I 1
2K 46 HON STRAIGHT TREND 30.00
VECTOR SYMBOL
5H 06 MON ALTIMETER 30.00 [------1
9A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEEO 30.00 I_
INDIC
3L 02 MDN VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 I-_
INDIC
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 30.00
2K 14 NONEHSI OI5PLAY 30.00 r-'---'-I
ui
280. 33B. 380. 4 0. 4 0. 530, 580.
Ox
IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, [978
MISSION -DENVER LMNIMO RPPILN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CONFIGUQATION - AFD SIR DATE
FLIGHT PHASE -AIRCRAFT DEPART5 HLD
DESCENDINGl_ 110_
CRENHEHDER - PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUD




LMNT07 RECEIVE DESCENT INST
AND SPEED INCREASE
IPLHNTI5 MSG- UNITEO76 INCASE 4.50 --1
SPEED TO Z2BKI5
DSCND MAINTAIN flOG@
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PRD£ V
MCAI55 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A V
(15 SEC PROC)
15P159 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
4B 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES TD IS.DO r_
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 43 NONEADI IS.DO l-------'-I
3L 04 MON IV51 INDIC 15.00
3A 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 15.00
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 15.00
ZH 47 ROTATE CA5 ENG KNOB _.45 []
Aft 31 MANUALLYCONTROLAll IS,DO
2H 48 READ ORS ENG VALUE 1.04 O
ON DIGITAL INDIC
ALTCDN ACTUATE VCH5 TO V
START DESCENT
2K 32 NON ALT/RNG SYMBOLS 10.0@
4F B3 SET SPEED BRAKE 3.26 r-1
LEVER TO FLT DETENT
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL g/( IB.OB
9H 06 NON ALTIMETER tB.BO I-_
3L OZ HUN VERTICAL SPEED 10.00
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 r------1
INDIC
MCAgBS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( 90 SEC PRDC)
..... ' " " '...... ......_60. 480. 500. 5Z0. • 560. 5 0.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION , (SEC) ,TIME IN SECONDS
, , , , , ,,
ISP90S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRW - G
4R 65 HRNURLLYCONTROLAlE 90.00 I. I
4B 10 ACTURTE THROTTLE5 T( 90.00 i jADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 43 NONEADI 90.00 I ...... , I
3L 03 NONVERT]ERL SPEED 90.00 I ' ' iINDIC
3A tl MONITOR AIRSPEED 90.00 [ 1INDIC
2KMCR|_ NON ENSI DISPLAY 90.00 [ ]CONTROL AIRCRAFT - [ V(10 SEC PROC)
ISPt05 FLIGHT IN3TRUMENT
SCAN - B V
2J 42 NON ERDI 10.00 r------'13L 02 NONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00
INDIC I'_
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEEO t0.00INDIC
2K 14 NON ENSI DISPLAY 10.00 F'-'----'I
4A 64 NANUALLT CONTROL A/C lB.00 1-_
_B 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 10.00 F'-----'lADJUST AIRSPEED
'-,,I
, , I I I , I I. I I I , I I
460. _80. 500, 520. 540. 568. 580.
DO
IUNSHIFTED'I MIS510N TIMELINE OCT 19, lgTB
l &
HISSIDN -OENVER LMNIMC APPILN
WITH HOLDING PTTW -
CONFIGURATION - AFD SIH DATA
FLIGHT PHASE -AIRCRAFT DESCENDS




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND5 ......
LMNT53 UNITED 76 CROSSES V
BRIGHTON INISCTN •
I1080. LEVELS OFF
fiND 5tOWfi TO tTB
LHNTOB RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT V
ION INSTRUCTIDNS-X?B
tPLMNTX7 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 3.00 D
SPEED TO I ITS
ALTCUP ACTUATEVCH5 TO V
END DESCENT
_H B6 MON ALTIMETER 10.00 I-"I
3L _Z NONVERTICAL SPEED 1#.00 r--1
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED tO.B@ r--I
INDIC
2K 32 NON RLT/RNG SYMBOLS IB.BO! r-']
4F @I SET SPO BRAKE LEVER 3.26 []
TO BORN
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL A/[ 10.00 [--I
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PROC V
ZH 47 ROTATE CgS ENGKNOB 2.45 O
2H 48 READ CRS ENG VALUE 1.84 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
MCR305 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - [ V
(38 5EC PROC)
ISP305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.08
INDIC
£K t4 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/[ 3B.BO r-------'l
4B 10 ACTUATE THROTTLES T[ 30.00 I_
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 4Z NON EADI 3B.00 r-------n
3L B2 MONVERTICAL SPEED 30.BB
INDIC
160811 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
, • , , , , . , ,. , , , , ,
580. 63B. 68B. 730. 78B. 830. BAD.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
'IP160058 CRLL'OUT -[FLAPS I] _.70 I .....
IP 10 MON VERBflLREPORT 0.70 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO t EPQ IN[ B.44 I
7F 30 MON ENG NO Z EPR IN[ 0.44 I
160017 SET FLAPS 1O FLAPS E V
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE
MCAI05 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
(10 SEC PROC)[SPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
IP160061 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 5] 0.70 I
4A 64 M_NUALLY CONTROL RIC 10.00 f-'l,
40 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 10.00 r'-I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?J 42 MON EAOI 10.80 CZZ}
SL DZ MON VERT]CAL SPEED 10.00 r-7
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 (--'l
INDIC
2K 14 MON [HSI DISPLAY 10.00 [ZZ]
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
RLTCDN RCTUATE VCH5 TO V
5TART DESCENT
2K 02 MON ALT/RNG SYMBOLS 10.00 F7
4F 03 SET SPEED BRAKE 3.26 O
LEVER TO FLT DETENT
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL Rl[ 10.00 {]]]
3H Q& MON ALTIMETER 10.00 (_
SL 02 HON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 r-I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 {_l
INDIC
LMNT54 UNITED 76 REACHES V
17SKIS AND RESUMES
z DESCENT TO 8000
160025 SET FLAP5 TO FLRPS V
IS
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE 9
MCR90S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C V
FL(G901HTSEC PROC)ISPQBS INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
?K 15 NON EH51 DISPLAY 90.00 I ]
1P160062 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 15] 0.70 I
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 90.00 I I
t,I*
• , I L I I I I i I 1,




..... EVE'Ni/PROC'EDURE'Q'R' TRSK'oUR ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTIQN. _SEF) .... TIRE IN SECONDS ......
46 10 ACTUATETHROTTLEST( 90.00 L J
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?J 43 HONERDI 9B._0 L J
_L 93 HONVERTICAL SPEED gO.DB L .... J
INDIC
3R II MONITORAIRSPEED 9D.gO I I
INDIC
tP 10 HONVERBAL REPORT 8.70 I
7F 25 MON EHG NO ! EPR IN[ B.44 I
?F 30 HONENG NO ? EPR IN[ 9.44 I
LMNT99 CONTACT DENVER LCL V
CONTROL 118.3
tPLMNTI9 MSG- UNITED76 CONIC1 3.50 D
DENVER LOCAL CONTROL
ON tlO.S
RLTCUP ACTUATEVCNS TO VEND DESCENT
4F 61 SET SPD BRAKE LEVER 3.Z6 D
TO DOWN
4R 64 MRNUALLYCONTROLR/[ 10.00 r-1
SH 66 MONALTIMETER IB.Og F'-I
3L 92 MON VERTICAL SPEED tB.60 r-'l
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.66 I-7
INDIC
2K 32 MON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS tB.DO F-I
MCAIBS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(16 SIC PROC)ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCQN - B
4B 69 RCTUQTETHROTTLES T[ 1B.00 r--'l
ADJUST AIRSPEED
2J 4Z MONEQDI IB.BO r-'l
3L 62 MONVERTICAL SPEED 16.06 I-"'1
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR RIR5PEED 16.00 {--'i
INDIC
gK 14 MDNEHSI DISPLAY 16.60 F'-I
4Q 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL RI( 16.60 [_
' ' ' ' 'SB6. 9, 689, 7 0. 78B. B B. 8 0.
IUNSHIFTED_ MI55ION TIMELINE OCT 19, 197B
MISSION -DENVER LNNTHC APP/LN
WITH HOLOING PTTN -
CONFfGURATION ° AFD SIM DATA
FLIGHT PHASE -NORTH 1 METERING AND
5PRCING AREA
CREAHEHBER- PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION {SEC), ,, TIME ]N,SECON,D9 ........
LMNT55 UNITEO 76 CROSSES
MORTHI INTSCTN < 17_
I70KT5 AND 8000
HDGCHG HEADING CHANGE PROC.
z -CHS
4R 28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 10.00""I
CHANGE HOG
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 1B.00"-1
ZK 33 MON CURVED TREND 10.00"--I
VECTOR SYMBOLS
3L 02 HDN VERTICAL SPEED 10.BB--'l
INDIC




2J 42 MON ERDI 68.80 I I
3L 02 MDN VERTICAL SPEED 6B.B2 m i
INDIC
5R 10 MONITOR AIR5PEEO 60.00 t a
INDIC
2K 15 MON EAST DISPLAY 6B.BD [ j
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AI[ 6B.B2 [, j
4B Ig ACTUATE THROTTLES T{ 6B.BO & j
ADJUST AIRSPEED
LMNTIO RECEIVE ]NST TO FLY V
DIRECT BLTURR




2K l_ MONEHSI O]5PLRY 19.00 I"--I
ZK 33 MON CURVED TREND IB.BO I--1
VECTOR SYMBOL5
3L B2 HON VERTICAL SPEED tO.DO I"--I
INDIC
, • , I I ,! ,, I I f I I ' , ' , | I




CODE TASK DE5CRIPTIDN _SEC) TIHE IN SECONDS .....
4A 2B" ACT FLT CONTROLTO 1@.00 r"'l
CHANGEHDG
MCf1605 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(60 5EC PROC)
15P605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
4A , 65 HRNUALLY CONTROL A/[ 60.00 I ,I
4D 10 ACTUATE THROTTLEST[ 6B.@0 I I
ROJUST AIRSPEED
2J 42 NON EADI 60.00 I' I
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 6_,00 l
INDIC
3A tO MONITOR AIRSPEEO 60,00 I ,I
INDIC
2K 15 HDN EHSI DISPLAY 6@.00 L J
MCAI03 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - Z V
(10 SEE PROC)
15P105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
2J 4Z NON EADI 10.60 r"-1
_L 6Z NON VERTICAL SPEED t0.86 r---1
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.6B I-"-I
INDIC
2K 14 MONEHSI DISPLAY 16,00 r""1
4g 64 MANUALLY CONTROL g/( 16.69 F"l
4B 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES T[ 16.00 r-'-I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
LMNTLI RECEIVE INST TO FLY V
DIRECT TO GATE
1PLMNT23 MSG- UNITED76 FLY 3.50 O
DIRECT TO APPROACH
GATE
HOGCHG HEADING CHANGE PROC.
-CH5
3L 6Z MON VERTICAL SPEED tO,OR I---I
INDIC
4A 2B ACT FLT CONTROL TO 1_.06 I--'l
CHANGE HOG
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLRY 19.90
_K 33 NON CURVED TREND 19.60 r'l
VECTOR SYMBOLS
AFDRLT ALTITUDE CHANGEPROC, V
2H 33 ROTATE RLT ENG KNOB 2,47 O
2H 34 READ ALT ENG VALUE 1.06 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
, I , I I,, I , I,, ,I L I i i t' " 0. B66, 91g. 96B. 1010. 1060.760. B
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (.sgc) ... TIME IN SECONDS
RLTCDN ACTUATEVCNSTO V
START DESCENT
_Q 64 MANUALLY CONTROL g/£ 10.00
3N 06 MON ALTIMETER 10.00 r-1
3L 0? MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I-'-I
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 r-_
INDIC
2K 3? MDN RLT/RNG SYHBOLS 10.601 r'--I
4F 63 SET SPEEDBRAKE 3.26 D
LEVER TO FLT DETENT
MCR60S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(68 SEC PROC)
ISP6B5 FLIGHT INSTRUHENT VSCAN - f
2J 42 MON gAOl 60.00 t i
3L 62 MONVERTICAL SPEED 60.00 { I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEEO 69.06 I i
INDIC
2K 15 MON ENSI DISPLAY 60.00 i i
4R 65 MRNURLLY CONTROL R/[ 68._0 ,_ ' .... 'J
40 10 ACTUATE THROTTLES1[ 69,60 I I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
1q0923 REPORT 1000 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP 11 MONVERBAL REPORT 1.70 0
RLTCUP RCTURTE VCHS TO V
END DESCENT
_K 3Z MON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS 10.00 I'--I
4F 01 SET SPD BRAKELEVER 3.26 OTO OOHN
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 19.00 r--I
SN 66 MONALTIMETER 10.00 r--t
3L gZ HONVERTICAL SPEED 10.90 F"-i
INDIC
3Q 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I--1
INDIC
,, I I I l t I I ! i I . m
760. BI B. B6B. 910. 969. 1010, 1060.
x[UNSHIFTED] MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, 1978MISSION - DENVERLMNTMCRPP/LN
WITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CONFIGUQRTION - RFD'SIM DATA
FLIGHT PHASE -FINAL RPP TO LANDING
FORLONGMONT
CREHHEMOER : PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC),. lIME ]N SECONDS
LMNT56 U 76 CROSSE5ERIE V
SET5 FLAPS TO Z5
SLOWSTO RPRCH SPD
LHNTI2 RECEIVE ]NST TO SLOF V
TO APRCH SPEED AND
CALL TOWER AT O.M.




RFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PROI V
MCR30S CONTROL RIRCRRFT - [ V
(3B SEC PROC)
15P30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRH- E
40 10 RCTUATE THROTTLES T[ 30.00 F"-'-----I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?J 42 NON EflOl 30.00
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 3B,00 r-_
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00 I---------I
INDIC
?K 14 MONEHSI DISPLAY 38.00
2H 47 ROTATECR5 END KNOB ?.45 O
4R 64 MANUALLYCONTROLR/[ 30,00
2H 48 READ CAS ENG VALUE 1.04 I
ON DIGITRL INO]C
160053 SET FLAPS TO FLOPS V
25
160018 FLRP SET PROCEDURE V
1P160070 CALL OUT -[FLOPS 25] 0.70 I
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
7F 25 HON ENG ND I EPR IN[ g.44 I
7F 30 NON ENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
MGRIOS CONTROL RIRCRRF_ - [ V
(10 SEE PROC)
l | I J, , , I | , I I I I , I I ,, , I
990. 1040. 1090, 1140. 1190. 1240. " IZ90,
PAGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE., TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC) , , TIHE !N SECONpS ........
ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 8
48 09 RCTURTETHROTTLEST[ tO.0g r"'l
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?J 4Z MONEADI 10.00 F'-I
3L 02 MONVERIICRL 3PEEO 10.B0 F'-'l
INDIC
3g 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEO IB,OB r--1
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 I'--I
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/[ 10.00 I-'-1
LHNI57 UNITED 76 CROSSES V
O.H. SETS FLAPS 40
LNDELR CONTACT TONER FOR V
fINAL LANDING CLEAR-
ANCE
MCRIOS CONTROL RIRCRAFT- B V
(tB SEC PROC)
ISP105 FLIGHT INSTRUHENT VSCAN - B
SL 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10,00
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I_
INDIC
2K 14 MON EAST D]SPLRY IB,@O [-'I
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 10,00 F-I
4B 89 ACTUATE THROTTLESTO 10,00 F"-I
ADJUST AIRSPEED
?J 42 NON EgOl 10,00 r'-I
IBOBSI REQUIRE GLIDE SLOPE V
160057 SET FLRPS TO FLAPS V
48
t60018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
FNLRP6 CONTROL R/C ON FINAL V
RPPROACH- PILOT
(60 SEC)
1P160073 CELL OUT =[FLRPS ADZ 0.70 I
4A 65 MANUALLYCONTROLA/{ 60.00 t,, j
?J 04 MON FLT PATH ACCEL 60,00 t J
INDIC
?J 09 MON FLT PATH ANGLE 60.00 r ...
INDIC
2J 38 MONITOR LOCALIZER 60.10 t j
INDICATOR
2J 39 HDN GLIDE SLOPE 60.00 I .... JRTT INDIC
EJ 30 MON SPD ERR BAR 60,00 t i
, , I., , I t I . , J I I t , 1 . .i
990. 1040. 1890. It40. 119B. IZ4g. IZ90.
PAGE
EVE'NTIPROCEDUREOR TRS'KOUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS,, .
_J 48 MOW ERDI RNNY 68.80 L ]
3R 18 MONIIDR RIRSPEED 68.08 {' I
INDIC
3H 86 MOWALTIMETER 68.00 L_ J
SL 82 MOW VERTICfiLSPEED 6B.B0 _ i
INDIC
3V 89 NON GLIDE SLOPE 8.92 I
RNNUN LI GREEN
IB 19 MOW VHF-2 COMM AUDI( 7.BB r-I
IPLNOCL4 flOWRADIO COMH - 4.0@ 0
[UNI_ED ?4. DENVER
TOWER. ROGER. CLEAR
TO LAND RUNNRY INO
IPLNDCL5 SIX . HIND TWO ONE 3.08 Q
ZERO OEGREES fitZER(
NINER.]
IP 18 MOWVERBAL REPOQT B.78 I
?F 25 NON ENG NO J EPR IND B.44 I
2F 30 MOW ENG NO 2 EPQ IND 0.44 I
FNLRP3 CONTROL RIC ON FINRL V
APPROACH ~ PILOT
(30 SEC)
3R IB MONITOR RIRSPEEO 38.BB F------'I
INDIC
3H 86 MON ALTIMETER 38.88
3L L 82 MOW VERTICAL SPEED 38.80
INDIC
&R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 38.80
?J 84 MOW FLT PRTN RCCEL 18.80 F-7
INDIC
2J 85 MOW FLT PRTH ANGLE 38.80
INDIC
2J 38 MONITOR LOCRLIZER 38.88
INDICATOR
2J 39 MDN GLIDE SLOPE 30.00
RTT INDIC
2J 30 MOW SPO ERR BBR 38.88
?J &8 MOW EROI gNNY 3B.80
168865 DESCEND THRU V
-DECI5ION HEIGTH
MCRLNO CONTROL AIRCRAFT V
?J A4 MOW EADI RNNY 26.80
?J 25 SELECT LAND MODE 2.6? O
4R 79 MRNURLLY CONTROL 26.88
R/C IHRU FLflREAND
TOUCHDOWN
L .i .... i i. .l .p , , - ......
990. 1040. t09@. 1118. 119B. 1240, |Z90.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,_5EC) TIME IN SECONDS
2J B9 HON FLT PATH ANGLE Z6.BO r"--':--q .....
INDIC
tP It MONVERBRLREPORT _.BO I
ZJ 24 MON J00 FT INDIC ON Z.27 O
EADI
2J 4! MON EADI DRIFT INglE 10.00 I--'I
4B 80 SET THRUST LEVER5 7[ 2.50 Q
IDLE
t_
,, I .... I, l, I J • • I I_ , I ! l l
990. 104@. 1090. I !Ig. It98. t?40. IZ90.
t,,.)
OO
[UNSHIFrEO I HORKLORDHISTOGRBM MISSIONDENVERLMNTMCRPP/LN
OCT tO, 1978 CgEWMEMBEg- COPILOT WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CHANNEL- TDTRL VISION
CONFIGURRI]ON- RFD 51H DATA
UNSHIFTED I HORKLOAD HISTOGRAM MI_ION
OCT 19. 1978 CREWMEMBER- COPILOT DENVERLMNTMC APP/LNNITH HOLDING PTIN -
CHANNEL- TOTAL MOTOR
CONFIGURATION- AFD GIM DATA
t_
IUNSHIFTED I HORKLORDHISTDGRRH MISSIONDENVERLMNTMCRPP/LN
OCT 19, t978 CRENMEMBER- COPILOT N]TH HOLDINGPTTN -
CHRNNEL- COGNITION















D I I I I I I I .1









[UNSHIFTED I HORKLOBDHISTOGRAM H[_SIONDENVERLMNTHCAPP/LN
OCT J9, 197B CREXHEHBER- COPILOT H1TH HOLDINGPT_N -
CHANNEL- TDTRL CDHMUNICATION



























[UNSHIFiED I NORKLORDHISTOGRAH HISSIOHDENVERLRNTMCRPP/LN
OCT |9, 1978 CREHHEMBER- COPILOT WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CHANNEL- WEIGHTED CHRNNEL AVERAGE



















D , , I . .I I I l I I I I









J'pN_HIF'T'EoJ J XORKLORDSUHMRRY I OCT t9, 1978CREWMEMBER- C PILOT
PERCENTHORKLORO[NG AYERRGEF"_+ISIGHR_[:_I
8 Z_ 4g 60 B_ tOS JZe 14B







,, I I I I ,I I I _ i t i i I ,
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHTPHR_E
I DENVERLMWTMCRPPILN RFD SIM DATA LONGMOWTAPPROACHTO
HITW HOLDINGPTTN - LANDINGWITHHOLDINGPRTTERN
Im,I.
4=.
[UHSHIFT--T_'D-I WORKLORD SUMMARY I OCT 19. 1978
CREWNEMBER - COPILOT
PERCENTNORKLORDING RVERRGE_ +I_IGMI_
el 2@ 49 60 B_l 10B IZO 14Pi
.... • ,, ,, .
TOl'RLVISION
I,OTRLMOTOR




I ' • . ,
WEIGHTEDRVERRGE
I I .. & .! I , I t ,I i , .I ! I l . I
MISSION CONFIGURRTION FLIGHT PHRSE
I DENVER LMNIMC RPPILN RFD SIM DRTR MOLDING PRTTERN FOR
WITH HOLDING PI,TN- LONGMONT BPP BEI,WEEN
MEEKER RND LONGMNT
HORKLOADSUMMARY OCl 19. 1978
CREHMEMBER- COPILOT
PERCENTNORKLOAOING AVERAGED,I_IGHA_[:_
a ze 4_ 6B 8e t_a lza t4e








.. t i J i i i [ # .. i. . i i. , i . i !
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
I DENVER LM_TMC APPILN AFD 51M DATA AIRCRAFT DEPARTS HLD
WITH HOLDINGPTTN - DE5CENOINGl@ IIBB@
0'_
IUNSHIFTEOI HORKLOgDSUHM_RY OCT 19, 1978
CREHHEHBER- • COP)LOT
PERCENTNORKLOAOING RVERAGEr'--I_ISIGMAFF:N
e zo 40 6e ee len Ize 14e
,








! I 1 , f ,| .... I, , I, , & I , , I I t. I I
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIfHT PHflS[
I DENVER LMWTHC APP/LN AFO SIM DATA AIRCRAFT DESCENDS
NITH HOLDING PTTN - TO 8000 AND SLUGS
TO 170 KTS
IuNSHIFT'Eol I WORKLOADSUHMARY OCT t9, t978
CREWMEMBER - COPILOT
PERCENT HORNLOROING AYERAGED+ISIGHRFFFI
Ze _e 6e 8_ see |zo i4B
i i i | = i








, , t i i .L i i i I . I. 1 i i i i
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
! DENVER LMNTMC RPP/LN RFD SIN DATA NORTH ! METERING RWD




['UHSHIFTEOI WORKLORDSUHMRRY OCT 19, 1978
CREWHEMBER- COPILOT
PERCENT NORKLORDIN6 RVERRBE F--'I+IsIGHR_
B Ze 4B 6B Be t_e _Z¢ t4e










! I I I I | , I, I I I I t I I
HI531ON CONFIGURRTION FLIGHT PHASE
I DENVER LMNTMC APP/LN AFD SIM DATA FINAL RPP TO LANDING
HITH HOLDING PTTN - FOR LONGHONT
IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMEL]NE OCT 19, L978MISSION -OENVER LMNTMCAPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -





EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
LMNTOI START OF FLIGHT COM
140B23 REPORT 1000 fT TO
LEVEL OFF
1PLMNTO! MSG- UNITED 76, CON- 4.503
TACT DENVER RPRCH
CNTRL ON IZB.B5
3N OZ MDN CORRBRRORLT Z.13
INDIC
IPt40045 CALL OUT -[1000 FEET t.?O Q
TO LEVEL OFF]
IPLHNTBZ COM- UNITED 76,ROGE_ 3.00 0
- DENVER RPRCH t2005
IR B7 MDN VNF-2R FREO IND B.77 I
IR B8 SET VUF-2R FREO- 2.B3 O
WHOLENO.S




SR 14 MONRIRSPEEO INDIC 20.g0
2K t6 MON EHSI D]SPLflY 20.00
2J 43 MON EADI 20.00 r----I
3L g4 MON IVSI INDIC 20.00 F-l--I
tPLMNT03 COH- DENVER RPREH 3.00 D
UNITED 76




IPLMNTOS CON- UNITEDT6 ROGER 3.001 0
OUT OF 17-5 FOR 160t
0
LMNTOg DESCENT INSTRUCTION_ V
TO IS00B
tPLMNTB6 MSG- UNITED76 DSCND 3.00 0
MAINTAIN 15B00
0. 50. 150. 20B. 2SO. 3Bg.
0PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC_ TIME IN SECONDS




7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F BB MON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
7F Z2 NON NO 2 ENGNI IND 0.44 I
7F ZI MON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 3Z MON ENG NO Z EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NON ENGNO I EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MDN NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 MON NO I ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
7F 34 HON ENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 53 MOW ENGNO I FUEL 0o44' I
FLOH INDIC
7F 09 MONNO 1 ENGOIL 0.44; I
PRE55 INDIC
?F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.441 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.441 I
OTY INDIC
?F It MONNO I ENGOIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRA- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
LMNIB3 RECEIVE HOLDING PIN V
INSTRUCTIONS




ISCgOS fLIGHT IN5TRUMEN] V
5CAN - O
ZJ 43 NON ERDI 20.00 f_
SL 04 HDN IVSI INDIC 20.00 F----1
SR 14 HON AIRSPEED INDIC 20.00 F_
2K t6 MON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00 F-----1
IPLMNTB9 CON- UNITED76 ROGER 4.5B O
HOLD LONGMONT FURTHE
R CLEARANCE 16 40
' 5,. ' ' ' ' ' '
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
.....CODE TASK DESCRIpT!ON (SEC) TIME IN,,SECONDS
LHNTSB UNITED 76 REACHES V
15600 fiND LEVELS OFF
0S0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 MONENGNO I EPR INO 0,44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 2? HOW NO 2 ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F 21 NON NO 1 ENGN! ]ND 0,44 I
7F 32 HON ENGNO 2 EXH GRS 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F St NON ENG NO I EXN GAS 0.44 ITEHP INO
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 HON NO I ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0,44 I
FLON INDIC
2F 33 NON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F It NON NO t ENGOIL QT1 0,44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0,44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.441 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI{
ISC30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
3L 02 HON VERTICRL SPEED 30.00
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00 F--------I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00 I----"--1
gJ 42 NON EAOl 30.00 F-_
ISC20S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
3A 14 MON RIRSPEEO INOIC 20,00 I---'1
gK 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 20,00 [---'-1
2J 43 NON ERDI 20.00 r-'-"-I
BL 04 NON IVSI INOIC 20.00 F'-'--I
........ . , , , , ,...... , .
0_ 50. 100. 150. 200. 250. B00.
PRGE 4
..... EVENT/PRO_EDURE'OR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,_,SEC)...... TIME IN SFCgNDS , ,,
030807 ENGINE INSIRUMENI V
SCAW
7F 30 NONENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 MON NO t ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG N! ]ND 0.44 I
7F _I MONENG NO t EXR GR! 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F B2 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
_EMP IND
7F 23 MONNO t ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
?F 33 HON ENG NO ! FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 HON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINOIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MON NO ! ENG OIL 0.44 I
_EMP INDIC
?F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0,44 I
IEMP INDIC
7F It MONND I ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F t9 MON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
OIY INDIC
?F 12 MON NO ! ENG VIDRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
15C_05 FLIGHT INGIRUMENT V
5CAN - F
_J 42 NON EADI 60.00 I I
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 L i
INDIC
3Q IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 L I
INDIC
2K 1S MON EHSI DISPLAY 60.00 L |
LXNT04 DESCENT INSTRUCTIONE V
TO 14000
tPLMNTIO MSG- UNITED?6 DSCND 3.00 D
MAINTAIN 14000
iPLMNTI! COM- UNITED76 ROGER 3.00 O
CLEARED TO 14000
1SC105 FLIGHT INSIRUMENT V
SCAN - B
PAGE 5
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE.....TASK DESCRIPTION. (SEC). TIME IN SFCONpS ..................
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10,00
INDIC
2K 14 HON EAST DISPLAY IB.00 r-'l
zJ 42 MONEROI 10.00 r--I
SL 02 HONVERTICAL SPEED 10,00 I'-'1
INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MONENGNO e EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 25 MONENGNO ] EPR IND 0.44 I
2F ?! HON NO J ENG Hi IHD 0.44 I
7F Z E2 HON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 31 MONENGNO ! EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3? MONENGNO 2 EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F Z3 MON NO I ENG N2 IND 0.441 I
7F Z, MON NO Z ENG N2 INO 0.,4'
7F 33 MON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
,42F $4 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0. I
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 MONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INOIC
7F It MONNO I ENG OIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F IZ MON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 l
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC




2J 42 MON ERDI $0.00 r-_
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 30.00 [_
INDIC
SR 10 MONITORRIRSPEEQ 30.00
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00 I_
LHNT05 RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT V
ION TO ZSO INST
4_
' E, ...... 1£o ' .....0, rOB. . . 250, 300.
J_
PAGE
...... EVENi'IPRDtEDbREOR TBSK OUR ....
CODE TRgK DESCRIPTION (SEC) . TIME .l N SECOND3............
HSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 3.00 O
'IPL_NTI'ZSPEED TO 2SOKT5
IPBYRZIO ROOIO- UNITED 24, 2.50 O
ROGER. _LOH TO 250
15C205 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - O
3R 14 HONRIRSPEED INO]C 20.00 1_
2K t6 HDN EHSI D]SPLRY 20.00 I-'-'-I
EJ 43 HON EROI 20.0_
3L 04 MON ]VSI INDIC 20.00 r----1
LMNT06 RECEIVE HOLDING PIN V
INSTRUCTION5
LMHLDG COPILOT SETS UP HLDG V
PDTIERN FOR LONGHONT
INTERSECTION
ZL 67 PRESSSEL KEY Z.B3 O




2L 19 MON LINE B MESSRGE 2.06 g
2L 26 PRESS NO.I KEY 1.3S D




2L 19 MON LINE O HESSBGE 2.06 0
2L 48 PRESSL KEY 1.35 I
2L 51 PRE5S O/5ID KEY 1.35 0
2L 50 PRESS N KEY 1.35 I
EL 43 PRESSG/RLT KEY 1.35 D
ZL 49 PRESSM/GS KEY 1.35 I
ZL 51 PRE55 O/5ID KEY 1.35 I
2L 50 PRESS N KEY 1,35 0
2L 56 PRESST/PTR KEY 1.35 I
2L 19 HON LINE 8 MESSRGE 2.06 0
2L 23 PRESS CLR KEY 1.35 0
2L 21 PRESS EXEC KEY 1.46 O
....... , ,. , , .,...,. ,. , , ,
0. 50, 108, 150. 200. 25B. 300,
IUNSH]FIEDJ MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, 1970
MISSION -DENVER LMNIMC RPP/LN
WITH HOLO]NG PTTN -
CONFIGURATION - RFD SIM DATA




EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK DURI
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
LMNT51 UNITED '76 CROSSES V
LDNGMDNT INTSCIN AN[
ENTER9 HLDG PIN AT
2IgKT5
B3g@B7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 38 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO ! EPR IN[ 8.44 I
?F 21 NON NO I ENGNI INO B.44 I
?F 22 HON NO 2 ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F 3L NON ENG NO ! EXH GA_ B.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 MDN ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 23 HON NO I ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
?F Z4 HDN NO 2 ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
?F 53 MON ENG ND I FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO ! ENGOIL 0.4_ I
PRESS INDIC
7F 1_ NON NO 1ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 11 HONNO 1 ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
DIY INDIC
7F 12 NONNO ! ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIOR 8,44 IAMPLITUDEINDIC
1SC6_5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- F
I . ,I , l I i I i. I i I i i l




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,,(SEE) TIME IN SECONDS .....
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.@B _ I
INDIC
2K IS MON EHSI DISPLAY 6B._B I 1
2J 42 NON EROI 6B.@B { 3
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 6B.eB t J
INDIC
030BB7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 38 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN_ B,44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IND @.44 I
7F 21 NON NO t ENG NI IND g.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NJ IND _.44 I
7F St HDNENG NO t EXH GAS g.44 I
TEHP IND
7f 32 NON ENGNO Z EXH GR5 9.44 I
TEHP IND
?F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
?F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND g.44 I
?F 33 NON ENG NO t FUEL B,44 I
FLON INDIC -
7F 34 NON ENG NO Z FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F B9 NON NO t ENG OIL _,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F IB NON NO I ENG OIL @.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tB HON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F II NON NO I ENG OIL QIY 8.4_ I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
DTY INDIC
?F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRR- e.4_ I
lION RHPLITUDE INDIE
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR B.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
ISC6BS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- F
ZJ 4Z NON ERDI 68.80 t _ _J
3L 82 NON VERTICAL SPEED 6B.eB | J
INDIC ..
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6_.@0 t J
INDIC
2K 15 HON EHSI DISPLAY 6g.@Z t J
030@_7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPg IN[ 0.44 I
• ,I i i i+D+. +;+. '" ' ,+;+. 48,,. s;,,. ' '
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TR5K OUR .........
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , . T!ME I N SECONDS
?F 25 NONENG NO I EPR IND B.&4 I
7F 21 HONNO ! ENG Ni ]NO B,44 I
7F 22 NONNO 2 ENG gI IND B.44 I
7F 3t NONENG NO I EXH GAS 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 32 MONENG NO Z EXH GRS 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NONNO 1 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENG N2 INO 8.44 I
7F 33 MONENG NO ! FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC
?F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 89 NON NO ! ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F I@ HON NO t ENG OIL @.44 I
TENP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It NON NO I ENG OIL QTY 8,44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F IZ NON NO ! ENGVI6RD- 8.44 I
TION QMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 2B MON NO 2 ENG VIBR B.q4 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
ISC_OS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCQN - E
3R IB MONITOR QIRSPEED 38.00INDIC
2K 14 HON EHSI DISPLQY 30.B0 r---'---I
2J 42 HON ERDI 3B.Bg)
3L _2 NON VERTICQL SPEED 3_._Q I--"------I
INDIC
ISCBS5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCQN - g
2K 16 NON EHSI OISPLRY 5.80 Q
2J 42 HON ERDI 5.B0 0
_L QZ NONVERTICRL SPEED 5.8Q D
INDIC
3R iB MONITOR RIRSPEED 5._0 121
INDIC
Do
IUNSHTFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, 1978MISSION -DENVER LMNTHCRPP/LN
WITH HOLOINGPTTN -
CONFIGURRTION - flFDSIM DRTR
FLIGHT PNRSE -RIRCRRFT OEPRRTS NLO
DESCENDING TB t10_0
CRENHEHBER - COPILOT
' EVENT/PROCEDUR'EOR FBSK OUR ....
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ...........
LMNT5Z UNITED 76 DEPRRT5
RLDG PTN COMTINUING
FLIGHT PRTH
LHNT07 RECEIVE DESCENT INST
AND SPEED INCRERSE
IPLMNTIS MSG- UNI_ED76 ]NCRSE 4.50 "-'1
SPEED TO 220KT5
DSCND MAINTRIN 11000





7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
?F B_ HON ENG NO 2 EPR [NO B.44 I
7F 2Z NON NO 2 ENG Nt ]NO 8.44 I
IF 21 NON NO I ENG N| INO B.44 I
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXN GAS 0.44 I
TENP IND
7F 31 NON ENG NO t EXH GAS 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MONENGNO t FUEL B.44 I
FLDN INDIC
7F B9 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.441 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I EHG OIL 0.44! |
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INOIC
7F 11 NON NO t ENG OIL OIY 8.44 I
INDIC
, , , , ,, ,460. 480. S 0, 0. S g." ; 56B.'' 580.' '
PAGE
EWENTIPROCEDURE OR TDSK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
....7F 20 MON NO Z END VIBR 0.44 " I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 NON NO ! ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INDIC
15C30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
ZK 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 50.00 {. "" ' . ", l
2J 42 NON EROI _B.00 I " ,i
SL 02 HONVERTICRL SPEED 30.001 & ' ' j
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 30.00 L J
INDIC
030807 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F g5 MON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 HONENG NO Z EP@IN[ 0.44 i
7F 22 HOW NO 2 ENG N| ]ND B.44 I
7F 21 N0N NO t ENG HI IND B.44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXH GA_ B.44 ITENP IND
7F 31 NONENG NO t EXN GR_ B.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 24 MON NO 2 END N2 ]ND B,44 I
7F g3 NON NO l ENG NZ ]ND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON END NO g FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HON END NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HONNO _ END OIL 0.44 ITEHP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL B,44 ITEHP INDIC
7F 19 HDNNO Z END OIL 0.44 IOTY INDIC
7F It MON NO t ENG OIL QTY 0,441 I
INDIC
7F ZO NON NO Z ENG VIBR B.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 HON NO I END VIORD- B.44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INOI{
15C205 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 0
+L B4 MON IVSI INDIC gO.DO t J
_A 14 HDN AIRSPEED INDIC 2B.OD t____l
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00 m... i
.I:=
4D
' ' , , I, t , , ,t I , l I i i i . I I




EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK DUg
CODE TASKOESCRIPTIOH (SEC) T]HE IN SECONDS ....
_J 43 HONERDI Z0.00 I J
15_605 FLIGHT INSIRUHENT V
SCAN - F ,,,
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.00 L I
INDIC
2K 15 MONEHSI DISPLAY 6B,Og ! I
2J 4Z NON EADI 60.00 I ,. , '....... , ....i
_L B2 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 L_ !
INDIC
" ' ' _ ...... _ ' s_"' " '' ' '46_. _B. s s_. e. s68. ss_.
IUNSHIFTEDI HISSION TIMEL]NE OCT 19, 1976HI55IQN -DENVER LMNTMCRPP/LN
N]TH HOLO]NGPTTN -
CONFIGURRIION - RFD SIM DRTR




..... EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
LHNT5_ UNITED 76 CRO5SE5 V ............
BRIGHTON ]NTSCTN <
11080. LEVELS OFF
AND SLDNS TD ITB
LMNTgB RECEIVE SPEED REDUCI V
ION INSTRUCTIONS-IT{
1PLflNTI7 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 3.80 0
SPEED TO I KTS
ISC[5S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - C
3R 14 HON AIRSPEED INDIC 15.00 I-'--I
2K t6 HON EHSI O]5PLRY 15.0_
2J 43 HON EROI 15.60 I--'--I
3L 64 NON IVSl INOIC t5.60
tPLMNTI8 CDH- UNITED76 ROGER 2.50 O
SLON TO 17_
168BtI SET FLAP5 TO FLAP5 V
IP 10 MONVERBRL REPORT 0.70 I
4E 07 SET FLRP CONT LEVER 2.69 0
TO FLAP5 !
4E 15 MONITORFLRP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 03 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
qN 0_ NON LE FLRPS-IN- 1.17 m
IRRNSIT LT OFF
4E 16 CHECKFLRP LEVER RNE Z.50 O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
1P16_058 CALL OUT -[FLRPS I] 0.70 I[5C155 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - C
2J . 43 MON EflOl 15.00 I----I
3L +104 MON IVSI INOIC 15.00 F---13R ' 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 15.00 I-'-"l
2K 16 MON EHSI DISPLRY 15.68 r----I
160017 SET FLRPS TO FLRPS E V
1_010 FLRP SET PROCEDURE V
I I . . I I I58,. ' +;,. ?a,.'' ?b,. oh.
t_
PAGE 2
'" EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIHE IN SFCONDS
1P 10 HONVERBAL REPORT 8.70 I
4E 89 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2.69 O
TO FLAPS S
4E 15 MONITORFLAP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4N g3 HONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AN[ 2.58 0
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N 04 MON LE FLAPS-IN- l.i7 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
tPI6906t CALL OUT -[FLAPS S] 0.70 I[SCIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 8
2K 14 MO 18.00
2J 42 HO_ EAoIEHSIDISPLAY 10.00 F_
SL 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 18.00 r--I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 10.@0 I--I
INDIC
LNNTS4 UNITED 76 REACHES V
170KTS AND RESUMES
DESCENT TO 8000
t60825 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
15
, 160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT g.70 I
AE 11 SET FLAP CONTLEVER 2.46 O
TO FLAPS 15
4E tS MONITOR FLAP 2.23 OPOSITION INDICATOR
AN 03 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEYER AN_ 2.50 OPOSITION INDIC AGREE
AN 04 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
tPt6086Z CALL OUT -[FLAPS 15] 0.70 I
030B07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HON ENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 HON ENGNO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 MONNO t ENGNt ]ND Q.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENGNI ]NO 8.44 I
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXH GAE 0.44 I
TEHP INO
, , , ,, , ,, , ,, , , ,,580. . 68g. 730. 78B. B38. B 0.
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TA5K DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) T!ME !N SECONDS , ,
7F 3Z HON ENGNO 2 EXN GA_ 0.44; I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO ! EHG N2 ]NO 8.44 I
?F Z4 HON NO 2 ENG NZ IND 8.44 I
7F 33 NON ENGNO t FUEL 8.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 NON NO t ENG OIL B.44 IPRESS INDIC
?f 18 HONNO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F IB NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
IEHP INDIC
7F 11 MOWNO I END OIL Ol_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 12 HON NO 1 ENG VIBRA- 8.44 I
TION RHPLITUDE INDI[
7F 29 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 1.44 I
QMPLITUOE INDIC
ISC_8S FLIGHT INSIRUMENT V
5CAN - E
2J 42 NON EADI 3B.89
3L 82 HOW VERTICAL SPEED 30.8Q r"--"--i
INDIC
BA 18 MONITOR AIRSPEED 38.00
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 38.B8
15C19S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
5CAN - B
3L 02 NONVERTICAL SPEED IB._9 r-I
INDIC
3A IB MONITOR AIRSPEED tB.B9 r-1
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 18.88 r-'l
zJ 4Z NON EgDI IS.Be r-'1
LMNT99 CONTACT DENVER LCL V
CDNIROL 118.3
tPLHNTI9 MSG- UNITED76 CONIC 3.58 0
DENVER LOCAL CONTROL
ON IIB._





, , , , , , , , ,'_. 7 8. 838. 888.588. 6 8. 688, 7
rj_
PAGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDURE 0R TASK OUR
GODE TASK DESFRIPTION (SEC). TIME IN SECOND9 ......
ISC_OS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
2K 14 HON EHSI DISPLAY 38.80 I'_
2J 42 MON EADI SB.BO F'_
SL BE MONVERTICAL SPEED 38.80 I-'---"--I
INDIC
9R IB MONITOR AIRSPEED SB.B8
INDIC
IR 87 MON VHF-2R FREO ]ND 8.77 I
IR 88 SET VHF-ZR FREQ- 2.B3 0
NHDLE NO.S
IR 89 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1.58 B
FRACTIONS




2J 43 NON EADI ZS.B@ F---7
3L 84 MON ]VSI INDIC 28.80 r-'-'-'-i
9A 14 MDN AIRSPEED INDIC 2B.80 r---'-I
2K 16 MON EHSI DI5PLRY 2B.B@ r-'----t
._ ,i, _ = . = ,w, =, _ . I _ , I , .Bg. 63B. 68g, 73g. 7 g. 8 g. 880.
IUN5HIFTED I MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, 1978MISSION -DENVER LHNTMCRPP/LN
WITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CONFIGURATION- RFD SIN DATA




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION . (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
LHNT55 UNITED 76 CROSSES




?F _5 NON END NO I EPR IN[ 0.44
7F 30 HONEND NO Z EPR IN[ 0.44
7F 21 NONNO t END NI IND 8.44
7F ?Z MONNO Z ENGNI IND 8.44
7F 3t NON END NO J EXH GR_ 0.44
TEHP IND
7F SZ NON ENG NO ? EXH GR_ 8.44
TEMP IND
7F 23 NON NO I END NZ IND 0.44
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND B,44
7F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44
FLOg INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8._4
FLOg INDIC
7F 89 NON NO 1 END OIL 0.441
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
TENP INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 1
TEMP INDIC
7F 11 NON NO I ENG OIL DTY 0.44 I
INDIC
?F 19 NONNO ? END OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F IZ NONNO 1 ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F ?B NON NO Z END YIDR 8,44 1
AMPLITUDE INDIC
ISC6BS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - f




, I I , , .I , . I t . . I I . I ! I i I f




" " EVENT)PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR "
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , . TIME IN,SECONDS ......
2K IS MON EHSI DISPLAY 6B.BO l I
2J 42 MON ERDI 60.00 L I
3L 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED 6B.OB I i
INDIC
LMNTI8 RECEIVE ]NST TO FLY V
DIRECT RLTURR
030B07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
1PLMNT21 MSG- UNITED76 FLY 3.0B D
DIRECT TO RLTURR
7F Z5 FlONEgG NO I EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR INC B.44 I
7F 25 HON NO 5 ENG N! !ND B.44 !
7F 21 HON NO ! ENG N! IND B,44 I
?F 35 HON ENG NO Z EXH GR_ B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 MONENGNO t EXWGR_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 24 MON NO 5 ENG N2 ]NO 8.44 I
7F 23 HON NO t ENG NZ ]NO 0.44 I
7F 34 MONENGNO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLOg INDIC
2F 33 MON EgG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F B9 MDN NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 5 ENG OIL g.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO l ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
IPLHNTSZ CDM- UNITED76 ROGER 3.00 D
DIRECT TO ALTURR
7F 19 NON NO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F tl HON NO I ENO OIL OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR B.q4 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 15 HON NO I ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOI[
13C605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
SL 05 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 t J
INDIC
SA 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 6_.00 t J
INDIC
2K IS MON EHSI DISPLRY 60.B0 [ J
. , , , ., ,.. , , , .,.............
760. BIB. B6B. 91_l. 96B. 1@101. J060,
PRGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR ............
COpE TRSK DESCRIPTION .... ($EC) TIHE ,IN.SECOND_ .......
2J 42 HON EBDI 69.60 I I
630967 ENGINE INSTRUHENT VSCAH
7F 25 HONENG NO t EPR IND 9.44 I
?F 36 HONENG NO 2 EPR IND 8.44 I
7F Z2 NONNO 2 ENG NI ]NO 6.441 I
7F ZI HON NO 1ENG NI INO 0.44 I
7F 32 NONENGNO 2 EXH GRS 0.44 ITEHP END
7F 3! NON ENGNO I EXH GRS 0.44 ITEHP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 9.44 I
?F 23 NON NO I ENGNZ )NO 6.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HOWENGNO 1 FUEL 9.44 IFLOWINDIC
7F 69 NON NO I ENG OIL 9.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO HON NO _ ENG OIL 6.44 ITEMP INOIC
?F 10 NON NO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 HON NO Z ENG OIL 0.44 IOTY INDIC
7F 11 NON NO I ENGOIL OTY 6.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRQ- 9.44 I
TION QMPLITUDE INDIC
15C605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCRN - F
2K 15 MOW EHSI OISPLRY 6_._0 t =
2J 42 NON EflOl 60.06 11..' " I
3L OZ HON VERTIERL SPEEO 60.90 I 1
INDIC
3R 10 MONIIOR RIRSPEEO 66.06 [ 7
INDIC
LMNTII RECEIVE ]NST TO FLY VDIRECT TO GBTE
IPLHNT23 MSG- UNITED76 FLY 3.50 O
DIRECT TO RPPRORCW
GRTE
IPLMNT24 COM- UNITED76 ROGER 3.90 0DIRECT TO GRTE
"-.,t
I i , f + J I I , l I i




.... EVENT/PROCEDURE'OR TASK oUR
CODE TASK DE$CR[PTION (SEC) . T]HE ,IN, SECONDS.............
t40BZ_ REPORTtO00 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
SH 02 HON CORMBARDRLT 2.13 O
INDIC
IP140045 CALL OUT -[1000 FEET 1.70 0
TO LEVEL OFF]
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 MON ENG NO t EPR IN_ 0.44 I
?f 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 22 MON NO Z ENGN] IND 0.44 I
7F 21 MON NO 1 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 3Z MONENGNO 2 EXW GAS 0.4_ I
TEHP IND
7F 31 MONEND NO t EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENGNZ ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENGN2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 l
FLDH INDIC
7F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLDW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
?F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INOIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F I! MON NO I ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
7F tZ HON NO I ENGVIBRR° 0.44 I
TIOW AMPLITUDE INDIC
15C30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - E
ZK 14 MON ENSI DISPLAY 30.00
2J 4Z MON EROl 30.00
SL 02 NON VERTICAL 5PEEO 30.00
INDIC
BR tO MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.0@
INDIC
0_0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IN_ 0.44 I
810 A;,' 91o .........76o.... 960. imp, !o+o.
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREDR TR5K OUR
CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ....
7F 30 HONENGNO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 22 NONNO ? END NI IND 0,44 I
7F 2t HON NO ! END MI ]ND 0.44 I
7F 32 NON END NO 2 EXH GRS 0.44 I
7EHP IND
7F 31 MONEND NO 1 EXH DR5 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MDN NO 2 END N? ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO I ENGN2 IND 0.44 I
?F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HON ENGNO 1 FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 09 HON NO ! ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F t8 NON NO _ END OIL 0.44 ITEMP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F t9 NON NO Z END OIL 0.44 I
DIY INDIC
7F 11 NON NO I END OIL Oil 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ZO NON NO 2 END VlflR 0.44 I
RHPLITUOE ]NDIC




[UNSmFTEOI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19° 197BMISSION -DENVER LMNTMCRPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CONF[GURRTION- RFD SIN DRTR
FLIGHT PHRSE-FINRL RPP TO LRNDING
FOR LONGHDNT
CREWHEHBER - COPILOT
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR ................
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
LMNT56 U 76 CROSSESGATE
SETS FLAPS TO 25
SLOWS IO RPRCH SPD
LHNTI2 RECEIVE INST TO SLOb V
TO RPRCH SPEED AND
CALL TOWERAT O.N.
IPLHNTZS HSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 5.50 []
TO RPPRDRCH SPEED
CONTRCT TNR RT O.H,
ONt2g. O
030007 ENGINE INSTRUNENT V
5CAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG Nt ]ND _._ I
7F 21 HON N0 ! ENG N1 ]NO 0.44 1
7F 3Z NON ENG NO 2 EXW GRE 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXH GAE 0,44 I
TENP INO
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
?F 23 NON NO ! ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 33 NON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
2F 09 HONNO 1 ENG OIL B.44 I
PgESS INDIC
?F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 HON NO I ENG OIL _.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F lI NONNO I ENG O]L OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
.... J. I I . I I , , I I i .I I i I I
990, t040, 1699. ! 140. 119B. 1240, !296.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
_ CODE TASK OESCRIPTION, ,(_EC) T!NE IN SECONDS
IPLHNT26 CON- UNITED76 ROGER 5.50 17 ....
SLOW TO APPRORCN SP[
CONTACT TONER IE0.0
RT O.M.
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENGVIBR B.44 I
RMPLITUOEINDIC
7F 12 NON NO ! ENGVIORA- B.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC
16006B EXTENDLRNOINGGERR V
ISCiOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - B
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 10.00 r"l
INDIC
2K 14 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 r--1
4D 03 SET LANDING GEAR 3.27 O
LEVER TO DOWN
POSITION
2J 4Z NON EAOI 10._0 I--'I
SL BZ MON VERTICAL SPEED IB.BO I--1
INDIC
40 85 MONITOR NOSE GEAR 0.54 I
DOHN AND LOCKED LT
ON
40 09 MONITOR LEFTIRT GEA_ 0.54 IDONNAND LOCKEDLT
ON
160B53 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
25
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
tP IB NON VERBAL REPORT B.70 I
4E 1g SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2.90 O
TO FLRP5 Z5
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP Z,Z3 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4N B3 M0N LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AN[ 2.50 g
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N B4 NON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
IPI6807B CALL OUT -[FLAPS ZS] @.70 I
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENGNO ? EPR INO B.44 I
7F 25 NON ENGNO I EPR IND B.44 I
7F 21 NONNO 1ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
l I I | I I, I I I I





,, CODE. ,,TASK DESCRIPTION {SEC). TINE,IN SECONDS ...........
7F 31 HON ENGNO I EXH GR5 a,44 I
TENP IND
?F 32 NON ENGNO 2 EXH GAS B,44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 HON NO ! ENG NZ ]ND g.4k I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG NZ ]HD 8,A4 I
7F 33 HON ENGNO I PUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INOIC
7F 34 HON ENGNO Z FUEL B,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 HON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO HONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NONNO Z ENG OIL B,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F tI MDNNO I ENGDIL DTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F t9 NONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
QIY INDIC
7F !Z MON NO I ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIE
7F 2B NON NO 2 ENG VIBR B.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
ISCZB5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 0
2J 43 NON EADI 2B,B@ I---'-I
3L B4 NON ]VSI INDIC 2B.B6 r'--'1
3R 14 NON AIRSPEED INDIC ZB,BO I-'--I
2K 16 NON EAST DISPLAY 2B.BB F'---I
LHNI5? UNITED 76 CROSSES
O.M. SETS FLAPS 48
LNDCLR CONTACT TONER FOR V
FINAL LANDING CLEAR-
RNCE
tB 85 SET VNF-Z COMM TFR 2.39 g
BN TO LEFT
IB 17 COHN VIA VHF-2 5.B6 Q
IB 25 BET PUSH-TO-TALK 5H S.80 0
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP
IPLNOCLZ RADIO COHH-EDENVER 4,BB O
TONER, THIS IS U 24
ii' IHE GATEOVERINBOUND FOR LNDNG
16_B57 SET FLAP5 10 FLAP5 V
49
IB_BtB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
• I . I , • .I t ) I I t ! _ I. I !996. I94B. 1,699. 1146. t196. 12 9. 1Z96,
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC} ....... TINE IN SECONDS .............
1P IB MONVERBALREPORT B,70 I
IB t9 NON VHF-Z COMHRUDI[ 7.00 []
tPLNOCL3 ZERO EIGHT, OVER] 1.00 I
4E 14 SET FLAP CONTLEVER 2.9£ D
TO FLAPS 48
4E 15 MONITORFLAP 2,73 O
POSITION INDICRIOR
4N 83 NONLE FLAPS-IN- 1,17 I
TRANSIT LT ON




IPLNOCLS SIX , HIND THO ONE 3,00 D
ZERO OEGREES AT ZERE
NINER.]
4E 16 CHECKFLAP LEVERAND g. SO O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
IB 29 ACTUATECOMM 2 PUSH- 1.70 g
TO-TALK SN
IB 15 COHHVIA VHF-? 1.70 g
tPLNDCLI RADIO COMM- 1.70 g
[U?4, ROGER]
4N 84 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
1P160873 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 40] B.70 I
[SC90S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
3L 83 HONVERTICAL SPEED 98,80 t J
INDIC
3A lI MONITORAIRSPEED 98.80 I ' ' I
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 98.80 t.... .r=__J
?J 43 HON ERDI 98.00 t J
t6006S DESCENDTHRU V
-DECISION HEIGTH
3R 12 MON DECISION HGT LT 2.58 OON FDI
IP160086 CALL OUT -[OECIS]ON 0.B0 I
HEIGHT]
ISCIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- 8
2K 14 HON EHSI DISPLAY 18.00 r'--I
2J _2 HON EADI 18,80 I"--I




. ,, I [. . f. , I I. . I J i i # t l i





CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SECt, TIME ]N,5£COND5
JR IS MONIIOR RIRSPEEO I_.BO r--l
INDIC
.... , ..... _ , _ ........99_, L_40. IQ9B. 11 0. It _. LZ4B. 129B,
I,UNsH[FTEO I I HDRKLORDH]STDGRRH H[SSIDN
OCT t9, t978 ICREHMEMBER- PILOT OENVERLHNTZD RPP/LN
JCHflNNEL- TOTRL VISION WITH HOLDING PTTN -

















D I I I I I I I I I









I UNSHIFTED 1 WORKLOADHISTDERBH DENVERLHNTZD RPP/LN
OCT t9, 1978 CREWHEMBER- PILOT WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CHANNEL- TOTAL MOTOR
CONFIGURBTIDN- RFD 91H DBTB
rUNSHIFTED ] WORKLORDHISTOGRAM HISS[ONDENVERLMNTZDRPP/LN
OCT 19, 197B CRENHEMBER- PILOT W]TH HOLDING PTTN -
CHRNNEL- COGNITION














D I I I I. I I I I I











[UHSHIFTED I : HORKLORDHISTOGRfiH HISSIOHDENVERLHNT2D flPP/LH
OCT tg, 1978 CREHHEHBER- PILOT NITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CHRNNEL- TOTRL CONHUNICRTIQN


























[UN_HIFTED ] WORKLOADHISTOGRAH H[gSION
OCT t9, 197B CRENMEHBER- PILOT DENVERLMNTZORPP/LNWITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CHANNEL- WEIGHTEDCHANNELRVERREE


















D I I I I I I I I I












IUNSHIFTEDI HORKLOADSUHHRRY OCT 19, 1978
CREHHEHBER- PILOT
PERCENT HORKLOROING RVERAGEr-"I+IsIGHAE_E]
Z_ 4_ 6B 8B I_B |ZB 14B





l , , '," . . '.p_.-+-H--.
COGNITION




t i I f I , I | I I f I I, i
HI551ON CONFIGURRT[ON FLIGHT PHASE
DENVERLHgT2D RPP/LN RFD SIH ORTR LO_GRONTRPPRORCHTOLRNDIN8 NITH HOLO]NG
HITH HOLDING PTTN - PRTTERN
jQ_SHTFTEOl NORKLOflDSUHHRRY OCT 19, 1928
CREHNEHDER- PILOT
PERCENT HORKLORDTNG RVERRGE[-'-].I_IGHRr_[_
e ze 4e 6e eB tel IZO I4e









I i i I I I t I i
* I , I
HI33ION CONFIGURRT[ON FLIGHT PHHSE
I DENVERLM_72D RPP/LH RFD SIH DRTR HOLDING PRTTERHFOR
NITH HOLDINGPTTN - LONGHONTRPP DETNEEN
HEEKERAND LONGHNT
",,4
IUNSHIkTEOI ' NORKLORD SUHMRRY I OCT 19. J978
CRENMEMBER- PILOT I
PERCENT NORKLOADING nVERAGE_'-'_+1SIGMn_
a ?e 4e 6e s_ tee Izo 14e








.. I I .I, . , I I I . I , ,I ! t . I I . I I
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHBSE
! DENVER LHNT2D APPILN AFD SIM DAIA BIRCRAFT DEPARTS HLD
HITH HOLDING PTTN - DESCENDING TB IIIBB
lUNS_IFTEOI I HORKLORDSUHMRRY j OCT t9, 1978
ICRENMEMBER - PILOT i
PERCENTNORKLOROING RVERRGEF'"J+JSIGHRFF_q
Za 40 6e Be tea JZ_ X4S








l, l ,I, l, . I l I . l l ! .i . t
MI53[ON CONFIGURRTION FLIGHT PHRSE
t DENVER LMNT2D RPPILN RFD SIM DRTR RIRCRRFT DESCEND5




IuNsHIFTEDi NORKLORDSUHeQRY I OCTt9,1928
ORENHEHBER- PILOT I
PERCENTHORKLOAOING AVERROEr--1+ISIGHHE t]T_
g za 4e 6a 8_ tea t2_ t4a










= I i ! I . . i I I I , I ! j . . = i
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHRSE
I OENVERLHHT2DRPP/LN RFO SIM ORTR NORTHt HEIERING AND
HITH HOLDING PTTN - SPRCING RRER
WORKLOAOSUHMARY I OCT 19, t978
CREHHEHSER- PILOT I
PERCENTNORKLDRDING RYERRGE[_ .ISIGNR








.... I | I I I I I , I I . I I I I i
MISSION CONFI6URRT[ON FLIGHT PHASE
I _DENVER LMNT?D APPILN AFO SIM DATA FINAL APP TO LANDING




IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, 1978
I I HISSION -DENVER LMN12D APP/LN
N]TH HOLDING PTTN -
CONFIGURATION -AFD SIN DATA




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS ..
LMNTOI START OF FLIGHT CON
ISP3B5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
5CAN - E
140B23 REPORT1080 FT TO
LEVEL OFF
IPLHNTOI NSG- UNITED 76, CON- 4,503
TACT DENVER RPRCH
CNTRL ON 12B.05
2J 42 NON ERDI 30.0B_
3L OZ NON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 -'_-'I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 3_.@B"-"-"--I
INDIC
2K 14 HDN EHSI DISPLAY 30.00 --''-'-'-I
IP I1 NON VERBAL REPORT 1.70 g
LMNTO? DESCENT INSTRUCTION_ V
TO 15000
IPLMNT06 MSG- UNITED76 DSCND B.OB D
MAINTAIN IS00B
15P205 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - 0
2J 43 NON EADI 20.80
3L 04 NON ]VSI INDIC 20.00
3R 14 NON AIRSPEED INDIC 20.00 [ZZCZ]
ZK 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY ZB.00 I----'-1
LHNT03 RECEIVE HOLDING PIN V
INSTRUCTION5




ALTCPT PILOT MONITORS EADI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
LMNTSB UNITED 76 REACHES V
15080 AND LEVELS OFF
, , ,. £ , ,. , , , ,0. 0. t B. I 0. ;'Og. 250. 300.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREO TASKOUR .......
CODE TASK OESCRIPT!ON , (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS
ISP605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT g
SCAN - F
2J 42 NON EAOI 60.00 m
SL 82 HON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 I j
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.08 F q
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLAY 68.80 I I
I5P305 FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
SCAN - E
SL @2 NON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00
INDIC
3A Jg MONITOR AIRSPEED 30,B0 r"-'-'--'l
INDIC
ZK 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00
23 42 NON EADI 3B.00 r---"'--I
LMNT04 DESCENTINSTRUCTIDNE V
AL_CH TO 14808ALTATUDE CHANGE PROC V
FOR 20 FLIGHT PATH
2H 33 ROTATE ALT ENG KNOB 2.47 O
2H. 31 NON ALl ENG MODE LT 0.7B I
BLUE - ALT ENG MODEPRESELECTED
IPLMNTIO MSG- UNITED76 DSCND 3.00 O
MAINTAIN 14008
2H $4 READ ALT ENGVALUE 1.06 ION DIGITAL INDIC
EH 28 PRESS ALl ENG MODE S 1.42 O
SN
2H 30 NON ALT ENG MODE LT 0,!8 IORANGE - ALT ENG
MODE ARMED
2H 26 ROTATE FPA SEL KNOB 2.45 O
2K 32 NON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS 2.00 0
2H 21 PRESS FPA SEL NODE 1.40 O
5W
SR 01 MONITOR ]BLEATED 0.68 IAIRSPEED INDIC
St 85 HDN ]VSI B,60 I
3H 02 NON CORR BARD RLT 8.68 I
INDIC
ISP3DS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 9SCAN - E
2J 42 NON EADI 38.00 (-_








EVENT/PROCEDUREOR" TASK OUR "
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,_SEC) TIHE IN SECONDS ......
'SA ta' MONITORAIRSPEE6 'S_'.e6 ' ''
INDIC
2K 14 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 3B.@B
[SPZOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
3L 04 NON ]VSI INDIC ZO.0B
SA 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 28.00 l----1
2K _ 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 20.00 I--'---I
2J _43 NON ERDI 20.0B r'-----I
ALI'_PT PILOT MONITORS EADI V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
1SP605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
2K 15 HON EHSI DISPLAY 6g.00 =,,, -, .=
?J 42 NONEADI 6B.BO i
SL 02 HDN VERTICAL SPEED 6B.OB I I
INDIC
3R tO MONITOR AIRSPEED 68.00 t J
INDIC
LMNTOS RECEIVE SPEEDREDUC1 V
]ON TO 258 INST
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGEPRO[ V
1PLHNT12 HSG- UNITED76 REDUCI S.@B O
SPEED TO 2SBKIS
2H 47 ROTATE CAS ENG KNOB 2._S O
2H 48 READ CAS ENG VALUE 1.84 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
ISP055 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
SA 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 5.00 0
INDIC
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY S.BB 0
2J 42 NON EADI S.@B 0
SL g2 MONVERTICAL SPEED S.B8 []
INDIC
LMNTB6 RECEIVE HOLOING PIN
INSTRUCTIONS
RFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PROC
2H 47 ROTATECR5 ENG KNOB 2.45 g




_H 48 READCA5 ENG VALUE I.B_ I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
0. '' 'g. t B. 150. 2 B. 250, 300.
PRGE 4
_'" EVENTIPROCEDURE OR' TRSK OUR '' "
C_DE TAGK DESCRIPTION (SEC) .TIME!_.S.ECOND_.........
ISP055 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
_L 02 M0N VERTIERL SPEED 5.00 Q
INDIC
SR 10 MONITORRIRSPEEO 5.80 D
INDIC
ZK 16 MON EHSl DISPLRY 5.00 Q
2J 42 MON gAOl 5.00 D
ISPtOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - 8
SR 10 MONITORRIRSPEEO 10.00 r-'l
INDIC
2K 14 HON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 r--I
2J 42 HON gRbl t0.00 r'-i








IUNSHIFTEOI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, 197B
HI3SION -OENVER LMNTZO RPP/LN
HITH MOLDING PTTN -





EVENTIPROEEDURE OR TASK OUR ""
CODE IRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ,,lIME IN,SECONDS .........
LMNI5! UNITED 76 CROSSES V
LONGMONT INISCTN RN[
ENTERS HLDG PIN RI
219KTS
HLDPTN HOLDING PRTIERN PRO[ V
-RIGHT TURNS
-I I/2 MIN. LEGS
-FOR METERING AND
5PRCING
35 29 MON INDIC DE MARKER 0.59 1
FLY OVER ON CI
4R 66 MANUALLY CONTROL BIT 6_._0 l !
TO MAKE RIGHI TURN
IN HOLDING PATTERN
2K 33 MON CURVED TREND 6LAg l ]
VECTOR 5YMBOL_
_R 19 MONITOR RIRSPEEO 6$.09 t J
INDIC
3L D3 NONVERTICAL SPEED 6@.BB I l
INDIC
3H B6 MON ALTIMETER 60.@9 L I
2K 46 MON STRAIGHT TREND 30.00 I'_
VECTOR SYMBOL
3H 96 MON ALTIMETER 30.99 I-'--7"---I
BR 19 MONITOR RIR5PEEO 3@.@9
INDIC
3L 92 MON VERTICRL SPEED 3_._9 I-----'---1
INDIC
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/( 38.00 I_
2K 14 MON EltSI DISPLAY 3B.09
2K 33 HON CURVED TREND 60.B9 t J
VECTOR SYMBOLS
3R I_ MONITOR RIRSPEED 6@.B9 i J
INDIC
3L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 6LB_ t J
INDIC
3H 86 MON ALTIMETER 6B.BO t J
' ' ' ' ' ' .....' '2B_. 3 8. 3 0. 480. 5 5BB.
PAGE
EVENTIPROCEDURE DR TA5K DUR
CODE TASK DESCR[PT]ON (SEC) TIME IN SECOND5
4A 66 MANUALLY CONTROL A/[ 6B.BO { i
TO MAKE RIGHT TURN
IN HOLDING PATTERN
2K 15 MON EH_I DISPLAY . 6@.00 &, t
2K 46 MON STRAIGHT TREND 3g.g0 t"--"-"--IVECTOR 5YMBOL
3H 06 MDN ALTIMETER 3g.@g I-------'I
3A 10 MONITOR AIR5PEED 30.80 [-'------I
INDIC
BL 02 MDN VERTICAL SPEED 30.B0i
INDIC
4A 64 MgNUALLY CONTROL A/C 3B.00
2K 14 HON EHSI DISPLAY 3g.g0
GO
, ! I I I I i , , I I ,I I I
28_. 33_. 38_I, 430. 1811. 530, 5B_.
wOo
to
IUNSHIFTEo'I MISSION TIMELINE OCT tg, 1979
1 6
' ' ' MI5SIDN -OENVER LMNTZD RPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTH -
CONFIGURATION - AFD SIM DATA
FLIGHT PHASE -RIRCRDFT DEPARTSHLD
DESCENDING T6 tIO_O
CRENHEMBER- PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE 'OR TASk OUR
,COD_ TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE), TIME,IN SECONDS ....
LHHTSZ UNITED 76 DEPARTS
HLDG PIN COMTINUING
FLIGHT PATH
LHNT67 RECEIVE DESCENT ]NST
fiNDSPEED INCREASE
RFDSPO AIRSPEED CHANGEPRDC
IPLMNTI5 MSG- UNITED76 INCASE 4.50""-1
SPEED TO 229KTS
DSCND HRINTAIN IieOE
2H 47 RDTRTECAS ENG KNOB Z.4S ]
_H 48 READ CRS ENGVALUE 1.84 g
ON DIGITAL INDIC
ISPISB FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
2K 16 MaN EHSI miSPLAY IS.DO EZZZZZZZ:ZZZZZ]
2J 43 MON GAOl IS.e@ r-_
SL g4 MON IVSl INDIC IS.DO r_
3R 14 MDN AIRSPEED INDIC I5.O_: I-_
LMNTS8 PILOT SETS HLD PIN V
SPEEDON CAS INDIC
RLT2CH ALTATUDECHANGE PRO[ V
FOR 20 FLIGHT PATTI
2H 33 ROTATE RLT ENG KNOB 2.47 E]
2H 31 MaN RLT ENG MODE LT 0.78 @
BLUE - BLT ENG MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 54 READ BLT ENG VALUE 1.06 O
ON D]GITRL INDIC
2H 28 PRESS_LT ENGMODE_ 1,42 D
SN
2H 50 MON ALT ENG MODE LT g. TB 0
ORANGE- ALT ENG
MODE ARMED
2H ?6 ROTDTE FPD SEL KNOB 2.45 [-1
2K 32 MON RLTIRNG SYMBOLS 2.BB B
2H 21 PRESS FPR SEL MODE 1.4_ O
SH
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ..(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
SR 81 MONITOR IOICATED 8,6B O .........
AIRSPEEDINDIC
_L B5 MON IVSI 8.60 I
SH g2 MONEORRBRROALl B.60 @
INDIC
15P905 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
SR 11 MONITORAIRSPEED 9B.BO I, ' .......... I
INDIC
ZK 15 MON ENSI DISPLAY 98.80 ! ',i-,.,, = ,,, i
_J 43 HON ERDI 9B.@B (. I
3L @3 MON VERTICAL SPEED 9B.@0 {' ,, '' '" " ...." " , I
INDIC
ISPi@S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
ZK 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY I_._ r-_
2J 42 MON EflDI IS.O@ r---'-'-i
3L 6Z MONVERTICAL SPEED t6.00INDIC
3A tO MONITORAIRSPEED 10.06INDIC
O0




IUNSHIFTEDJ HI5SION TIMELINE OCT 19, 1978
MISSION -DENVER LHNT2O RPP/LN
WITH HOLOING PTTN -
CONFIGURATION - RFD SIM DATA
FLIGHT PHRSE -AIRCRAFT DESCENDS
TO 8@BB AND SL_HS
TO 17B KTS
CREWHEHOER- PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) lIME IN SECONDS




LMNTOB RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT V
ION ]NSTRUCTIONS-t?B
IPLHWTt7 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 3.E0 D
SPEED TO I KIS
RLTCPT PILOT MONITORS ERO]- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOg
ALTITUDE CRPIURE
AFDRLT ALTITUDE CHANGE PRO( V
?H 33 ROTATERLT ENGKNOB 2.47 O
2H 34 READ ALT ENG VRLUE 1._6 I
ON DIGIIRL INDIC
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGEPRO{ V
2H 47 ROTATECRS ENGKNOB 2.45 D
2H 48 READ EAS ENG VALUE t.B4 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
[SPBSS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 5.@0 O
INDIC
3R IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.@0 D
INDIC
EK 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY S.BO 0
ZJ 4Z HON ERDI 5.BB D
[SPS_S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN- E
3R I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED 3_._B
INDIC
2K 14 MONEHSI DISPLAY SO.@B
?J 4Z HON ERDI 38.80 I-_
3L e2 MONVERTICAL SPEED 3B.eB r"--------I
INDIC
I6DalI SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
IPIGB058 CALL OUT -[FLAP5 IT B.7_ I
, , ,J i, ' ' ' 'B 8. BB@.' 'B. 5 _. 7 0'. 780.SBO. 6
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR 'TASK OUR ..............
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIHE IN SECOND5
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT J.70 I
7F 30 HUN ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 l
2F 25 NON ENG NO ! EPR IN[ B.44 I
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS E V
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEEO tO.00
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI OISPLRY tO.fig r--I
IPI60061 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 53 8.70 I
2J 42 NONEQDI 10.00 F-'I
3L 82 HONVERTICRL SPEED 10.80 r--1
INDIC
tP IB NONVERBALREPORT g.70 I /
7F 25 HONENG NO ! EPR IND g.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND g.44 I
ALT?CH DLTRTUDE CHANGE PROC V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PATH
ZH 31 HUN ALT ENG MODE LT 0.78 I
BLUE - RLT ENG MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 33 ROTATE ALT ENG KNOB 2.47: 0,
2H 34 READALT ENG VALUE l.g6 I
ON OIGITQL INDIC
2H 28 PRESS QLT ENG MODE 1.42 O
SH
ZH SO NONALl ENG MODELT 0.78 I
ORRNGE- ALT ENG
MODE ARMED
2H 26 ROTATE FPR SEL KNOB 2.45 O
2K 32 NON ALT/RNG SYMBOLS 2.00 0
LMNT54 UNITED 76 REACHES V
17gKlS AND RESUMES
DESCENTTO B000
2H 21 PRESSFPA SEL MODE 1.40 ISN
3A BI MDNITUR IOICQTED g.60 I
AIRSPEED INO]C
3L BS MON IVSl B.60 I
SH 8Z NON CORR BARO ALT 8.60 I
INDIC
160025 SET FLAPS 10 FLOPS 9
15
160BIB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IsPgoS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - G
Co
..... I i i I . { I m I i I ' i





CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC_ .... TIHE IN SECONDS .......
_A II MONITORAIRSPEED 9B.BB ....
INDIC
2K t5 NON ENS[ DISPLAY 9B.eg L ....... I
IPI6BD6Z CALL OUT -[FLRP8 15] B.?O I
ZJ 43 NON EROI 98.B8 [ J
3L 83 NON VERIICRL SPEED 9B.BO [ J
INDIC
IP 10 NONVERBAL REPORT 8.78 I
7F Z5 NON ENGNO 1EPR IND B.44 I
7F 3B NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 8.44 l
LMNT09 CONTACT DENVER LCL V
EDNIROL liB.3
IPLHNTI9 HSG- UNITED76 CONICI 3.SB 0
DENVER LOCAL CONTROL
ON JtB.9
RLTCPT PILOI MONITOR5ERO]- V
ESHI SYHBOL5FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
[SP?OS FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
5CAN - O
3L 84 NON IVSI INDIC 2B.@_ r'----'z
3g t4 HON AIRSPEEO INDIC 28,@_
2K 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY ZB.Z_
gJ 43 NON GAOl 28.@B r-_
IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, t978
MISSION -OENVER LMHTZD APP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CONFIGURATION- RFD SIM DATA
FLIGHT PHDSE-NORTH I HETERINGAND
SPACING AREA
CREHHEHBER- PILOT
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK OUR .........
CODE IASK DESCRIPTION (SEC), TIME IN SECONDS .
LMNT55 UNITED 76 CROSSE5
MORTHI INTSCTN • 17_
170KTS AND O000
TKRCHG HEADINGCHANGEPROC
TO DEVIATE FROM ZO
FLIGHT PATH
2H 19 ROTATE TKA SEL KNOB Z.SO]
2K 47 NON TRACKANGLE SYM 2.20 ]
2K 17 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 2.Z0
ZH 17 MONTKA SEL MODELT 8.77 1
BLUE - TKA SEL MODE
PRESELECTEO
2H 14 PRESS TKA SEL MODE 1.4 OSg
2H 15 MOH TKA SEL MODE LT _.78
GREEN - TKA SEL MODE
ENGAGED
2H 38 MON HDR PATH MODE LT S.?B
DARK - HOR PRTH MODE
DISENGAGED
3H 07 HONALTIMETER 5.00 []
2K 59 NON CURVED IREND 5.80 []
VECTOR SYMBOLS
3R 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 5.00 []
INDIC
2J 42 NON EADI 5.80 []
2K 16 HON EHSI DISPLAY 2.27 g
ISP605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - F
3A 1o MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.09 _ i
INDIC
2K IS MONEH51DISPLRY 60.00 I'" I
?J 4Z NONEROl 69.80 I I
SL OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 6B.80 I I
INDIC
LMNTt8 RECEIVE ]NST TO FLY V
DIRECT BLTURR
"-4
I • # , I, , i, [ I , m I I .i i L f





CODE TRRK,DESCRIPT!ON (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS.
lhLMNT2I MSG- UNITED76 FLY 3.0e O
DIRECT TO ALTURR
TKRCHG HEADING CHANGE PROC V
TO DEVIATE FROM 2D
FLIGHT PATH
ZH 19 ROTATE TKR 5EL KNOB Z.50 O
ZK 17 MON EHSI DISPLRY 2.2g g
2K 47 HON TRACK ANGLE SYM 2.28 O
ZH I? MONTKA SEL NODELT B.27 I
BLUE - TKR SEL MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 14 PRESS TKR SEL MODE 1.41 I
SH
2t| 38 MONHOR POTH MODELI B.78 I
DARK - HORPATH MODE
DISENGAGED
2H 15 HON TKR SEL MODELT B.78 I
GREEN- TKR SEL MODE
ENGAGED
SH g7 MONRLTIMETER 5.g0 []
2K 59 MDN CURVED TREND 5.B0 m-t
VECTOR SYMBOLS
3R IB MONITORAIRSPEED 5.@0 []
INDIC
2K 16 MONEflSI DISPLRY 2.Z7 D
2J 42 MON EROI 5.@@ []
[SP6@S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
3L gZ MDN VERTICAL SPEED 6_.BB J . z
INDIC
SR IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 68.0_ { J
INDIC
ZK 15 MONENSI DISPLAY 6_.00 I .... J
2J 42 MON EflDI 6@.BB I J[SPlOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 8
BR I@ MONITOR AIRSPEED tO.g@ r-1
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY IB.@g m"-I
2J 42 MON ERDI IB._ r'-I
3L @Z MONVERTICAL SPEED IB.e@
INDIC
LMNTII RECEIVE INST TO FLY V
DIRECT TO GATE
1PLHHT_3 M5G- UNITED76 FLY 3.5B O
DIRECT TO APPROACH
GATE
' _ ' 6 ' 'I m ' J _ J' '76_. 8 g. 8 @. 9 B. 96B, lg _. 1_6_.
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK DUR
CODE TASKDESCRZPTION (SEC) . , TIME l N SECONDS ..........
TKACHG HERDING CHBNGE PROC V
TO DEVIATE FROM 2D
FLIGHT PATH
2H 19 ROTATE TKA SOL KNOB 2.50 O
2K 17 MON EHSI DISPLAY ?.70 O
ZK 47 HONTRACKANGLESYH ?.2g 0
2H 17 MONTKR SEL MODELT g.77 I
BLUE - TKA SEL MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 14 PRE55 IKA SOL MODE t.41 ISg
2H BB MONHORPATH MOOELl g.28 IDARK- HOR PATH MODE
DISENGAGEO
2H 15 MONTKA 5EL MODELT g.?8 IGREEN- TKA SEL MODE
ENGAGED
2K 59 MON CURVED TREND 5.00 0
VECTOR 5YHBOLS
SA l_ MONITORAIRSPEED 5.BB 0INDIC
3H B7 MON ALTIMETER 5.00 Q
?K 16 NON EHSI DI5PLAY 2.E7 D
ZJ 42 MON EgOl 5.B0 0
ALT2EH ALTflTUDECHANGE PRO[ V
FOR 2D FLIGHT PATH
_H 31 MONALT ENG MODELT g.78 I
BLUE - ALT ENG MODE
PRESELECTED
2H 33 ROTATE tilt ENGKNOB 2.47 O
2H 34 REAO tiLT ENG VALUE I.B6 I
ON DIGITAL INDIC
2H 28 PRESS ALT ENG MODE S t.42 OSH
2H 30 MONtiLT ENGMODELT 8.78 IORANGE - ALl ENG
MODE ARMED
ZH 26 ROTATEFPA 5EL KNOB ?.45 O
?K 3? MON ALT/RNG SYMBOLS 2.00 0
_H 21 PRESSFPA SOL MODE t.40 ISH
3A Bl MONITORIOICAIEO 8.60 IAIRSPEED INDIC
3L B5 NON IVSl B.60 I
3H g2 MQNCORRBARD ALT B.6B IINDIC
l,.,.,z
Oo
...... i / I I I I ! I ,, ,I . I I
760. 81_, 86B. 9lB. 96B. [BIO. 1_60.
QPAGE 4
EVENT/dROCEDbREOR"TASKOUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) T]HE IN SECONDS ,, ,
15P605 FLIGHT IN5TRUMENT V
SCAH - F
SR 19 MDNITOR AIRSPEED 61.e_ i i
INOIC
2K 15 MON EHSI OISPLAY 66.D6 I J
?d 4? HON EADI 66.@_ I I
3L 62 HON VERTICAL 5PEEB 66.60 I !
INDIC
14_023 REPORT tOBO FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP 11 MONVERBALREPORT 1.70 O
RLTCPT PTLO1 HONITORS EAD]- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
' ?,.'...... ke:........_' ' _ '76g, B B6g, 9Ig. 9 | Iff. t g,
[UNSHIFTEOI ' MIS51ON TIMELINE OCT 19, 1978
IMISSION -DENVER LMNT20 APP/LN
I WITH HOLOING PT_N -
ICONFIGURRTION - RFD SIH DATA
IFLIGHT PHASE -FINAL BPP TO LANDING
I FOR LONGMONT
[CREWHEM3ER - PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ......
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE)' ,TIME IN SECONDS , ,
LMNTS6 U 76 CROSSESGATE 7
SETS FLAPS TO ZS
SLOWSTO BPRCH5P0
LHNTI2 RECEIVE INST TO SLOb
TO OPRCH SPEEO BNO
CALL TOWER AT O.M.
LNDRRM PILOT ARMSAUIOLAND




2K 17 NON EHSI DISPLAY 2.20 0
ZH 36 NON HOW PATH HOOK LT B.28 I
GREEN - HOR PATH
MODE ENGAGED
2H 35 PRESS HORPATH MODE 1.7Z O
SH
2H 38 NON HORPATH MODELTI B.78 I
DARK - HOR PATHMODf
DISENGAGED
2H tB PRESS LAND MODESN 2.13 0
2H 13 NONLBNO MODELI t. B5 I
DARK - LAND MODE
DISENGAGED[SPBSS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - H
EK 16 NON EHSI DISPLAY 5.Sg
2J 42 NON EgDI 5.80 D
_L 82 NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.BB []
INDIC
3R 18 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.B0
INDIC
ISP_05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
2J 42 NON ERDI 3_.@B
- , I I I, , | I I I I I I I I I





C0DE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEE) T,]HE,IN, SECOND3 .......
SL BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 30.03
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 38;_0
INDIC
_K 14 HON EHSI DISPLAY 33.e_
t63853 SET FLAP5 TO FLAPS V
Z5
163318 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IPlbD_73 CALL OUT -[FLAP5 ZS] 3,76 IIP 10 NON VERBALREPORT 8.76 I
7F 25 MONENG NO I EPR IND 3.44 I




15P165 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - B
2J 4Z MONEADI 19._0
3L 6Z MONVERTICAL SPEED 13.66 r'--I
INDIC
3R 13 MONITORAIRSPEED 13.60 r--1
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 16.BB F-l
1B 19 MON VHF-Z COMM AUDIO 7.08 I-"I




IPLNOCL5 SiX . HIND TWO ONE 3.B0 O
ZERO DEGREES OT ZERO
NINER.]
LHNT57 UNITED 76 CROSSES V
O.H. SETS FLAPS 48
LNOCLR CONIACT TONER FOR
FINAL LANDING CLEAR-I
ANCE
[SPI05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
3L B2 MONVERTIEAL SPEED IB._3 {--1
INDIC
3A 16 MONITOR AIRSPEED 16.80 r--I
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSl DISPLAY 13.80 I_l
2J 42 NON ERDI 16.86 F--I
166959 CRO55 RHY XX OUTER V
MARKER
..... I . I f , I I , I I I , ,I I , t I t
996, 1640. 1699. l140. 1199. 12qO. 1296.
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDuREORTASKOUR ........
CODE IRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ......... lIME.IN,SECOND5 ...........
160057 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
4B
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
flTOLN6 MONITOR fl/CON FINAL V
APPROACH - PILOT
(60 SEC)
SN 06 MONALTIMETER 60.00 I I
SL BZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 { I
INDIC
3V 11 MONITOR OUTER MARKE_ 8.22 I
LI ON AND AUDIBLE
SIGNAL
SN 83 START ELAPSED TIME 2.t0 O
INDIC
3V 06 NON LOC flNNUN I.?t ILT GREEN
SV 09 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1.21 I
flNNUNLT GREEN
IPi60073 CALL OUI -[FLAPS 40] 0.70 I
2J 04 NON FLT PATH flCCEL 60.B0 [ ]
INDIC
2J B9 MON FLT PATH ANGLE 6B.eO f I
INDIC
2J 38 MONITOR LOCflLIZER 6B.OB I I
INDICATOR
2J 39 NON GLIDE SLOPE 6B.00 r I
fliT INDIC
2J 30 MON SPO ERR BAR 6B.Og I I
2J 40 MON ERDI RNWY 6@.@0 i i
SR 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 60.00 I IINDIC
18 19 MON VHF-2 COHH RUDID 7.Bg []
IPJ6BBT5 CALL OUT -[GEAR DOWN 1,8g O
fiNDLANDING CHECK-
LIST]
IPLNOCL_ NON RgOlO COHM - _.00 []
[UNITED 24. DENVER
TONER, ROGER. CLEAR
TO LAND RUNWAY IHO
IPLNOCLS SIX . WIND TNO ONE 3.0g O
ZERO DEGREESfiT ZER[
NINER.]
IP 10 HON VERBAL REPORT 8,70 I
7F Z5 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO E EPR IN[ B.44 I




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) .... T]HE IN SECONDS .....
RTOLN3 MONITORR/C ON FINRL V
gPPQOgCN- PILOT
(90 SEC)SH 06 MONALTIMETER 30.00
SL 02 MONVERTICRL SPEED 30.00
INDIC
2J 04 MONFLT PATHACCEL 10.00 [223
INDIC
2J 05 MON FLT PATH ANGLE 30.00 r-_
INDIC
ZJ 38 MONITORLDCRLIZER 30.00 r'------1
INDICATOR
2J 39 MON GLIDE SLOPE 30.00
HIT INDIC
2J 30 MON SPD ERR BAR 30.00
2J 40 MON EADI RNNY 30.00 I----1




2J 09 MON FLT PRTN RNGLE 26.00
INDIC
?J 44 MON ERDI RNNY 26.00 F----'-I
2J 24 MON 100 FT INDIC ON 2.27 0
EADI
2J 41 MON ERDI DRIFT INOI{ 10.00 r-'1
4B 00 SET THRUST LEVERS lC Z.50 O
IDLE
3V 28 MON FLARE LT ON RNUh 1,21 I
PANEL- GREEN
160065 DESCEND THRU V
-DECISION HEIGTH
IP tt MON VERBAL REPORI 0.B0 I
I L I t I I ! , I I I I I !
990. 10q0. 1090. ! 140. 1190, 1240. ]290.
I UNSHIFTgD I HDRKLOgDHISTOGRAM MISSION
OCT 19, 1978 CREWHEMBER- COPILOT OE_VERLMNTZDRPP/LNNITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CHANNEL- TOTRL V[5[ON



















D i I l I I I I I









IUNSHIFTED ] WORKLOAD HISTOGRAM MISSIONDENVER LMNTZD RPP/LN
OCT 19, 197B CREWMEMBER- COPILOT WITH HOLDING PT_N -
CHANNEL- TOTAL MOIOR















°" Ao _.....j.^ , . t^ ...t^/"_,_A ..i. . A









[tJNSFIIFTED I NORKLORDHISTO;RRH MISSION
OCT 19, 1978 CRENHEHBER- COP|LOT DENVERLHNTZD RPP/LNNITH HOLDINGPT'IN -
EHRNNEL- COGNITION















D I I I I I I I I










[UNSHIFTED I I NDRKLORD HIETDGRAM. HIEBION
OCT t9, t978 ICREWMEMBEE- COPILOT WITHDENVERHOLDINGLMNTZOpTTNAPP/LN-
ICHANNEL- WEIGHTEDCHANNELRVERRGE
















D ...... I I I I I I I I I











XORKLOADSUHHARY '1 OCT 19, t978
CREXHEHBER- COPILOT
PERCENt NORKLOAGIflG AVERRGEr"].ISIGHR[ Z]Z_










.... I l , % I I ,,I I I I I I I I I
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
J DENVERLHHT2D RPP/LW AFD SIM DRTR LOWGHOWTAPPROACHTO
HITH HOLDINGPTTN - LANDINGX]TH HOLDING
PATTERN
PERCENTHQRKLORO[NG AYFRFIGEr-l ,'.tSIGHAE]_
e ze 4e 68 8e tee zze t4B
.......... • , r z J







, , I l i l, I I I I i , I I I
MISSION CONFIGURRT[ON FLIGHT PHRSE
I DENVERLMHT2D RPP/LH RFO SIM ORTR HOLDINGPRTTERHFOR




NORKLORDSUHHARY OCT 19, 1978
CREWNEMBER- COPILOT
PERCENT HORKLOROING RVERRGEF'_+jS]GMRF:F:FI
ze 4o 6_ Be tee Jzo 14e




I ....... . . '
COGNITION
TOTRLCOMMUNICATION
1 ,' ' .e-F_
HE[GHTEDRVERRGE
l I, , l I , I ,I I.. I I I I l l
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHRSE
I DENVERLMNT2DAPPILN RFD SlH DATA AIRCRRFTDEPARTSHLD
WITH HOLDINGPTTN.- DESCENDINGTB II@_B
IUNSHIFTEOI WORKLOADSUNMARY OCT 19, 1978
CREHMEHBER- COPILOT
PERCENT NORKLOAOING AYERAGEF--'I+IsJGMAEZF_
e 2B 4o 6B eo I_ J2o t4g









...... I I I . i i. J i . i. l J J i i. i
fllSSION CONFIGURBTIOfl FLIGHT PHASE
1 DENVERLMNT?DAPP/LN AFD SIM DATA BIRCRBFTDESCENDS
HITH HOLDINGPTTN - TO OBOBfiND 5LBHS
TO 170 KT5
[UNSHIFTEO] WORKLOAD SUHHARY i OCT 19, ]978
CREgNEHBER- COPILOT
PERCENT NORKLORD[NG AVERAGE F---I,I_IGHA_]
B ZB AO 6B 8g 1BB 120 I4B




I , ' ' , ..... '
COGN[TION
TOTAL COHHUNICAT[ON
1 ' ° , I-_
WEIGHTEDAVERAGE
I i I l I I I I , , I , I l, I, I I
MISSION CONF[GURRT[ON FLIGHT PHASE
! DENVERLHRT2D RPP/LN AFD SIH DRTR WORTH1 HETER]WGRND
HITH HOLDING PTTN - 3PRCING RRER
IUS"[FTEOl C,ENNEN,ERHORKLORD-C PILoTSUHMRRY ( aCT 19, t928
PERCENTNORKLQRO[NG RYERRGEF'--I+IsIGMRFt_I
e za 4_ 6_ 8_ ie_ IZB t4al ....





I ...... :::::::::(;;_ 11
TOTRL COMMUNICATION
| '.. i' ' . " I-_
HEIGNIEO RVEgflGE
i Z I I t I I a l * t
HISSIOH CONFIGURRT[ON FLIGHT PHRSE
t DENVERLMNT2DRPP/LN RFD SIN DRTR FINRL RPP lO LRNDIHG
HITH HOLOINGPTTH - FOR LOHGHON7
Ix}
O_
MISSION TIMELINE OCT t9, t97BMISSION -DENVER LMNT2DRPP/LN
WITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CONF[GURRTIDN- RFD SIM DRTR




EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK DUR
CODE TASK DESC,R!PTION.... (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ..........
LMNTBI START OF FLIGHT tOM
1400Z3 REPORT 1ORB fT TO
LEVEL OFF
1PLMNTBI MSG- UNITED 76, CON- 4.5B3
TACT DENVER RPRCH
CNTRL ON 128.05
_H OZ MON CORR BARO RLT 2.13
INDIC
1P140045 CALL OUT -[1000 FEE1 1.70 U
TO LEVEL DFF]
IPLMNTOZ COM- UNITED 76.ROGE_ _.OB O
- DENVER RPRCH 1280_
iR 07 MDNVHF-2R FRED ]ND 8.77 I
IR 08 SET VHF-2R FRED- Z.03 O
WHOLENO.S
IR 09 SET VHF-ZR FRED- 1.58 @
FRACTIONS
ISC2BS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - D
3R 14 MDN AIRSPEED INDIC ?0.00 [_
ZK 16 MON EWSI DISPLRY 2B.00
2J 43 MON EADI 20.0B F----]
BL @4 MON IVSI INDIC 2@.00
IPLHNTB3 CDM- DENVER RPRCH 3.80 D
UNITED 76
IPLHHTB4 HSG- UNITED76.DENVE_ 5.80
• PROCEED TO LNGMNT
DESCEND MAINTAIN
t6880
tPLMNTSS CDM- UNITED76 ROGER 3.@0 D
OUT OF 17-5 FOR 16_
0
LMNTOZ DESCENT INSTRUCTIDN_ V
TO 15000
IPLMNT06 MSG- UNITED76 DSCND 3.8B D
HRINTRIN 15000
.... ...... £ ' .......0. 8. 108. I 8L 2 . 25B. 380.
PAGE 2
.... EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRS'KDUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME IN.SECONDS
1PLHNTQ7 COH- UNITED76 ROGER S.@O O
DESCENDTO 15000
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 3B NON ENG NO 2 EPR INE B.44 I
?F 22 HOW NO 2 ENG NI ]ND 8.44 I
7F 21 HOW NO 1ENG NI ]ND B.44 I
7F 32 MDN ENGNO Z EXH GA_ 0._4 I
TEMP IND
7F St MOWENGNO t EXH GA_ g.44 ITEHP INO
2F 24 HON NO 2 ENGN2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 MOW NO I ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MOW ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F @9 HOW NO I END OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F IB HON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tO HOW NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F t9 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
DIY INDIC
7F t! NON NO I ENG OIL QTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 HDN NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
LMNTOS RECEIVE HOLDING PIN V
INSIRUCTIONS




flLTCPT PILOT MONITORS EAD]- V
ESHI SYMBOLSFOg
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
ISC20S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - D
2J 43 NON ERDI 20.00
SL 04 NON IVSI INDIC Z0,00 I----7
SA 14 HON AIRSPEED INDIC 20.00 f--'-"1








EVENT/PRDCEDORE OR TRSK OUR ............
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (_EC) . , T!NE IN SECONDS
tPLMNTB9 CON- UNITED76 ROGER 4.50 0
HOLD LONGMONTFURTHE
R CLEflRflNCE16 40
LHNTSB UNITED 76 RERCHES V
15000 RNDLEVELS OFF
030e07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CRN
7F 80 HON ENGNO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
?F 25 NON ENGNO ! EPR INO 8.44 I
7F 21 HON NO I ENG NI ]NO B.44 I
7F 22 HONNO 2 ENG HI ]ND B,44 I
7F 31 NONENG NO I EXN GRS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GRS 8.4_ I
IEHP IND
7F _3 NONNO 1ENG NZ IND B.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO B.44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 l
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MDN ENG NO Z FUEL B.44 IFLOWINDIC
7F 09 NON NO ! ENG OIL B.44 I
PRESS ]NDIC
7F 10 HONNO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It HONNO 1 ENGOIL QT_ B,44 I
INDIC
7F t9 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 IQIY INDIC
7F IZ NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8.44 I
lION RMPLITUDE INDI{
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG YIBR B.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
ISC305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - E
9R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEED 30.00
INDIC
2K 14 NON EHSI DISPLRY 3B.00 r------1
2J 42 HON EADI 38.00 r---"---I
_L BZ NON VERTICRL SPEED 30.B0 r_
INDIC
ISC205 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - O
2K 16 HON EHSI D]SPLRY 2B.BO r----I
2J 43 HONEflDl 2B,BB F'-'-'-I
...... " " h ........ 2E '0,' 50. "1 • 150. 200, 0. 300.
PAGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION ,(SEE) ' TIHE IN SECONDS , .
SL g4 NON IvSI INDIC 20,00
3A 14 HONAIRSPEED INDIC 20.00 1---'-1
030_07 ENGINE INSTNUMEMI
SCAN
2F 25 MDNENG NO I EPR INZ 0.44 I
2F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG NI ]NO 0.44 I
7F 2t MONNO I ENGNt IND 0._4 I
7F $2 MONENG NO Z EXN GR_ 0.44 I
TEItP IND
7F 31 NONENG NO I EXH GA_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENGN2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 NONNO I ENGN2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 34 NONENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 09 HONNO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 18 NONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I ENGD1L 0.44 I
IEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F It NON NO t ENG OIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0,4_ I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ NONNO I ENGVIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI[
I5C605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 F I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 t =
INDIC
2K IS HON EHSI DISPLAY 60.00 r I




FOR ED FLIGHT PATH




........ 5" ..... ' ' ...... 2o-', s"0. e. 100, ISO . 2 0. 300.
PDGE
...... EVENT/PROCEOURE OR TAsK OUR ..............
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (5EC) T!ME IN, SECONDS...................
IPLHNTIO HSG- UNITED76 DSCND 3,B0 D
HRINTRIN 14BBB
3K B3 SET ALT BLENT BARD 2.22 O
IPLMNTll CON- UNITED76 ROGER 3._@ O
CLEARED TO I4BOB
?H ?Z MONITOR FPA SEL MODE 8.77 I
LT GREEN - FPR 5EL
MODE ENGAGED
ALTCPT PILOT MONITORSEAOI- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
ISCIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
2J 42 NON EDDI I@.@@ r-1
SL @Z flONVERTICAL SPEED IB.@O r-7
INDIC
SA I@ MONITOR AIRSPEED SB.eB I_
INDIC
2K 14 NON EH51 DISPLAY I@.@0 r-'l
_SBiB7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 25 NON ENG NO 1 EPR IND g.44 I
?F 3B HON EgG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
7F ZZ NON NO Z ENG NI IND B.44 l
7F ?I NON NO I ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXN GAS 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 51 NONENGNO I EXN GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 IND B.44 l
?F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 33 NON ENG NO 1 FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 HON NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HOg NO 2 ENGOIL g.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I ENGOIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F II NON NO I ENGOIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
" ,:" ' 6 ....... + ' .....8. I 8. ISB. 2 8. 2 8. 3@B.
PAGE 6
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR 'TASK OUR ..............
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,(SEC) .TIME.!N SECONDS ........
2F 12 MON"NO I ENG VIBRA- B.A_ I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI[
ISC3BS FLIGHT-INSTRUMENTSCAN - E
?K 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 30.0D f'_
2J 42 MON gAOl 30.0B I-'-'-'--1
3L BZ HON VERTICAL SPEED 33.03
INDIC
sg I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED SB.OBINDIC
LMNT05 RECEIVE SPEED REDUCI V
ION TO 250 INST
tPLHNTJ2 MSG- UNITED?6 REDUCE 3.@B D
SPEED TO 250KIS
IPBYRZIg RRDIO- UNITED Z4. 2.50 O
ROGER, SLOH TO 250
ISCZDS FL]GHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN- O
3L g4 NON ]VSI INDIC 20.00 I-'-'-'I
_A 14 MON AIRSPEED INOIC 20.00 r_
2K 16 HON EHSI DISPLAY 20.0Q r'---1
2J 43 HON EfiOl 20.00 F'--'-I
LMNT06 RECEIVE HOLDING PIN V
INSTRUCTIONS HLO_LMHLDG COPILOT SET UP V
PATTERN FOR LONGMONI
INTERSECTION




2L 67 PRESS SEL KEY 2.03 O
2L 19 NON LINE 8 MESSAGE 2.36 O
2L 26 PRESS NO.t KEY t,3S @




2L 19 HON LINE 8 MESSAGE 2.06 0
2L 48 PRESS L KEY 1.35 I
2L 51 PRESS O/SIO KEY 1.35 B
2L SQ PRESS N KEY I.S5 I
2L 43 PRESS GIALT KEY 1.35 0
2L _9 PRESS HIGS KEY 1.35 I
ZL 51 PRESSO/SIO KEY 1.35 |
EL 50 PRESS N KEY I.S5 O
t,_ 2L 56 PRESS TIPTA KEY 1.35 I




CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION.... (SEC), T]flE IN SECONDS ,, ,
2L 19 HON LINE O HESSRGE 2._6 D
?L E3 PRESS CLR KEY 1,35' 0
2L 21 PRESS EXEC KEY 1.46 g
i !
ISS'I HISSION TIMELINE OCT 19. t978IUNSHIFIEOI IH ON - DENVER LHNTZD RPPILN
WITH HOLGING PITH -
CONFIGURATION - RFD SIH DATg




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION, (SEC) .T,IHEIN SECONDS .,,
LNNTSI UNITED 76 CROSSES V
LONGNQNT INTSCTN AN!
ENTERS HLOG PIN fiT
2I@KTS
830887 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCQN
7F 38 HONENGNO 2 EPR IN! g.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO t EPR IN! g.44 I
?F 21 HDNNO i ENGNI IND B.44 I
7F 22 HQN NO 2 ENG N] IND 8.44 I
7F 31 MONENGNO ! EXH ER_ B.44 ITEHP INO
7F 3Z MDN ENGNO Z EXH GRE B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 HON NO t ENE NZ IND B.44 I
7F ?4 HONNO g ENG N? IND 8.44 I
2F 33 MDNENG NO ! FUEL B.44 I
FLOg INOIC
7F 34 HONENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOg INGIC
7F 89 HONNO t ENG OIL g,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F J8 HDN NO ! ENG OIL g.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO Z ENGOIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 11 MDN NO I ENG OIL QTY g.44! I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 6.44 IQTY INDIC
7F !Z HDN NO t ENG VIBRA- @.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI_
7F ?0 HONNO ? ENG V]BR 8.k4 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
13C685 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
t',.} SCAN - F
.......... I ,, I, I I , I ,I z I I I . = =




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) . . T!ME IN SECONDS .......
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 I' . ''&
INDIC
2K 15 MON EgSl DISPLAY 6B.B0 I
2J 4Z MON EROl 60.00 i )
3L BZ HON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 i J
INDIC
038007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F S_ MON ENG NO 2 EPR INZ 0.44 I
?F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
?F 21 NONNO I ENG NI ]ND 0.44 I
7F 22 MDN NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXH GAE 0.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 3Z MON ENG ND 2 EXH GA_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 23 MON NO t ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N? IND 0.44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO ! FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MDN ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F _9 MON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 10 MONNO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F tt MDNNO t ENG OIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F IZ NONNO ! ENGVIBRA- 0.44 I
lION RMPLIIUDE ]ND]E
2F 20 NONNO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
ISC605 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
?J 42 MDN EAOl 60.00 L J
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 60.00 I I
INDIC ..
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 L J
INDIC
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY 60.00 I i
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MDN ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 i
++,' ' ' ' ' '' ' b '280. i 380, 430, 4 0, 530, 5 0,
PRGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDuREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F 25 NONENG NO I EPR INZ 8,44 I
7F 21 NONNO ! ENG HI ]NO 8.44 I
7F 22 NONNO 2 ENG N| IND B.44 I
?F 31 MOWENG NO ! EXN GR_ 9.44 I
IEMP INo
7F E2 MOWENG NO E EXH GRE B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON ND ! ENG N2 ]NO B.44 I
7F 24 NON NO E ENG N2 ]ND 9.44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW'INDIC
7F 34 NONENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F @9 HON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 1B HONNO ! ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHB INDIC
7F 18 HDNNO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F I! NON NO ! ENG OIL QTY B.44 I
INDIC
?F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
QIY INDIC
7F IZ HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8.44 l
lION AMPLITUDE INDIE
?F 20 MOW NO 2 ENG VIBR B.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
15C305 FLIGHT IN31RUMENT V
SCRN - g
3R IQ MONITOR RIRSPEED 3_.80 r'------1
INDIC
2K 14 NON gHSl DI5PLRY 3B.B0 r------1
2J 42 NON EgOl 38.80
3L 82 HDN VERI]ERL SPEED 38,_0 r---------I
INDIC
15C85S FLIGHT IN5TRUHENT V
SCRN - R
2K t6 HON EHSI DISPLRY 5._6 D
2J 42 HDN ERDI 5.80 D
3L 62 MON VERIICRL 5PEED 5.60 D
INDIC




. . . I L ,1 I .I. I . I . I . I . | I. / I
280. 33J. 38_. 438. 48_I. 538. 588.
i
[UNSHIFTEDJ MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, I97BHISSION -DENVER LMNTZORPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CONFIGURATION - RFD SIH DRTR
FLIGHT PHRSE -RIRCRRFT OEPRRT5HLODESCENDINGTO t1000
CREWHEHOER - COPILOT
EVENI/PROCEbURE OR" TRSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS





IPLMNTI5 HSG- UNITED76 ]NCRSE 4.50_
SPEED TO 2ZOKIS
DSCND MRINTAIN IigOe
IPLHNTt6 COM- UNITED16 ROGER 4.00 r--'l
DESCENDMRINIBIN
it000 SPEED Z20
g30Bg7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SEAR
7F ?S MOW ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
?F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN_ 8.44 I
7F 22 NONNO 2 ENG N! IND @.44 I
7F 2! HOW NO ! ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 3Z MDNENG NO 2 EXWGAE 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F St MONENG NO t EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG NZ IND B.44 I
7F 23 HONNO t ENG NZ ]NO 8.44 I
7F _4 MONENG NO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F g9 MON NO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F IB MON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHB INDIC
7F 10 MONNO 1ENG OIL 0,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 MOWNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 11 MONNO I ENG OIL QT_ 8.44 I
INDIC
460. . 508 .... 580.
PAGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TflSKqE§ORIPTION (SEC) , TIME ,IN,SECONDS .......
?f 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRg- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOI{
ISCSOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 30.00 l .. .... J
?J 42 HONEADI 30.00 r z
SL 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 30,00 I ...... l
INDIC
3R '18 MONITORAIRSPEED 30.@gi I I
INDIC
LHNT5B PILOT SETS HLO PIN V /SPEED ON ORS INDIC
ALT_CH ALTRTUDE CHANGEPRO( V
FOR ?O FLIGHT PATH
SK 03 SET ALT ALERT BARD 2.72 rl
3K 04 MONALT ALERT BflRO 0.76 B
SET INDIC
2H 22 MONITOR FPR 5EL HOD{ B.77 O
LT GREEN- FPA SEL
MODE ENGAGED
838_07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V "
SCAN
7F 25 HOg ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 HONNO 2 ENGN1 IND 0.44 I
7F 21 MONNO I EgG Nl INO 0.44 I
7F 3Z MDNENG NO ? EXN GAE 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 HOg ENG NO 1 EXH GAE 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 24 NON NO ? EgG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 HONNO 1 EgG N2 END 8.44 I
7F 34 HON ENG NO ? FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F IB MONNO 2 EgG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 10 HONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC




, , , ............ ,





COOE, T,_SKDESCR!PTION (SEC) ,, TIME ,IN,SECONDS ....
"TF it MON Oi ENGOIL 6T_ e.44 I
INDIC
7F ?0 MON NO 2 ENG YIBR B.44 I
AMPLITUDE ]NOIC
7F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDIC
ISC2BS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
2K 16 MDN EHSI DISPLAY 28.0_ [ I
2J 43 HON EBDI ?B.@B r 7
3L 84 MDN IV51 INDIC 2B.@B I I
3R t4 HON AIRSPEED INDIC 2B.00 [ I
ISCGBS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
2J 4? MDN EBDI 68.@B i i .... ,............ ',,'.',.i
SL B2 HON VERTICAL SPEED 6@.@B L i
INDIC
5R IB MONITORAIRSPEED 68.BB I , ,, 1
INDIC
2K 15 HDN EHSI DISPLAY 6B.@B [ ]
.. ,I I, , , i, , I I ! t !
IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19. 1978
MISSION -DENVER LMNT2D OPP/LN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CONFIGUgRTIDN - RFD SIM DRTR
FLIGHT PHRSE -AIRCRAFT DESCENDS




CODE TASK DESCRIPT,I,ON (SEC) TIME IN SECqND_ ..........




LMNTBB RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT V
ION ]NSTRUCTIONS-I?B
IPLMNTt7 HSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 3.@0 O
SPEED TO 1 KTS
RLTCPT PILOT MONITORS ERDI'- V
ESHI SYMBOLS FOg
RLTITUOE CAPTURE[3C15S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN- C
3R 14 MONRIRSPEED INDIC 15.80 r'-"--I
2K 16 HON EHSI DISPLAY IS._B F-_
2J 43 HON EAOl 15.80 r'--I
3L 84 MON IV51 INDIC IS.GO r--I
IPLHNTt8 COM- UNITED76 ROGER 2.58 O
SLOW TO 170
16_BlI SET FLAPS TO FLAPS I V
IP 10 HDNVERORLREPORT 8.70 I
4E B7 SET FLRP CONT LEVER 2.69 0
TO FLRPS !
4E 15 MONITOR FLRP 2.23 0
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 83 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4N 84 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1,17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
4E 16 CHECK FLRP LEVER RNC 2.50 0
POSITION INDIC RGREE
1P168058 CALL OUT -[FLAP5 1] B.70 I[SC15S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CRN - C
3L 84 MON ]VSl INDIC 15.80 r--"l
3R 14 MON RIRSPEED INDIC 15.80 r'--'l
t,,.} ?K 16 MONEHSI DISPLRY 15.88 r-"--i
W_






CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,(SEC) , , T!ME IN SECONDS
2J 43 MONEOOI I5,SB f'-'-I
I_gI7 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS E V
160BIB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
tP 10 MONVERBAL REPORT B.7@ I
4E B9 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2,69 O
TO FLAP5 5
4N g3 MONLE FLRPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4E IS MONITOR FLAP 2.Z3 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AND 2.51 O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
4N @4 HON LE FLAPS-IN- t.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
lPI6B061 CALL OUT -[FLBPS 5] B.7B I
ISCI@S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- B
RLTZCH RLTATUDECHANGE PROC V
FOR 20 FLIGHT PATH
SA I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED IB._B r-'l
INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY IB.BB r--I
3K 83 SET ALT ALERT BRRO 2,7? O
SK B4 MON ALl ALERT BARD B.76 I
SET INDIC
2J 42 MON EAOI IO.@8 r-I
3L 02 NONVERTICAL SPEED Ig.@O "r--1
INDIC
LMNT54 UNITED 76 REACHES V
176KTS AND RESUMES
DESCENT TO 8BBB
2H 22 MONITOR FPR SEL MOO( B.77 I
LT GREEN - FPA SgL
MODE ENGAGED
16@825 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
15
I6BBtB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 MDN VERBAL REPORT B.70 I
4E It SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2.46 O
TO FLAPS IS
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 2.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 03 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1,17 m
TRANSIT LT ON
4E 16 CHECKFLAP LEVER AND g.5@ O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
..... , , , .... , , ,588. 6 B'. 688. 738. 7 e. B _. 888.
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDU'R'E'OR' TASK'DUR ........
C,ODE,. TRSK DESCRIPTION _SEC) , , TIHE IN SECONO5 ............
4N 84 HOWLE FLRPS-IN- l.l? I
TRRNSIT LT OFF
IP168862 CRLL OUT -[FLRPS 15] B,78 I
838887 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 38 NON ENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 8,44 I
7F 25 NON ENGNO t EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 21 HOWNO 1ENG NI ]ND 8.44 I
7F 22 HON NO Z ENG NI IND 8.44 I
7F 31 HON ENGNO t EXH ORE 8,44 I
TEHP IND
?F _Z MOWENG NO Z EXH GQ_ 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 24 MOWNO 2 ENGN2 IHO 8.44 I
7F 33 HON ENGNO I FUEL 8,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NONENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 HONNO 1 ENG OIL 8.q4 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 18 HONNO 1ENG OIL B,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F iO HONNO 2 ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F tI HON NO 1 ENG OIL QT_ @.44 I
INDIC
"If 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
QTY INDIC
?F t2 HONNO I ENG V]BRA- 8.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDEIND][
?F 28 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
QMPLITUDE INDIC
15C38S FLIGHI INSIRUHENT V
SCQN- E
3R 18 MONITOR QIRSPEEO 38.80 I--------1
INDIC
8K 14 MDN ENSI QISPLRY 3_._0
2J 48 HOW ERDI 38._8
3L 82 NON VERTICRL SPEED 38.88 I"-"-----1
INDIC
ISCiB5 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCQN- 8
2K 14 HONEHSI D]SPLRY 18.88 r--I
2J 42 HON ERDI 18.88 r-1
_L 82 NON VERTICQL SPEED 18.88 r'-i
INDIC
tO
I ,,, / l i i i i I i i i I 1
588. &3B. 68@. 738. 788, 838, 88_.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASKOUR ...........
CODE TASK DESCR!.P.TI,ON (SEC) TIME.IN.SECpNDS ..............
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 r-1
INDIC
LMNT09 CONTACT DENVER LCL
CONTROL 1t8.3
IPLMNTI9 MSG- UNITED76 CONTCT 3,50 D
DENVERLOCALCONTROl
ON 118.3 I
IPLMNTZO EOM- UNITED76 ROGERI 3.50 0
CONTACT DENVER LOCALI
liB.3
15C305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
3L 02 MOW VERTICAL SPEED 30.@0 r-_
INDIC
_A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 38.@0 r-_
INDIC
2K t4 MOW EHSI DISPLAY 30.e0 I--'----'--I
2J 42 MON EROl 3e.ee i--"---i
IR B? NON VHF-2R FREO IND 8.77 I
IR e8 SET VHF-ZR FREO- Z.B3 0
WHOLE ND.S
IR 89 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1.58 a
FRACTIONS
IPLHNTB3 COM- DENVER APRCH 3.@0 O
UNITED 76
ALTCPT PILOT MONITORS EgOI- V
ESHI SYMBOL5 FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
15C205 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
9R 1_ MOW AIRSPEED INDIC 20.e0
2K 16 NON ENSI DISPLRY 20.20
2J 43 MOW EAOl Z0.00 r----i
3L 04 NON IYSI INDIC 20.BB r----i
......... l i I ,l 1 I, I l | l i # . I
5B0. 630. 68B. 730. 780. B3B. 880.
I I MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19, L97B
,UNSHIFTEO, MISSION -DENVER LMNTZO RPPILN
WITH HOLDING PTTN -
CONFIGURATION - AFD SIM DATA
FLIGHT PHRSE-NORTH I METERING AND
5PACING AREA
CRENHEMDER - COPILOT
EVE'NT)PROCEDUREOR TAsK OUR '
CODE IASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) lIME IN SECONDS ...
LMNTS5 UNITED 76 CROSSES




7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IN[ B.4€
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.441
7F 21 NON NO I ENG Nt IND 0.44
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44
2F SI MON ENG NO I EXH GR! B.44
TEMP IND
7F SZ HON ENG NO _ EXH GA! 0.44
TEMP INO
7F 23 HON NO I ENG N2 IND B.44
?F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 INO B.4q
7F 33 MON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44
FLOW INDIC
?F 34 MAN ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 HON NO 1 ENG OIL B.44
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MON NO t ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 11 MON NO 1 ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL g.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRA- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE IND]E
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG ¥18R 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
15C605 FLIGHT INSIRUMENT V
scflw - F
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 i ,i
t-_ INDIC
b.)






CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , TIHE IN SECONDS
2K 15 HONEHS] DISPLRY 60.0B L ---_..--..J
2J 42 HON ERDI 60,B0 t J
3L B2 HONVERT]CRL SPEED 68._Q I I
INDIC
LHNTIB RECEIVE INST TO FLY V
DIRECT RLTURR
QSQ007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
1PLHNTZI HSG- UNITED76 FLY 3.00 O
DIRECT IO RLTORR
7F 25 NONENGNO 1 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 30 NONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENGN] ]NO 0.44 I
7F 21 MONNO 1 ENGN] IND B.44 I
?F 3Z HON ENG NO 2 [XH GRE 8.44 I
TEHP IND
?F 31 NON ENG NO I EXN GR_ 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 23 HON NO t ENG N2 IND B.44 I
?F 34 NON ENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL _.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HOW NO 1ENG OIL 9.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HONNO 2 ENG OIL 9.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
IPLMNT2Z COH- UNITED76 ROGER 3.00 0
DIRECT TO RLTURR.
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F It NON NO I ENG OIL QIY 6.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 6,44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
7F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 9.44 I
TION RMPLITUOE INOIE
15C003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - F
SL 02 NONVERTICRL SPEED 60.00 I I
INDIC
38 10 NONITORAIRSPEED 66,00 t J
INDIC
2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLRY 60.00 t J
........ . , . , . . , , , , , ,
760. 8t B. 660. 9t 0. 960. lOrD. 1066.
PRGE
" 'EVE.f/PRaCEDUR'EOR fASKOUR
CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC). T!ME IN SECONDS ,..
ZJ 42 NON EROI 60.00 I I ' ' : ....
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 MaN ENGNO l EPR IND 0.44 I
7F $0 HaN ENGNO Z EPR IND B.44 I
7F 2Z MaN NO Z ENG HI ]NO 8.44 I
7F 21 HON NO t ENG NI 1ND B.44 I
?F 32 MaN ENGND Z EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F St MONENGNO I EXH GRS 0.44 I
TEHP INO
?F 24 MaN NO 2 ENG NZ ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 MON NO I ENG N2 |ND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLDH INDIC
7F 09 MaN NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO NON NO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INO]C
7F 19 NON NO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 11 NON NO t ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ZO NON Na Z ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC




2K 15 NON EHSI DISPLRY 60.00 r I
2J 42 NON EaOl 60.00 I ;
3L gZ HON VERTICRL SPEED 60.00 m m
INDIC
SR 10 MONITORRIRSPEED 60.00 I !
INDIC
LMNTII REEEIVE INST TO FLY V
DIRECT TO GRTE
IPLMNTZ3 HSG- UNITED76 FLY 3.50 D
DIRECT TO RPPRORCN
GfiTE
IPLMNT24 CON- UNITED76 ROGER 3.00 0
DIRECT TO GRTE
I .... I,. , | I I I




CODE TASK qESCRIPTION (SEC) . . . TIME IN SECOND3 ...............
ALT2CH ALTATUDECHANGE PRO[ V
FOR 20 FLIGHT PQTN
SK 04 NON RLT ALERT BQRO 8,76 I
SET INDIC
3K 03 SET RLT ALERT BARD Z.72 0
2H 2Z MONITORFPA SEL MO0_ 8.77 I
LT GREEN - FPA 5EL
MODE ENGAGED
t40023 REPORT IBBB FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
9H OZ MONCORMBQROALT 2.13 O
INDIC
tPIAB045 CALL OUT -[1080 FEET 1.70 0
TO LEVEL OFF]
030007 ENGINE IN3TRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 3_ HDN ENG NO 2 EPR INC 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN_ B.44 I
7F 21 HON NO t [NG NI IND 0.44 I
?F 22 NON NO Z ENG NI ]NO 0.44 I
7F 3! MON ENG NO I EXH CA5 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 0.44! I
7F 33 NONENGNO I FUEL 0.44i IFLOW INDIC
7F 34 MONENGNO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MDN NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 1_ HON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F I1 MON NO I ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
?F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRA- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC\
7F _120 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
15C305 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
2J 42 NON EADI 30._0
760. 8 0. B 0. 9 0. 960. I 0. 1060.
PRGE 5
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR ' '
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
9L @2 MON VERT]CRL SPEED 3B.BB " "
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEO 3B.80 EZ_SZZZSS]INDIC
2K 14 MON EHSI OISPLRY 30,B0
RLTCPT PILOT MONITORS ERO]- VESHI SYMBOL8 FOR
RLTITUOE CRBTURE
_SB887 ENGINE INSTRUMENT VSCRN
7F _B MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN_ 0.44 I
7F 25 MONENGNO ! EPR IND B.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 EN_ NI IND B.44 I
7F 21 MONNO I ENG NI ]NO B.44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXH GR5 B.4_ ITZMP IND
7F 31 MON ENG NO ! EXH GRS 0.44 ITEMP INO
7F 54 MON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I7F 23 MOW NO I ENG N2 IND B.44
7F 34 MOW ENG NO 2 FUEL B.A4 IFLOW INDIC
7F 33 MOW ENG NO ! FUEL 8.44 IFLOW INDIC
7F 09 MOW NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 ITEMP INDIC
7F tB MOW NO ! ENG OIL 0.44 ITEMP INDIC
?F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL B.A4 IOTY INDIC
7F II MON NO I ENG OIL QTY B.4_
INDIC I
?F 20 NON NO 2 ENG ¥IBR @.44 IflMPLITUDEINDIC
7F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRB- _._ ITIDN RMPLITUDE INDIC
-.J
, , I I t , i. t,, J = . I . I , I i i




IUNSHIFTEOI MISSION TIMELINE OCT 19. 1978HISSION -DENVER LHNTZD RPP/LN
WITH HOLDINGPTTN -
CONFICURRTION- gFD SIN DATA




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN _ECONDS
LNNT58 U 76 CRO55E5 GATE 7
SET5 FLAP5 TO Z5
SLOWS TD RPRCH 5PD
LMNTIZ RECEIVE INST TO 5LOW
TO APRCH SPEED AND
CALL TOWER AT O.M.
tPLMNT25 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 5.50 []
TO APPROACH SPEED
CONTACT TWR RT D.M.
ONJ2_.O
030B07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 3_ NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 1
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI ]ND 8.44 1
7F Zl NON NO t ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXW GR_ B.44 I
TEMP INO
7F Bt NONENG NO t EXH GAS B.44 I
TENP IND
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENG NZ IND B.44 I
7F 23 NON NO t ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO _ FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NON ENGNO 1 FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F B9 NON NO I ENG OIL _.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F t8 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 6.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F I_ MON NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMPINDIC
7F 19 NON NO Z ENGOIL B.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F It HON NO I ENGOIL OT_ B.44 I
INDIC
, ,i '" _ ''' 4 ' _' ' 2_ ......99_. 1_4_. IBgB. iI g. 119B. i B. 129_.
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREDR TRSKOUR ' ' ' ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
" XPLHWT26 CON- UNITED7'6'ROGER 5.50 'D' 'SLOWTO APPROACHSPQ
CONTACT TOHER 120,0
RT O.N.
?f 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR g.44 1
AMPLITUDE INDIC
?f I? HON NO ! ENG VIBRR- 0,44 I
TION RMPLITUDE IND]_
16006B EXTENDLANDING GERF V
[SCJOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - D
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED t0.00 f--I
INDIC
EK 14 NON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 r.1
4D 03 SET LANDING GERR 3.27 D
LEVER TO DOWN
POSITION
2J 42 NON ERDI tO.DO r"l
SL 02 HON VERTICRL SPEED 10.00 r--I
INDIC
4D 05 MONITOR NOSE GEAR 0.54 I
DOWN AND LOCKED LI
ON
40 09 MONITORLEFT/RT GEAR 0.54 IOONNRND LOCKEDLT
ON
160853 SET FLRPS TO FLAPS V25
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 NON VERBAL REPORT 0,70 I
4E 12 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2,90 DTO FLOPS 25
4E 15 MONITOR FLRP 2.Z3 O
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 03 NON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 |
TRRNSIT LT ON
4E 16 CHECKFLAP LEVER RNO 2.50 O
POSITION INDIC OGRE]
4N 04 NON LE FLOPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRRNSIT LT OFF
1P160070 CALL OUT -[FLRPS 25] 0.70 I
LNOCLR CONTACT TONERFOR V
FINRL LANDING CLEAR-
ANCE
tO 05 SET VHF-2 CDMMTFR Z.S9 O
sg TO LEFT
I I I I, J I -I , ] I I I





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ....
|B 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 5.B0 0
ON CONTROL WANDGRIP
IB 17 COMA VIA VHF-2 5.80 []
IPLNOCL2 RADIO COHM-[DENVER 4.B0 O
TOWER. THIS 15 U 24
OVER THE GATE
INBOUND FOR LNDNG
IB 19 MDN VHF-Z COMA AUDIO 7.00 r-I
IPLNOCL3 ZERO EIGHT, OVER] 1.0@ I
IPLNDCL4 MON RADIO COMA - 4.00 0
[UNITED Z4. DENVER
TOHER. ROGER. CLEAR
I0 LAND RUNWAY THO
IPLNDCL5 SiX . WIND TWO ONE 3.00 O
ZERO DEGREES AT ZERO
NINER.]
tPLNDCLt RADIO COMH - 1.70 0
[U24. ROGER]
tB 29 ACTUATE COMH 2 PUSH- 1.70 0
TO-TALK SN
tB t5 CDHM VIA VHF-2 1.70 D
LMNTS7 UNITED 76 CROSSES V
O.M. SETS FLAPS 4B
15C105 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - B
LNDCLR CONTACT TOWER FOR V
FINAL LANDING CLEAR-
ANCE
ZK 14 HONEHSI OISPLRY 10.00 F-7
tB 05 SET VHF-2 COMA TFR 2.3g 0
SW TO LEFT
2J 42 MDN EADI 10.00 F-'I
_L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I--I
INDIC
SA 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 10.00 {--'1
INDIC
tB 17 COMA VIA VHF-2 5.00 []
tO 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5W 5.00
ON CONTROL NANDGRIP
IPLNDCLZ RADIO COMA-[DENVER 4.00 0
TOWER. THIS 15 U 24
OVER THE GAlE
INBOUND FOR LNDNG
160059 CROSS RWY XX OUTER V
MARKER
160057 SET FLAPSTO FLAPS V
40
I I f i , I. I I . , I ,I ,,I , I , . i |
990. 1040. 1090. I I&O. t190. 1240. 1290.
PAGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDUREO TASKOUR ...........
, , CODE TRSK DESCR!PT]ON . (SEC) ..... T]ME IN SECONDS.....
160018 FLAP 5ET PROCEDURE V
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPOQT 0.70 I
IPLNDCL3 ZERO EIGHT, OVER] 1.00 I
IB 19 NON VNF-Z COMM AUDIO 7,00 I-I
4E 14 SET FLAP CONT LEVER Z.9Z O
TO FLAPS 40
IP 13 MON VERBAL REPORT I.BB 0
4N B3 MON LE FLAPS-IN- I,I7 I
TRRNSIT LT ON
4[ 15 MONITOR FLRP Z.23 O
POSITION INDICATOR
IPLNOCL4 NON RADIO COMM - 4.00 a
[UNITED 24. DENVER
TONER, ROGER. CLEAR
TO LAND RUNHRY THO
IPLNOCL5 SIX . HIND TNO ONE 3.00 O
ZERO DEGREES RT ZER[
NINER.]
4E 16 CHECK FlAP LEVER AN[ Z.5@ O
POSITION INDIC AGREE
IPLNDCL! RADIO COMM - t.70 O
[U24, ROGER]
IB 29 ACTUATE COMM 2 PUSH- 1.70 @
TO-TRLK SN
tB 15 COMN VIA VHF-2 1.70 @
4N 04 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT kT OFF
IP160073 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 40] 0,70 I
ISC90S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCFLN- G
3R _11 MONITOR RIR5PEEO 90.00 I ]
_15 INDIC2K HON EH51 DISPLAY 90.00 I I
2J 43 MON ERDI 90.00 i...... i
3L 03 MON VERTICRL SPEED 90.00 t I
INDIC
15C155 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
2K 16 MON ENSI DISPLAY 15.00 I---7
2J 43 MON ERDI 15.00 I----1
3L BA NON ]VSI INDIC 15,00
3R 14 NONAIRSPEED INDIC 15,00 [::::]
160065 DESCEND THRU
-DECISION HEIGTH
3R 12 NON DECISION NGT LT 2.58ON FDI
hb





' " EVE'NI/PRQCEDUREOR"'TRSK'DUR ......
CODE TASK DESCRIPTIOn (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS . .
tPt6egB_ CALL OUT -[DECI3ION J.BB m
HEIGHT]
' ' 19_. 164_. 169D. II 6. 1i96. 1246. IZ 9.
3.0 METERING AND SPACING SCENARIO DATA FILE
The data file consists of four parts: a Phase Library, an Event/Procedure
Library, a Task Library and a Subsystem Library. The modular construction
allows for ease of file maintenance and modification. It also avoids the need
to duplicate data as single tasks may be used in several procedures and
individual procedures may be used in many phases.
233
BYRZ BYERS APPROACH TO BYRZ01 O0 MCA60S O0 ISP60S O0 ISC120 O0
LANDING FROM ENROUTE 140023 42 MCA05S I00 ISP05S I00 MCAIOS Ii0
CRUISE ISPIOS 110 BYRZ50 120 ALTCUP 120 MCAIOS 130
ISPIOS 130 BYRZ51 140 BYRZ02 140 MCA05S 140
ISP05S 140 AFDALI 144 ALTCDN 145 BYRZ03 152
MCAIOS 155 ISP05S 155 ISC60S 200 BYRZ52 200
BYRZ04 200
MCAIOS 155 ISPIOS 155 BYRZ04 200 BYRZ71 200
ALTCUP 205 AFDSPD 215 MCA05S 215 MCA605 220
ISP60S 220 ISC30S 300 MCA05S 320 ISP05S 320
MCAI5S 325 ISPI5S 325 ISCIOS 330
WTKN DESCENT FROM BYERS BYRZ53 O0 AFDSPD O0 MCA30S O0 ISP30S O0
TO MATKINS INTER- ISC20S O0 BYRZ54 i0 ISC30S 20 HCAI5S 30
SECTIOH ISP15S 30 160011 45
BYRZ61 55 BYRZ55 55 AFDALT 50 ALTCDN 55
RVUDAT i00 HCAI20 105 ISPI20 105 ISC90S 130
140023 225
ISC30S 300 MCAIOS 305 ISPIOS 305 MCAIOS 315
ISPIOS 315 BYRZ67 325 ALTCUP 325 ISCIOS 330
MCA30S 335
ISP30S 335 170007 340 ISCIOS 400 BYRZ70 405
BYRZ07 405 HDGCHG 405
ISCIOS 410 AFDSPD 415 MCA05S 415 ISP05S 415
GATE COURSE DEVIATION FOR MCA20S O0 ISP20S O0 ISCIOS 10 MCA05S 20
ISP05S 20
SPACING - WATKINS TO .BYRZ63 25 160017 25 160018 25 MCAIOS 25
THE GATE ISPIOS 25 MCAIOS 35 ISPIOS 35 160025 35
160018 35 BYRZ08 40 AFDALT 40 HDGCHG 45
ISC120 50 ALTCDN 55 MCA120 105 ISP120 105
ISCI20 250 BYRZ69 305 ALTCUP 305
HCA60S 315 ISP60S 315 MCA60S 415 ISP60S 415
ISC30S 450 160045 455 HCAIOS 515 ISPIOS 515
ISC05S 520
BFHL FINAL APPROACH TO BYRZ58 O0 160060 O0 AFDSPD 10 MCA30S 10
FROM THE GATE THRU ISP30S 10 160053 10 160018 10 ISCIOS 25
TOUCHDOWN 160059 30 LNDCLR 30 ISCIOS 35 160057 40
160018 40 FNLAP6 40 160062 50
160018 100 1SC90S 115 FNLAP6 140 160065 220
MCALND 240 ISCIOS 245 ISCIOS 255
LMNT LONGMONT APPROACH TO L_INTOI O0 MCA30S O0 ISP30S O0 140023 O0
LANDING WITH HOLDING ISC20S i0 LMHT02 24 MCAIOS 30 ISPIOS 30
PATTERN 030007 30 LMHT03 35 ALTCUP 40 ISC20S 40
LHHT50 45
MCA60S 50 ISP60S 50 030007 I00 ISC30S II0
ISC20S 140 MCA30S 150
ISP30S 150 030007 200 ISC60S 210
LHNT04 220
__ ALTCDN 220 MCA30S 230 ISP30S 230 MCAIOS 300
ISPIOS 300 ALTCUP 310 ISCIOS 310 MCA60S 320
ISP60S 320 030007 320 ISC30S 330
LHtIT05 350
AFDSPD 350 ISC20S 400 MCA05S 420 ISP05S 420
LrINTO6 425 LMIILDG 425 MCAIOS 425 ISPIOS 425
MCAIOS 435 ISPIOS 435
HPTN HOLDING PATTERN FOR LMHT51 O0 HLDPTN O0 030007 10 ISC60S 15
LONGMONT APP BETWEEN 030007 115 ISC60S 120 030007 220 ISC30S 225
- MEEKER AND LONGr.IHT ISC05S 255
BRTN AIRCRAFT DEPARTS IILD Lr,INT52 O0 LMHT07 O0 AFDSPD 5 030007 10
MCA105 O0 ISPIOS O0
DESCENDING TO ii000 ISC30S 15 ALTCDN 20 MCAgOS 30 ISPgOS 30
050007 45 ISC20S 50 ISC60S 110 MCAIOS 200
ISPIOS 200
NRTH AIRCRAFT DESCENDS LMNT53 O0 LMNT08 O0 ALTCUP 02 ISCI5S 02
TO 8000 AND SLOWS AFDSPD 07 MCASOS 12 ISPSOS 12 160011 17
TO 170 KTS ISC155 27
160017 42 160018 42 MCAIOS 42 ISPIOS 42
ISCIOS 52
ALTCDN 52 LMNT54 57 160025 102 160018 102
MCA90S 102 IsPgos 102 050007 112 ISCSOS 117
ISCIOS 147 LMNT09 157 ISC30S 202
ALTCUP 232 ISC20S 232 MCAIO5 242 ISPIOS 242
MTRS NORTH I METERING AND LMNT55 O0 HDGCHG 00 030007 O0 ISC60S 05
SPACING AREA MCA60S 10 ISP60S 10 LMNTIO 105 030007 105
HDGCHG 110 ISC60S 110 MCA60S 120 ISP60S 120
030007 210 ISC60S 215 MCAIOS 220 ISPIOS 220
LHNTII 225 tIDGCHG 250 AFDALT 235 ALTCDN 240
MCA60S 250 ISP60S 250 140023 255 030007 515
ISCSOS 320 ALTCUP 350 030007 350
LFNL FINAL APP TO LANDING LMHT56 O0 LMNT12 O0 030007 02 AFDSPD 07
FOR LONGMONT 160060 07 ISCIOS 07
MCA30S 07 ISP30S 07 160053 17 160018 17
030007 27 ISC20S 37 MCAIOS 37 ISPIOS 37
LMNT57 q7 LNDCLR 47 MCAIOS 47 ISPIOS 47
180031 57 160057 57 160018 57 FNLAP6 57
ISC90S 107 FNLAP5 157 160065 227 ISCIOS 237
HCALND 227
BYR2 BYERS APPROACH TO BYRZO1 O0 O0 ISP60S O0 ISC120 O0
LANDING FROM ENROUTE 140023 42 ISP20S 100 ISP20S 120
CRUISE BYRZ50 120 ALTCPT 120
BYRZSI 140 BYRZ02 140
ISP05S 140 ALT2CH 145 BYRZ03 152
ISP05S 155 ISC60S 200 BYRZ52 200
BYRZ71 200 BYRZ04 200 AFDALT 200
ALTCPT 205 AFDSPD 215 215 220
ISP60S 220 ISC30S 300 520 ISP05S 320
ISPI5S 325 ISCIOS 350
WTK2 DESCENT FROM BYERS BYRZ53 O0 AFDSPD O0 O0 ISPSOS O0
TO WATKINS INTER- ISC20S O0 BYRZ54 10 ISCSOS 20 50
SECTION ISP155 30 160011 45
BYRZ61 55 BYRZ55 55 ALT2CH 55
RVUDAT 100 105 ISP120 105 ISC90S 150
140023 225
ISCSOS 300 505 ISPIOS 305 515
ISPIOS 315 BYRZ67 525 ALTCPT 525 ISCIOS 550
335
ISP30S 335 170007 560 ISCIOS 600 BYRZ70 405
BYRZ07 405 TKACHG 405
ISClOS 410 AFDSPD 412 415 ISP05S 415
--GTE2 COURSE DEVIATION FOR O0 ISP20S O0 ISCIOS 10 20
ISP05S 20
SPACING - WATKINS TO BYRZ63 25 160017 25 160018 25 25
THE GATE ISPIOS 25 55 ISPIOS 35 160025 55
160018 35 BYRZ08 43 TKACHG 45
ISC120 50 ALT2CH 55 105 ISP120 105
ISC120 250 BYRZ69 505 ALTCPT 305
315 ISP60S 315 415 ISP60S _15
ISCSOS 650 160045 655 515 ISPIOS 515
ISC05S 520
BFN2 FINAL APPROACH TO BYRZ58 O0 160060 O0 LNDARM O0 AFDSPD 10
FROM THE GATE THRU ISP30S 10 160053 10 160018 10 LNDCLR 10
TOUCHDOWN ISClOS 25 160059 30 ISCIOS 35 160057 40
160018 40 ATOLN6 40 160062 50
160018 100 ISC90S 115 ATOLN6 140 160065 220
ATOLND 240 ISCIOS 245 ISCIOS 255
LMT2 LONGMONT APPROACH TO LFINTOI O0 O0 ISP30S O0 140023 O0
LANDING WITH HOLDING ISC20S I0 LMNT02 24 30 ISP20S 30
PATTERN 030007 30 LtINT03 35 ISC20S 40
ALTCPT 40 LMfIT50 45
ISP60S 50 030007 100 ISC30S 110
ISC20S 140 150
ISP30S 150 030007 200 ISC60S 210
LDINT04 220
ALT2CH 220 230 ISP30S 230 300
ISP20S 300 ALTCPT 310 ISCIOS 310 320
ISP60S 320 030007 320 ISC30S 330
LrIIIT05 350
AFDSPD 350 ISC20S 400 420 ISP05S 420
LMHT06 425 AFDSPD 425 LMHLDG 425 ISPO5S 430
435 ISPIOS 435
HPT2 HOLDING PATTERN FOR LMNT51 O0 HLDPTN O0 030007 10 ISC60S 15
LONGrlOtIT APP BETWEEN 030007 115 ISC60S 120 030007 220 ISC30S 225
_EEKER AND LOIIG_INT ISC05S 255
BTN2 AIRCRAFT DEPARTS HLD LM_IT52 O0 LMfIT07 O0 AFDSPD O0 ISP15S 05
DESCENDING TO II000 030007 i0 ISC30S 15 LMNT58 20 ALT2CH 20
ISP90S 30 030007 45 ISC20S 50 ISC60S 110
ISPIOS 200
NRT2 AIRCRAFT.DESCENDS LFINT08 O0 LMNT53 O0 ALTCPT 02 ISC155 02
TO 8000 AND SLOWS AFDALT 02 AFDSPD 05 ISP05S 07 ISP30S 12
TO 170 KTS 160011 17 ISC15S 27
160017 42 160018 42 42 ISPIOS 42
ISCIOS 52
ALT2CH 52 LMNT54 57 160025 102 160018 102
102 IsPgos 102 030007 112 ISC30S 117
ISCIOS 147 LFINT09 157 ISC30S 202
ALTCPT 232 ISP20S 232 ISC20S 232
_ITR2 NORTH 1 METERING AND LFIHT55 O0 TKACHG O0 030007 O0 ISC60S 05
SPACING AREA 10 ISP60S 10 LMNTIO 105 030007 105
TKACHG 110 ISC60S 110 120 ISP60S 120
030007 210 ISC60S 215 220 ISPIOS 220
L_I_IT11 225 TKACHG 230 ALT2CH 240
250 ISP60S 250 160023 255 030007 315
ISC30S 320 ALTCPT 350 030007 350
LFN2 FINAL APP TO LANDING LMNT12 O0 LM_IT56 O0 LNDARM O0 030007 02
FOR LONGMONT ISP05S 05 160060 07 ISCIOS 07
07 ISP30S 07 160053 17 160018 17
LNDCLR 27 ISPIOS 37 ISCIOS 47
LMIIT57 47 L_IDCLR 47 47 ISPIOS 47
160059 57 160057 57 160018 57 ATOLN6 57
ISC90S 107 ATOLf13 157 160065 252 ATOLND 227
ISC155 237
EVENT/PROCEDURE
AFDALT ALTITUDE CHANGE PROC 2H 33 0 I0 PI 2H 34 1.40 I0 PI
AFDSPD AIRSPEED CHANGE PROC 2H 47 0 10 PI 2H 48 1.40 10 P1
ALT2CH ALTATUDE CHANGE PROC 2H 33 0 PI 2H 31 0 P1
FOR 2D FLIGHT PATH 3K 03 0 CP1 3K 04 0 CP1
2H 34 1.0 PI 2H 28 2.06 P1
2H 30 2.5 PI 2H 26 3.48 PI
2K 32 4.5 PI 2H 21 5.93 P1
2H 22 5.93 CP1 3A 01 6.81 P1
3L 05 7.41 PI 3H 02 8.01 PI
ALTCPT PILOT MONITORS EADI-
ESHI SYMBOLS FOR
ALTITUDE CAPTURE
ALTCDN ACTUATE VCWS TO 6F 03 0 I0 P3 6A 64 0 I0 P2
START DESCENT 3H 06 0 i0 P2 3L 02 0 i0 PI
3A 10 0 i0 P1 2K 32 0 10 P2
ALTCUP ACTUATE VCWS TO 4F 01 0 10 P3 4A 64 0 10 P2
END DESCENT 3H 06 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
3A 10 0 10 PI 2K 32 0 10 P2
ATOLH3 MONITOR A/C ON FItIAL 2J 04 0 10 P2
APPROACH - PILOT 2J 05 0 i0 P3 2J 38 0 10 P3
(30 SEC) 2J 39 0 I0 P3 2J 30 0 I0 P2
2J 40 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 I0 P3
3H 06 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
ATOLN6 MONITOR A/C ON FINAL 2J 04 0 I0 P4
APPROACH - PILOT 2J 09 0 i0 P2 2J 38 0 10 P4
(60 SEC) 2J 39 0 i0 P4 2J 30 0 i0 P3
2J 40 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P4
3H 06 0 i0 P4 3L 02 0 10 P4
ATOLND MONITOR AIRCRAFT 2J 44 0 10 P1 2J 09 0 10 P3
ON FINAL APP 2J 24 10 10 P1 2J 41 15 10 P1
4B 08 21 i0 P1 3V 28 21 10 P1
BYRZ01 START OF FLIGHT 1PBYRZ01 0.0 _1 1PBYRZ02 5.0 CP1
SCENARIO MESSAGE IPBYRZ03 6.5 _1 1PBYRZ04 11.5 CP1
BYRZ02 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1PBYRZ05 0.0 _1 1PBYRZ06 3.5 CP1
12000
BYRZ03 RECEIVG CLEARANCE TO 1PBYRZ07 0.0 w1 1PBYRZ08 3.5 CP1
11000
BYRZ04 RECEIVG SPEED REDUCT IPBYRZ09 0.0 _I IPBYRZIO 3.0 CP1
TIOH TO 250 KTS
BYRZ05 RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT 1PBYRZll 0.0 w1 1PBYRZ12 3.0 CP1
1OH TO 200 KTS
BYRZ06 COI4TACT DENVER LCL IPBYRZI3 0.0 _i IR 07 5.0 CP3
OH 118.3 1R 08 5.0 CP4 1R 09 7.9 CP2
1PBYRZ14 CP1 1PBYRZ15 9.9 CP1
BYRZ07 RECEIVE METER/SPACE 1PBYRZ16 0.0 _1 1PBYRZ17 6.0 CP1
INSTRUCTIONS
BYRZ08 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1PBYRZ18 O.O _1 1PBYRZ19 6.0 CP1
TO PROCEED DIRECT TO
THE GATE
BYRZSO UAL 24 REACHES 13000
BYRZ51 U 24 CLEARED FOR DES
CENT
BYRZ52 U 24 SPEED REDUCTION
TO 250 KTS
BYRZ53 U 214SPEED REDUCTION
TO !200 KTS
BYRZ54 U 24 CROSSES BYERS
-- INT;ERSECTION _ II000
BYRZ55 U 2.4 BEGINS STAR
DESCEHT TO 8000
BYRZ56 U 24 DESCENDS TO
7000
BYRZ57 U 24 DESCENDS TO
6500
BYRZ58 U 24 CROSSES GATE AT
_ 6500 AND 150 KTS,
SLOWS TO 120KTS,
FLAPS ON SCHED
BYRZ60 U 24 REACH 250 KTS
BYRZ61 U 24 REACHS 200 KTS
BYRZ62 SET FLAPS TO POS 1
BYRZ63 SET FLAPS TO POS 5
BYRZ64 SET FLAPS TO POS 15
BYRZ65 SET FLAPS TO POS 25
BYRZ66 CROSS O.M. CALL FOR
LANDING CLEARANCE,
SET FLAPS 40
BYRZ67 U 24 REACHES 8000
BYRZ68 U 24 REACHES 7000
BYRZ69 U 24 REACHES 6500
BYRZ70 U 24 CROSS WATKINS
200 KTS & 8000, RE-
CEIVE METER/SPACING
IHSTRUCTIONS
BYRZ71 U 24 EHDS DESCENT
FOR SPEED REDUCTION
FNLAP3 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 64 0 10 P4 2J 04 0 10 P2
APPROACH - PILOT 2J 05 0 I0 P3 2J 38 0 i0 P3
(30 SEC) 2J 39 0 i0 P5 2J 30 0 I0 P2
2J 40 0 I0 P2 3A 10 0 I0 P3
3H 06 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
FHLAP6 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 65 0 10 PI 2J 04 0 I0 P4
APPROACH - PILOT 2J 09 0 i0 P2 2J 38 0 10 P4
(60 SEC) 2J 39 0 i0 P4 2J 30 0 10 P3
2J 40 0 i0 P3 3A I0 0 I0 P4
3H 06 0 10 P4 3L 02 0 10 P4
HDGCHG HEADING CHANGE PROO. 4A 28 0 10 P2 2K 14 0 10 P2
-CMS 2K 33 0 10 P1 3L 02 0 10 P1
HLDPTN HOLDING PATTERN PROC 3S 20 0 I0 P2 4A 66 0 i0 P3
-RIGHT TURNS 2K 33 0 I0 P4 3A IO 0 I0 P4
-1 1/2 MIN. LEGS 3L 03 0 10 P4 5H 06 0 i0 P4
-FOR METERING AND 4A 64 1 O0 10 P4 2K 14 1 O0 10 P3
SPACING 2K 46 1 O0 10 P2 3H 06 1 O0 10 P3
3A 10 1 O0 10 P3 3L 02 i O0 10 P3
4A 66 I 30 I0 P3 2K 15 1 30 I0 P2
2K 33 1 30 10 P4 3A 10 1 30 10 P4
3L 03 I 30 i0 P4 3H 06 i 30 i0 P4
4A 64 2 30 P4 2K 14 2 30 P5
2K 46 2 30 P2 3H 06 2 30 P3
3A 10 2 30 P3 5L 02 2 30 P3
LNDARM PILOT ARMS AUTOLAND 2K 17 0 P1 2H 36 1.0 P2
FEATURE ON CMP 211 35 1.5 P3 2H 38 3.2 P1
2H 13 4.0 P1 2H 10 4.0 P1
2H 11 5.0
LNDCLR CONTACT TOWER FOR 1B 05 0 IOCP4 1B 25 2.4 lOOP1
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- IB 17 2.4 10CP2 1PLNDCL2 6.4 IOCPI
ANCE 1B 19 10.4 10 _2 1PLNDCL3 10.4 IOCP1
1PLNDCL4 14.4 10 _1
IPLNDCL5 15.4 I0 _i IB 29 18.4 IOCPI
1B 15 18.4 10CP4 IPLNDCL1 18.4 IOCP1
LMHLDG COPILOT SETS UP HLDG 2L 67 0.0 CP1 2L 19 2.67 CP2
PATTERN FOR LONGNONT 2L 26 4.73 CP3 2L 19 6.08 CP2
INTERSECTION 2L 48 8.14 CP1 2L 51 9.49 CP1
2L 50 10.84 CP2 2L 43 12.19 CPI
2L 49 13.54 CP2 2L 51 14.89 CP1
2L 19 18.94 CP2 2L 23 21.00 CP2
2L 50 16.24 CP2 2L 56 17.59 CP1
2L 21 22.35 CP2
LMNT01 START OF FLIGHT COM 1PLMNT01 0.0 _1 1PLMNT02 4.5 CPI
1R 07 7.5 CP1 1R 08 7.5 CPI
1R 09 9.4 CP1 IPLMNT03 12.6 CP1
1PLMNT04 15.4 CP1 1PLMNT05 20.4 CP1
LMNT02 DESCENT INSTRUCTIONS 1PLMNT06 0.0 )_1 IPLMNT07 3.0 CP1
TO 15000
LMNT03 RECEIVE HOLDING PTN 1PLMNT08 0.0 )_1 1PLMNT09 5.0 CP1
INSTRUCTIONS
LMNT04 DESCENT INSTRUCTIONS 1PLMNT10 0.0 w1 1PLMNTll 3.0 CP1
TO 16000
LFINT05 RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT 1PLMNT12 0.0 x1 1PBYRZ10 3.0 CP1
ION TO 250 INST
LMNT06 RECEIVE HOLDING PTN 1PLMNT13 0.0 )_1 IPLMNT14 5.5 CP1
INSTRUCTIONS
LMNT07 RECEIVE DESCENT INST IPLMNTI5 0.0 w1 1PLMNT16 4.5 CP1
AND SPEED INCREASE
LMNT08 RECEIVE SPEED REDUCT 1PLMNT17 0.0 ,1 1PLMNT18 3.0 CP1
ION INSTRUCTIONS-170
LDINT09 CONTACT DELIVER LCL IPLMNT19 0.0 )_1 1PLMNT20 3.5 CP1
CONTROL 118.3 1R 07 7.0 CP1 1R O& 7.0 CP1
1R 09 9.9 CP1 1PLMNT03 12.8 CP1
LMNTIO RECEIVE INST TO FLY 1PLMHT21 0.0 )_1 IPLMNT22 3.0 CP1
DIRECT ALTURA
LMHT11 RECEIVE INST TO FLY 1PLMHT23 0.0 )_1 IPLMNT24 3.5 CP1
DIRECT TO GATE
LMNTI2 RECEIVE INST TO SLOW IPLMHT25 0.0 )_I IPLMNT26 5.5 CPI
TO APRCH SPEED AND
CALL TONER AT O.M.
LMNT50 UNITED 76 REACHES
15000 AND LEVELS OFF
LMNT51 UNITED 76 CROSSES
LONGrIONT INTSCTN AND
ENTERS HLDG PTN AT
2IOKTS
LMNT52 UNITED 76 DEPARTS
HLDG PTN CODITINUIHG
FLIGHT PATH
LMNT53 UNITED 76 CROSSES
BRIGHTON INTSCTN
11000, LEVELS OFF
AND SLOWS TO 170
LMNT54 UNITED 76 REACHES
170KTS AND RESUMES
DESCENT TO 8000
LMNT55 U_IITED 76 CROSSES
MORTH1 INTSCTN _ 170
170KTS AND 8000
LMHT56 U 76 CROSSES GATE
SETS FLAPS TO 25
-- SLOWS TO APRCH SPD
LMNT57 UNITED 76 CROSSES
O.M. SETS FLAPS 40
LMNT58 PILOT SETS HLD PTN
SPEED ON CAS INDIC
MCA055 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 64 0 i0 P3 4B 09 0 10 PI( 5 SEC PROC)
,,o ISP05S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 42 0 10 PI 3L 02 0 10 P2
-- SCAN - A 3A 10 0 i0 P2 2K 16 0 10 P2
-ISC05S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 42 0 IOCP1 3L 02 0 10CP2
SCAN - A 3A 10 0 10CP2 2K 16 0 CP2
MCAIOS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B 4A 64 0 10 P2 6B 09 0 10 P2
(10 SEC PROC)
ISPIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 42 0 I0 P2 5L 02 0 I0 PI
SCAN - B 3A 10 0 i0 P1 2K 14 0 10 P2
ISCIOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 42 0 IOCP2 3L 02 0 IOCP1
SCAN - B 5A I0 0 IOCPI 2K 14 0 CP2
o MCAI5S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 51 0 i0 P3 4B 09 0 i0 P5(15 SEC PROC)
ISPI5S FLIGHT INSTRUt'IENT 2J 43 0 i0 P3 5L 04 0 I0 P4
SCAN - C 3A 14 0 10 P5 2K 16 0 10 P5
ISC155 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 45 0 IOCP5 3L 04 0 10CP4
SCAH - C 3A 14 0 10CP3 2K 16 0 CP5
MCA20S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 31 0 I0 P4 4B 09 0 10 P4(20 SEC PROC)
ISP20S FLIGHT IHSTRU;IENT 2J 45 0 i0 P4 3L 04 0 I0 P2
SCAN - D 3A 14 0 I0 P4 2K 16 0 I0 P4
ISC20S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 45 0 10CP4 3L 04 0 10CP2
SCAN - D 3A 14 0 IOCP4 2K 16 0 CP4
MCA30S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C 4A 64 0 10 P4 4B 10 0 10 P1(30 SEC PROC)
ISP30S FLIGHT INSTRUHENT 2J 42 0 i0 P3 3L 02 0 I0 P5
SCAN - E 3A i0 0 10 P3 2K 14 0 i0 P3
ISC30S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 42 0 10CP3 3L 02 0 IOCP3
SCAN - E 3A 10 0 10CP3 2K 14 0 CP3
MCA60S CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F 4A 65 0 I0 PI 4B I0 0 i0 P2(60 SEC PROC)
ISP60S FLIGHT INSTRUHENT 2J 42 0 I0 P4 5L 02 0 I0 P4
SCAN - F 3A i0 0 I0 P4 2K 15 0 I0 P2
ISC60S FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 42 0 IOCP4 5L 02 0 10CP4
SCAN - F 5A I0 0 IOCP4 2K 15 0 CP2
MCAgOS CONTROL AIRCRAFT - G 4A 65 0 10 P4 4B 10 0 10 P3( 90 SEC PROC)
IsPgos FLIGHT INSTRUtIENT 2J 43 0 10 P1 5L 05 0 10 P5
SCAN - G 3A Ii 0 i0 P5 2K 15 0 I0 P5
ISCgOS FLIGHT' INSTRUMENT 2J 45 0 IOCP1 5L 05 0 IOCP5
SCAN - G 3A 11 0 IOCP) 2K 15 0 CP3
MCA120 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - H 4A 65 0 i0 P5 4B 10 0 10 P4
(120 SEC PROC) 10 10
ISP120 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 43 0 10 P2 5L 05 0 10 P2
SCAN - H 5A 11 0 10 P2 2K 15 0 10 P4
I5C120 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 45 0 IOCP2 3L 05 0 10CP2
SCAN - H 5A 11 0 10CP2 2K 15 0 CP4
MCALND CONTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 79 0 10 P1 2J 09 0 10 P5
2J 44 0 10 PI 2J 25 0 I0 P2
2J 24 10 10 P1 2J 41 15 10 P1
4B 08 21 I0 PI
RVUDAT CREWMEMBER REVIEWS 8B 06 0 IOCPI 8B160005 6 10CP2
CHARTS/APPROACH DATA 8B 07 25 IOCP1
FOR NAV INFORMAT'N
THRU TOUCHDOHN
TKACHG HEADING CHAHGE PROC 2H 19 0 P1 2K 47 .3 P2
TO DEVIATE FROM 2D 2K 17 .3 PI 2H 17 2.5 P1
FLIGHT PATH 2H 14 3.3 P1 2H 15 4.0 P2
2H 38 4.0 P2 2K 59 4.8 P1
3A i0 4.8 P2 3H 07 4.8 PI
2J 42 5.0 P1 2K 16 5.0 P1
OOXX01 MASTER CAUTION WARN 7A 24 0 10 _1 7A 25 .73 10 P1
LIGHT PROCEDURE 7A 57 2.9 10 P1 10
OOXX02 CHECKLIST RETRIEVAL IPXXXX01 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCPI
PROCEDURE 8B 02 1.5 IOCP2 8B 05 7.4 10CP2
OOXX03 CHECKLIST CODIPLETE IPXXXX02 0 IOCP1 1P 06 0 10 P5
PROCEDURE IP 03 i I0 PI 8B 08 1.5 IOCPI
OOBAOI READ AND DO C/L FUEL IPOOBAOI 0 I0 PI IP 07 0 10CP3
HEAT VALVE FAILURE 1POOBA02 2.3 IOCP1 1P 17 2.3 10 P4
7F 09 4.3 IOCP1 7F 10 4.3 IOCP1
1POOBA03 6.4 IOCP1 1P 02 6.4 10 P1
OOBB01 READ AND DO C/L MIN 1POOBB01 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
FUEL GO-AROUND IPOOBB02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 02 1.5 10 P1
IPOOBB03 3 IOCP1 IP 06 3 10CP3
7C 24 4 i0 P2 7C 26 6.4 10 P1
7C 30 7.8 I0 P2 7C 35 9.4 10 P2
7C 38 10.8 10 P1 7C 42 12.2 10 P2
1POOBB04 13.7 10 P1 1P 06 13.7 IOCP3
1POOBB05 14.7 IOCP1 1P 02 14.7 10 P2
7C 16 16.7 10 P2 1PODBB06 18.7 10 P1
1POOBB07 19.2 IOCP1 IP 07 19.2 10 P3
IPOOBB08 21.5 10 P1 1P 06 21.5 IOCP1
OOBC01 READ AND DO C/L FUEL 7C 47 0 IOCP1 1POOBC01 1 IOCP1
FILTER ICING IP 02 1 10 P1 1POOBC02 2.5 10 P1
1P 06 2.5 IOCP3 7C 18 3.5 I0 P1
7C 50 5.5 10 P2 7C 51 6.0 10 P2
1PXXXX05 6.0 10 P1 10
7F 09 7.7 10 P1 7F 10 7.7 10 P1
OOBD01 MONITOR FUEL GAGES, 7C 11 0 10 P3 7C 09 0 10 P3
IDENTIFY FUEL XFR 7C 10 0 10 P3 1POOBD01 3 10 P1
PROBLEM IP 04 3 IOCP1 10
OOBD02 READ AHD DO C/L FUEL 1POOBD02 0 IOCP1 1P 12 0 I0 P1
XFR PROBLEM 1POOBDO3 2.5 IOCP1 1P 14 2.5 10 P3
7C 17 4.1 10 _2 7C 13 6.1 10 P1
7C 31 6.7 I0 P3 7C 35 9.1 10 P2
1PXXXX04 10.4 10 P1 1P 11 10.4 IOCP1
IPOOBD04 10.9 IOCPI IP 04 10.9 i0 P2
7C 24 13.1 10 P1 1PXXXX05 14.6 10 P1
IP 11 14.6 IOCP1 1POOBD05 15.1 IOCP1
1P 13 15.1 10 P2 1POOBD06 17.5 10 PI
1P 12 17.5 IOCP1 IPOOBD07 20.1 IOCPI
1P 09 20.1 I0 P1 7C 30 21.4 I0 P1
7C 34 23.0 10 P1 1PXXXX05 24.4 10 P1
IP 11 24.4 IOCP1 1POOBD08 24.9 IOCP1
1P 09 24.9 10 P2 1POOBD09 26.3 10 P1
1P 14 26.3 IOCP3 10
OOCB01 READ AND DO ClL CSD IPOOCB01 0 I0 P1 1P 02 0 10 P3
LOW OIL PRESSURE LT IPOOCB02 3 IOCP1 1P 02 3 10 P2
7B 09 5 10 P2 7B 10 5 10 P2
7B 11 6 10 P2 7B 12 6 10 P2
7B 13 7 I0 P2 IPOOCB03 8 i0 P1
IP 11 8.5 IOCPI 7L 13 9 i0 P4
7L 01 11.3 I0 P1 7L 23 13.4 i0 P1
7B 24 14.3 I0 Pl 7B 44 14.9 I0 P2
7B 25 16.4 I0 P1 7B 36 16.4 IO'PI
IPOOCB05 17 10 P1 1P 04 17 IOCP3
7B 68 18.8 10 P2 7B 72 21 10 P1
7B 63 23.6 10 P1 10
OOCD01 READ AND DO C/L 1POOCD01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 I0 P2
N ' STDBY PWR OFF LT IPOOCD02 2 IOCP1 1P 02 2 i0 P1
7B 18 3.5 i0 P1 7B 15 4.7 I0 P1
-- 7B 19 7.6 I0 P2 IPOOCD03 7.8 I0 P1
1P 11 7.8 IOCP1 10
OOCE01 READ AND DO C/L BUS 1POOCE01 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
OFF LT IPOOCE02 1.5 IOCP11P 06 1.5 10 P3
7B 28 2.5 10 P2 7B 38 2.5 10 P2
7B 34 3.5 I0 PI 7B 29 5.5 I0 PI
7B 39 6.1 i0 P1 IPOOCE03 6.6 IOCPI
1P 06 6.6 10 P1 1POOCEO6 9.1 10 P1
IP 04 g.1 10CP2 10
_ OOCF01 READ AND DO CIL XFR IPOOCF01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
N BUS OFF LT 1POOCF02 2 IOCP1 IP 06 2 I0 P1
7B 26 4.5 i0 P2 7B 23 5.5 I0 PI
7B 27 8.3 10 P1 1POOCF03 8.9 10 P1
IP 06 8.9 IOCP3 10
OOCG01 READ AND DO C/L 1POOCG01 0 IOCP1 1P 06 0 10 PI
EQUIP COOLING LT OFF IPOOCG02 2.5 IOCP1 7B 80 3.5 IOCP1
7B 79 5.2 IOCP1 7B 81 6.3 IOCP1
IPOOCG03 6.3 IOCPI IP 02 8.5 i0 P1
OODA01 READ AHD DO C/L HYD 1POODA01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
SYS A LOSS 1POODA02 2 IOCP1 1P 02 2 10 P3
4A 19 5 I0 PI 4A 07 6.05 I0 PI
4A 05 6.71 10 P1 IPOODA03 10.04 I0 P1
IP 02 10.04 10 P2 4A 08 12 10 P3
1POODA04 12 IOCP1 1P 02 12.9 10 P2
7A 09 14.9 IOCP1 7A 02 15.45 10CP4
7A I0 18.2 IOCPI 7A 37 18.8 IOCP1
7A 04 21.0 IOCP3 7A 38 22.46 IOCP1
1POODA05 23.01 IOCP1 1P 02 23.01 10 P3
4H 06 24.4 10 P1 1POODA06 26.8 10 P1
1P 02 26.8 IOCP2 7A 21 28.8 IOCPI
7A 19 30.9 10CP2 7A 20 32.9 IOCPI
1POODA07 34.9 IOCP1 1P 17 34.9 10 P1
1POODA08 38.4 IOCP1 1P 17 38.4 10 P1
IPOODA09 41.9 IOCP1 1P 17 41.9 10 P1
1POODAIO 45.4 10 P1 1P 17 45.4 IOCP1
IPOODA11 49.4 10 P1 1P 07 49.4 IOCP1
OOFA01 READ AND DO C/L GEAR 4D 55 0 IOCP1 1POOFA01 1 10 P1
NOT SEALED LT 1P 02 1 10CP2 1POOFA02 10.0 IOCP1
1P 06 10.0 10 PI 1POOFA03 12.5 IOCP1
IP 02 12.5 i0 P2 4D 54 14.5 IOCPI
4D 56 17.4 IOCP1 10
OOFC01 READ AND DO C/L SYS 7A 19 0 10CP2 1POOFC01 0 IOCP1
A/B BRAKE PRESS LOSS IP 02 0 10 P2 1POOFC02 10.0 IOCP1
1P 02 10.0 10 P2 IPOOFC05 12.0 IOCP1
IP 02 12.0 I0 P1 4D 41 15.5 IOCP1
IPOOFC04 16.1 IOCP1 IP 03 18.1 10 P1
OOFG01 READ AND DO C/L AHTI 4D 37 0 IOCP1 1POOFG01 .6 IOCP1
-SKID INOP LT 1P 02 .6 10 P2 1POOFG02 10.6 IOCP1
1POOFG03 13.1 IOCP1 1P 17 10.6 10 P3
4D 41 14.6 IOCP1 1POOFG04 17.1 IOCP1
1P 17 17.1 10 P3 1P 03 21.1 10 P1
IPOOFG05 21.6 IOCP1 1P 02 21.6 10 P1
1P 03 23.1 10 P1 10
mOOFF01 READ AND DO C/L AUTO 4D 39 0 IOCP1 IPOOFF01 .6 IOCP1
BRAKE INOP 1P 02 .6 10 P2 1POOFF02 10.6 IOCP1
IP 02 10.6 10 P2 1POOFG03 12.6 IOCP1
IP 02 12.6 I0 P2 4D 41 14.6 IOCPI
OOGA01 READ AND DO C/L DUCT 1POOGA01 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 10 P2
OVERHEAT LT IPOOGA02 2 IOCP1 1P 02 2 10 P2
7D 29 4 IOCPI 7D 41 5.88 IOCPI
__ 7D 43 9.09 IOCPI 7D 44 11.78 IOCPI
- 7D 47 13.85 10CP2 10
OOGA02 DUCT TEMP INCR OR 10 10
MIX VALUE MOVES TO 10 10
HOT 10 10
OOGA03 READ AND DO C/L DUCT 1POOGA03 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
OVRHT FOR EVENT GA02 7D 56 2 IOCP1 7D 43 5.23 IOCP1
7D 44 7.30 IOCP1 10
OOGB01 READ AND DO C/L PACK IPOOGB01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 PI
TRIP OFF LT 1POOGB02 1.5 IOCPI 1P 02 1.5 10 P1
7D 42 3.0 IOCP1 7D 53 6.21 10CP2
7D 43 8.33 IOCP3 7D 44 9.33 IOCPI
1POOGB03 11.40 IOCP1 1P 02 11.40 10 P2
7D 29 13.40 IOCP1 7D 22 15.28 IOCP1
OOGC01 READ AND DO C/L WING IPOOGC01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
-BODY OVRHT LT IPOOGC02 2 IOCP1 1P 06 2 10 P1
7D 31 4.5 IOCP2 7D 41 6.35 10CP2
7D 45 9.56 IOCP3 IPOOGC03 10.56 IOCPI
IP 02 10.56 I0 PI 7D 28 12.06 IOCPI
7D 22 14.66 IOCP1 10
OOGD01 READ AND DO C/L 1POOGD01 0 IOCP 1P 02 0 10 P1
BLEED TRIP OFF LT 1POOGD02 1.5 IOCP 1P 02 1.5 10 P2
7D 29 3.5 IOCP 7D 26 5.38 IOCPI
OOGE01 READ AHD DO C/L AUTO 1POOGEOI 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 10 P1
FAIL LT 1POOGE02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 02 1.5 10 P2
7E 19 3.5 IOCP1 7E 23 6.15 IOCP1
7E 27 7.12 10CP1 7E 02 7.78 10CP2
7E 01 9.83 IOCP1 10
OOGF01 READ AND DO C/L OFF 1POOGFOI 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
SCHED DESCENT 1POOGF02 2 IOCP1 IP 16 2 10 P3
3H 02 5 IOCP1 7E 09 5.77 IOCP1
7E 10 8.56 IOCP1 7E 25 9.76 IOCP1
7E 01 11.06 IOCP1 10
OOHA01 READ AND DO C/L ANT1 IPOOHA01 0 IOCP1 IP 17 0 10 P1
-ICE VALVE FAIL OPEH IPOOHA02 3.5 IOCPI 1P 07 3.5 10 P1
3U Ol 8 I0 _I I0
OOJA01 READ AND DO C/L OUTR 1POOJA01 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 10 P1
FFD WINDOW CRACKED IPOOJA02 12 IOCP1 1P 02 12 10 P2
7K 15 14 IOCP1 7K 16 14 IOCP1
IPOOJA03 15.2 IOCPI 1P 07 15.2 10 P1
1POOJA04 19.7 IOCPI IP 07 19.7 I0 P1
IPOOJA05 24.2 IOCP1 1P 07 24.2 10 P1
1P 03 28.7 10 P1 1POOJA06 29.2 I0 P1
IP 02 29.2 IOCP2 IP 05 31.2 IOCP1
OOJB01 READ AND DO C/L IPOOJB01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
WINDOW OVRHT LT ON 1POOJB02 2 IOCP1 1P 02 2 10 P2
7K 15 4 IOCP1 7K 16 4 IOCPI
IPOOJB03 5.2 IOCPI IP 16 5.2 I0 P3
1P 03 8.2 10 P1 10
OOKA01 READ AND DO C/L STAB 1POOKA01 0 I0 PI IP 02 2 IOCP2
TRIM RUtIAWAY 46 09 2 10 P2 IPOOKA02 12.22 IOCPI
IP 07 12.22 10 P1 1P 03 16.72 10 P1
IPOOKA03 17.22 IOCPI IP 02 17.22 10 P2
-- IP 03 19.22 I0 PI IPOOKA04 19.72 IOCP1
4G 16 21.72 i0 PI 4G 05 26.72 I0 PI
OOKB01 READ AND DO C/L JAM- 1POOKBOI 0 10 PI 1P 17 0 IOCP3
MED CNTRLS IP 03 3.5 IOCP1 4A 64 3.5 10 43
1POOKB02 18.5 IOCP1 1P 16 18.5 10 P3
1POOKB03 21.5 IOCPI 1P 07 21.5 10 P1
N IP 03 26 I0 PI i0
OOKCOI READ AND DO C/L JAM- IPOOKCOI 0 i0 PI IP 17 0 IOCP3
"=:_ MED STAB C_ITRL 4G 05 .5 I0 PI IP 03 4 IOCPI
6G 16 4 10 PI 4G 16 4 10CP2
4G 02 8.5 I0 P3 4G 02 8.5 IOCP2
IPOOKC02 21.92 IOCP1 1P 17 21.92 10 P3
4G 17 25 92 i0 PI 4G 17 25.92 IOCP2
IP 03 29 42 I0 PI IPOOKC03 29.92 IOCPI
IP 06 29 92 10 P1 1P 03 32.42 10 P1
IPOOKC04 32 92 IOCP1 IP 16 32.92 10 P3
IPOOKC05 35 92 IOCPI IP 07 35.92 I0 PI
1P 03 40 42 10 P1 1POOKC06 40.92 IOCP1
IPOOKC07 44.92 i0 PI I0
OOKX01 READ A_D DO C/L FOR IPOOKX01 0 IOCP1 1P 10 0 10 P1
ABt_ORMAL CONDITION 7J 08 1 10CP2 7J 10 3.76 IOCP1
7J 02 5.26 IOCP1 7J 12 7.05 10 _1
7J 14 7.59 10 _1 7J 16 8.15 10 _1
.7J 22 8.67 I0 _I 7K 07 9.21 IOCP1
7K II 13.43 I0 _i 7J 24 14.57 IOCP3
7J 26 15.99 IOCP3 7J 28 17.41 I0 _2
7J 30 17.41 I0 _2 7J 32 17.91 I0 _2
7J 34 17.91 10 _2 7J 36 18.41 10 _2
7J 38 18.41 i0 _2 IPOOKX02 18.91 IOCPI
IPOOKX03 19.41 IOCP1 1P 02 19.41 10 P2
7E 06 21.15 IOCP1 10
7E 08 22.31 IOCP1 7E 01 23.48 IOCP1
1POOKX04 24.76 IOCP1 1P 02 24.76 I0 P1
IPOOKX05 26 26 IOCP1 1P 02 26.26 10 P1
7M 03 27 26 I0 P3 7M 06 31.30 i0 P4
IPOOKX06 33 04 i0 PI IP 06 33.04 IOCP4
IPOOKX07 33 84 IOCPI IP 06 33.84 I0 PI
1P 03 36 34 i0 P1 1POOKX08 36.84 IOCP1
IP 02 36 84 i0 PI IPOOKXO9 38.34 I0 PI
1P 10 38.34 IOCP1 1POOKXIO 39.34 IOCP1
IP 02 39.34 10 P2 3A 05 41.34 10 _3
IPOOKXII 43.91 I0 PI IP 06 43.91 IOCPI
OOK 01 READ AND DO C/L LNDG 1POOK 01 0 IOCP1 1P 06 0 10 P1
- FLT CHTRL PROBLEMS 1POOK 02 2.5 IOCP1 1P 10 2.5 10 P1
7A 28 3 IOCP1 7A 33 4.93 10 w1
1POOK 03 5.63 IOCP1 IP 06 5.63 10 P4
1POOK 04 6.13 IOCP1 1P 10 6.13 10 P1
4F 02 7.13 i0 P3 4F 07 10.59 I0 P2
IPOOK 05 10.39 10 P1 1P 10 10.59 IOCP1
1POOK 06 11.39 IOCP1 IP 10 11.39 10 P1
4E 15 11.89 IOCP4 4E 17 12.86 IOCPI
IPOOK 07 13.86 IOCPI IP 02 13.86 I0 PI
1POOK 08 15.36 IOCP1 1P 10 15.36 10 P1
4D 04 16.36 I0 _i 4D 05 18.45 I0 _2
4D 09 18.45 IOCP3 IPOOK 09 19 i0 P1
IP 02 19 10 P1 I0
OOKDOI FLAP ASYM ADVISORY - IPOOKDOI 0 IOCPI IP 06 0 i0 P1
LE DEVICES 1POOKD02 2.5 10 P1 1P 06 2.5 IOCP1
OOKL01 FLAP ASYM ADVISORY - 1POOKL01 0 IOCP1 IP 07 0 10 P1
TE FLAPS 1POOKL02 4.5 10 P1 1P 07 4.5 10 P1
1POOKL03 9 10 PI IP 07 9 IOCP1
OOKMOI FLAPS UP LHDG AVDSRY IPOOKrI01 0 IOCP1 1P 07 0 10 P1
IPOOKt,I02 4.5 i0 PI IP 19 4.5 IOCPI
IPOOKH03 8.5 IOCP1 1P 17 8.5 10 P1
1POOKFI04 12 10 P1 1P 16 12 10CP3
OOKH01 READ AND DO C/L FLT 1POOKN01 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 I0 P2
CNTRL LOW PRESS LT 1POOKH02 2 IOCP1 1P 06 2 10 P1
4A 19 4.5 i0 P1 4A 07 5.5 i0 P1
4A 03 6.2 I0 PI IPOOKN03 9.6 I0 P1
IP 02 9.6 IOCPI 10
OOKP01 READ AND DO C/L YAW 1POOKP01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
DAMPER LT 1POOKP02 2 IOCP1 IP 02 2 10 P2
4A 14 4 10 P1 4A 54 6.7 10 P1
4A 13 7.9 10 P1 10
OOKP02 YAW DAMPER DOES NOT 4A 55 0 10 _1 1POOKP03 1.2 IOCP1
RESET 1P 06 1.2 10 P1 4A 14 3.7 10 P1
1POOKP04 3.7 IOCP1 1P 06 3.7 10 P1
1P 03 6.4 10 P1 10
OOKq01 READ AND DO C/L STAB 1POOKQ01 0 10 PI 1P 06 0 IOCPI
OUT OF TRIM LT 4A 76 0 10 P1 4A 02 2 10 P1
4A 77 2 10 P1 4G 14 5 10 P3
1POOKQ02 12 IOCP1 1P 02 12 10 P1
1POOKQ03 13.5 IOCPI 1P 02 13.5 10 P2
1P 03 15.5 10 P1 1POOKQ04 16 IOCP1
1P 02 16 10 P1 1P 03 17.5 10 P1
1POOKQ05 18 IOCP1 1P 06 18 10 P1
1P 03 21 10 P1 10
OOKR01 READ AND DO C/L SPD 4F 02 0 10 P4 4F 05 2.8 10 P2
BRAKE NOT ARMED 1POOKR01 2.8 10 P1 1P 06 2.8 IOCP1
4F Ol 2.9 10 P1 1POOKR02 13 IOCP1
IP 06 13 10 P1 1POOKR03 15.5 IOCPI
1P 16 15.5 10 P3 1P 03 18.5 10 PI
1POOKR04 19 IOCP1 1P 16 19 10 P3
1P 03 22 10 P1 10
OOKS01 READ AND DO ¢/L MACH 1POOKS01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P1
TRIM FAIL 1POOKS02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 16 1.5 10 P3
1P 03 4.5 10 P1 3F 01 5 10 PI
4B 07 5 10 P2 3F 01 8 I0 P1
OOECOI MONITOR SMOKE IN I0 I0
FLT DECK 10 10
OOEC02 ACTION ITEMS FLEC 7B 33 0 10 P1 7B 30 1.72 10 P1
SYS SMOKE/FIRE 7B 43 2.31 i0 PI 7B 40 4.03 I0 PI
7B 22 4.62 10 P1 7B 26 7.43 I0 P1
7B 36 8.02 10 P1 7A 25 8.61 10CP2
7B 66 10.75 I0 P2 7B 72 12.93 i0 P2
7B 63 14.99 I0 PI 7B 68 17.05 i0 P2
7B 72 19.23 I0 P2 7B 63 21.29 i0 PI
OOEC03 NOTE SMOKE DECREASE 10 10
OOEC04 SMOKE CONTINUE 10 10
OOEC05 READ/RESPOND PRIMARY 1POOEC01 0 IOCP1 1P 05 0 10 P1
C/L ELEC SMOKE/FIRE 1POOEC02 5 IOCP1 1P 02 5 10 P2
IPOOEC03 7 10 P1 1P 07 7 IOCP1
1POOEC04 11.5 10 P1 1P 13 11.5 10CP3
1P 03 15 IOCP1 1POOEC05 15.5 IOCP1
1P 02 15.5 10 P2 1PXXXX05 17.5 10 PI
1P 06 17.5 10CP4 1POOEC07 18 IOCP1
1P 05 18.0 10 P1 1POOEC08 23 IOCP1
1P 16 23 10 P3 1POOEC09 26 IOCP1
1P 02 26 IOCP3 10
OOEC06 READ/RESPOND PRIMARY 1POOECIO 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
CIL ELEC SMOKE/FIRE 7B 44 2 10 P2 7B 41 3.5 10 PI
7B 26 4 10 P1 7B 63 4.7 i0 P1
1PXXXX05 6.8 10 P1 IPOOEC11 7.2 IOCP1
IP 05 7.2 I0 P2 IPOOECI2 13.5 I0 P1
1P 07 13.5 IOCP1 10
OOEC07 READ AND DO C/L -A- IPOOEC12 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
ELEC SMOKE/FIRE 7B 34 i 10 P1 7B 31 3 10 PI
1POOEC13 3.6 IOCP1 1P 02 3.6 10 P2
7B 43 4.6 I0 PI 7B 40 6.32 I0 PI
7B 63 6.91 I0 P2 7B 66 7.91 I0 P2
7B 63 10.09 10 P2 1POOEC14 11 10 P1
IP 02 11 10CP3 1POOEC15 14 IOCP1
IP 07 14 I0 P1 IP 03 18.1 10 P1
OOEC08 READ AND DO C/L -B- IPOOEC16 0 IOCPI IP 02 0 I0 P2
ELEC SMOKE/FIRE 7B 42 2 10 P1 7B 41 3.72 10 P1
7B 63 4.31 I0 P2 7B 66 5.31 I0 P2
_ 7B 63 7.49 I0 P2 IPXXXX04 8.49 I0 PI
IPOOEC17 8.99 IOCPI IP 02 8.99 I0 P2
7B 31 10.99 10 P1 1PXXXX04 11.28 10 P1
IPOOEC18 11.78 IOCP1 1P 02 11.78 10 P1
1P 03 13.28 10 P1 1POOEC19 13.78 IOCP1
IP 02 13.78 10 P2 7B 16 15.78 10 P1
7B 18 18.72 I0 P2 IPXXXX04 19.31 10 P1
1POOEC20 19 81 IOCP1 1P 02 19.81 10 P1
7B 55 21 51 10 PI 7B 54 23.37 I0 P2
1PXXXX05 24 37 10 P1 1POOEC21 24.87 IOCP1
1P 02 24 87 10 P2 7B 23 26.87 10 P1
7B 27 29 68 10 P1 7B 57 30.27 10 P1
IPXXXX06 30 86 10 P1 10
OOEC09 READ ELEC SMOKE/FIRE 1POOEC22 0 IOCP1 1P 05 0 10 P3
ADVISORIES IPOOEC23 4 IOCP1 IP 05 4 10 P3
1POOEC24 8 IOCP1 1P 06 8 10 PI
1POOEC25 10.5 10 P1 1P 05 10.5 10CP3
OOED01 PILOT/CO-PILOT MON 10 I0
CABIN PRESS DROP 10 10
OOED02 ACTION ITEMS RAPID 7E 20 0 IOCP1 7E 28 2.7 IOCP1
DEPRESSURIZATION 7E 13 3.3 IOCP1 7E 12 5.5 IOCP4
7G 50 6.2 I0 PI 7G 51 8.5 I0 P1
OOED03 READ/RESPOHD C/L 1A 27 0 IOCP1 1POOED01 0 IOCP1
RAPID DEPRESSURING 1P 02 0 10 P2 7H 12 2 10 _1
IA 26 3.5 i0 PI IP 03 4 10 P1
1A 27 4.5 IOCP3 1POOED02 4.5 IOCP1
IP 02 4.5 10 P2 1POOED03 6.5 IOCP1
IP 02 6 5 i0 P2 7E 28 8.5 I0 _I
IA 26 9 2 10CP3 1POOED04 9.2 IOCP1
1P 02 9 2 10 P2 7E 12 11.2 10 _4
IA 26 11 9 10CP3 1POOED05 11.9 IOCP1
1P 02 11 9 I0 P3 7G 51 14.9 10 _1
1A 27 15 9 10CP3 1POOED06 15.9 IOCP1
1P 02 15 9 i0 P2 1A 28 17.9 10 P1
IP 03 18 4 10 P1 1A 26 18.9 IOCPI
IPOOED07 18.9 IOCP1 1P 02 18.9 10 P3
IA 26 21.9 I0 P1 1P 03 22.4 10 P1
1A 27 22.9 IOCP2 1POOED08 22.9 IOCP1
1P 13 22.9 10 P3 7E 01 26.4 10 w1
7E 02 28.9 I0 _I 1A 26 31.31 10CP3
1POOED09 31.31 IOCP1 1P 02 31.31 10 P2
7H I0 33.31 10 _i IA 26 34.71 I0 PI
IP 03 34.71 10 P1 10
mOOEE01 PILOT DECIDES EMERG 10 10
DESCENT REQUIRED 10 10
OOEE02 PRIIrIARYACTION ITEMS IG 03 0 IOCP1 1G 01 2.32 10 P1
EMERG DESCEt_T 1A 27 3.75 IOCP4 1POOEE01 5.73 10 P1
7M 03 0 10 P3 7M 06 3.54 10 P4
4A 29 6.78 I0 PI 4B 08 6.78 I0 PI
7E 05 7.75 IOCP1 7E 06 7.73 10CP2
7F 33 7.78 10 P2 7F 3G 7.78 10 P2
__ 4F 03 7.78 I0 PI 3A 08 10.77 I0 PI
- 3A 11 12.77 10 P1 3L 03 12.77 10 P1
3H 04 12.77 10 PI 10
OOEE03 READ/RESPOND C/L 1A 27 0 IOCP1 1POOEE02 0 IOCF1
EPIERG DESCENT IP 02 0 i0 P3 IA 27 3 IOCP3
1POOEE03 3 IOCP1 1P 05 3 10 P3
1A 29 7 10 P4 1POOEE04 7 10 P1
1P 05 7 10CP3 IA 27 11 10CP2
IPOOEE05 11 IOCP1 1P 02 11 10 P1
1A 27 12.5 10CP2 IPOOEE06 12.5 10CP1
1P 02 12.5 10 P1 1A 27 14 10 _2
IPOOEE07 14 IOCP1 IP 02 14 10 PI
IA 29 15.5 10 P1 IPOOEE08 15.5 IOCPI
1P 02 15.5 I0 P3 IA 29 18.5 10 P4
1POOEE09 18.5 IOCP1 1A 28 18.5 10 P1
IA 26 23 10 P1 1P 03 23.5 10 P1
1A 27 24 10CP3 1POOEEIO 24 IOCPI
1P 02 24 10 P2 4F 01 26 10 P1
1A 27 27.5 10CP2 1POOEEll 27.5 IOCP1
1P 02 27.5 I0 P1 7H I0 29 10 _1
IA 27 30.4 10CP3 1POOEE12 30.4 IOCP1
1P 02 30.4 10 P2 10
00EF01 PRIMARY ACTION ITEMS 7P 39 0 10 _1 7P 47 1 IOCP1
FIRE HARN APU 7P 33 2.35 10 P2 7P 34 4.24 10 P3
7P 27 6.37 10 P1 7L 01 7.58 i0 P1
OOEF02 READ/RESPOND C/L APU 1POOEF01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P1
FIRE WARN 7L 17 1.5 10 _1 1POOEF02 2.04 10 P1
IP00EF03 3.54 IOCPI IP 02 3.54 10 P3
IP 03 6.54 i0 P1 IPOOEF04 7.04 10CPI
IP 07 7.04 10 P1 1P 03 11.54 10 P1
1POOEF05 12.04 10CPI 1P 05 12.04 10 P3
1P 03 16.54 10 P1 i0
OOEG01 PRIMARY ACTION ITEMS 7P 39 0 10 _1 7P 47 1 10 PI
WHEEL WELL FIRE 7P 13 2.35 10 P1 4B 08 3.59 10 P1
3A II 6 i0 P4 4B 03 22 10 P1
00EGO2 ATTAIN GEAR EXT SPD 10 10
START 160060 6 10 10
00EGO3 READ/RESPOND C/L 1POOEG01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P1
WHEEL WELL FIRE 1P 03 1.5 10 P1 1POOEG02 2 IOCP1
IP 07 2 10 PI IP 03 6.5 10 P1
IPOOEGO3 7 10CP1 1P 07 7 10 P1
1P00EG04 11.5 10 P1 1P 05 11.5 10CP3
00XX04 OX MASK/SMOKE GOGGLE 7H 17 0 10 _1 7H 24 4 10 _1
PROC COCKPIT SMOKE 7H 12 8 10 w1 1A 22 12 10 w1
1F 06 10 10 w3 1A 27 13.5 IOCP2
1PXXXX01 13.5 10CP1 1P 02 13.5 10 P1
IA 26 15 I0 P3 IPXXXX02 15 10 PI
1P 02 15 IOCP1 8E 03 6 10 _i
7Q 02 6 10 P1 10
OOEX01READ/RESPOHD C/L 1A 27 0 10CP4 1POOEX01 0 IOCP1
COCKPIT SMOKE IP 06 0 10 P1 1POOEX02 2.5 IOCP1
1P 02 2.5 10 P1 IPOOEX03 4 IOCP1
1P 02 4 i0 P1 1POOEX04 5.5 IOCP1
1P 02 5.5 10 P1 IA 26 7 10 P1
1P 03 7.5 10 P1 10
OOEH01 ADVISORY/SECONDARY IA 27 0 IOCP3 1POOEH01 0 IOCP1
ITEMS COCKPIT SMOKE, IP 05 0 I0 P3 1A 27 4 10CP3
NO VENTING OR PRESS 1POOEH02 4 IOCP1 1P 02 4 10 P2
URIZATION 1A 28 6 10 PI 1P 03 6.0 I0 P1
4B 08 7 10 PI 7F 25 7 10 P47F 30 7 10 P3 7F 21 7.44 10 P3
7F 22 7.44 10 P3 7F 33 7.88 10 P2
7F 34 7.88 10 P2 3A 10 8.32 i0 PI
IA 27 38.32 i0 P2 IPOOEH03 38.32 I0 PI
1P 02 38.32 IOCP1 IA 29 39.32 10CP3
IPOOEH04 39.32 IOCP1 1P 02 39.32 10 P2
OOEH02 ADVISORY/SECONDARY IPOOEH05 0 IOCP1 7E 19 2.5 IOCPI
ITEMS COCKPIT SMOKE 1POOEH06 5 IOCPI 7E 09 9 IOCP1
NORMAL VENTILATION 7E Ol II.79 IOCP2 IPOOEH07 12.50 IOCPI
7E II 15.50 IOCPI 7E 37 17.63 IOCP1
1POOEH08 18.40 IOCP1 7D 10 20.40 IOCP1
7D 22 21.40 IOCPI 1PXXXX04 21.90 IOCP1
1PXXXX04 23.40 IOCP1 7D 13 25.40 IOCP1
7D 26 25.40 IOCP1 1PXXXX04 26 IOCP1
1POOEHO9 27 10 P1 1P 05 27 I0 P3
4B 03 31 10 P1 7F 27 33.34 10 P2
7F 29 33.34 10 P2 1PXXXX06 34.10 10 P1
1POOEHIO 34.60 IOCP1 1P 06 34.60 10 P1
1P 03 37.10 I0 PI I0
OOIV01 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 IOCP1 1POOIV01 5 IOCPI
TRAFFIC SITUATION , 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV02 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 10CP2 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION IP 02 5 i0 PI IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV03 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 IOCP3 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV04 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 IOCP4 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV05 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 IOCPI 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV06 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 10CP2 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV07 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 10CP3 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV08 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 10CP4 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV09 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 IOCP1 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIVIO COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 10CP2 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIVI1 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 10CP3 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV12 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 10CP4 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION IP 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOEV01C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 IOCP1 10
OOEV02 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10CP2 10
OOEV03 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 IOCP3 10
OOEV04 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10CP4 10
OOEV05 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 IOCP1 10
OOEV06 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10CP2 10
OOEV07 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10CP3 10
OOEV08 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10CP4 10
OOEV09 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 IOCP1 10
OOEVIO C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 IOCP2 10
OOEVll C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10CP3 10
OOEV12 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10CP4 10
OOEV13 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 IOCP1 10
OOEV14 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10CP2 10
OOEV15 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10CP3 10
OOEV16 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10CP4 10
OOEV17 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 O IOCP1 10
OOEV18 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10CP2 10
OOEV19 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10CP3 10
OOEV20 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10CP4 10
OOEV21 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10 P1 10
OOEV22 PILOT EXT VIS SCaN 8A 10 0 10 Pg 10
OOEV23 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10 P3 10
OOEV24 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10 P4 10
OOEV25 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10 P1 10
OOEV26 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10 P2 10
OOEV27 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10 P3 10
OOEV28 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10 P4 10
OOEV29 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10 P1 10
OOEVSO PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10 P2 10
OOEV31 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10 P3 10
OOEV32 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10 P4 10
OOEV33 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10 P1 10
OOEV54 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10 P2 10
OOEV35 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10 P3 10
OOEV56 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10 P4 10
OOEV37 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10 P1 10
OOEV38 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10 P2 10
OOEV39 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10 P3 I0
OOEV40 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10 P4 10
OOEV41 TDZ VIS LAND SCAN 8A 15 0 10 P1 10
OOEV42 TDZ VIS LAND SCAN 8A 15 0 10 P2 10
OOEV43 TDZ VIS LAHD SCAN 8A 15 0 10 P3 10
SYD132 CROSS _JPT DD132 10 10
SYD133 CROSS WPT DD133 10 10
SYD134 CROSS I_PT DD134 10 10
SYD135 CROSS WPT DD135 I0 10
BEGIN 3 DEG DESCENT 10 10
SYA131 CROSS WPT AC131 10 10
SYA132 CROSS WPT AC132 10 10
SYSFAF CROSS FINAL FIX / 10 10
010001 COCKPIT SAFETY 4C 22 0 10 P1 7B 84 2.18 I0 P1
INSPECTION 7B 57 3.08 10 P2 7B 53 5.16 10 P1
7B 52 7.22 10 P1 7A 29 12 10 P1
4D 47 14 I0 P1 4D 05 15 I0 P2
4D 09 15 54 10 P3 6A 17 18 I0 P1
4E 16 20 17 10 P1 7P 48 22.67 10 P1
7P 49 23 57 i0 P1 7P 09 25.19 I0 P2
7P 05 25 73 10 P2 7P 08 26.27 10 P2
7P 50 26 81 i0 P2 7P I0 27.35 I0 PI
7P 46 27 89 10 P1 7P 15 28.43 10 P2
7P 21 31 08 10 P2 7P 22 31.62 10 P2
7P 5'2 32 16 10 PI 7P 40 32.66 i0 P1
7P 11 35 10 P1 7P 12 36.63 10 P1
7L 19 40 10 P1 7L 13 50 10 P1
7B 24 55 10 P1 7B 34 56 10 PI
7B 44 57.98 10 P2 7B 25 58 10 P1
8D Ol I 5 i0 P1 7H 19 I 15 10 P1
8D 02 1 23 10 PI 7H 20 1 30 10 P1
7B 85 I 35 i0 PI 7B 86 i 40 i0 P2
3F 03 i 45 I0 P2 3F 02 145.69 i0 PI
4A 41 I 50 I0 P2 4A 43 I52.i6 I0 P2
4A 38 152.48 I0 PI 4A 61 153.48 10 PI
4A 40 155.49 I0 P2 7H 06 2 0 I0 PI
7H 21 203.50 I0 PI 7K II 2 7 I0 PI
8D 03 2 i0 i0 PI I0
010002 PILOT SEATED 8C 03 0 I0 PI I0
010003 CO-PILOT SEATED 8C 03 0 IOCPI 8C 02 3 IOCPI
- 4A 46 17 IOCPI i0
010004 BEFORE START PROC -I 8B010001 0 10 P1 8B 08 20 I0 P1
-LIGHTS/SEATS/PEDAL 7G 31 25 10 P2 7G 46 25 I0 P1
8C 02 40 10 P1 10
4A 46 53 i0 PI 10
010005 BEFORE START PROC -2 7H 17 0 10 PI 7H 14 5 10 PI
-OXYGEN SYS 7H II 6.4 10 PI 7H 22 7.8 I0 PI
7H I0 11.80 I0 PI 7H 25 13.2 10 PI
7H 13 17.2 I0 PI 7H 12 18.6 I0 PI
7H 24 20.1 I0 PI 7H II 25 10 PI
7H 24 26.4 i0 PI 7H 12 30.4 i0 PI
7H 08 32 I0 P1 7H 25 33.3 I0 P1
7H 09 37.3 10 PI 1A 22 42 10 P2
1F 06 44.35 10 P3 7H 18 50 10 P1
8D 04 55 10 P1 8E 01 57 10 PI
8E 02 59 10 P1 i0
010007 BEFORE START PROC -3 4A 48 0 10 P1 4A 49 2.79 10 PI
-FLIGHT CONTROL SYS 4A 50 4.81 10 PI 4A 51 6.85 10 P1
4A 52 8.89 i0 PI 4A 53 10.91 i0 PI
010008 BEFORE START PROC -4 7C 67 0 10 P1 7C 68 1.14 10 P1
-FUEL SYS 7C 49 1.97 10 PI 7C 57 2.52 10 P1
7C 69 3.07 I0 PI 7C 13 3.88 10 PI
7C 24 4.43 10 PI 7C 26 5.88 10 PI
7C 30 7.33 10 PI 7C 34 8.78 10 PI
7C 38 10.23 10 PI 7C 42 11.68 10 PI
010009 BEFORE START PROC -5 7B 57 0 i0 P2 7B 67 2.I8 i0 P2
-ELECTRICAL SYS 7B 70 4.36 10 PI 7B 17 4.92 i0 P2
7B 88 6.88 10 PI 7B 89 8.21 10 PI
7B 90 9.01 10 P1 7B 91 10.40 10 P1
010010 BEFORE START PROG -6 70 07 0 10 P3 70 09 2.73 10 P2
-lIGHTS 7B 92 4.23 10 P1 70 35 5.58 10 PI
70 38 7.48 10 PI 70 02 8.02 i0 PI
70 05 9.82 10 PI 7K I0 II.53 10 PI
010011 BEFORE START PROC -7 7K 07 0 iO PI 7K ii 4.22 i0 PI
-ANTI-ICE / HEAT 7J 24 5.56 10 P3 7J 26 6.78 10 P3
7J 09 8.20 10 P4 7J 11 9.70 10 P4
7J 05 11.20 10 P2 7J 07 11.73 10 P2
7J 13 12.26 10 PI 7J 15 12.80 10 PI
7J 17 13.34 10 PI 7J 19 13.34 10 PI
010012 BEFORE START PROC -8 7A 01 0 10 P4 7A 03 1.46 10 P2
-HYDRAULIC SYS 7A 09 2.92 i0 PI 7A ii 3.47 10 PI
7A 05 4.02 10 P3 7A 07 5.48 10 P3
7A 12 6.94 10 PI 7A 14 7.49 10 P1
7A 19 8.04 10 P1 7A 20 10.28 10 P2
7A 21 12.52 10 PI 10
010015 BEFORE START PROC -9 7E 01 0 10 P1 7E 02 1.27 10 P2
-PRESSURIZATION/AIR- 7D 41 3.32 10 P2 7D 43 6.53 10 PI
CONDITIONING 7D 50 9.22 I0 P3 7D 54 11.54 10 P3
7D 02 15 10 P2 7D 01 _7.70 10 P1
7D 05 20 10 P3 7D 19 21.52 10 P2
7D 65 23.04 10 PI 7D 64 24.39 10 PI
7D 65 25.70 10 P1 7D 66 26.47 10 PI
7E 05 30 10 PI 7E 06 32.50 10 P1
7E 07 33 I0 P2 7E 08 33.93 10 PI
7E 11 36 10 P2 7E 09 39 10 P2
7E I0 40.62 10 P1 7E 16 42 10 P2
7E 18 44.69 10 P2 10
010014 BEFORE START PROC-IO 70 24 0 10 P2 7M 12 1.5 10 P2
-LIGHTS/ENG START/ 7M 13 3.5 10 P2 3R 47 5 10 P1
FLIGHT DIREC 3R 48 6.5 I0 P2 3V 19 7.48 I0 PI
"_010015 BEFORE START PROC-11 5K 01 0 10 P1 5K 02 3.5 10 P1
-COMPASS/ADF/RMI/CI 5K 03 5 10 P2 IP010001 5 10 P1
1P 06 5 IOCP1 1P 03 7.5 10CP1
5D 23 6.75 10 P1 5E 21 9 10CPI
5G 03 8.98 I0 PI 5H Ol 11.26 IOCPI
3S 14 11.25 i0 P2 35 14 13.59 IOCP2
010016 BEFORE START PROC-12 IP010002 0 IOCP1 1P 06 0 10 P1
-ALTIMETER 1P 03 2.5 10 P1 3H 03 3 10 P2
3H 04 3.28 I0 P2 3H 03 3.5 IOCP3
3H 04 3.78 10CP2 5H 04 7 IOCP1
3H 04 7.5 I0 PI 10
010017 BEFORE START PROC-13 3L 01 0 10 P3 3L 01 0 10CP3
-VSI/hIACH AIRSPEED 1P010003 2.31 IOCP1 1P 06 2.31 10 P2
1P 03 8.51 10 P1 3A 02 8.81 10 P3
3A 02 8.81 IOCPI 3A 05 11.38 10 P3
3A 05 11.38 10CP2 3A 04 13.95 10 P1
3A 04 13.95 IOCP1 3A 07 16.52 10 P3
3A 07 16.52 IOCP3 10
010018 BEFORE START PROC-14 3N 02 0 10 P3 3N 01 2.24 10 P1
-CLOCKS/STDBY HOR 3N 02 0 10CP3 3N 01 2.24 10CP2
3R 49 5 I0 PI 3P 01 8 I0 P1
3P 04 10.7 10 P1 10
010019 BEFORE START PROC-15 7C 72 0 i0 P3 7C 09 .1 10 P1
-FUEL QTY TEST 7C 10 2.12 10 P1 7C 11 4.14 10 P1
010020 BEFORE START PROC-16 1P010004 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
-EPR/OIL QTY/VIBR 8B 04 1.5 IOCP1 1P010005 3.5 IOCP1
1P 06 3.5 IOCP1 1P 03 6 10 PI
7F 25 6.5 10 P1 7F 26 9.03 10 P3
7F 27 9.33 10 P1 7F 30 11.53 10 P2
7F 28 13.35 10 P3 7F 29 15.65 10 P1
7F 04 17 10 P4 7F 11 17.2 10 P1
7F 19 19.25 10 P1 7F 01 23 10 P1
7F 03 24.91 I0 P3 7F 12 26.35 i0 P3
7F 20 28.37 10 P3 7F 02 30.39 10 P1
7F 03 32.30 i0 P3 7F 12 33.74 I0 P3
7F 20 35.76 10 P3 10
010021 BEFORE START PROC-17 4D 48 0 10 P1 4D 38 1.04 10 P1
-ANTI-SKID/ANTI-BRK 4D 49 1.58 i0 PI 4D 40 2.66 I0 PI
010022 BEFORE START PROC-18 6A 10 0 10 P2 1N 02 2.38 10 P2
-CENTER STAND ITE_IS 4F 12 4.31 10 P1 4C 23 6.31 10 PI
4B 04 7.51 10 P1 7M 14 10.05 10 P2








010030 BEFORE START PROC-2C 7H 17 0 IOCPI 7H 14 5 IOCPI
-OXYGEN SYS 7H 11 6.4 IOCP1 7H 22 7.8 IOCP1
7H I0 11.8 IOCPI 7H 23 13.2 IOCPI
7H 13 17.2 IOCP1 7H 12 18.6 IOCP1
7H 24 20.1 IOCP1 7H 11 25 IOCP1
7H 24 26.4 IOCP1 7H 12 30.4 IOCP1
7H 08 32 IOCP1 7N 25 33.3 IOCP1
7H 09 37.3 IOCP1 1B 23 42 10CP2
IF 06 44.35 IOCP1 7H 18 50 IOCPI
8D 04 I 0 IOCP1 8E 01 1 2 IOCPI
8E 02 1 8 IOCP1 10
'_=010031 DETERMINE EPR, V1, 8B010004 0 IOCP1 8B010006 3 IOCP1
AHD V-REF BUG SET 8B 01 33 10CP2 8B010007 35 IOCP1
VALUES 8B Ol I 5 IOCP2 8B010005 1 7 IOCPI
010032 TUNE COMM RADIOS 8B010002 0 IOCP1 10
010033 SET VHF-1L TO 1A Ol 0 IOCP3 1A 02 0 10CP2
CLEARANCE DELIVERY 1A 03 2.98 IOCP1 1A 05 5 10CP2
121.65 AND REQUEST IA 17 6.43 IOCP2 IA 19 8.43 IOCP4
CLEARANCE 1A 24 10 IOCP1 IA 11 11.42 IOCP1
1P010055 11.42 IOCP1 1A 14 18 IOCP1
IP010056 18 IOCP1 1P010057 22.26 IOCP1
1P010058 27.94 IOCP1 1P010059 33.62 IOCP1
8B 01 24 IOCP1 1A 24 37 IOCP2
IA ii 38.42 IOCP2 IPOIO060 38.42 IOCPI
IP010061 42.08 IOCP1 1P010073 46.96 IOCP1
IA 14 49.4 10CP2 1P010062 49.4 IOCP1
1P010063 52.9 IOCP1 8B 01 51 10CP2
1A 24 56 10CP3 1A 11 57.42 IOCP1
1P010064 57.42 IOCP1 10
010034 SET VHF-2R TO ATIS 1B 07 0 10CP3 1B 08 0 10CP2
-111.1 1B 09 2.88 IOCP1 IB 06 4.86 IOCPI
1B 11 6.31 10CP2 1B 04 8 IOCP1
IB 18 6.31 IOCPI IP010065 6.31 IOCP1
1P010066 10.39 IOCPI 1P010067 15.83 IOCP1
1P010068 21.27 IOCP1 1P010069 26.71 IOCP1
IP010074 32.15 IOCPI 8B 01 11 IOCPI
IB 12 37 10CP4 I0
010035 SET XPNDR CODE TO IN 06 0 10CP3 1N 05 0 IOCP1
2213 1N 08 2.80 IOCPI 1N 06 5.41 IOCP1
1N 18 5.41 IOCP1 10
010036 SET RADAR 6A 02 0 10CP2 6A 14 2.66 IOCP1
6A Ol 5.03 IOCPI 6A 09 9.14 IOCPI
010037 SET VHF-IR TO GROUND 8B010002 0 IOCP1 1A 07 5 10CP3
CONTROL -121.9 1A 08 5 10CP2 1A 09 7.98 IOCP1
010038 SET VHF-2L TO 10 10
ATLANTA TOt_ER-119.5 1B 01 0 10CP2 1B 02 0 10CP2
1B 03 2.9 IOCP1 10
010039 SET NAV-1 TO ATLANTA 8B010002 0 IOCPI 5U 01 5 IOCP3
VOR -115.6 5U 02 5 10CP3 5U 03 8 10CP2
5U 11 11 10CP2 5U 12 13 10CP2
010040 SET NAV-2 TO SPAR- 5V 01 0 10CP3 5V 02 0 10CP2
TANBURG VOR -115.7 5V 03 2.93 IOCP1 5V 11 5 IOCP1
5V 12 7.5 10CP2 10
010041 SET ADF-I TO LAKE- 8B010002 0 IOCP1 5D 19 5 IOCP3
SIDE LOM 5D 02 8 IOCP3 5D Ol 8 IOCP2
010042 BEFORE START PROC-19 7G 14 0 10 P1 4G 07 5 10 P1
-LITES/TRIM/PAPERS 4G 01 10 10 P1 4G 02 15 10 P3








010050 BEFORE START CHECK- IPOIO006 0 I0 PI IP 02 0 IOCP2
LIST - 1 IP 03 2 IOCPI 8B 02 3 IOCP3
8B 05 9 10CP2 8B 02 14 IOCPI
1P010007 16 IOCP1 IP 02 16 10 P1
IP010008 19 10 P1 IP 06 19 10CP3
8B 03 22 IOCPI IPOIO009 24 IOCPI
1P 02 24 10 P4 1P010010 26 10 P1
IP 06 26 I0 P3 8B 03 27 IOCP1
1P010011 29 IOCP1 1P 02 29 10 P4
1P010012 30 10 P1 IP 06 30 10CP3
010051 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCPI IPOIO013 2 IOCP1
LIST - 2 1P 10 2 10 PI 4A 54 3 10 P1
1P010016 4.21 10 P1 IP 06 4.21 10CP6
8B 03 5 10CP2 IP010015 7 IOCP1
1P 06 7 10 P4 7C 09 7.5 10 P2
7C i0 9.77 I0 PI 7C Ii 11.79 i0 PI
7C 70 13.89 10 P1 1P010016 15.48 I0 P1
1P 07 15.48 IOCP1 8B 03 20 IOCP1
1P010017 22 IOCP1 1P 10 22 10 P2
7B 93 22.7 I0 PI IPOIO014 24.5 I0 PI
1P 06 24.5 10CP6 8B 03 25 IOCP1
IP010018 27 IOCP1 IP 10 27 10 F3
7G '38 28.2 i0 PI IP010019 29 10 P1
IP 10 29 10CP6 8B 05 30 IOCP1
1P010020 32 IOCP1 1P 02 32 10 P2
7G 48 54 10 P1 1P010021 35.27 10 P1
IP 06 35.27 IOCP4 i0
010052 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P010022 2 IOCPI
LIST - 5 IP 10 2 10 P1 7A 52 3 10 P1
IP010026 5 10 P1 1P 07 5 10CP2
8B 03 6 IOCP1 1P010025 8 IOCP1
IP 02 8 10 P2 7D 67 10 10 P1
7D 63 11.35 i0 P1 7D 64 12.7 I0 P1
7D 05 14.01 lO P1 7D 66 16.78 i0 P1
1POLO024 15.55 lO P1 1P 07 15.55 IOCP3
8B 03 18 IOCPI IP010025 20 IOCPI
IP 11 20 10 P1 4H 06 20.5 10 P1
1P010027 22 10 P1 1P 07 22 10CP4
8B 03 23 IOCP1 1P010028 25 IOCPI
1P 11 25 10 P2 1P010029 26 10 P1
1P 06 26 10CP3 8B 03 27 IOCP1
1P010030 29 IOCP1 1P 11 29 10 P3
4D 38 30 I0 P1 IPOIO014 31 I0 P1
IP 06 31 10CP4 8B 03 32 IOCP1
1P010031 36 IOCP1 1P 11 36 i0 P3
4D 49 35 i0 PI IP010032 30.5 i0 PI
IP 06 36.5 IOCP6 IO
010053 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCPI IP010033 2 IOCPI
LIST - 6 IP 02 2 i0 P2 IP010036 6 IOCPI
IP i0 4 i0 P3 8B 03 5.5 IOCPI
IP010035 7.5 IOCPI IP Ii 7.5 i0 P2
6F 12 9 lO P1 1POLO036 ll lO P1
IP 06 ll IOCP3 8B 03 12 lOCP1
iP010037 16 IOCPI IP lO 16 lO P2
4D 27 16.7 i0 PI IP010038 18 I0 PI
IP 06 18 10CP4 8B 03 18.5 IOCP1
1P010039 19.5 IOCP1 1P 11 19.5 I0 P6
4G 08 21.2 I0 P2 44 I0 22.45 i0 P2
1P010026 24 10 P1 1P 07 26 10CP2
8B 03 25 IOCP1 1P010040 27 IOCP1
IP 02 27 I0 P2 7P 14 29 I0 PI
1P010010 30.5 10 P1 1P 06 30.5 IOCP3
010054 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P010061 2 IOCP1
LIST - 5 IP 02 2 I0 PI IP010042 3.5 I0 PI
IP 07 3.5 IOCP2 8B 03 4.5 IOCP2
IP010043 7 IOCPI IP II 7 i0 P2
IP010046 8 IOCPI IP 07 8 i0 P2
8B 03 9 IOCP1 IP010065 11 IOCP1
1P 02 Ii 10 P1 1P010038 I3.5 IOCP1
IP 06 13.5 I0 P4 i0
010055 BEFORE START CHECK- 1P010052 0 10 P1 1P 11 0 10CP4
LIST - 6 8B 03 2 IOCP1 1P010046 4 IOCP1
1P 02 4 10 P6 7D 06 5.3 10 P3
7D 20 7.95 I0 P2 IP010067 10 I0 P1
N IP 08 I0 IOCPI 8B 03 11 IOCPI
1P010068 13 IOCP1 1P 11 13 10 P3
7D 01 14 10 P1 1P010069 16.5 10 PI
IP 08 16.5 IOCP2 8B 03 18.2 IOCPI
1P010050 20.2 IOCP1 1P 10 20.2 10 P3
7G 25 22 i0 PI IPOIO01_ 24.5 I0 PI
1P 06 24.5 10CP4 8B 03 25 IOCP1
1P010051 27 IOCPI 1P 11 27 10 P4
8B 08 29 IOCP1 10
010056 CONTACT GROUND CON- 1A 06 0 10 P3 1A 25 2.3 I0 PI
TROL FOR PUSHBACK 1A 11 2.3 10 P4 1P010070 2.3 10 P1
CLEARANCE 1P010071 6.3 10 P1 1A 14 11 10 _2
1P010072 11 10 _1 1P010075 15.5 10 _1
1A 25 18 10 P2 1A 11 18 10 P3
IP010064 18 10 P1 10
010057 PUSHBACK PROCEDURE-I 1F 07 0 10 P1 IF 06 2.44 10 P3
1H 01 4.63 10 P1 1A 20 10 10 P2
1F 11 10 10 P1 1P010053 10 10 P1
IF 09 12 10 P1 IP010056 12 10 P1
7A 02 13 10 P4 7A 04 15.75 10 P5
4D 52 17.5 i0 P1 8A 03 17.5 lO Pq
010058 AIRCRAFT PUSHED BACK lO lO
FROM GATE lO I0
010059 AIRCRAFT STOPPED OH I0 I0
RAr'IP 10 I0
010060 PUSHBACK PROCEDURE-2 4D 28 0 I0 P1 lO
010061 TO!']BARDISCOHHECTED I0 I0
AHD TUG DRIVEN A_AY I0 10
010062 PU5HBACK PROCEDURE-3 IP050001 0 10 Wl IF 09 0 i0 P2
020001 BEFORE START PROC-1A 6A 70 0 i0 P1 10
-LITES/SEATS/PEDAL5 10 10
020002 BEFORE START PROC - 74 24 0 I0 P2 7M 12 1.5 10 P2
IOA -LITES/ENG STRT 7FI 13 3.5 10 P2 10
020003 BEFORE START PROC - 2J 23 0 10 P1 2J 24 2.27 10 P1
10B -EADI 2J 26 4.54 I0 P2 2J 32 5.87 I0 P2
020004 BEFORE START PROC - 2K 03 0 10 P1 2K 04 2.64 lO P1
lOC -MFD - CAPT. 2K 02 5.6_ i0 P2 2K 07 7.61 I0 P2
2K 18 9.53 I0 PI 2K 19 11.6 I0 P5
2K 25 12.98 10 P1 10
020005 BEFORE START PROC - 2H 52 0 10 P1 2H 55 0 10 P1
IOD -AGCS 2H 54 2 10 P1 2H 55 2 10 P1
2H 02 4 i0 P1 2H 09 5.05 10 P1
020006 BEFORE START PROC - 8B020001 0 i0 P1 8B020002 5 I0 PI
15A -FUEL QTY/V-REF 7C 02 6 10 P1 7C 03 6 10 P1
7C 07 10 10 P1 7C 01 11.8 10 P1
8B020003 14.1 i0 P1 10
020007 BEFORE 5TART PROC - 2J 36 0 10 PI 2J 37 2 10 P1
18A -CRT_S 2K 54 4 I0 PI 2K 55 6 I0 P1
2L 02 8 I0 P1 i0
020008 CO-PILOT SEATED 8C 03 0 IOCP1 8C 02 3 IOCP1
_A 46 13 IOCPI 4A 70 16 IOCPI
8E 03 19 IOCP1 10
-020009 SET VHF-1L TO IQ 01 0 10CP4 1Q 02 0 IOCP2
CLEARANCE DELEVERY 1Q 03 3 10CP2 1Q 05 4.97 10CP2
-121.65 1Q 12 6.42 IOCP2 1Q ii 8.76 10CP2
IQ 14 11.56 IOCP3 IQ 15 11.56 IOCPI
IP010055 11.56 IOCPI IQ 16 18 IOCPI
IP020001 18 IOCPI IP020002 22 IOCPI
1P020003 26 lOCP1 IQ 14 30 IOCP4
1q 15 30 IOCP2 1P020004 30 IOCPI
1P020005 34 lOCP1 1P020006 38 lOCP1
1Q 16 43 IOCP2 1POLO002 43 lOCP1
1POLO063 46.5 lOCP1 IQ 23 50 IOCP1
1Q 15 50 IOCP3 1POLO064 50 IOCPI
020010 SET VHF-2R TO ATIS iR 07 0 IOCP3 1R 08 0 IOCP4
-iii.i IR 09 2.9 IOCP2 IR 12 4.48 IOCP2
IR 06 5.91 IOCP2 IR 04 7.38 IOCP3
1R 55 50 10CP3 IP010065 8.96 IOCP1
1P010066 13.04 IOCP1 1P010067 18.48 IOCPI
1P010068 25.92 IOCP1 1P010069 29.36 IOCP1
1P010074 34.80 IOCP1 8B 01 11 IOCP1
IR 13 39 IOCP2 10
020011 SET VHF-1R TO GROUND 8B010002 0 IOCP1 IQ 07 5 10CP3
CONTROL -121.9 IQ 08 5 IOCP4 IQ 09 7.9 IOCP2
020012 SET VHF-2L TO lq Ol 0 IOCP4 iq 02 0 IOCP2
ATLANTA TOWER-119.5 IQ 03 3 10CP2 10
020013 SET NAV-1 TO ATLANTA 8B010002 0 IOCP1 5W 01 5 IOCP3
VOR -115.6 5_ 02 5 10CP2 5H 03 7.37 10CP2
51q 05 9 10CP2 10
020014 SET NAV-2 TO ATLANTA 5X 01 0 10CP3 5X 02 0 10CP2
VOR -115.6 5X 03 2.95 10CP2 5X 05 4.6 IOCP2
020015 SET NAV-3 TO AUGUSTA 8B010002 0 IOCP1 5Y 01 5 10CP3
VOR -113.9 5Y 02 5 IOCP1 5Y 03 8.12 IOCP2
5Y 05 9.8 IOCP1 I0
020016 SET CRT_S 2J 36 0 IOCP1 2J 37 2 IOCP1
2K 54 4 IOCP1 2K 55 6 IOCP1
2L 02 8 IOCP1 10
020017 NCDU TEST 2L 01 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2.67 IOCP1
2L 01 7.67 IOCP1 10
020018 SYSTEM STATUS CHECK 2L 68 0 IOCP3 2L 16 1.46 IOCP3
020019 PRE-FLIGHT FLIGHT 10 10
PLAN INITIALIZATION lO 10
PROCEDURE 10 10
020020 MFD SET-UP 2K 02 0 10CP4 2K 18 2.67 10CP4
2K 19 4.05 IOCPI 2K 21 5.43 IOCP3
2K 22 6.81 IOCP2 2K 07 8.14 IOCP3
020021 INITIALIZE PAGE - 2L 63 0 IOCPI 2L 19 1.48 IOCP1
TIME OF DAY INPUT 3N 02 3.82 IOCP3 2L 28 6.06 IOCPI
2L 20 15.51 IOCP2 10
020022 TIME OF DAY-08:IS:45 2L 35 7.41 IOCPI 2L 33 8.76 IOCP2
I 2L 26 I0.II IOCP3 2L 30 11.46 IOCPI
2L 29 12.81 IOCP1 2L 30 14.16 IOCP1
020023 INLTIALIZE PAGE - 2L 19 0 IOCPI 2L 26 2.34 IOCPI
ORIGIN INPUT 2L 07 9.41 10CP2 2L 20 11.46 IOCP1
m02002_ ORIIGIN NAME - KATL 2L 47 3.79 IOCPI 2L 37 5.14 IOCP2
2L 56 6.6 IOCP2 2L 48 8.06 IOCP1
020025 INITIALIZE PAGE - 2L 19 0 10CP2 2L 27 2.08 10CP2
DESTINATION INPUT 2L 07 9.13 10CP2 2L 20 11.20 10CP3
020026 DESTINATION NAME- 2L 47 3.56 IOCPI 2L 40 4.88 IOCPI
KDCA 2L 39 6.23 IOCP1 2L 37 7.68 IOCP1
020027 INITIALIZE PAGE- 2L 19 0 IOCP2 3H 04 2.08 IOCP2
BAROMETER VALUE 2L 29 4.45 IOCP2 2L 07 12.66 IOCP2
- INPUT 2L 20 14.74 IOCP3 10
020028 BAROMETER VALUE - 2L 27 5.91 IOCP1 2L 34 7.26 IOCP1
29.86 2L 36 8.61 IOCP1 2L 33 9.96 10CP2
2L 31 II.31 IOCP1 10
020029 REVIEN NEW DATA ON 2L 07 0 10CP3 I0
INITIALIZE PAGE FOR I0 i0
ACCURACY I0 10
020030 SELECT ATC CLEARANCE 2L 64 0 IOCP1 2L 08 2.05 IOCP2
PAGE 10 10
020031 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE- 2L 51 0 10CP2 2L 08 8.35 IOCPI
51D INPUT 2K 14 10.69 IOCP1 2L 20 12.96 IOCP5
020032 SID NAME - 50C9L 2L 55 1.46 IOCPI 2L 51 2.81 IOCP1
2L 39 4.16 IOCPI 2L 34 5.54 IOCPI
2L 68 6.89 10CP2 10
020035 DETERMINE NAME OF 2K 14 0 IOCP1 10
EXIT NAYPOINT ON 10 I0
SID 50C9L i0 I0
020034 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE- 2L 37 0 10CP2 2L 08 6.96 IOCP1
HAYPOINT INPUT 2L 20 9.30 IOCP5 10
020035 HAYPOINT NAME - SID3 2L 55 1.66 IOCPI 2L 45 2.81 IOCP2
2L 40 4.16 IOCP2 2L 28 5.48 IOCPI
020036 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE- 2L 38 0 10CP2 2L 08 8.52 IOCP1
AIRHAY INPUT 2K 17 10.66 IOCPI 2L 20 12.93 10CP3
020037 AIRNAY NAME - 816R 2L 53 1.48 IOCPI 2L 26 2.92 IOCP3
2L 51 4.27 IOCPI 2L 54 5.62 IOCPI
020038 DETERMINE NAME OF 2K 17 0 IOCP1 10
ENTRANCE WPT ON STAR 10 10
JASON01 10 10
020039 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE - 2L 52 0 10CP2 2L 08 7.08 IOCP1
STAR INPUT 2K 17 9.42 IOCP1 10
020040 STAR NAME - HOOD 2L 59 1.46 IOCP2 2L 51 2.92 IOCPI
2L 51 4.27 IOCPI 2L 40 5.62 IOCP3
020041 CHANGE MFD MAP 2K 10 0 10CP6 10
SCALE TO 32 NM 10 10
020042 SELECT FLIGHT PLAN 2L 65 0 IOCPI 2L 09 2.03 10CP2
PAGE 2 2L 65 6.11 10CP3 2L 10 5.66 IOCP2
020043 REVIEH PROVISIONAL 2L 09 0 10CP2 2K 17 2.08 IOCP1
FLIGHT PLAN DATA 2L 26 6.35 10CP2 10
020044 ACCEPT PROVISIONAL 2L 21 0 10CP4 2L 09 1.52 10CP2
FLIGHT PLAN 2K 17 3.6 IOCP1 IP020007 5.87 IOCP1
1P 17 5.87 10 P4 10
020045 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P020008 2 IOCP1
LIST - 5A 1P 10 2 10 PI 1P020009 3 IOCP1
IP 06 3 i0 P3 8B 05 4 IOCPI
1P020010 6 IOCP1 1P 10 6 10 P4
1P020009 6.6 IOCP1 1P 06 6.6 10 P5
8B 05 7 IOCP1 1P020011 9 IOCP1
1P 10 9 10 P1 10
1P020009 I0 IOCP1 1P 06 10 10 P3
8B 03 II IOCPI IP020012 13 IOCP1
1P 10 15 10 P1 1P020015 16 10 P1
1P 08 14 IOCP5 10
020046 CONTACT GROUND CON- IQ 06 0 IOCP2 IQ 26 1.45 IOCPI
TROL FOR PUSHBACK lq 15 1.45 IOCP4 IPOIO070 1.45 IOCPI
CLEARANCE IPOIO071 5.45 IOCPI IQ 16 9 I0 _3
1P010072 9 10 _1 1P010075 13.50 10 _1
IQ 24 15 IOCP2 IQ 15 15 IOCP5
1P010064 15 IOCP1 10
020047 WAYPOINT NAME - AGEI 2L 37 1.46 IOCPI 2L 43 2.81 IOCP2
__ 2L 41 4.27 IOCPI 2L 26 5.62 IOCP3
050001 ENGINE NO.2 START-UP 1A 25 0 10 P3 1P030002 2.55 10 P1
1F 11 2.35 10 P2 1F 09 5 10 P2
1P030001 5 10 P1 7M 05 7 10 P5
7F 24 10.54 I0 P5 7F 22 20.54 i0 P2
7M 09 25.06 10 P1 7F 17 25 57 10 P2
7F 32 27.82 10 P1 7F 54 29 84 10 P1
7H 15 51.65 10 P1 7F 24 34 15 10 P2
7F 32 36.67 10 P1 7F 34 38 69 10 P1
7F 30 40.71 10 P1 7F 22 42 95 10 P1
7F 17 44.97 i0 PI IF II 2 35 IOCP2
7F 24 12 IOCP2 7F 22 16 IOCP1
7F 17 25 IOCP1 7F 32 28 IOCP1
7F 34 31 !OCP1 7F 24 35 IOCP1
7F 32 57.02 !OCP1 7F 34 39.04 IOCP1
7F 30 41.06 IOCPI 7F 22 43.50 IOCP1
7F 17 45.32 IOCPI 7F 24 47.37 IOCPI
7F 52 49.59 IOCP1 7F 34 51.41 IOCP1
030002 ENGINE HO.l START-UP IA 25 0 I0 P3 IF Ii 1.45 i0 P2
IP030003 1.45 10 P1 1F 09 5 10 P2
1P030001 5 10 P1 7N 02 7 10 P3
7F 23 10.54 I0 P3 7F 21 20 54 10 P2
7N 07 23.06 10 P1 7F 09 25 57 10 P1
7F 51 27.62 10 PI 7F 35 29 64 10 PI
7M 16 31.66 10 P1 7F 23 52 96 10 P2
7F 3! 35.48 10 P1 7F 33 37 50 10 P1
7F 25 59.52 10 P1 7F 21 41 76 10 P1
7F 09 43.78 10 P1 7F 23 11 10CP3
7F 21 21 10CP2 7F 09 23 52 IOCP1
7F 51 25.57 IOCP1 7F 33 27 59 IOCP1
7F 23 29.61 IOCP1 7F 32 51 63 IOCP1
7F 31 33.65 IOCP1 7F 25 35 67 IOCP1
7F 21 57.91 IOCP1 7F 09 39 93 IOCP1
030003 AFTER START PROC. 7B 32 0 10 PI 7B 42 1 72 10 PI
7B 31 3.44 i0 P1 7B 41 4 03 i0 P1
7J 24 4.62 i0 P1 7J 26 7 57 10 P2
7J 28 8.79 10 P1 7J 50 9 92 10 PI
7J 32 11.05 10 PI 7J 34 12 18 10 P1
7J 36 13.32 i0 PI 7J 38 14 46 i0 PI
7Q 10 15.6 10 P1 7Q 13 17 15 10 P2
7Q 16 18.27 I0 P1 7Q 19 19 39 I0 P1
7Q 22 20.59 10 P1 7Q 25 21 03 10 P1
7Q 28 22.75 i0 P1 7Q 51 23 87 i0 PI
7D 05 24.99 i0 P4 7D 19 27 68 I0 P2
7D 18 29.2 i0 P2 7D 34 30 73 10 P1
7L 11 51.01 !0 P3 7E 15 53 58 10 P3
7M 03 36.64 I0 P4 7H 06 38 38 i0 P4
7M 08 40.12 10 PI 7M 10 43 12 10 P2
030004 AFTER START CHECK- IP030004 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
LIST - 1 8B 02 1.5 10CP3 8B 03 7.4 IOCP1
1P030005 9.4 IOCP1 1P 11 9.4 10 P2
7B 51 10.2 I0 P2 7B 41 11.12 10 PI
IP030006 12 10 P1 1P 08 12 10CP3
8B 03 13.5 IOCP1 IP030007 15.5 IOCP1
1P 11 15.5 10 P3 7J 45 16.4 10 P1
7J 46 17.87 10 P1 1P010014 19 10 P1
1P 06 19 10CP4 8B 03 19.5 IOCP1
IP030008 21.50 i0 PI IP ii 21.5 10 P5
1P030009 22.40 10 P1 1P 06 22.4 IOCP5
030005 AFTER START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P030010 2 IOCPI
LIST - 2 1P 10 2 10 P3 7D 10 3.6 10 P1
7D 22 4.6 10 P1 7E 55 5.6 10 P1
IP030011 6.3 I0 P1 IP 09 6.3 IOCP1
8B 05 2.6 IOCP1 IP030012 9.6 IOCP1
IP 11 9.6 10 P3 7M 11 10.5 10 P1
IP030013 Ii.I I0 P1 IP 08 Ii.I IOCP6
030006 AFTER START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCPI IP030014 2 IOCPI
LIST - 3 1P 11 2 10 P2 7L 20 3 10 P1
IP030015 3.75 I0 PI 1P 06 3 75 IOCPq
8B 03 4.25 IOCPI IP030016 6 25 IOCPI
1P I0 6.25 10 P1 7M 14 2 25 I0 P1
IP030017 8.55 I0 PI IP 06 8 55 IOCP4
8B 03 9.05 IOCPI IP030018 ii 05 IOCPI
IP 12 11.05 I0 P2 8B 08 12 45 IOCPI
030007 Ef{GINE INSTRUMENT 7F 25 0 IOCP4 7F 30 0 IOCP3
SCAN 7F 21 .44 IOCP3 7F 22 .44 IOCP3
7F 31 .88 10CP2 7F 32 .88 IOCP2
7F 23 1.32 10CP4 7F 24 1.32 10CP4
7F 33 1.76 IOCP2 7F 34 1.76 10CP2
7F 09 2.2 10CP3 10
7F 10 2.64 10CP4 7F 18 2.64 10CP4
7F 11 3.08 10CP3 7F 19 3.08 10CP4
7F 12 5.52 10CP4 7F 20 3.52 IOCP4
040001 TAXI PROCEDURE - 1 1A 20 0 10 P1 IA 12 0 10 P1
-TAXI CLEARANCE IP040035 0 I0 PI IA 14 5 I0 _5
IP040036 5 I0 _i IP040037 8.5 i0 _i
IA iO 13 IO P2 IA iI I3 I0 PI
IP040038 13 I0 PI IP040039 I6.75 i0 PI
040002 TAXIPROCEDURE - I 8A 02 0 I0 P2 4D 52 0 I0 PI
-TAXI FROM GATE TO qM 02 0 10 P3 4B 03 1 I0 P4
TAXINAY D 1P070011 5 10 P1 1P 10 5 IOCP1
4E 09 6 10CP3 4E 15 10 10CP3
qE 16 13 IOCP1 3V 18 20 IOCP1
3V 26 22.07 IOCP1 7A 28 26 IOCPI
7A 33 28.28 IOCP1 4A 21 30 IOCP1
qA 22 32 IOCP1 10
4M Ol 15 I0 P2 4A 58 15 I0 PI
040003 TAXI PROCEDURE - 0 8A 02 0 i0 P3 4M 02 0 i0 P4
-TURN" ONTO TAXIDJAY 4B 03 10 10 P1 10
D AND TAXI TO HOLD 4D 28 1 09 10 P2 4B 08 I 12 10 P1
POINT SHORT OF 10 10
RNY 08 I0 i0
040004 HOLD SIiORT OF RNY 08 I0 i0
FOR DEPARTING AND 10 10
ARRIVING TRAFFIC 10 10
040005 TAXI PROCEDURE - 4 1A 14 0 10 P4 IP040001 0 10 Wl
-CROSS RNY 08 AND IA i0 4 I0 P3 IA II 4 I0 P3
TAXI TO HOLD POINT IP040003 4 IO PI 4D 52 8 I0 PI
AT TAXINAY C 4B 03 8 I0 P2 8A 02 8 I0 P3
JUNCTION qM 03 8 i0 PI IA 15 30 I0 _i
IP040030 30 I0 _I IP040031 33 i0 _I
IA Ii 35 I0 P3 IP040003 35 10 PI
4D 28 53 i0 P2 4B 03 53 I0 PI
040006 HOLD AT JUNCTION OF i0 I0
TAXIWAYS C AND D FOR i0 I0
TRAFFIC TO CLEAR i0 i0
040007 TAXI PROCEDURE - 5 4D 52 0 iO PI 4B 03 I I0 P2
-TAXI FROM JUNCTION 8A 04 0 iO PI 4N 03 4 I0 P2
TO TAXINAY L 1A 15 30 I0 _2 IP040032 30 I0 _i
1P040032 33 10 Wl IA 25 35 10CP4
IA 12 35 10CP2 1P040034 35 IOCP1i
- IB ii 40 IOCP3 4D 28 i 44 i0 P2
4B 03 1 44 10 P2 10
040008 TAXI PROCEDURE - 6 qM 01 0 10 P4 8A 04 0 10 P2
-TURN ONTO TAXIWAY L 4B 03 10 10 P2 qM 03 10 10 P3
AND TAXI INTO RWY 4D 28 I 40 10 P2 4B 05 1 40 10 P2
9L HOLD AREA 4M 01 1 40 i0 P4 4D 27 I 50 i0 PI
040010 TAXI PROCEDURE - 1A 1q 24 0 IOCP3 IQ 28 0 IOCP1
-TAXI CLEARANCE 1P040035 0 IOCP1 1Q 16 4 10CP2
1P040036 4 IOCP1 1P040057 7.5 IOCP1
1Q 14 11 10CP3 1Q 15 11 IOCP1
1P040038 11 iOCP1 1P040039 14.75 IOCP1
040011 TAXI PROCEDURE - 4A 1Q 16 0 10CP4 1P040001 0 IOCP1
1q 25 4 IOCPI Iq 15 4 IOCP3
1P040003 4 IOCP1 4D 52 8 10 P1
4B 05 8 10 P2 8A 02 8 10 P4
4M 05 8 I0 P1 Iq 50 30 IOCPI
IP040030 30 IOCP1 IP040031 53 IOCP1
1q 25 55 IOCPI IQ 15 55 10CP3
IP040003 35 IOCPI 4D 28 53 i0 P2
4B 03 53 10 P1 10
040012 TAXI PROCEDURE - 5A 4D 52 0 10 P1 4B 03 1 i0 P2
8A 04 0 10 P1 4_I 03 4 10 P2
lq 30 30 I0CP2 1P040032 30 IOCP1
IP040033 33 IOCP1 1Q 24 35 10CP4
1Q 28 35 10CP2 1P040034 35 IOCP1
1R 12 40 10CP2 4D 28 1 44 10 P2
4B 03 1 44 10 P2 10
070001 BEFORE TAKEOFF 1P070012 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 1 8B 02 1.5 10CP3 8B 03 8 IOCP1
IP070013 10 10 P1 1P 10 10 10 P1
IP070014 II IOCP1 IP 07 ii IOCP4
8B 03 12 IOCP1 1P070015 14 10 P1
1P 10 14 10 P1 1P070014 15 10 P1
1P 07 15 10CP4 8B 03 16 IOCP1
IP070016 18 IOCP1 IP I0 18 i0 P4
4E 16 18.6 IOCPI 4N 05 21.1 IOCP2
1P070017 22.5 IOCP1 1P 06 22.5 10CP3
070002 BEFORE TAKEOFF 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P070018 2 10 P1
CHECKLIST - 2 IP I0 2 10 P3 4G 03 3.2 10 P1
IP070029 5.7 IOCP1 1P 09 5.7 10CP2
8B 03 7.1 IOCPI IP070019 9.1 10 P1
IP 10 9.1 10 P1 1P070020 10.1 IOCP1
1P 07 10.1 10CP2 8B 03 11 IOCP1
IP070021 13 IOCP1 IP 10 13 10 P1
1P070022 14 10 PI 1P070023 18.5 10 P1
iP 09 14 10CP3 1P070024 24 IOCP1
070003 BEFORE TAKEOFF 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P070025 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 3 1P 10 2 10 P1 1N 03 3.5 IOCP1
6A 11 5.43 IOCP1 1P070026 7.8 IOCP1
1P 06 7.8 10 P4 8B 03 8.5 IOCP1
IP070027 9.5 IOCP1 1P 02 9.5 10 P1
7G 17 11 10 P1 1P070026 13.2 10 P1
1P 06 13.2 IOCP6 8B 03 14 IOCP1
1P030018 16 IOCP1 IP 12 16 10 P3
8B 08 17 IOCP1 10
070004 CLEARED TO TAXI ONTO 1B 14 0 IOCP1 1B 15 0 IOCP1
RUNWAY 9L 1P070005 0 IOCP1 1P070006 3.6 IOCP1
1B 18 6 10 w2 IP070007 6 10 _I
1B 14 9 IOCP2 1B 15 9 IOCP2
1P070008 9 IOCP1 4D 52 13 i0 P1
4B 03 14 10 P2 4M 01 14 I0 P4
4B 03 24 10 P1 4D 25 27 10 P1
8A 08 10 10 P2 10
070005 RECEIVE TAKEOFF 1B 18 0 10 P2 1P070009 0 10 _1
CLEARANCE IB 14 3 10 P2 1B 15 3 10 P3
1P070010 3 10 P1 10
070006 TAKEOFF ROLL 8A 04 0 i0 P4 4A 64 0 I0 PI
4M 03 0 I0 P1 i0
4B 05 0 i0 P1 7F 29 2 I0 P2
0 7F 34 2.76 10 P2 4B 06 5 10 P1
7F 27 8 10CP2 7F 30 8 10CP3
4B 07 10 IOCP1 3A 01 12 10CP4
10 3A 01 20 10 P1
3A 09 20 IOCP3 IP070001 20 IOCP1
IP. 12 20 10 P4 3A 03 25 10CP4
1P070002 27 IOCPI IP 11 27 10 P3
070007 ROTATION,TAKEOFF,AND,3A 01 0 10CP3 3A 03 0 IOCP1
GEAR UP IR070002 0 IOCRI 3A 03 .9 10CR3
IP070003 .9 IOCP1 1P 04 0 10 P3
4A 24 2.0 10 P2 3A 01 2.37 IOCP4
3A 10 2.6 I0 P1 3L 02 3.2 10 P1
3H 06 3.8 i0 P2 3R 10 4.4 I0 P4
1P070034 4.5 IOCPI 1P 12 4.5 10 P4
1P070004 5.6 10 P1 1P 12 5.6 IOCP4
4D 01 6.0 10CP2 4D 07 12.0 IOCP1
_D 09 12.54 IOCPI IP070033 13.08 IOCPI
IP 12 13.08 I0 P4 4D 02 13.08 IOCP2
070008 SET HEADING BUGS TO 3S 11 0 10 P1 3S 12 5 10 P2
090 DEG AND COURSE 3S 11 0 IOCPI 3S 12 5 10CP2
BUGS TO 105 DEG 10 10
070009 SET EADI AND MFD FOR 2K Ol 0 IOCP4 2K 25 2.67 IOCPI
TAKEOFF 2K 38 4.05 10CP3 2K 07 5.43 10CP3
2J 32 9.66 IOCPI 2J 15 11.81 IOCPI
2K 14 7.39 IOCP1 10
070010 TAKEOFF ROLL - A 8A 04 0 10 P4 4B 05 0 10 PI
7F 29 5 I0 P2 7F 34 3 I0 P2
4B 06 5 10 P1 4A 64 0 10 PI
10 3A 01 20 10 P1
7F 27 8 IOCP2 7F 30 8 IOCP3
4B 07 10 IOCP1 3A 01 12 10CP4
3A 09 20 10CP3 1P070001 20 IOCP1
IP 12 20 10 P4 3A 03 25 10CP4
IP070002 27 IOCP1 IP 11 27 10 P3
070011 ROTATION, FLARE, AND 3A 06 0 10CP4 IP070003 1 IOCP1
GEAR UP - A IP ii i I0 P3 4A 24 2 i0 P2
3A Ol 4 I0 P2 3L Ol 4 I0 P4
3L 01 10 10CP4 4D 01 10 IOCP2
4D 07 15 IOCP2 4D 09 16 IOCP2
070012 CLEARED TO TAXI ONTO 1R 23 0 IOCP2 1R 36 0 IOCP1
RUNWAY 9L - A 1P070005 0 IOCP1 1P070006 36 IOCP1
IR 32 6 IOCPI 1P070007 6 IOCP1
IR 25 9 IOCP3 IR 56 9 10CP2
IPOTOOOB 9 IOCPI 4D 52 15 10 P1
4B 03 14 i0 P2 4M Ol 14 i0 P4
4B 03 24 10 PI 4D 28 18.5 I0 P1
8A 04 i0 i0 P4 i0
070013 WAIT FOR TAKEOFF I0 I0
CLEARANCE 10 10
070014 RECEIVE TAKEOFF 1R 32 0 I0 PI IP070009 0 I0 PI
CLEARANCE IR 23 3 i0 P4 IR 36 3 I0 P3
1P070010 3 i0 PI i0
070015 BEFORE TAKEOFF 8B 03 0 IOCPI IP070030 2 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - 3A IP i0 2 i0 P2 IN 03 2.7 IOCPI
IP070026 4.63 IOCPI IP 06 4.63 I0 P4
8B 03 5.13 IOCPI IP07003I 7.13 IOCPI
IP 12 2.13 i0 P4 2|I 02 8.23 I0 PI
IP070032 9.28 i0 PI IP 18 9.28 IOCPI
8B 03 9 IOCPI 1P070027 ii IOCP1
IP 02 11 i0 P1 7G 17 12.5 i0 PI
IP070026 14.7 10 PI 1P 06 14.7 IOCP4
8B 03 15.2 IOCPI IP070027 17.2 IOCPI
1P 12 17.2 10 P3 8B 08 17.2 IOCPI
090001 CONTACT DEPARTURE 1B 18 0 10 _3 IP090001 0 I0 _1
CONTROL 125.7 1P090024 4.50 10 _I IB 14 6 10CP4
1B 15 6 IOCP4 IP090002 6 10CPI
1B 07 8 IOCP3 IB 08 8 10CP2
1B 09 10.88 IOCPI 1B 06 13 IOCPI
IB 13 14.5 IOCP3 1B 16 14.5 IOCP1
IP090003 14.5 IOCPI IB 18 18 I0 _4
IP090005 i8 iO _I IN 07 21.5 IOCPI
IN i8 23.65 IOCPI IB i9 28 IO _i
IP090006 28 iO _I IB i3 32 IOCP4
IB I6 32 IOCP2 IP090007 32 IOCPI
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 64 0 IO P2 8A 05 0 iO PI
(I0 SEC PROC) I0 i0
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 10 0 10 P4 3L 02 0 i0 PI
SCAN - A 3A 10 0 10 PI 3S Ol 0 10 P2
090004 CROSS RWY 27R MIDDLE 5V 15 0 10 PI 4A 28 0 10 P2
MARKER, TURN TO HDG 35 12 5 10 P2 _ 10
105 I0 10
090005 COMPLETE TURN - ON i0 I0
HDG i05 IO IO
090006 RETRACT FLAPS TO 3A OI 0 IO P3 IP090022 2.37 IO PI
FLAPS i. SET CLIMB IP IO 2.57 IOCP4 4E 07 5 IOCPI
THRUST. 4E 15 5.69 IOCP3 4N 03 7.92 10CP2
4N 04 I0 IOCP2 IP090063 ii IOCPI
IP 07 Ii i0 P4 IB 03 i2 IOCPI
7F 25 i5 IO P4 7F 30 I5 iO P3
090007 REACH 3000 FT ABOVE 3H 02 0 iO PI 4B 03 2 I0 PI
GROUND LEVEL. BEGIN iO iO
ACCELERATION TO 250 i0 IO
KIAS. MAINTAIN 500- iO IO
iO00 FT/MIN CLIMB IO IO
090008 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B 4A 64 0 IO P3 8A 05 0 iO P2
( 5 SEC PROC) I0 i0
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 56 0 10 PI 3L 02 0 10 P2
SCAN - B 3A I0 0 i0 P2 35 Ol 0 i0 P3
090010 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 19 0 i0 _2 IP090025 0 10 _i
TO TURN TO HDG 070 IP090026 3 I0 _I IB 24 7 IOCPI
TO INTERCEPT J37 IB 16 7 IOCP3 IP090027 7 IOCPI
IP090028 11 IOCP1 4A 28 7 10 Pi
3S 12 7 10 P2 10
--0.90011 RETRACT FLAPS TO IP090022 2.37 10 PI 10
FLAPS O. IP 10 2.37 I0CP4 4E 06 3 10CP3
4E 15 5.69 IOCP3 4N 03 7.92 IOCP2
4N 04 i0 IOCP2 1P090064 ii IOCPI
1P 07 ii 10 P4 1P 03 12 10 PI
7F 25 13 i0 P4 7F 30 15 I0 P3
090012 COMPLETE TURN - ON i0 i0
HDG 070 10 10
---090013 REACH 250 KIAS 10 10
090014 AFTER TAKEOFF CHECK- 1P090017 0 10 PI IP 10 0 IOCP2
LIST 8B090001 1.2 IOCPI IP090018 3.2 i0 PI
7M 12 4.1 IOCPI 7M 13 6.51 IOCP2
1P090019 7.29 IOCP1 1P 06 7.29 I0 P4
8B090001 8 IOCP1 1P090020 I0 IOCPI
IP ii I0 I0 P3 4D 08 ii IOCP2
4D II ii.72 IOCPI IP090021 12.5 IOCPI
IP 06 12 5 i0 P3 8B090001 13.5 IOCPI
IP090022 15.5 IOCPI IP i0 15.5 I0 P4
IP090021 16.5 IOCPI IP 06 16.5 I0 P3
8B090001 18 IOCPI IP090023 20 IOCPI
IP 09 20 10 P4 10
090015 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO IB 18 0 10 _4 IP090029 0 10 _I
CLIMB TO 12000 FT 1B 24 4 10CP2 IB 16 4 IOCP4
IP090030 4 IOCP1 1P 04 4 10 P1
090016 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C 4A 64 0 i0 P4 8A 05 0 I0 P3
( SEC PROC) 10 10
090017 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 56 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P3
SCAN - C 3A 10 0 10 P3 3S 01 0 10 P4
090018 CONTROL AIRCRAFT- D 4A 65 0 10 P1 8A 05 0 10 P4
(60 SEC PROC) 10 10
090019 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 56 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P4
SCAN - D 3A I0 0 i0 P4 3S 15 0 i0 PI
090020 REACH IO000FT. 3S Ol 0 I0 P2 4A 28 0 i0 P4
BEGIN TURN TO HDG 8A 08 0 10 P4 10
053. i0 I0
090021 SET CI COURSE CURSOR 3S 12 0 i0 2 10
TO 053 DEG. 10 10
090022 TURN COMPLETED - ON 4B 03 0 I0 P2 7F 25 0 10 P2
HDG 053. BEGIN 7F 30 2 10 P3 3A 01 2 10 P1
ACCELERATION TO 280 10 i0
KIAS i0 10
090023 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1B 19 0 10 _3 1P090008 0 10 _I
EAST DEPARTURE SEC- 1P090009 3.1 I0 _1 1B 26 7 IOCPI
TOR. -123.95 IB 17 7 IOCP1 1P090010 7 IOCP1
1P090011 10.5 IOCP1 1B 01 15 10CP2
1B 02 15 10CP2 1B 03 17.9 IOCP1
1B 28 21 IOCP1 IB 17 21 IOCP2
1P090012 21 IOCP1 IP090013 25.50 IOCP1
IB 18 28 i0 _4 IP090014 28 i0 _I
iN 07 32 IOCP1 1B 18 36 10 _4
1P090015 36 10 _1 1B 24 40 10CP4
1B 16 40 IOCP1 1P090016 40 IOCP1
090024 TUNE COMPANY AND IA 01 0 IOCP3 1A 02 0 10CP2
EMERGENCY FREQ_S 1A 03 2.98 IOCPI 1A 07 6 10CP4
IA 08 6 10CP3 1A 09 8.01 IOCP1
090025 RECEIVE NOTICE OF 1B 19 0 10 _4 1P090031 0 10 _1
CONFLICTIHG TRAFFIC IP090032 3.75 I0 _I IP090033 8.75 i0 _i
I0 8A 03 I0 IOCPI
IB 25 12 IOCPI IB I7 I2 IOCP2
IP090034 12 IOCPI IP090055 I6 IOCPI
090026 BEGIN 500 FT/MIN i0 IO
RATE OF CLIMB I0 iO
090027 LEVEL OFF AT 18000 I0 i0
090028 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO IB 19 0 I0 _2 IP090036 0 10 _I
RESUME CLIMB TO 1P090037 3 10 _1 1B 25 7 10CP2
CRUISE ALTITUDE IB 17 7 IOCP3 IP090038 7 IOCPI
IP090039 I0.5 IOCPI I0
090029 CLIMB THRU 23000 FT. 3H 02 0 IOCPI IB 25 2 IOCP3
- HAtlDOFF TO SPARTAN- IB 17 2 IOCP4 IP090045 2 IOCPI
BURG HIGH SECTOR IP090046 5.7 IOCPI IB 19 9 i0 _2
-133.7 IP090041 9 i0 _i IP090042 12.5 I0 _I
1B 25 17 10CP3 1B 17 17 IOCP4
1P0900_3 17 !OCP1 1P0900_4 20.7 10CP1
1B 07 25 IOCP3 1B 08 23 IOCP2
IB 09 25.88 10CPI IB 06 28 IOCPI
18 28 30 10CP2 18 17 30 10CP4
1P090045 30 IOCP1 1P090046 33.7 IOCP1
IB 19 38 I0 _2 IP090047 38 10 _I
IP090048 41.7 10 _1 IN 07 45 IOCPI
1B 25 67 10CP2 IB 17 47 IOCP3
1P090049 47 IOCPI 10
090030 BEGIN MACH 0.65 3F 01 0 10 P3 48 03 0 10 P2
SPEED SCHEDULE 10 10
090031 CLIrIB THRU 28000 FT. 3H 02 0 10CP4 18 25 3 10CP2
REPORT TO ATC. 1B 17 3 10CP3 IP090050 5 10CP1
18 20 9 10 _1 IP090051 9 10 _1
1P090052 12.5 I0 _1 1B 25 15 IOCP2
1B 17 15 10CP3 1P090053 15 10CPI
090032 REDUCE RATE OF CLIMB 48 03 0 10 P3 3L 01 0 10 P4
TO 500 FT/MIN 10 10
090033 TUNE AND MONITOR 8B 06 0 10CP2 gB090002 6 IOCP1
SPARTAHBURG VOR 5V 01 11 10CP3 5V 02 11 10CP2
-115.7 5V 03 13.93 IOCP1 5V 11 15.91 10CP1
5V 12 18.20 IOCP2 1P090065 19.6 IOCP1
IP 12 19.6 i0 P1 5H 03 19.6 IOCP1
5G 05 22.5 10 P1 10
090034 LEVEL OFF AT 29000 3H 06 0 10 P2 4A 64 0 10 P2
FT. ACCELERATE TO 10 10
LO|IG RAr_GE CRUISE I0 6B 03 12 i0 P2
SPEED -HACH 0.67 3F 01 12 10 P3 4A 64 10 10 P3
4B 03 20 10 P2 3F 01 20 i0 P3
090035 REACH MACH 0.67 5F Ol 0 I0 P3 4B 03 0 10 P2
090036 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E 4A 65 0 10 P2 8A 06 0 I0 P1
( 0 5EC PROC) 10 10
090037 FLIGHT INSTRUMEtlT 3R 56 0 10 P4 3L 03 0 10 P3
SCAN - E 3A 11 0 10 P3 38 15 0 10 P2
090038 COtITROL AIRCRAFT - F 4A 65 0 10 P3 8A 06 0 10 P2
(120 SEC PROC) 10 10
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 57 0 I0 PI 3L 03 0 10 P2
SCAN - F 3A 11 0 10 P2 35 15 0 10 P3
090040 TUNE TO GORDONVILLE 88 06 0 10CP2 8B090003 6 IOCP1
VOR -115.6 5U 01 12 10CP3 5U 02 12 10CP3
5U 03 15 10CP2 5U 11 18 10CP2
5U 12 20 10CP2 1P090066 20 IOCP1
1P 12 20 10 P1 5G 04 25 10 P1
5H 02 22.44 10CP1 10
090041 CROSS SPARTANBURG 10 10
VOR. TURN TO HOG 047 35 06 0 I0 P2 4A 28 0 10 P1
090042 TURN CO_PLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 047. 10 10
--090043 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1B 19 0 10 _2 1P090054 0 10 _1
CLItIB TO 33000 FT 1P090055 3.5 10 _i IB 25 8 10CP3
18 17 8 10CP4 1P090056 8 IOCP1
1P090057 12 IOCP1 18 01 15 10CP2
IB 02 15 IOCP2 1B 03 17.9 IOCP1
1B 05 20 IOCP1 18 25 22 10CP3
1B 17 22 10CP4 1P090058 22 IOCP1
1P090059 26 10CP1 1B 18 30 10 _4
1P090060 30 10 _1 1N 07 33.5 IOCP1
IB 20 36 10 w2 1P090061 36 10 _i
IP090062 39.5 10 _1 18 14 42 10CP4
18 15 42 10CP4 IP090002 42 IOCP1
0900q4 BEGIN CLIMB TO 33000 4A 29 0 I0 P2 3L 02 0 I0 PI
FT. 3R i0 0 i0 P4 I0
090045 CLIMB THRU 32000 FT. 3H 02 0 IOCPI IP090067 2 IOCPI
BEGIN 500 FT/MIN IP Ii 2 I0 P4 I0
RATE OF CLIMB. i0 10
090046 i0 I0
090047 10 10
090048 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 02 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
SCAN -A2 3A 10 0 10 P3 2K 14 0 I0 P3
2K 46 0 10 P2 2K 33 0 I0 P2
090049 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 8A 06 0 10 P3 4A 68 0 10 P1
TIIRU TOUCHDOWN 10 10
090050 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -A1 4A 68 0 I0 P2 10
-ATT CHS MODE i0 i0
090051 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 02 0 I0 P2 3L 02 0 I0 PI
SCAN -A1 3A 10 0 10 P1 2K 14 0 10 P2
2K 46 0 i0 PI 2K 33 0 i0 PI
090052 CROSS MPT SID1 2K 14 0 I0 PI 10
090053 TURN TO HEADING 105 10 10
090054 HEADING CHANGE PROC. 4A 71 0 PI 2K 14 0 P2
-ATT CMS 2K 33 0 30 P1 3L 02 0 30 PI
090055 COMPLETE TURN - ON 10 10
HDG 105 I0 I0
090056 ENGAGE VERT PATH 2H 07 0 I0 PI 2H 08 1.42 i0 PI
GUIDANCE MODE 2H 35 2.76 10 P1 2H 36 4.13 10 P1
2H 39 4.91 i0 PI 2H 40 6.27 I0 PI
2K 14 7.05 10 P2 10
090057 CROSS 5JPT SID2. AGCS 10 10
TURNS AIRCRAFT TO 10 10
HDG 088. 10 I0
090058 REACH 10000 FT. 4B 07 0 I0 P2 3F 01 1 10 P1
BEGIN ACCELERATION 7F 25 3 10 P1 7F 30 5.24 I0 P3
TO 280 KIAS. 10 10
090059 IIANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1R 16 0 10 _1 1P090069 0 10 _1
CENTER EAST DEPAR- 1P090070 4 10 _1 IR 23 6 IOCP1
TURE CONTROL-123.95 IR 15 6 IOCP1 1P090073 6 IOCP1
IR 01 10 IOCP3 IR 02 10 10CP2
1R 03 12.93 10CP2 IR 05 15 10CP2
IR 14 17 IOCP3 IR 15 17 IOCP2
1P090093 17 IOCP1 IP090094 21 IOCP1
IR 16 23 I0 _2 IP090014 23 I0 _I
1N 07 27 IOCPI IR 16 30 I0 _2
IP090015 30 10 _1 1R 14 34 10CP4
1R 15 34 IOCP3 1P090016 34 IOCP1
090060 CONTACT ATLANTA DE- IR 32 0 10 _2 IP090001 0 10 _1
PARTURE CONTROL 1P090024 4.5 10 _1 1R 24 6 IOCP1
-12p.7 IR 36 6 IOCP4 IP090002 6 IOCP1
IR 07 8 IOCP3 IR 08 8 IOCP4
1R 09 10.9 10CP2 1R 06 12.48 IOCP2
IR 14 14 10CP4 1R 15 14 10CP3
IP090003 14 IOCPI IR 16 18 I0 _2
IP090005 18 10 _I 1N 07 22 IOCP1
IN 08 22 IOCPI IR 16 25 I0 _3
1P090006 25 10 w1 1R 24 28.5 10CP2
IR 37 28.5 IOCPI IPO_O007 28.5 IOCPI
090061 TUNE COMPANY FREQ 1Q 01 0 10CP4 1Q 02 0 IOCP2
- 1Q 03 3 10CP2 1Q 12 5 IOCP2
090062 TUNE EMERGENCY FREQ. IQ 07 0 IOCP4 1Q 08 0 10CP4
1Q 09 2.97 IOCP2 10
090063 CLIMB THRU 18000 FT. 3H 04 0 10CP4 3H 03 0 IOCP1
RESET ALTIMETER BARO IP090095 0 IOCPI IP 02 0 10 P3
VALUE TO 29.92 3H 04 3 I0 P4 3H 03 3 i0 P4
090064 CLItIB THRU 21000 FT. 3H 02 0 10CP3 10
090065 HANDOFF TO SPARTAN- IR 24 0 10CP4 IR 15 0 10CP4
BURG HIGH SECTOR 1P090040 0 IOCP1 1R 16 5 10 _4
-133.7 1P090074 5 10 _1 1P090075 9 10 _1
IR 24 10 IOCP3 1R 37 10 10CP2
1P090076 10 IOCP1 1R 07 14 10CP3
IR 08 14 10CP4 1R 09 16.9 10CP2
1R 06 19 ]OCP2 1R 25 20.47 IOCP1
IR 32 20.47 IOCP3 IP090077 20.47 IOCP1
IP090078 23.81 IOCPI IR 32 27.5 i0 _4
IP090047 27.5 10 _1 1P090048 50.8 10 _1
, 1R 24 54.3 10CP4 IR 15 54.5 10CP4
1P090049 54.3 IOCP1 10
090066 CROSS WPT SID3. AGCS 10 10
BEGINS TURN TO HDG 10 10
057. 10 10
090067 MOH AUTO HEADING 2K 16 0 I0 P2 2K 33 0 I0 PI
CHAHGE MANEUVER 2K 47 0 I0 PI 2K 52 0 I0 PI
090068 TUtlE NAV-I TO SPAR- 8B090002 0 IOCPI 5W 01 5 10CP3
TANBURG VOR -115.7 5W 02 5 IOCP2 5W 03 7.37 IOCP2
1P090096 8 IOCP1 1P 02 8 10 P2
090069 TURN COMPLETE - OH 10 10
HDG 057. 10 10
090070 BEGIN MACH 0.65 4B 07 0 10 P2 3F 01 .5 10 P3
CLIDIB. 7F 25 3 10 P1 7F 30 3 10 P1
090071 RECEIVE NOTICE OF 1R 33 0 10 _i 1P090079 0 10 _1
COHFLICTING TRAFFIC 1P090080 3 10 w1 1P090081 7 10 _1
IR 25 10 10CP2 1R 37 10 10CP3
1P090082 10 IOCP1 1P090083 13.3 IOCP1
090072 USE ALT ENG MODE TO 2H 33 0 10 P1 2H 31 2.5 10 P1
ESTABLISH NEW ALTI- 2H 42 5.28 I0 PI 2H 34 I i0 PI
TUDE I_HILE IN VERT 2H 28 4.06 I0 PI 2H 30 5.48 I0 PI
PATII NODE 2H 36 6.26 10 P1 10
090073 USE FPA SEL MODE TO 3L 02 0 10 P1 2H 21 1 10 P1
COt_TROL RATE OF 211 22 2.4 10 P1 2H 26 3.17 10 P1
CLIMB 2H 27 5.65 I0 PI 10
090074 REACH 26000 FT 10 10
090075 MOI_ITOR AUTO LEVEL 2H 25 0 i0 PI 3H 02 .77 10 P3
OFF WHILE IN ALT ENG 2K 17 2.9 10 P1 qB 02 5.17 10 P2
_IODE 7F 25 5.17 I0 P6 7F 30 5.17 I0 P3
3A 10 5.17 I0 P2 i0
090076 SET MFD TO 32 NM MAP 2K 10 0 i0 P1 2K 17 2.68 10 P1
090077 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1R 33 0 10 _2 1P090084 0 10 _1
COtITINUE CLIMB TO IP090085 3.1 I0 Wl IR 24 6.5 IOCP4
CRUISE ALTITUDE 1R 15 6.5 10CP4 1P090086 6.5 IOCP1
1P090087 9.5 IOCP1 10
--090078 RE-ESTABLISH VERT 2H 39 0 i0 PI 2H 40 1.36 i0 PI
PATH MODE 2H 36 2.14 10 P1 10
4B 07 3.7 10 P2 7F 25 3.7 I0 P4
7F 30 3.7 10 P3 3F Ol 4.14 10 P3
090079 CLIMB THRU 28000 FT. 3H 02 0 10CP4 1R 24 2.37 10CP4
REPORT TO ATC. IR 15 2.37 IOCP4 IP090050 2.37 10CPI
IR 16 7 I0 _2 IP090088 7 I0 _i
IP090089 I0 I0 _I IR 25 ii 10CP3
1R 37 11 10CP4 1P090090 11 IOCP1
090080 REACH 31000 FT. AC- 10 10
CELERATE TO LONG 10 10
RANGE CRUISE SPEED 10 10
-MACH 0.67 i0 I0
090081 REACH MACH 0.67 4B 07 0 10 P2 3F Ol 5 I0 P3
7F 25 3 10 P1 7F 30 3 10 PI
090082 RECEIVE CLEARAt_CE TO 1R 32 0 10 _4 1P090056 0 10 _1
CONTINUE CLIMB TO IP090055 3.5 I0 _I IR 25 8 10CP6
CRUISE ALTITUDE 1R 38 8 IOCPI 1P090056 8 IOCP1
IP090057 12 IOCPI IP 06 8 10 P2
090083 TUNE HIGH ROCK ULTRA IR 01 0 10CP3 1R 02 0 10CP2
HIGH SECTOR -136.55 IR 03 2.93 IOCP2 IR 05 6.51 IOCP2
IR 27 6 IOCPI 1R 38 6 IOCP1
1P090091 6 IOCP1 1P090092 9 IOCPI
IR 16 13 10 _2 1P090016 13 i0 _1
IN 07 17 IOCP1 1R 16 20 10 _1
IP090061 20 I0 _1 IP090062 23.5 10 _I
IR 27 26 10CP2 IR 36 20 IOCP6
1P090002 26 IOCP1 10
BgEA01 ENGINE 1 FIRE 10 I0
B9EA02 ENGINE FIRE SEQUENCE 7P 39 O0 I0 _i IPBgEA01 .71 I0 PI
- PRIMARY 1P 19 .71 IOCP2 7P 47 2.21 IOCPI
7P 53 2.21 IOCPI 7P 15 3.56 IOCPI
IPBgEA02 6.47 IOCP1 1P 20 6.47 10 P1
6B 08 6.67 10CP2 6A 23 8.97 i0 PI
1PB9EA06 8.97 IOCPI 1P 09 8.97 10 P1
7H 08 12.21 IOCP5 IPB9EA06 13.61 IOCPI
IP 09 13.61 10 P2 7P 17 15.68 10CP2
1PB9EA08 16.78 IOCP1 1P 09 16.78 10 PI
7P 15 21.78 IOCP4 1PB9EAIO 26.78 IOCP1
1P 16 26.78 10 P3 7P 18 26.91 10CP2
7P 27 27.18 IOCP2 1PB9EA11 28.68 IOCP1
IP 16 28.68 i0 P6 7P 16 42.18 IOCP3
1PBgEA12 42.68 IOCP1 1P 06 42.68 10 PG
BgEA03 ENGINE FIRE SEQUENCE 1R 25 O0 10 P1 1R 61 O0 10 PI
-NOTIFY ATC 1PB9EA13 O0 10 P1 IR 35 6.8 10 w6
IPBgEA16 3.8 10 _1 1PBgEA27 3.0 10 _1
IR 62 22.8 I0 PI 1R 61 22.8 10 P2
1PB9EA15 22.8 I0 P1 IN 05 33.8 IOCP1
1N 07 56.6 10CP2 10
B9EA06 ENGINE FIRE SEQUENCE 8B 02 O0 IOCP5 8B 05 5.9 10CP2
READ CHECKLIST 8B 03 10.9 IOCP1 1PBgEA16 12.9 IOCP1
PRIMARY IF 16 16.4 10 P4 8B 03 16.4 IOCPI
1PB9EA17 16.4 IOCP1 1P 16 16.6 10 P6
8B 03 17.9 IOCPI IPB9EAI8 19.9 IOCP1
1P 16 19.9 10 P6 8B 03 21.6 IOCP1
IPBgEA19 23.4 IOCP1 IP 16 23.6 10 P6
IPBgEA12 24.9 IOCP1 IP 06 26.9 I0 P6
BgEA05 SECONDARY ENGINE 8B 03 O0 IOCP1 1PB9EA20 2. IOCP1
FIRE SEQUENCE 1P 16 2. 10 P6 7D 31 3.5 IOCP2
__ IPB9EA21 5.35 IOCPI IP 16 5 35 I0 P6
7D 18 6.85 IOCPI IPBgEA22 9 25 IOCPI
IP 16 9.25 I0 P6 7L 22 I0 75 IOCPI
1PBgEA23 13.06 IOCPI 1P 13 13 06 10 P3
7C 31 16.56 IOCP3 7C 35 18 89 IOCP6
7B 33 20.28 IOCP2 IPBgEA24 22 0 IOCPI
IP 15 22.6 10 P3 1PB9EA25 22 6 IOCP1
IP 16 27.7 10 P6 1PB9EA26 27 7 IOCPI
IP 16 29.2 i0 P6 7E 31 29.2 IOCPI
"_09FEOI HYD SYS B PUMP OVHT 7A 24 0 IOCPI 7A 26 0 I0 PI
1P010022 .53 IOCP1 1P 06 .53 10 P3
7A 25 1.53 IOCP1 1P 03 1.53 10 P1
7A 15 3.67 IOCP1 7A 06 5.22 IOCP1
7A 24 7.17 I0 PI 7A 24 7.17 IOCP1
7A 25 7L7 IOCPI 7A II 7.84 IOCP1
1PO9FE01 10.39 IOCP1 1P 15 10.39 10 P1
IP 03 13.1 10 P1 8B 02 10 10CP3
8B 05 16 IOCP1 8B 03 26 10CP2
1POgFE02 30 IOCP1 1P 16 30 10 P4
1PO9FE03 32 IOCP1 1P 08 32 10 P2
1P 03 33.6 10 P1 8B 08 32 IOCP1
110001 REACH 33000 FT -EN 4B 03 0 10 P2 3F 01 0 10 P3
ROUTE CRUISE ALTI- 10 10
TUDE . BEGIN ACCEL- 10 10
ERATION TO LONG 10 10
RAI_GE CRUISE SPEED 10 10
-HACH 0.71 10 10
110002 REPORT REACHING 1B 25 0 IOCP4 1B 32 0 IOCPI
35000 FT. IPLI0001 0 IOCP1 1P110002 4 IOCP1
1B 20 6 10 _3 1Pl10003 6 10 _1
110003 REACH MACH 0.71 3F Ol 0 I0 P3 4B 07 0 10 P2
110004 PILOT REQUESTS RE- 1B 25 0 IOCP1 1B 17 0 10CP2
TURH TO ATLANTA . 1Pl10004 0 IOCP1 1Pl10005 4 IOCP1
COHTROLLER COORDI- IB 20 6 10 _4 1Pl10006 6 10 _1
NATES WITH ADJACENT 10 10
SECTORS FOR RETURN 10 10
VECTORS. 10 10
110005 RECEIVE VECTORS FOR IB 56 0 10 _1 1Pl10007 0 10 w1
THE LANIER SIX STAR, 1Pl10008 5.66 10 _1 1Pl10009 8.54 10 _i
PULASKI TRANSITION 1B 26 12 IOCP1 1B 17 12 IOCP1
1P110010 12 IOCP1 1Pl10011 16 IOCP1
1B 19 12 10 P2 10
110006 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 4A 28 0 i0 P2 3S 12 5 I0 P2
270 3S 01 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
110007 TUNE BADIN ULTRA 1B 07 0 10CP3 1B 08 0 10CP2
HIGH SECTOR -155.55 IB 09 2.88 IOCP1 1B 06 5 IOCP1
1B 28 6.5 IOCP1 IB 17 6.5 IOCP1
IP110012 6.5 IOCP1 1P110013 10 IOCP1
1B 56 13 10 _2 IPl10014 15 10 _1
1N 07 15 IOCP1 1B 56 18 10CP2
1Pl10015 18 IOCP1 10
110008 SET NAV-1 TO PULASKI BB 06 0 IOCPI 8Bl10001 6 IOCP1
VOR 5U 01 11 IOCP3 5U 02 11 10CP3
5U 03 14 IOCP2 IPIIO020 16.5 IOCPI
1P 12 16.5 10 P1 5G 04 19 10 P1
5H 02 16.5 IOCP1 10
110009 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 270 10 10
110010 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 19 0 10 _2 1P110016 0 10 _1
TO DESCEND TO 31000 1Pl10017 3.5 10 _1 1B 25 8 IOCP3
FT IB 17 8 IOCP4 1PLI0018 8 IOCP1
1Pl10019 12 IOCP1 10
II0011 CONTROL A/C MAN - i 4A 68 0 I0 P4 8A 08 0 I0 PI
110012 FLT INST SCAN - 1 3R 57 0 10 P2 3A 14 5 10 P1
3L 04 0 10 P1 35 17 0 10 P4
11FD01 HYD SYS B LOW PRESS. 7A 24 0 IOCP1 7A 24 0 10 P1
IP010022 .53 IOCP1 1P 06 .53 I0 P1
7A 25 1.53 IOCPI IP 03 1.53 I0 PI
7A ii 3.67 IOCPI 7A 13 4.22 IOCPI
1P11FD01 4.77 IOCP1 1P 02 4.77 10 P2
IP 03 6.77 10 P1 4A 62 5 10CP2
4A 19 6.21 IOCP1 7A 20 7.26 10CP2
4A 06 10 IOCPI 7A 06 13.33 IOCP1
7A 08 15.28 IOCPI 6D 61 16.76 IOCPI
8B 02 20 IOCP5 gB 05 26 IOCPI
8B 05 36 IOCP1 IPIIFD02 58 IOCP1
IP 15 36 I0 P2 8B 03 41.7 IOCPI
IPIIFD03 45.7 IOCPI IP 16 45.7 I0 P3
8B 03 47 IOCP1 1P11FD04 49 IOCP1
IP 15 49 I0 P3 8B 03 53 IOCPI
IP11FD03 55 IOCP1 1P 08 55 10 P2
8B Og 55 IOCP1 10
IIAF01 ENG NO.2 OIL FILTER 7F- 15 0 IOCP1 IP11AF01 .85 IOCP1
BYPASS IP 15 .83 i0 P4 1P 03 4 I0 P1
7F 15 .83 10 PI 4B 02 2 10 P2
4A 23 3 10 P1 4G 10 6 10 P1
7F 16 5 IOCP1 7F 34 5.83 IOCP1
1P11AF02 8 IOCP1 IP 17 8 10 P1
1P 03 11.5 10 P1 10
11CB01 NO.2 CSD LOW OIL 7B 73 0 10 _1 10
PRESSURE IP11CB01 .75 IOCP1 1P 14 .75 10 P4
7B 74 .75 IOCP2 IP 03 2.85 i0 PI
7B 09 3.24 IOCPI 1P11CB02 4.26 IOCP1
1P 19 4.26 10 P1 7B 15 4.5 10CP2
7B 14 6.46 IOCPI 7B 68 8.54 IOCP2
7B 72 10.72 IOCPI 7B 63 13.29 IOCPI
7L 15 15.35 IOCP4 7B 24 17.64 IOCP2
7B 44 16.56 IOCP2 7B 25 20.06 IOCP2
1PllCB03 21 IOCP1 IP 17 21 10 P2
8B 02 21 IOCP3 8B 05 27 IOCPI
8B 03 37 IOCPI IPIICB04 39 IOCPI
1P 17 39 10 P2 8B 03 43 IOCP1
IPIICB05 45 IOCPI IP 17 45 i0 P3
8B 05 49 IOCPI IPOgFE03 51 IOCPI
1P 08 51 10 P2 1P 03 55 10 P1
8B 08 51 IOCPI 10
150001 REPORT REACHING 1R 26 0 IOCP1 1R 38 0 IOCP2
CRUISE ALT 1P110001 0 IOCP1 1Pl10002 4 IOCP1
IR 55 5 i0 w5 IPIIO005 5 I0 _i
130002 MOH AUTO LEVEL OFF 3H 02 0 10 P3 2K 17 2.13 10 P1
WI4ILE IN VERT PATH qB 02 4.4 I0 P2 7F 25 7.15 I0 P4
MODE 7F 30 7.13 i0 P3 3A I0 7.57 I0 P2
130003 CROSS WPT LINCO 10 10
130004 PILOT REQUESTS RETRN 1R 26 0 10CP2 1R 38 0 10CP3
TO ATLANTA. CONTROL- 1Pl10004 0 IOCP1 IPLI0005 4 IOCP1
LER COORDINATES WITH IR 33 6 10 _4 1Pl10006 6 10 _1
ADJACENT SECTOR CON- 10 10
TROLLERS FOR RETURN 10 10
VECTORS. 10 10
130005 RECEIVE VECTORS IR 33 0 10 _2 IP130001 0 I0 _1
1P130002 3.7 10 _1 1R 26 7 10CP3
IR 38 7 IOCP4 IP130003 7 IOCPI
130006 TURH TO HDG 270 10 10
130007 HEADIHG CHANGE MA- 2H 19 0 10 P1 2H 20 2.5 10 P1
NEUVER USING TKA SEL 2H 17 3.61 10 P1 2H 14 4.38 10 P1
MODE -VERT PATH CUR- 2H 15 5.79 10 PI 2H 42 6.56 I0 PI
REHT MODE 2H 28 7.34 I0 P1 2H 29 8.76 I0 P1
2K 17 12.04 10 P1 10
150008 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
. HDG 270 I0 i0
130009 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 34 0 10 _1 IP150004 0 10 _I
FOR A 4-D SHINE 01 1P150005 4.5 10 _1 IP130006 9 10 _1
STAR 1R 26 10 10CP4 1R 59 10 IOCP1
IPI30010 I0 IOCP1 IPI30011 14 IOCPI
8B Ol 17.5 IOCP2 I0
130010 SET UP NEW 4-D 10 10
FLIGHT PLAN 10 10
130011 LOOK UP PAGE 2 2L 68 0 IOCP1 2L 16 2.03 10CP2
2L 68 4.11 IOCP2 2L 16 5.50 IOCPI
130012 LOOK UP PAGE 2 - 2L 52 0 10CP2 2L 16 12 IOCP1
STAR CALL-UP 2L 20 15 10CP2 2K 17 17 IOCP1
130013 STAR NAME - SHINE Ol 2L 55 1.46 IOCPI 2L 44 2.81 IOCP2
2L 45 4.16 IOCP2 2L 50 5.51 IOCP2
2L 41 6.86 IOCPI 2L 55 6.21 IOCPI
2L 26 9.56 IOCP1 10
130014 LOOK UP PAGE 2 - 2L 38 0 IOCP2 2L 16 8.32 IOCP1
AHY CALL-UP 2L 20 10.66 IOCP2 2K 17 12.17 IOCP1
130015 AWY NAME - JSI5R 2L 46 1.46 IOCPI 2L 53 2.81 IOCP2
2L 26 4.16 IOCP3 2L 30 5.51 IOCPI
2L 54 6.86 10CP2 10
130016 SHINE 01 AND J815R 2K 17 0 10CP2 10
DISPLAYED ON MFD. I0 i0
CO-PILOT DETERMINES 10 10
THAT THE COMMON b_PT 10 10
ON THE STAR AND AWY 10 10
IS THE I'JPT SHINE. AN i0 i0
EST MADE OF RNG AND I0 I0
BRG FRO[I _PT SHINE 10 10
TO PT _HERE HDG 270 i0 10
INTCPTS JS15R 10 10
130017 INITIALIZE PAGE 2L 63 0 IOCP1 2L 07 1.48 10CP2
130018 DESTINATION NAME- 2L 47 3.56 IOCP2 2L 37 4.91 IOCP2
KATL 2L 56 6.37 10CP2 2L 48 7,83 IOCP1
130019 ATC CLRNC PAGE - 10 10
CREATE b_PT BASED ON 2L 37 0 10CP2 2L 08 15.18 IOCP1
BEARING AND RANGE 2K 17 17.52 IOCP1 2L 20 19.79 IOCP3
FROM EXISTING WPT 10 10
130020 WPTOI BEARING/RANGE 2L 59 1.46 IOCP1 2L 52 2.81 IOCP1
270 DEG 80 Nrl 2L 56 4.16 IOCPI 2L 35 5.51 IOCPI
2L 26 6.86 10CP3 2L 27 8.21 IOCP1
2L 32 9.69 IOCPI 2L 35 11.04 IOCPI
2L 55 12.39 IOCPI 2L 35 13 83 IOCPI
130021 FL INPUT - 320 2L 42 0 IOCP2 2L 19 1 46 10CP2
2L 28 3.52 IOCPI 2L 27 4 87 IOCPI
2L 35 6.22 IOCPI 2L 20 7 57 IOCPI
130022 GS INPUT - 250 2L 49 0 IOCPI 2L 19 1 47 IOCP2
2L 27 3.53 IOCP1 2L 30 4 88 IOCP1
2L 55 6.23 IOCP1 2L 20 7 58 !OCP3
150023 WPT NAME - LAKEE 2L 48 1.46 IOCPI 2L 37 2 81 IOCPI
2L 47 4.16 IOCPI 2L 41 5.51 IOCPI
2L 41 6.86 IOCP1 10
--130024 PTA INPUT - 10:21:00 2L 56 0 IOCP2 2L 26 1.46 IOCP5
2L 35 2.81 IOCPI 2L 27 4.16 lOCP1
2L 26 5.51 IOCP3 2L 35 6.86 IOCPI
2L 55 8.21 IOCP1 2L 20 9.56 10CP3
150025 HANDOFF TO BADIN IR 34 0 i0 _2 IP150007 0 i0 _I
ULTRA HIGH SECTOR IP150008 4 10 _1 1R 24 5 IOCP5
-135.55 IR 59 5 IOCP2 IP130009 5 IOCPI
IR 07 8.5 IOCP3 IR 08 8.5 IOCP4
1R 09 11.4 10CP2 IR 27 15 IOCP3
1R 38 13 10CP2 IPl10001 15 IOCP1
IPl10002 17 IOCPI IR 32 18 10 _1
1P110014 18 10 _1 1N 07 21 IOCP1
150026 INITIATE TIME PATH 2H 35 0 IOCP2 2H 39 2.15 IOCPI
-4-D GUIDANCE MODE 2H 49 3.51 IOCPI 2H 50 4.86 IOCP1
2K 17 5.64 IOCP1 2K 23 7.91 IOCP1
2K 31 5.64 IOCP1 10
130027 KEY IN WPT PPOS 2L 52 1.46 IOCPI 2L 52 2.81 IOCP1
2L 51 4.16 IOCP1 2L 55 5.51 IOCP1
130028 NPT02 BEARING/RANGE 2L 59 1.46 IOCP1 2L 52 2.81 IOCPI
234 DEG 17 Nfl 2L 56 4.16 IOCP1 2L 55 5.51 IOCP1
2L 27 6.86 IOCPI 2L 27 8.21 IOCPI
2L 28 9.69 IOCPI 2L 29 11.04 IOCPI
2L 26 12.39 IOCP1 2L 32 13.84 IOCP1
130029 KEY IN WPT SHINE 2L 55 0 IOCP1 2L 44 1.35 IOCP2
2L 45 2.70 IOCP1 2L 50 4.05 IOCPI
2L 41 5.40 IOCP1 10
130030 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE - 2L 52 0 10CP2 2L 08 11.01 IOCP1
STAR INPUT 2K 17 13.35 IOCP1
140001 CONTACT PULASKI HIGH IB 01 0 I0CP2 IB 02 0 10CP2
SECTOR -152.75 IB 03 2.9 IOCP1 IB 04 5 IOCP1
1B 28 6.5 10CP2 IB 17 6.5 10CP4
1P140001 6.5 IOCP1 1P140002 10.5 IOCP1
1B 20 15 10 R4 1P140005 15 10 _1
1N 06 19 IOCP1 1B 56 23 10 w2
1P140004 23 10 _1 10
140002 BEGIN DESCENT TO 10 10
5100OFT 10 10
140003 ALTITUDE CHANGE PROC 4A 29 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 I0 PI
3H 02 0 10 P1 3R 10 0 10 P4
4B 03 0 I0 P2 3F Ol 0 I0 P3
140004 LEVEL OFF AT 31000 10 10
FT 10 10
140005 RECEIVE VECTOR TO 1B 36 0 10 _3 IP140005 0 10 _1
INTERCEPT PULASKI IP140006 3.27 10 w1 IP140007 7.63 10 _1
225 RADIAL IB 25 15 IOCP3 1B 17 13 10CP4
1P140008 15 IOCP1 1P140009 17 IOCP1
140006 TURN TO HDG 240 10 10
140007 HEADING CHANGE PROC. 35 01 0 I0 P2 4A 28 0 i0 P2
3L 02 0 10 PI 53 11 0 10 P1
3R 58 0 10 P1 I0
140008 TURN COMPLETE - ON I0 I0
HDG 240 i0 10
140009 BEGIN TURN TO PULAS- 10 I0
KI 225 RADIAL 10 10
140010 TURN COHPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 225 10 i0
140011 SET NAV-2 TO TOCCOA 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8B140001 6 IOCP1
VOR -109.8 5V Ol 12 IOCP3 5V 02 12 IOCP2
5V 03 14.95 IOCP1 1P140042 17 IOCP1
IP 13 17 IOCP1 5G 05 19.5 10 P1
5H 03 17 IOCP1 10
140012 HANDOFF TO LANIER 1B 18 0 i0 _4 1P140010 0 10 _1
HIGH SECTOR IB 24 4 IOCP4 1B 16 4 IOCPI
1P140011 4 IOCP1 1B 07 8 IOCP3
IB 08 8 IOCP2 IB 09 10.88 IOCPI
IB 06 13 IOCPI 1B 28 14.5 IOCP5
IB 17 14.5 IOCP5 1P140012 14.5 IOCP1
IB 20 20 10 _4 1P140013 20 10 _1
1N 07 23 IOCPI IB 56 26 10 _2
1P140014 26 10 R1 10
140013 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 56 0 10 _4 1P140015 0 10 _1
TO DESCEND TO 24000 1P140016 3.9 I0 w1 1B 25 7 IOCP1
FT 1B 17 7 IOCP2 1P140017 7 IOCP1
1P140018 11 IOCPI 10
140014 BEGIN MACH 0.75 10 10
DESCENT 10 10
140015 REACH 26000 FT 10 10
140016 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 5H 02 0 IOCP1 1B 25 2 IOCP2
DESCEND TO 11000 FT. 1B 17 2 IOCP3 1P140019 2 IOCP1
IB 19 7 i0 _3 IP140020 7 I0 _I
1P140021 10.75 10 _1 1B 25 15 IOCP5
IB 17 15 10CP4 1P140022 15 IOCP1
IP140025 19 IOCP1 10
140017 TUNE NORCROS5 LON 1B 01 0 10CP2 1B 02 0 10CP2
SECTOR -125.2 IB 03 2.9 IOCP1 1B 05 5 IOCP1
IB 28 6.5 IOCP2 IB 17 6.5 IOCP4
1P140024 6.5 IOCP1 IP140025 10.5 IOCP1
1B 18 14 10 _3 1P140026 14 10 _1
1P140027 17.5 10 _1 1N 07 20 IOCP1
140018 SET ALTIMETER BARO 1P140045 0 IOCP1 1P 15 0 10 P2
SETTI_IG TO 29.80 10 10
140019 CROSS TOCCOA VOR 10 10
140020 TUNE HORCROS5 VOR 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8B140002 6 IOCP1
-116.6 5U 01 13.70 IOCP5 5U 02 13.70 10CP3
5U 05 16.70 IOCP2 IP140044 18.78 IOCPI
1P 13 15 10 P1 5G 04 17.5 10 P1
5H 02 20.81 IOCP1 I0
140021 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 37 0 10 _1 1P140028 0 10 _1
TO GO INTO A HOLDING IP140029 4 10 _1 1P140050 9.33 10 _1
PATTERN AT LANIER 1P140031 14.66 I0 _1 1B 25 16 10CP3
INTERSECTION 1B 17 16 10CP4 1P140032 16 IOCP1
IP140035 20.5 IOCP1 10
140022 REACH 17000 FT. 10 10
BEGIN 500 FT/MIN 10 10
RATE OF DESCENT 10 10
140023 REPORT 1000 FT TO 5H 02 0 IOCP5 1P140045 2 IOCP1
LEVEL OFF 1P 11 2 10 P4 10
140024 REACH 16000 FT. BE- 10 10
GIN DECELLERATION TO I0 i0
210 KIAS. 10 10
140025 TUNE CHATTANOOGA VOR 8B 07 0 IOCP1 8B140003 6 IOCP1
-115.8 5V 01 11 IOCP3 5V 02 11 10CP2
5V 05 15.93 IOCP1 1P140046 16 IOCP1
IP 13 16 I0 PI 5G 05 19 I0 PI
5H 03 19 IOCPI 10
140026 REACH 210 KIAS. 5A Ol 0 i0 P3 4B 03 0 i0 P2
140027 HOLDIt_G PATTERN PROC 35 20 0 10 P1 55 12 0 10 P1
-RIGHT TURNS 4A 66 0 10 P1 3L 05 0 10 P3
-i 1/2 MIN. LEGS 5A 11 0 10 P5 3H 03 4.5 10 P1
4B 07 7 10 P2 10
-1 LOOP 35 17 I 0 10 P2 4A 67 1 50 10 PI
-INITIATE FIRST 3S 16 I 30 I0 PI 4A 65 I 50 I0 P4
5N 04 1 30 10 P1 10
TURN OVER INTER- 3H 05 1 50 IOCP1 3A 11 I 30 10 P3
SECTION 4B 07 1 35 10 P2 5L 05 1 50 10 P3
55 17 I 30 I0 P2 3N 02 2 O0 IOCPI
IP140047 2 0 IOCP1 IP Ii 2 O0 I0 P2
-- 3N 02 2 30 IOCP1 IP140048 2 30 IOCP1
IP II 2 30 I0 P2 3N 02 2 55 IOCPI
IP140049 2 55 IOCP1 1P 11 2 55 10 P2
3N 04 5 O0 IOCP1 4A 66 3 O0 i0 PI
3N 03 3 O0 10 P1 10
3L 03 3 O0 I0 P3 3A 11 3 O0 I0 P3
4B 07 3 05 10 P2 3S 17 4 O0 10 P2
4A 67 4 30 10 P1 3N 04 4 30 10 P1
35 15 q 30 10 P2 10
_A 65 4 30 i0 PI 3N 03 4 30 IOCPI
N 3A 10 4 30 I0 P3 4B 07 4 35 i0 P2
3L 03 4 30 I0 P4 3N 02 5 O0 IOCP1
IP140047 5 O0 IOCP1 1P 11 5 O0 10 P2
140028 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO IB 36 0 10 _3 1P140034 0 10 _1
CONTI_IUE DESCENT AND IP140035 3.27 10 RI IP140036 7.63 10 _i
APPROACH IB 25 12 IOCP1 1B 17 12 IOCP2
3N 03 12 10 P1 10
1P140037 12 IOCP1 1P140038 16.5 IOCP1
140029 BEGIN DESCENT. SET 10 10
THRUST FLIGHT 10 10
IDLE 10 10
140030 REACH 11000 FT AT 10 10
230 KIAS 10 10
140031 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA IB 20 0 i0 _I IP140039 0 I0 _I
APPROACH CONTROL 1P140040 4 10 _1 1B 25 5 IOCP2
1B 17 5 10CP3 IP140041 5 IOCP1
140032 ALTIMETER BARO SET 3H 04 0 I0 P3 3H 03 0 10 P2
PROC. 3H 04 0 10CP3 3H 03 0 10CP3
150001 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 34 0 i0 _3 1Pl10016 0 10 _i
TO DESCEND TO 31000 1P110017 3 10 _I 1R 30 8 IOCP1
FT. IR 39 8 10CP3 1Pl10018 8 IOCP1
IP110019 12 IOCP1 IR 01 13 10CP3
1R 02 13 IOCP2 1R 03 15.93 10CP2
1R 05 17.51 IOCP2 1R 27 19 IOCP1
IR 38 19 IOCPI 1P140001 19 IOCP1
1P140002 23 IOCP1 1R 33 25 10 _4
IP140003 25 i0 _1 1N 07 28 IOCP1
150002 USE ALT ENG MODE TO 2H 33 0 I0 P1 2H 31 2.47 10 P1
ESTABLISH NEW ALTI- 2H 51 5.73 i0 PI 2H 34 4.31 10 P1
TUDE _HILE IN TIME 2H 28 4.31 i0 PI 2H 30 6.51 i0 PI
PATH MODE 2H 42 7.29 10 P1 2H 36 8.07 10 P1
2H 44 8.85 I0 PI i0
150003 10 10
150004 REVISE FLIGHT PLAN 2L 65 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2.03 IOCP1
TO ESTABLISH NEW 2L 24 4.37 IOCPI 2L 24 5.87 IOCP2
FLIGHT LEVEL 310 AT 2L 09 7.19 10CP2 2L 42 9.27 IOCPI
SPT01 2L 28 10.62 10CP2 2L 26 12.08 10CP3
2L 35 13.43 IOCPI 2L 20 14.78 IOCPI
2L 09 16.25 10CP2 2L 21 18.33 10CP3
1P150012 20 IOCP1 1P 02 20 10 P2
150005 ADJUST THRUST TO FLY 2K 17 0 i0 PI 2K 31 0 i0 P1
AIRPLANE SYMBOL ON 4B 07 0 10 P2 2K 24 0 10 P3
MFD INTO TIME BOX 2K 32 5.13 10 P1 2K 17 10 10 P1
2K 31 10 i0 P1 4B 07 10 I0 P2
2K 32 12 10 PI 10
150006 RE-ESTABLISH TIME 2H 39 0 10 P1 2H 49 2.92 10 PI
PATH -4-D MODE 2H 50 4.27 i0 PI 2H 32 5.05 i0 PI
2H 44 5.83 I0 PI 2H 38 2.14 i0 PI
2H 42 6.61 I0 PI 2H 40 1.36 i0 PI
150007 LEVEL OFF AT 31000 i0 10
FT i0 i0
150008 HANDOFF TO LANIER 1R 16 0 10 _2 1P140010 0 10 _1
HIGH SECTOR -132.4 IR 14 4 IOCP4 IR 15 4 IOCP3
1P140011 4 IOCP1 IR 07 8 IOCP3
IR 08 8 10CP4 1R 09 10.9 10CP2
IR 06 12.48 10CP2 1R 27 14 10CP4
1R 15 14 10CP4 1P140012 14 IOCP1
IR 33 19 I0 _4 IP140013 19 i0 _I
IN 07 22 IOCP1 10
150009 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
234 TO ACQUIRE J815R 10 10
150010 TURN CORPLETE - ON 10 10
AWY J815R i0 I0
150011 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
tiED DESCEHT TO 11000 10 10
FT. THRUST ADJUSTED 10 10
AUTOMATICALLY. 10 10
150012 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 32 0 10 w2 1P150001 0 10 _1
FROM ATC 1P150002 4 10 _I 1R 25 7 10CP3
1R 37 7 10CP4 IP150003 7 IOCP1
150013 SET ALTIMETER BARO IP150013 0 IOCP1 1P 15 0 10 P1
SETTING TO 29.88 I0 10
150014 CROS_ [aPT SHINE. 10 I0
AGCS BEGIN AUTO 10 I0
TURN TO HDG 211 10 10
150015 TURN COHPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 211 10 10
150016 DESCE_ID THRU 26000 IR 24 0 IOCP4 1R 15 0 10CP4
FT. REPORT TO ATC. 1P140019 0 IOCP1 1R 34 5 10 _4
HANDOFF TO NORCROSS 1P150005 5 i0 _1 IP150006 8 I0 _i
LOW SECTOR -125.2 1R 30 10 10CP2 IR 39 10 10CP4
IP150007 10 IOCPI 1R 01 14 10CP3
1R 02 14 IOCP2 IR 03 16.93 10CP2
1R 05 18.51 IOCP2 1R 27 20 IOCP1
1R 33 20 IOCP1 1P140024 20 IOCP1
1P140025 24 IOCP1 IR 33 27 10 _4
1P140013 27 10 _1 1N 07 30 IOCP1
150017 CROSS WPT LANDS. 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 228 10 10
150018 TURN COrIPLETE - ON 10 i0
HDG 228 10 10
150019 LEVEL OFF AT 11000 i0 10
FT 10 10
150020 MONITOR AUTO LEVEL 3H 02 0 10 P3 2K 14 2.13 10 P1
OFF UHILE IN TIHE 3L 01 4.4 10 P1 10
PATH MODE 10 10
150021 AGSC BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
tiED DECELERATION TO 10 10
250 KIAS. 10 10
150022 REACH 250 KIAS I0 10
150023 RECIEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 35 0 10 w1 1P150009 0 10 _I
TO CHANGE LAKESIDE IP150010 4 10 _I IR 30 9 IOCP1
PTA TO 10:22:15 1R 39 9 10CP3 1P150011 9 IOCP1
150024 REVIISE FLIGHT PLAN 2L 65 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2.03 IOCP1
TO CHANGE LAKESIDE 2L 24 4.37 IOCP1 2L 24 5.87 10CP2
PTA! 2L 09 7.19 IOCPI 2L 56 9.53 IOCP1
2L 26 10.88 IOCP1 2L 35 12.33 IOCPI
2L 27 13.68 IOCPI 2L 27 15.03 IOCP1
2L 26 16.38 IOCP3 2L 30 17.73 IOCP1
2L 20 19.08 IOCP2 2L 09 20.59 IOCPI
2L 21 22.93 IOCP4 1P150014 24.45 IOCP1
IP 02 24.45 10 P3 10
150025 MONITOR AIRCRAFT AND 2K 17 0 10 PI 2K 31 0 10 P1
TI_IE BOX SYMBOLS ON I0 i0
MFD AS AGCS ADJUSTS 10 10
SPEED TO ACQUIRE NEW 10 10
TI_IE SLOT I0 10
150026 REACH 220 KIAS 10 10
150027 HANDDFF TO ATLANTA 1R 16 0 i0 _4 1P140059 0 i0 _I
APPROACH CONTROL 1P140040 4 10 _1 1R 24 6 10CP4
-126.9 1R 40 6 IOCP1 IP140041 6 IOCP1
160001 TUIIE ATLANTA IB 07 0 IOCP3 IB 08 0 10CP2
APPROACH COHTROL 1B 09 2.88 IOCP1 10
-126.9 10 10
160000 TURI{ OH LANDING LTS 7G 17 0 IOCP2 I0
160002 TUllE ATIS -123.7 IA 07 0 10CP3 1A 08 0 IOCP2
IA 09 2.98 IOCP1 1A 06 5 IOCPZ
1A 17 6.43 IOCP2 1A 15 8 10 _3
1P160001 8 10 _1 1P160002 11.42 10 _1
1P160003 15.98 10 _1 1P160004 20.54 10 _1
IP160005 25.1 10 _i IP160006 29.66 10 _I
160003 SET ALTIMETER BARO 1P160043 0 IOCP1 1P 13 0 10 P3
SETTING TO 29.84 10 10
160004 CONTACT ATLANTA AP- IA 06 0 IOCP1 1A 10 2.4 10CP4
PROACH CONTROL IA 12 2.4 IOCP3 1P160007 2.4 IOCP1
IP160008 6.4 IOCPI IA 15 9 10 _4
1N 07 12 IOCP1 1P160009 9 10 _1
160005 DESCENT AND APPROACH 1P160043 0 i0 PI 1P 02 0 10CP2
CIIECKLIST - i 8B 02 2 IOCP3 8B 05 8 IOCP2
8B 03 13 IOCPI IP160044 15 IOCPI
1P 10 15 10 P1 1P160045 17 IOCP1
IP 07 17 10 P4 8B 03 18 IOCP1
1P160046 20 IOCP1 1P 13 20 10 P4
7D 69 22 IOCP1 7D 70 2_.67 IOCP1
7E 08 26.69 IOCP1 1P160047 28 IOCP1
IP 16 28 10 P1 10
160006 DESCENT At{D APPROACH 8B 03 0 IOCPI 1P160048 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 2 1P 11 2 I0 P3 7M 03 3 I0 P3
7H 06 6.54 10 P4 1P160049 8.5 10 PI
IP 06 8.5 IOCP4 8B 03 9 IOCP1
1P160050 11 IOCP1 IP 12 11 10 P4
7G 17 12 IOCP2 IP160051 14.2 IOCP1
IP 16 14.2 I0 P2 8B 03 14.5 IOCPI
1P160052 16.5 IOCP1 1P 12 16.5 10 P2
3H 02 18 10CP4 3H 05 20.37 IOCP1
IP160053 23.4 IOCPI IP 09 23.40 i0 P1
160007 DESCENT AND APPROACH 8B 03 0 IOCP1 IP160054 2 10CP1
CHECKLIST - 3 1P 02 2 10 P1 8B010004 2 IOCP1
8B160001 5 IOCP1 7F 26 10 10CP4
7F 27 10.32 IOCPI 7F 28 12.32 IOCP4
7F 29 12.64 IOCP1 8B160002 15 IOCP1
3A 05 20 10CP2
1P160055 20 IOCP1 1P 14 20 i0 P1
3A 07 22 I0 P2 3A 05 22 10 P3
3A 13 25 I0 PI 3A 12 25 IOCPI
IP160056 28 IOCP1 1P 08 28 10 P2
8B 03 29.6 IOCP1 1P160057 29.6 IOCPI
1P 02 31.6 I0 P4 8B 08 31.6 IOCP1
8B010005 34.6 IOCPI 10
160008 CROSS NORCROSS VOR. IB 18 0 10 _3 1P160010 0 10 _1
RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1P160011 4 10 w1 1B 25 6 IOCP1
TO TURN TO HDG 210 1B 17 6 IOCP2 1P160012 6 IOCP1
AND TO SLOW TO 200 10 10
KIAS 10 10
160009 TURN TO HDG 210 AND i0 I0
SLOW TO 200 KIAS i0 I0
160010 TURH COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 210 10 10
160011 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 1 1P160058 0 10 P1 1P 10 0 IOCP2
4E 07 1 IOCPI 4E 15 3.69 IOCP3
4N 03 5.92 IOCP2 4N 04 7.09 10CP2
4E 16 8.26 CP1
1P160058 9.26 IOCP1 1P 10 5 10 P2
7F 30 7 10 P3 7F 25 7 10 P4
160012 REACH 200 KIAS 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
160013 SET NAV-I TO RUNWAY 8B 06 0 IOCPI 8B160003 6 IOCP1
08 ILS -109.9 5U 01 11 IOCP3 5U 02 11 10CP3
5U 03 14 10CP2 IP160059 16.5 IOCP1
1P 12 16.5 10 PI 5G 04 19 10 P1
5H 02 16.5 IOCP1 10
160014 SET NAV-2 TO REG VOR 5V 01 0 10CP3 5V 02 0 IOCP2
-111.8 5V 03 2.93 IOCP1 1P160060 5 IOCP1
1P 02 5 10 P2 5G 05 7 10 P1
5H 03 5 IOCP1 10
160015 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 37 0 10 _2 IP160014 0 10 _1
TO SLOW TO 190 KIAS IB 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
1P160015 4 IOCP1 10
160016 REDUCE SPEED 4B 07 0 I0 P2 10
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 5 1P160061 0 10 P1 4E 09 i 10CP3
IP160061 9.59 IOCPI 10
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE IP 10 0 10CP2 _N 03 3.69 IOCP2
4E 15 3.69 IOCP3 4E 16 5.92 IOCPI
4N 04 8.42 IOCP2
1P 10 6.03 10 P2 7F 25 7 10 P4
7F 30 7.4_ I0 P3 I0
160019 HANDOFF TO APPROACH IB 20 0 I0 Wl IP160016 0 10 _1
CONTROL -127.25 IP160017 4 10 _i 1B 26 6 10CP2
1B 32 6 10CP2 IP160018 10 IOCPI
IB 01 10 10CP2 IB 02 10 10CP2
1B 03 12.88 IOCP1 1B 05 15 IOCPI
IB 28 16.5 IOCP4 IB 32 16.5 IOCPI
1P160019 16.5 IOCP1 IP160020 20 IOCP1
1B 19 22 10 _4 1P160021 22 10 _i
1N 07 26 IOCP1 10
160020 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 19 0 10 _2 IP160022 0 10 _i
TO TURN TO HDG 270, 1P160023 4 10 _1 1B 25 8 10CP3
REDUCE SPEED TO 170, 1B 17 8 10CP4 1P160024 8 IOCP1
ArID TO DESCEND TO IP160025 12 IOCPI 10
4500 FT. 10 10
160021 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
270 10 10
160022 TURN COMPLETE - OH 4B 07 0 10 P2 I0
HDG 270. BEGIN DE- 10 10
CELERATION TO 170. 10 10
160023 REACH 170 KIAS I0 10
160024 BEGIN DESCENT TO 10 10
4500 FT. 10 10
160025 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS IP160062 0 i0 PI 4E II I IOCP3
15 IP160062 9.59 IOCPI I0
160026 LEVEL OFF AT 4500 FT I0 I0
160027 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 37 0 10 _2 IP160063 0 10 w1
TO SLOW TO 160 KIAS. 1B 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 I0CP2
1P160064 4 IOCP1 10
160028 REDUCE THRUST 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
160029 REACH 160 KIAS 4B 07 0 I0 P2 I0
160030 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 18 0 I0 _4 IP160026 0 I0 _I
TO TURN TO HDG 180 1B 26 4 IOCP2 IB 32 4 10CP2
1P160027 4 IOCP1 10
160031 TURN TO HDG 180 10 10
160032 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 180 10 10
160033 RECEIVE FIUAL 1B 37 0 10 _3 IP160028 0 10 _I
APPROACH INSTRUCTION 1P160029 3.21 I0 _1 IP160030 7.49 I0 _i
IP160031 11.77 10 w1 1B 26 15 IOCP1
1B 17 15 IOCPI 1P160032 15 IOCP1
IP160033 19 IOCP1 10
160034 TUNE ATLANTA TOWER IB 07 0 IOCP5 1B 08 0 10CP2
-119.5 1B 09 2.88 IOCPI 10
160035 BEGIN TURN TO HDG i0 i0
120 i0 10
160036 TURN COMPLETE - ON I0 I0
IIDG 120 I0 10
160037 CAPTURE ILS LOC 3R 59 0 IOCP1 IP160067 2.6 IOCP1
BEGIN TURN TO IP 02 2.6 I0 P4 3R 16 0 I0 P3
HDG 090 3S 01 0 10 P2 4A 28 0 i0 P2
1P 02 6.50 10CP2 35 11 6.53 I0 P2
10 IP160068 6.53 I0 PI
3V 06 4 10 P1 5R 16 10 i0 P3
5S 01 10 10 P2 4A 28 10 10 P2
160038 SET DECISION HEIGTH 10 10
ON RADIO ALTIHETER 10 10
160039 SET ADF-1 TO LAKE- 5D 17 0 IOCP3 5D 22 3 IOCP1
SIDE -375KC 5D Ol 3.77 10CP2 5D 02 5.75 IOCP3
1P160065 7.73 IOCP1 IP 02 7.73 10 P1
160040 SET ADF-2 TO LAKE- 5E 17 0 10CP2 5E 01 3 10CP2
SIDE -375 5E 02 3 10CP3 5E 20 3 IOCP1
1P160066 5 IOCP1 1P 02 5 i0 P1
160041 rION VOR/RMI-1 5G 04 0 I0 P2 5G 05 0 I0 P2
160042 MON ADF/RMI-I 5D 28 0 i0 P2 5D 29 0 i0 P2
160043 TUNE NAV-I TO RWY 08 5U 01 0 IOCP3 5U 02 0 10CP3
ILS -109.9 5U 03 3 IOCP2 1P160069 5 IOCP1
IP 02 5 10 P1 10
160044 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG.090 -RWY 08 HDG i0 I0
160045 AHNUHCIATOR RECALL 7A 28 0 IOCPI 7A 36 2.28 IOCP1
160046 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 10 P2 35 01 0 I0 P2
FINAL APP - A (i0) 4A 30 0 10 P2 10
160047 MOU INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 IOCPI 35 04 0 IOCP2
FINAL APP 3R 63 0 IOCPI 3A I0 0 IOCP2
3tl 07 0 IOCPI 3L 02 0 IOCP2
160048 MON ADF/RMI-2 5E 26 0 IOCPI 10
160049 ['_ON RADIO ALTIMETER 3J Ol 0 IOCP1 10
160050 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 i0 '4 1P160034 0 i0 *i
TO SLOW TO 150 1B 14 4 IOCP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
IP160035 4 IOCP1 10
160051 REDUCE SPEED TO 150 4B 07 0 10 P2 3A 01 0 10 P1
KIAS i0 i0
160052 REACH 150 KIAS 3A Ol 0 i0 PI 4B 07 0 I0 P2
160053 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS IP160070 0 10 P1 4E 12 1 IOCP1
25 1P160070 9.59 IOCP1 iO
=160054 ACQUIRE GLIDESLOPE 3R 60 2 10 P1 3R 60 0 IOCP1
1P160071 2.6 IOCPI 1P 10 2.6 10 P1
3V 09 4.58 i0 PI i0
160055 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 18 0 i0 *4 IP160036 0 I0 _I
TO MAINTAIN CURRENT 1B 14 8 IOCP4 IB 20 8 IOCP3
SPEED IP160037 8 10CPI I0
160056 BEGIN DECELERATION 1PI60072 0 IOCPI IP I0 0 I0 PI
TO 135 KNOTS 4B 07 i I0 P2 3A Ol i I0 PI
160057 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS IP160073 0 IO PI 4E 14 I IOCPI
40 IP160073 9.59 IOCPI I0
160058 REPORT RUtIHAY IN _A Oi 0 IOCPI IP160074 2 IOCPI
SIGHT IP IO 2 IO PI
160059 CROSS RWY XX OUTER 3V Ii 0 I0 P2 IPI60075 2 I0 PI
MARKER IP 13 2 IOCP4 3H 03 0 I0 Pl
3V 06 0 I0 PI 3V 09 0 I0 PI
160060 EXTEND LANDING GEAR 4D 03 0 IOCP3 4D 05 3 IOCP2
4D 09 3.5 10CP3 10
160061 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1B 05 0 10CP4 IB 25 2.4 IOCP1
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- 1B 17 2.4 10CP2 IP160038 6.4 IOCP1
AHCE IB 19 10.4 10 _2 IP160040 10.4 I0 _i
IP160041 14.4 I0 _I IB 29 17.4 IOCPI
1B 15 17.4 10CP4 1P160037 17.4 IOCP1
160062 LANDING CHECKLIST IP160076 0 IOCP1
1P 10 0 10 P4 1P160077 .6 IOCP1
IP 14 .6 10 P2
, IP160078 1.0 IOCPI IP i0 1.0 I0 P2
1P160079 1.7 10 PI 1P 02 1.7 10CP4
IP160080 3.0 IOCP1
IP 10 3_0 10 P2 1P160081 5.7 IOCPI
1P lO 5.7 10 PI
1P160082 4.7 IOCP1 1P 14 4.7 10 P2
1P160083 5.1 IOCPI IP 12 5.1 I0 P4
1PIGOOG4 6.2 IOCPI IP 12 6.2 I0 P4
160063 DESCEND THRU 500 FT 1P160085 0 IOCP1 IP 14 0 10 P3
ABOVE RWY I0 i0
160064 CROSS RHY 08 MIDDLE 3V 13 0 I0 P1 3V 13 0 IOCP1
MARKER 10 I0
160065 DESCEHD THRU 3R 12 0 10CP3 1P160086 2.58 IOCP1
-DECISION HEIGTH 1P 11 2.58 10 P2 10
150066 COHTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 68 0 10 P1
THRU TOUCHDO!_N 10 10
160067 CROSS END DF RWY 08 10 10
160068 TOUCHDOWII 4B 08 0 10 PI 4A 31 0 10 P1
4C 01 2.5 I0 P2 4C 02 24 10 P1
4F Ol 28 i0 P3 4M 04 0 I0 P4
8A 02 0 10 P1 i0
160069 SET SPEED BRAKES 4F 02 0 10 P3 4F 07 0 10 P2
160070 SET AUTO BRAKES 4D 43 0 IOCPI 4D 40 2.62 IOCPI
160071 HANDOFF TO GROUND IB 18 0 10 _3 1P160087 0 10 R1
COHTROL -121.9 IP160088 3.5 10 _1 1B 14 6 10CP2
1B 15 6 10CP2 1P160089 6 IOCP1
IB 01 9 10CP3 1B 02 9 10CP2
1B 03 11.88 IOCP1 1B 05 14 IOCP1
1B 29 15.50 10CP2 IB 16 15.5 IOCPI
1P160090 15.5 IOCP1 IB 18 20 10 _4
IP160091 20 i0 _I IP160092 23.5 10 _i
IB 29 25 IOCP1 IB 15 25 10CP4
IP160037 25 IOCPI I0
160072 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 I0 P4 35 04 0 i0 P4
FILIAL APP - B(240) 4A 30 0 I0 P4 i0
-160073 CONTROL A/C OH FINAL 4A 30 0 I0 PI 3R 61 0 I0 P2
APPROACH - C (5) 35 04 0 i0 P2 i0
160074 SET AUTO BRAKES 4D 43 0 10 P1 4D 40 2.62 10 P1
160075 MAN CNTRL A/C 4A 31 O0 10 P4 8A 08 O0 10 P4
160076 CAPTURE LOC 3R 59 0 IOCP1 1P160067 0 IOCP1
1P 02 2.6 10 P1 3V 06 2.0 10 P2
160077 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 10CP3 35 17 0 IOCP1
FI_AL APP - CP 3R 65 0 10CP3 SA I0 0 10CP3
3H 06 0 IOCP3 3L 02 0 IOCP3
160078 MON It_STRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 IOCP4 3S 15 0 IOCP1
FILIAL APP - CP 3R 63 0 IOCP4 3A i0 0 IOCP4
311 06 0 10CP4 3L 02 0 IOCP4
160079 DIOH INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 I0 P2 3S Ol 0 10 P2
FINAL APP - P 3R 63 0 i0 PI 3A 10 0 i0 PI
3H 06 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 PI
160080 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 10 P3 3S 17 0 10 P1
FINAL APP - P 3R 63 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 I0 P3
3H 06 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
160081 MON INSTRUMENTS OH 3R 62 0 10 P4 3S 15 0 10 PI
FI:_AL APP - P 3R 63 0 I0 P4 3A i0 0 i0 P4
3H 06 0 i0 P4 3L 02 0 10 P4
160082 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 69 0 10 P3 3R 62 0 10 P3
APPROACH - PILOT 3R 63 0 I0 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
(30 SEC) 3H 06 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
3S 01 0 10 P3 10
160083 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 69 0 10 P4 3R 62 0 10 P4
APPROACH - PILOT 3R 63 0 I0 P4 3A 10 0 10 P4
(60 SEC) 3H 06 0 10 P4 3L 02 0 10 P4
3S 15 0 10 P1 10
160084 CONTROL A/C OH FINAL 4A 78 0 IOCPI 3R 62 0 10CP3
APPROACH - CO-PILOT 3R 63 0 IOCP3 3A 10 0 IOCP3
3H 06 0 10CP3 3L 02 0 10CP3
3S 17 0 IOCP1 10
160085 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 78 0 10CP2 3R 62 0 10CP4
APPROACH - CO-PILOT 3R 63 0 10CP4 3A 10 0 10CP4
3H 06 0 10CP4 3L 02 0 10CP4
3S 15 0 IOCP1 10
160086 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1B 05 0 i0 P4 1B 25 2.4 10 PI
FI_AL LANDING CLEAR- 1B 17 2.4 10 P2 1P160038 6.4 10 P1
ANCE IP 17 10.4 i0 _3 IP160040 10.4 I0 _I
1P160041 14.4 10 w1 1B 29 16 10 P1
IB 15 16 I0 P4 IP160037 16 10 P1
160087 LANDING CHECKLIST 8B090001 0 10 P1 1P160076 2 10 P1
1P 10 2 IOCP4 1P160077 2.6 I0 PI
IP 14 2.6 IOCP2 8B090001 3 I0 P1
1P160078 5 10 P1 1P 10 5 10CP2
IP160079 6 IOCP1 IP 02 6 10 P4
8B090001 7.5 10 PI 1P160080 9.5 10 P1
IP 10 9.5 10CP2 IP160081 10.2 10 P1
1P 10 10.2 IOCP1 8B090001 11L2 10 P1
IP160082 13.2 10 P1 IP 14 13.2 10CP2
!P1600_3 13.6 I0 P1 IP 12 13.6 IOCP_
8D090001 lq.I 10 P1 1P160084 16.1 I0 P1
IP 12 16.1 10CP4 10
160088 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 64 0 I0 P3 3R 64 0 10 PI( 5 SEC PROC)
160089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B 4A 64 0 10 P2 3R 64 0 10 P2(10 SEC PROC)
160090 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C 4A 64 0 10 P4 3R 64 0 10 P3
(30 SEC PROC)
160091 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - D 4A 65 0 10 P1 3R 64 0 10 P4(60 SEC PROC)
160092 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E _A 65 0 10 P4 3R 65 0 10 PI( 60 SEC PROC)
160093 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F 4A 65 0 I0 P3 5R 65 0 10 P2
(120 SEC PROC) 10 10
160094 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 68 0 10 P1 8A 06 0 10 P3
THRU TOUCHDOWN
160095 REPORT RU_{WAY IN 8A 01 0 IOCP1 1P160074 2 IOCP1
SIGHT IP 10 2 10 P1 8A 01 2 10 P3
16EKO0 PILOT INCAPACITATION I0 10
16EKOI ADVISE APPROACH CON- IB 26 0 IOCP3 IB 52 0 10CP3
TROL OF PILOT INCA- IP16EK01 0 IOCP1 1P16EK02 3 IOCP1
PACITATION IPI6EK03 7 IOCP1 IB 19 12 IOCP1
1PI6EK04 12 IOCP1 1P16EK05 15 IOCP1
1P16EK06 19 IOCPI 10
16EK02 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -A1 4A 72 0 10CP2 8A 05 0 10CP2
3R i0 0 IOCPI 5A 10 0 IOCP2
3L 02 0 IOCP1 5A I0 0 IOCP1
16EK03 COMPLETE TURN. BEGIN 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
DECELERATION. 10 10
16EK04 REACH 170 KIAS. SET I0 10
THRUST TO PLIGHT i0 10
IDLE. 10 10
16EK05 BEGIN DESCENT TO 10 10
4500 FT. 10 10
16EK06 ALTITUDE CHANGE 4A 72 0 10CP2 5L 02 0 IOCP1
PROCEDURE - A 3H 02 0 IOCP1 3R 10 0 IOCP4
4B 07 0 IOCP1 5F 01 0 10CP3
16EK07 SET FLAPS 15 4E 11 0 10CP4 10
16EK08 FLAP SET PROC. - A 4E 15 3 IOCP3 4N 05 6.40 IOCPI
16EK09 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -F1 4A 73 0 10CP2 8A 09 0 IOCP1
3R 57 0 IOCPI 5S 15 0 10CP3
5L 03 0 10CP2 3A ii 0 IOCP2
16EK10 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -D1 4A 72 0 IOCP4 8A 09 0 10CP2
5R 56 0 IOCP5 55 15 0 IOCPI
5L 02 0 10CP4 5A 10 0 10CP4
16EK11 LEVEL OFF AT 4500 FT 10 10
16EK12 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 72 0 IOCP3 8A 09 0 10CP4
3R 57 0 10CP3 3S 15 0 10CP4
3L 04 0 10CP2 5A 11 0 10CP4
16EK13 REDUCE THRUST 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
16EK14 REACH 160 KIAS 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
16EK15 MON VOR/RMI-2 5H 02 0 IOCP3 5H 03 0 IOCP3
16EK16 MON ADF/RMI-2 5E 26 0 IOCP2 5E 27 0 10CP2
16EK17 BEGIN TURN TO HDG i0 10
150 I0 i0
16EK18 HEADING CHANGE PROC- 3S Ol 0 IOCP2 4A 74 0 10CP2
A 3L 02 0 IOCPI 3S 11 5 10CP3
3R 58 0 IOCP1 10
16EK19 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180. i0 10
16EK20 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -B1 4A 72 0 IOCP1 8A 09 0 10CP3
3R 56 0 IOCP1 3L 02 0 IOCP2
3A 10 0 IOCP2 55 01 0 10CP3
16EK21 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
120 10 10
16EK22 TURN COMPLETED - ON i0 i0
HDG 120 10 10
16EK23 CAPTURE ILS LOCALI- 3R 59 0 IOCP1 3R 16 0 10CP3
ZER. BEGIN TURN TO 55 04 0 IOCP3 4A 74 0 10CP2
HDG 090. 5R 16 10 10CP3 3S 04 10 IOCP5
4A 74 10 10CP2 55 11 5 10CP3
5V 06 0 IOCP1 10
16EK24 TURN COMPLETED - ON i0 I0
HDG 090 -RWY 08 HDG I0 10
16EK25 CONTROL AIRCRAFT OH 3R 16 0 IOCP3 3S 04 0 IOCP3
FI_IAL APPROACH - AI 4A 75 0 IOCP2 8A 03 0 10CP2
16EK26 COIITROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 IOCP4 35 04 0 10CP3
FINAL APPROACH - B1 4A 75 0 IOCP4 8A 03 0 IOCP3
16EK27 REDUCE SPEED TO 150 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
KIAS. I0 i0
16EK28 REACH 150 KIAS 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
16EK29 SET FLAPS 25 4E 12 0 IOCP1 I0
16EK30 ACQUIRE GLIDE SLOPE 3V 09 0 IOCP1 3R 60 0 IOCP1
16EK31 CROSS STUBBS. BEGIN 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
DECELERATION TO 135 I0 10
KIAS. I0 10
16EK32 SET FLAPS 40 4E 14 0 IOCP1 10
16EK33 CROSS OUTER MARKER 3V 11 0 IOCP1 10
16EK34 SET SPEED BRAKES 4F 02 0 IOCP2 10
4F 07 4 10CP3 10
16EK35 LArlDItiG CHECKLIST - 8B090001 0 IOCP1 1P160076 2 IOCP1
PILOT INCAPACITATED IP160077 2.6 IOCP1 8B090001 3 IOCP1
IP160078 5 IOCP1 1P160079 5.7 IOCP1
8B090001 7 IOCPI 1P160080 9 IOCP1
IP150081 9.7 IOCP1 8B090001 13.7 IOCP1
IP160082 14.1 IOCP1 1P160083 14.1 IOCP1
8B090001 15.2 IOCP1 1P160084 17.2 IOCP1
16EK36 CROSS MIDDLE MARKER 3V 13 0 IOCP1 10
16EK37 DESCEND THRU 1200 FT 3R 12 0 IOCP1 10
- DECISION HEIGHT 10 10
16EK38 CONTR(_ AIRCRAFT 8A 03 0 10CP4 4A 72 0 10CP3
THRU IDUCHDOI,_H I0 I0
16EK39 CROSS E_D OF RUNWAY I0 I0
16EK40 TOUCHDOL_HAND ROLL 4B 08 0 10CP2 4A 68 0 IOCP2
OUT 4C 01 2.5 10CP3 _C 02 24 IOCP2
4D 2_ 60 lOOP3 4M 03 90 IOCP1











16EK50 ADVISE ATC OF PILOT IR 30 0 IOCP_ IR 40 0 IOCP3
INCAPACITATION IPI6EK01 0 IOCPI IP16EK02 3 IOCP1
1PI6EK03 11 IOCPI 1R 35 11 10CP2
IPI6EK04 Ii IOCP1 IPI6EK05 14 IOCPI
1P16EK06 18 IOCP1 10
16EK51 MONITOR AUTO HEADING 2K 14 0 10CP2 2K 33 0 IOCP1
CHAI_GE 2K 47 0 IOCP1 2K 52 0 IOCP1
16EK52 SET EADI FOR ILS 2J 31 0 IOCP3 2J 25 2.15 IOCP2
APPROACH 2J 13 4.82 lOOP1 10
16EK53 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 02 0 10CP2 3L 02 0 IOCP1
SCAN - B 3A 10 0 IOCP1 2K 14 0 IOCP2
2K 46 0 IOCP1 10
16EK54 CAPTURE ILS LOCALI- 2K 09 0 IOCP1 10
ZER I0 10
16EK55 CROSS STUBBS. AGCS 10 10
BEGINS PROGRAMMED I0 I0
DECELERATION TO 135 i0 i0
KIAS 10 10
16EK56 SET AGCS TO AUTO 2H i0 0 IOCP2 2H 11 2.13 IOCP1
LAND riODE - A 2H 51 3.18 IOCPI 2J 13 3.96 IOCP1
16EK57 CROSS FIIDDLE MARKER 3V 13 0 IOCP1 10
16EK58 DESCEND THRU DECI- 2J 22 0 IOCPI 10
SION HEIGTH i0 10
16EK59 DISENGAGE AGCS - A 2H 10 0 10CP2 2H 13 2.13 IOCP1
2H 01 3.18 10CP3 2H 02 4.62 IOCP1
2H 09 5.67 IOCP1 4A 66 0 10CP2
4A 66 I0 10CP3 10
16EK60 SET ADF-I TO LAKE- 5D 17 0 10CP3 5D 22 3 IOCP1
SIDE -375KC 5D 01 3.77 10CP2 5D 02 5.75 IOCP3
1P160065 7.73 IOCP1 10
16EK61 SET ADF-2 TO LAKE- 5E 17 0 IOCP2 5E 01 3 IOCP2
SIDE -375 5E 02 3 IOCP3 5E 20 3 IOCP1
1P160066 5 IOCP1 10
16EK62 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 18 0 10CP4 IP160036 0 IOCP1
TO MAINTAIN CURRENT IB 14 8 10CP4 1B 20 8 10CP3
SPEED IP160037 8 IOCP1 10
16EK63 HANDOFF TO GROUND 1B 18 0 10CP3 1P160087 0 IOCP1
CONTROL -121.9 1P160088 3.5 IOCP1 1B 14 6 IOCP2
IB 15 6 10CP2 IP160089 6 IOCP1
IB 01 9 10CP3 1B 02 9 10CP2
1B 03 11.88 IOCPI 1B 05 14 IOCP1
1B 29 15.50 10CP2 IB 16 15.5 IOCP1
IP160090 15.5 IOCP1 1B 18 20 10CP4
1P160091 20 IOCP1 IP160092 23.5 IOCP1
IB 29 25 IOCPI IB 15 25 IOCP6
1P160037 25 IOCP1 10
16EK66 RECEIVE FINAL IB 37 0 10CP3 1P160028 0 IOCP1
APPROACH INSTRUCTION IP160029 3.21 IOCPI 1P160030 7.69 IOCP1
IP160031 11.77 IOCP1 1B 26 15 IOCP1
1B 17 15 IOCPI IP160032 15 IOCP1
1P160033 19 IOCP1 10
16EK65 CROSS RLQY 08 OUTER 3V 11 0 IOCP1 1P160075 2 IOCP1
MARKER IP 13 2 10CP6 10
16EK66 CONTACT TOWER FOR IB 05 0 IOCP6 IB 25 2.4 IOCP1
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- IB 17 2.4 10CP2 1PI6003& 6.4 IOCP1
ALICE 1B 19 9 10CP2 1P160040 9 IOCP1
1P160061 13 IOCPI 1B 29 16 IOCP1
IB 15 16 IOCP4 1P160037 16 IOCP1
16EK67 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 37 0 IOCP2 1P160063 0 IOCP1
TO SLOW TO 160 KIAS. IB 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
1P160064 4 IOCPI 10
16EK68 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10CP4 1P160026 0 IOCP1
TO TURN TO HDG 180 1B 76 4 10CP2 1B 32 4 10CP2
IP160027 4 IOCP1 10
16EK69 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10CP4 1P160034 0 IOCP1
TO StObI TO 150 IB 16 4 IOCP2 IB 15 6 10CP2
1P160035 4 IOCP1 10
16FB01 LANDING GEAR FAIL TO 6D 03 O0 10CP3 4D 07 3.27 IOCP1
EXTEND 4D Ii 3.27 IOCPI 4D 05 5.54 IOCPI
6D 09 5.54 IOCP3 I0
16FB02 CP REPORT GEAR MAL- 1PI6FB01 O0 IOCP1 1P 13 O0 10 P3
FUNCTION 10 10
16FB03 RECYCLE GEAR 4D 01 O0 IOCPI 4D 07 13.06 IOCP2
4D 11 13.06 IOCPI 4D 08 13.60 IOCP1
4D 12 13.60 IOCPI 4D 03 14.16 IOCP2
4D 05 21.67 IOCP2 4D 11 21.67 IOCPI
1P16FB02 22.21 IOCP1 1P 15 22.21 10 P4
16FB04 INITIATE GO-AROUND IP16FB03 .41 10 P1 1P 15 .41 10CP4
BY PILOT 4B 06 .41 10 P1 10
16FB05 COPILOT GOAROUND 3H 02 O0 IOCPI 7F 27 O0 IOCP2
ACTIVITIES 7F 29 O0 10CP2 4E 11 O0 10CP3
3A 10 O0 IOCP1 7G 40 O0 IOCP1
4E 15 1.40 IOCP1 10
1P16FB04 7.80 IOCP1 10
1P i0 7.80 i0 P2 4D Ol 9.80 IOCP1
4D 07 9.80 IOCP1 4D 11 9.80 IOCP1
4B 07 12.86 10CP2 1P16FB05 15.15 IOCP1
IP 16 15.15 I0 P2 _D 08 19.80 IOCPI
4D 12 19.80 IOCPI IPI6FB06 19.80 IOCP1
IP 02 19.80 10 P2 I0
16FB06 PILOT/GRD GOAROUND 1B 24 0 10 P4 IB 16 0 10 PI
COHMUNICATIOHS IPI6FB07 0 i0 PI IB 20 3.5 I0 _2
IPI6FBO8 3.5 i0 _I IB 38 8.9 i0 PI
1B 39 8.9 10 PI IP16FB09 8.9 10 PI
IPI6FB21 14.4 10 P1 10
16FB07 P/CP GOAROUND 1P16FBIO 0 10 P1 1P 19 0 IOCP3
COI_FIUNICATIONS 10 10
16FB08 CP FLAP SET ArID 4E 09 0 IOCP3 4E 15 2.69 IOCP3
CALLOUTS 1P16FB11 4.92 IOCP1 1P 07 5.00 IOCP1
_B 07 5.08 IOCP1 7F 25 7.81 10CP2
7F 30 7.81 10CP2 3H 06 9.89 IOCP1
IP16FB12 16.89 IOCP1 1P 07 16.89 10 P1
16FB09 LEVEL OFF AT 3000 10 10
16FB10 CP RADIO COMMUNICAT- IB 24 0 10CP2 1B 16 0 10CP4
IONS IPI6FB13 0 IOCPI 10
16FBII ATL TWR HANDOFF IB 32 0 I0 _4 IPI6FBI4 0 i0 _I
1P16FB15 7.5 IOCP1 1P 06 7.5 10 P3
3A I0 7.5 i0 P1 4B 07 7.5 i0 P2
1B 25 9.5 IOCP1 1B 17 9.5 10CP2
1P16FB16 9.5 IOCPI 4G 04 9.61 10 P1
31! 02 9.61 I0 P2 4G 13 10.38 10 P4
16FB12 TURN TO MISSED I0 i0
APPROACH HEADING 10 10
16FB13 CP SELECT VtlF-3 1B 05 0 IOCPI 10
16FB14 TURN COMPLETE 10 10
16FB15 I'IANUALGEAR EXTEND IPI6FB17 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
PRDCEDURE 8B 02 0 10CP3 8B 05 5.9 10CP2
8B 03 10.9 IOCP1 1P16FB18 12.9 IOCPI
IP 10 12.9 10 P1 8B 03 !4.17 IOCP1
IP16FB19 16.17 IOCP1 1P 12 16.17 10 P2
_4D 14 16.17 IOCPI 4D 16 19.67 IOCPI
4D II 20.37 IOCPI 4D 17 21.17 IOCPI
4D 07 21.97 IOCPI 4D 18 22.77 IOCP1
4D 11 23.57 IOCPI 8B 03 25.57 IOCP1
GD 06 26.17 IOCPI 4D 03 27.57 IOCPI
4D 09 27.57 IOCP3 _D 08 30.84 IOCPI
4D 12 50.84 IOCPI IPI6FB20 32.84 IOCPI
IP i0 32.84 I0 P5 4D 15 34.04 IOCPI
170001 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 37 0 10 _2 1P170001 0 10 _1
TO SLOL_ TO 200 KIAS IB 26 4 IOCP2 1B 32 4 IOCP2
IP170002 4 IOCP1 10
"_170002 ADJUST THRUST 4B 07 0 I0 P2 10
170003 REACH 210 KIAS 10 10
170004 REACH 200 KIAS 10 10
170005 CROSS NORCROSS VOR. 1B 37 0 10 _4 1P170003 0 10 _1
RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 26 6 10CP2 1B 16 4 IOCP4
TO TURN TO HDG 210. 1P170004 4 IOCP1 I0
170006 TURN COMPLETED - OH 10 10
HDG 210 10 10
170007 TUNE NAV RADIOS FOR 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8B160003 6 IOCPI
MLS APPROACH. 5U 01 11 10CP3 5U 02 11 I0CP3
5U 03 14 10CP2 5V 01 44 10CP3
5V 02 44 IOCP2 5V 03 46.93 IOCP1
1P170026 49 IOCP1 1P 02 49 i0 P3
170008 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIO_{S IB 19 0 10 _2 1P170005 0 10 _1
TO TURH, REDUCE SPD, 1P170006 3.5 10 w1 1B 26 7 10CP4
AIID DESCEND. IB 32 7 I0CP4 IP170007 7 IOCP1
1P170008 11 IOCP1 10
170009 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
270 10 10
170010 TURN COMPLETED - ON 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
HDG 270. BEGIH DE- 10 10
CELERATIOH 10 10
170011 REACH 190 KIAS 10 10
170012 REACH 180 KIAS. 10 10
BEGIN DESCENT TO 10 10
6000 FT 10 10
170013 LEVEL OFF AT 6000 FT 10 10
170014 HLS ACQUISTIOH 3R 59 0 IOCPI IP160067 2.5 IOCPI
1P 02 2.5 10 P4 10
170015 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10 _3 1P170009 0 10 _1
TO TURN TO HDG 180, 1B 25 6 IOCP2 IB 17 6 IOCP3
DESCEND TO 3600 FT. IPI70011 6 IOCPI IP170012 9.5 IOCPI
170016 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
180 AND DESCENT TO I0 10
3600 FT. 10 10
170017 TURN COHPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180 10 10
170018 LEVEL OFF AT 3600 FT 10 10
170019 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10 _4 1P170013 0 10 _1
TO REDUCE SPEED TO 1B 26 4 10CP2 1B 32 4 IOCP2
160 KIAS IP170014 4 IOCPI 10
170020 REACH 170 KIAS 10 10
170021 RECEIVE FINAL CLEAR- 1B 19 0 10 _4 1P170015 0 10 _1
ANCE 1P170016 3 10 _1 1P170017 7 10 _1
1B 25 10 IOCP1 1B 17 i0 10CP2
IP170018 10 IOCP1 1P170019 14 IOCP1
1B 07 15 IOCP3 IB 08 15 10CP2
1B 09 17.88 IOCP1 10
170022 BEGIN RUH{,!AY 08 3R 16 0 10 P2 35 01 0 i0 P2
CENTERLINE ACQUISI- 4A 28 0 i0 P2 3S 11 5 10 P2
TION TURN 3R 16 10 10 P3 35 01 10 10 P2
4A 28 I0 i0 P2 3R 16 20 I0 P2
35 01 20 10 P2 4A 28 20 i0 P2
3R 16 30 10 P3 3S 01 30 10 P2
4A 28 30 I0 P2 3R 16 40 I0 P3
3S 01 40 10 P2 4A 28 40 10 P2
170023 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 32 0 10 _1 1P170020 0 10 _1
TO MAINTAIN SPEED IP170021 3.5 i0 _I IB 14 4.5 IOCP4
IB 15 4.5 IOCP4 IP160037 4.5 IOCPI
170024 TURN COHPLETED - 10 10
"-_-170025 CROSS APPROACH GATE. 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
BEGIN DECELERATION. 10 10
170026 CONTACT TONER IB 06 0 IOCP4 1B 28 2.39 IOCP1
IB 17 2.39 IOCP2 IP170022 2.39 IOCP1
IP170023 6.39 IOCPI IB 19 8 I0 w2
IP170024 8 i0 _I IP170025 11.50 i0 Wl
170027 BEGIN 6 DEG FIRST 10 10
SEGMENT FILS APPROCH i0 I0
DESCENT I0 10
170028 REACH 135 KIAS 10 10
170029 BEGIN TRANSITION TO 10 10
3 DEG SECOND SEGMENT 10 10
MLS APPROCH DESCENT 10 10
170030 CO['IPLETE TRANSITIOH 10 10
170031 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 69 0 10 P1 2J 02 0 10 P4
FINAL APP -180 3L 04 0 10 P3 3A 14 0 10 P2
2J 05 0 i0 P4 2J 19 0 I0 P4
2K 14 0 10 P4 2K 46 0 10 P3
2K 33 0 I0 P3 2J Ol 0 10 P4
170032 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 69 0 10 P3 2J 02 0 I0 P3
FINAL APP -30 3L 02 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
2J 05 0 10 P3 2J 19 0 10 P3
2K 14 0 10 P3 2K 46 0 10 P2
2K 33 0 i0 P2 2J 01 0 10 P3
170033 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 30 0 I0 P2 2J 02 0 10 P2
FINAL- APP -10 3L 02 0 10 P1 3A 10 0 10 PI
2J 05 0 10 P2 2J 19 0 10 P2
2K 14 0 10 P2 2K 46 0 10 PI
2K 33 0 10 P1 2J 01 0 10 P2
170034 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 69 0 10 P4 2J 02 0 10 P3
FINAL APP -60 3L 02 0 i0 P4 3A I0 0 10 P4
2J 04 0 10 P4 2J 19 0 10 P3
2K 15 0 I0 P2 2K 46 0 I0 P4
2K 33 0 10 P4 2J 01 0 10 P3
17EKO0 PILOT INCAPACITATED 10 10
17EK01 ADVISE APPROACH CON- 1B 26 0 10CP3 1B 32 0 10CP3
TROL OF PILOT INCA- 1P16EK01 0 IOCP1 1P16EK07 3 IOCP1
PACITATION 1P16EK03 7 IOCP1 1B 19 12 10CP4
1P16EK04 12 IOCP1 1P16EK08 15 IOCP1
1P16EK06 19 IOCP1 10
17EK02 MLS ACQUISITION 10 10
17EK03 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
180 AND DESCENT TO 10 10
3600 FT 10 10
17EK04 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180 i0 10
17EK05 LEVEL OFF AT 3600 FT 10 10
17EK06 REACH 170 KIAS i0 10
17EK07 BEGIN RUr_WAY CENTER-. 3R 16 0 10CP3 35 04 0 IOCP3
LINE ACQUISITION 4A 28 0 10CP2 3S 11 5 10CP3
TUR_I 3R 16 i0 10CP3 3S 04 10 10CP3
4A 74 10 10CP2 3R 16 20 10CP3
3S 04 20 10CP3 4A 74 20 10CP2
3R 16 30 10CP3 3S 04 30 10CP3
4A 74 30 10CP2 3R 16 40 10CP3
35 04 40 10CP3 4A 74 40 10CP2
17EK08 TURN COMPLETED 10 10
17EK09 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 61 0 IOCP1 3S 17 0 10CP3
FINAL APPROACH - X 4A 69 0 10CP2 10
17EK10 CROSS APPROACH GATE. 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
- BEGIN DECELERATION. 10 10
17EKll BEGIN 6 DEG FIRST 10 10
SEGMENT MLS APPROACH 10 10
DESCENT 10 10
17EK12 REACH 135 KIAS i0 I0
17EKI3 BEGIN TRANSITION TO i0 I0
3 DEG SECOND SEGMENT 10 I0
MLS APPROACH DESCENT 10 10
17EK14 COHPLETE TRAHSITION 10 10
17EK15 500 FT ABOVE RUHI'_AY i0 10
17EKI6 CROSS EHD OF RUNWAY 10 10
17EK17 TOUCHDOWN 10 10
17EK18 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 IOCP3 1P170009 0 IOCP1
TO TURN TO HDG 180, IB 25 6 10CP2 1B 17 6 10CP3
DESCEHD TO 3600 FT. 1P170011 6 IOCP1 1P170012 9.5 IOCP1
17EK19 RECEIVE IHSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 IOCP1 1P170013 0 IOCP1
TO REDUCE SPEED TO 1B 26 4 IOCP2 1B 32 4 10CP2
160 KIAS IP170014 4 IOCPI 10
17EK20 RECEIVE FINAL CLEAR- 1B 19 0 10CP4 1P170015 0 IOCP1
AHCE IP170016 3 IOCPI 1P170017 7 IOCP1
1B 25 I0 IOCP1 1B 17 I0 IOCP2
IP170018 10 IOCPI IP170019 14 IOCP1
IB 07 15 10CP3 1B 08 15 10CP2
IB 09 17.88 IOCP1 10
17EK21 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 52 0 IOCP1 1P170020 0 IOCP1
TO rlAINTAIN SPEED IP170021 3.5 IOCP1 IB 14 4.5 IOCP4
1B 15 4.5 10CP4 1P160037 4.5 IOCP1
17EK22 CONTACT TOWER IB 06 0 10CP4 1B 28 2.39 IOCP1
IB 17 2.39 10CP2 1P170022 2.39 IOCP1
IP170023 6.39 IOCP1 1B 19 8 10CP2
IP170024 8 IOCPI IP170025 11.50 IOCP1
180001 TUNE ATLANTA 1R 07 0 10CP3 1R 08 0 10CP4
APPROACH CONTROL IR 09 2.9 10CP2 10
-126.9 i0 10
180002 TUNE ATIS -123.7 Iq 07 0 10CP4 IQ 08 0 10CP4
IQ 09 2.97 10CP2 1Q 06 4.94 10CP2
IQ 12 6.39 IOCP2 1Q 30 9 10 _3
1P160001 9 10 _1 1P160002 12.42 10 _1
1P160003 16.98 10 _1 1P160004 21.,54 10 _1
1P160005 26.1 10 _1 1P 06 31 10 _1
180003 10 10
180004 SET NAV-3 TO ATLANTA 5Y 01 0 10CP3 5Y 02 0 10CP2
VOR -115.6 5Y 03 3.12 10CP2 5Y 05 4.7 IOCPI
180005 CROSS WPT STAR01. 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- i0 10
MED TURN TO HDG 220 10 10
AHD DECELERATION TO i0 10
200 KIAS 10 10
180006 TURN COI_PLETED - ON I0 10
HDG 220 10 10
180007 REACH 210 KIAS 10 1.0
180008 REACH 200 KIAS 10 10
m180009 HAHDOFF TO APPROACH 1R 16 0 10 _ IP160016 0 10 _1
CONTROL -127.25 IP160017 4 10 _1 1R 25 5 10CP3
1R 37 5 10CP4 1P160018 5 IOCP1
1R 01 8 10CP3 1R 02 8 10CP2
IR 03 10.93 IOCP2 1R 05 12.51 IOCP1
1R 28 14 IOCP1 IR 40 14 10CP2
IP160019 14 IOCPI 1P160020 17 5 IOCP1
IR 16 18.5 I0 _2 IP160021 18.5 I0 _I
= 1N 07 22 IOCP1 10
180010 CROSS WPT STAR02. 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 270 10 10
AND DECELERATION TO 10 10
170 KIAS 10 10
180011 TURN COMPLETED -ON 10 10
HDG 270. 10 10
180012 REACH 170 KIAS. AGCS 10 I0
BEGINS PROGRA{IMED 10 10
DESCENT TO 4500 FT. I0 I0
180013 SET NAV-I TO RWY 08 5W Ol 0 IOCP3 5W 02 0 IOCP2
IlS -I09.9 5W 03 2.37 IOCP2 IO
180014 SET NAV-2 TO RWY 08 5X Ol 0 IOCP3 5X 02 0 IOCP2
ILS -109.9 5X 03 2.95 10CP2 10
180015 SET NAV-3 TO RWY 08 5Y 01 0 IOCP3 5Y 02 0 10CP2
ILS -109.9 5Y 03 3.12 IOCP2 10
180016 DESCEND THRU 10000 7G 17 0 10CP2 10
FT 10 10
180017 LEVEL OFF AT 4500 FT 10 10
180018 SET DECISION HEIGHT 2J 20 0 IOCPI 2J 21 O0 IOCP2
ON EADI 10 10
180019 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED DECELERATION TO 10 10
160 KIAS 10 10
180020 REACH 160 KIAS 10 10
180021AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 180 10 10
180022 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 I0
HDG 180. 10 10
180023 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IR 16 0 10 _1 1P180004 0 10 w1
FROM ATC IP180005 4 10 _1 IR 24 6 IOCP4
IR 15 6 IOCP4 IP180006 6 IOCPI
1R 07 10 10CP3 1R 08 10 10CP4
1R 09 12.9 IOCP2 10
180024 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 120 10 10
180025 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 120 10 10
180026 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 090 10 10
180027 CAPTURE LOCALIZER 2J 09 0 IOCP1 IP160067 2 IOCP1
IP 02 2 i0 P4 i0
180028 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 090 - FINAL APP 10 10
180029 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED DECELERATION TO 10 10
150 KIAS 10 10
180030 REACH 150 KIAS 10 10
180051 ACQUIRE GLIDE SLOPE 3V 09 0 10 P2 10
180032 CROSS STUBBS. AGCS IP160072 0 IOCPI IP I0 0 10 PI
BEGINS PROGRAMMED 10 I0
DECELERATION TO 135 10 10
KIAS 10 10
180033 SET AGCS TO AUTO 2H 10 0 10 P1 2H 11 2.13 i0 P1
LAND MODE 2H 51 3.18 10 P1 2J 13 3.96 10 P1
180034 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1R 06 0 10CP3 1R 26 2 10CP2
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- 1R 38 2 IOCP3 1P160038 2 IOCP1
ANCE. 1P160039 6 IOCPI 1R 52 8 10 _4
IP160040 8 10 _1 1P160041 12 10 w1
IR 27 15 10CP2 IR 36 15 10CP4
1P160037 15 IOCP1 10
180035 CROSS END OF RUNWAY 10 10
180036 TOUCHDOWN AND ROLL- 8A 11 O0 10CP2 2J 15 O0 IOCP2
OUT, AGCS AUTO LAND 2J 40 O0 IOCP2 2J 41 O0 10CP2
MODE CONTROLS A/C 7F 25 O0 IOCP3 7F 30 O0 !OCP4
UtITILL 30KTS 10 10
180037 DISENGAGE AGCS 2H I0 0 IOCPI 2H 13 2.13 IOCPI
2H 01 3.18 10CP2 2H 02 4.62 IOCP1
2H 09 5.67 IOCP1 4A 64 0 10CP2
4A 64 10 10CP3 10
180038 HAHDOFF TO GROUND 1R 32 0 10 _2 IP160087 0 I0 _1
COHTROL -121.9 1P160088 3.5 10 _1 1R 23 6 IOCP3
1R 36 6 10CP2 1P160089 6 IOCP1
IR 01 9 10CP3 IR 02 9 10CP2
1R 03 11.93 10CP2 IR 05 13.51 10CP2
1R 14 15 10CP4 IR 15 15 10CP3
1P160090 15 IOCPI IR 34 19 I0 _4
1P160091 19 10 _i 1P160092 22.50 10 _1
IR 27 24 10CP2 1R 36 24 10CP4
1P160037 24 IOCP1 i0
180039 SET EADI FOR ILS 2J 32 0 10 P1 2J 35 2.15 i0 PI
APPROACH 2J 31 4.41 i0 P1 2J 33 5.76 10 P2
2J 18 7.11 i0 P1 I0
180040 SET EADI FOR STATUS 2J 32 0 10 PI 2J 35 2.15 10 PI
APPROACH 2J 29 4.41 10 P1 2J 33 5.76 10 P2
2J 18 7.11 10 P1 10
180041 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P2 2K 46 0 10 P1
SCAH -AI, PILOT 2K 33 0 i0 PI 2J 13 0 i0 P2
2J 14 0 10 P2 2J 01 0 10 P2
2J 19 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P1
180042 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P3 2K 46 0 10 P2
SCAH -A2, PILOT 2K 53 0 10 P2 2J 13 0 10 P3
2J 14 0 10 P3 2J 01 0 10 P3
2J 19 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
180043 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 15 0 10 P2 2J 13 0 10 P3
SCAN - FINAL APP 2J 14 0 10 P3 2J 01 0 10 P3
2J 38 0 10 P5 2J 59 0 I0 P3
2J 19 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
7F 33 0 10 P3 7F 34 0 i0 P3
180044 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 IOCP2 2K 46 0 IOCPI
SCAN -AI, COPILOT 2K 33 0 IOCPI 2J 13 0 10CP2
2J 14 0 IOCP2 2J 01 0 10CP2
2J 19 0 10CP2 3A 10 0 IOCP1
180Q45 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10CP3 2K 46 0 10CP2
SCAN -A2, COPILOT 2K 33 0 10CP2 2J 13 0 IOCP3
2J 14 0 10CP3 2J 01 0 10CP3
2J 19 0 10CP3 3A 10 0 10CP3
180046 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P4 2K 46 0 10 P3
SCAN -At, PILOT 2K 33 0 10 P3 2J 13 0 10 P4
2J 14 0 10 P4 2J 01 0 10 P4
2J 19 0 10 P4 3A 14 0 10 P2
m180047 FLIGHT INSTRUMEHT 2K 14 0 IOCP4 2K 46 0 10CP3
SCAN -AI, COPILOT 2K 33 0 IOCP3 2J 13 0 IOCP4
2J 14 0 10CP4 2J 01 0 10CP4
2J 19 0 10CP4 3A 14 0 10CP2
180050 REACH 190 KIAS 10 10
180051 REACH 180 KIAS. AGCS 10 10
BEGINS PROGRM_ED 10 10
DESCENT TO 6000 FT 10 10
"-_180052 DESCEHD THRU 10000 7G 17 0 10CP2 10
FT 10 10
180053 LEVEL OFF AT 6000 FT 10 10
180054 SET NAV-I TO RWY 08 5W 01 0 10CP3 5W 02 0 10CP2
MLS 5W 03 2.37 IOCP2 I0
180055 SET NAV-2 TO RWY 08 5X Ol 0 IOCP3 5X 02 0 IOCP2
{ILS 5X 03 2.95 IOCP2 10
180056 SET NAV-3 TO RWY 08 5Y 01 0 IOCP3 5Y 02 0 IOCP2
DILS 5Y 03 3.12 IOCP2 I0
180057 CROSS DJPT STAR03. 10 I0
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- I0 i0
DIED TURN TO HDG 180 10 10
AND DESCENT TO 3600 10 10
FT 10 10
180058 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180 10 10
180059 LEVEL OFF AT 3600F_ 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
DIED DECELERATION TO i0 I0
160 KIAS 10 10
180060 REACH 170 KIAS 10 10
180061 REACH 160 KIAS 10 10
180062 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
DIED TURN TO HDG 090. 10 10
180063 TURN COHPLETED - OH 10 10
HDG 090. CROSS D_PT 10 10
STAR04 -LAKESIDE 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
DIED DECELERATION TO 10 10
155 KIAS. 10 10
180064 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1R 34 0 10 _4 1P180001 0 10 _1
TODJER -119.5 1P180002 4 10 _i 1R 37 5 10CP4
IR 25 5 10CP3 1P180003 5 IOCP1
10 1R 07 15 IOCP3
1R 08 15 IOCP4 1R 09 17.9 IOCP2
1R 06 19.48 10CP2 1R 28 21 10CP2
IR 38 21 IOCP3 IP160038 21 IOCPI
1P160039 25 IOCP1 1R 32 25 10 _4
1P160040 25 10 _1 1P160041 50 10 _1
180065 BEGIN 6 DEG FIRST i0 i0
SEGtlENT MLS APPROACH i0 I0
DESCENT. 10 10
180066 REACH 135 KIAS 10 10
180067 TRANSITION TO 3 DEG I0 i0
SECOND SEGMENT MLS 10 10
APPROACH DESCENT 10 10
180068 TRANSITION CO_IPLETE. 10 10
REACH 130 KIAS. 10 10
180069 CROSS END OF RW¥ 08 10 10
-UPT STAR05 10 10
180070 FLIGHT IHSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P2 2K 46 0 10 P1
SCAN -AI, PILOT 2K 33 0 I0 PI 2J 05 0 10 P2
2J 04 0 10 P2 2J Ol 0 10 P2
2J 19 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P1
180071 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K !4 0 10 P3
SCAN -A2, PILOT 2K 33 0 I0 P2 2J 13 0 I0 P3
2J 04 0 I0 P3 2J 01 0 10 P5
2J 19 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
180072 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 15 0 10 P2 2J 05 0 10 P3
-- SCAN - FINAL APP 2J 04 0 i0 P3 2J 01 0 10 P3
- 23 38 0 I0 P3 23 39 0 i0 P3
2J 19 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P5
180073 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 IOCP2 2K 46 0 IOCP1
SCAN -A1, COPILOT 2K 35 0 IOCPI 2J 05 0 10CP2
2J 04 0 10CP2 2J 01 0 10CP2
2J 19 0 10CP2 5A 10 0 IOCP1
180074 FLIGIIT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10CP3 2K 46 0 10CP2
SCAN -A2, COPILOT 2K 35 0 10CP2 2J 05 0 10CP3
23 04 0 10CP3 2J 01 0 10CP3
2J 19 0 10CP3 5A 10 0 10CP3
180075 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P4 2K 46 0 10 P3
SCAH -AI, PILOT 2K 55 0 I0 P3 2J 05 0 I0 P4
2J 04 0 10 P4 2J 01 0 10 P4
2J 19 0 I0 P4 3A 14 0 10 P2
180076 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10CP4 2K 46 0 10CP3
SCAN -At, COPILOT 2K 33 0 10CP5 2J 05 0 10CP4
2J 04 0 10CP4 2J 01 0 10CP4
2J 19 0 10CP4 5A 14 0 10CP2
18EK00 PILOT INCAPACITATED 10 10
18EK01 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IR 16 0 10CP1 1P180004 0 10CP1
FROM ATC IP180005 4 10CP1 IR 24 6 10CP4
1R 15 6 10CP4 1P180006 6 10CP1
IR 07 10 10CP5 1R 08 10 10CP4
1R 09 12.9 10CP2 10
18EK02 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1R 06 0 10CP5 1R 26 2 10CP2
FI_AL LANDING CLEAR- IR 38 2 10CP5 1P160058 2 10CP1
AHCE. IP160059 6 10CP1 1R 32 8 10CP4
IP160040 8 10CPI IP160041 12 10CP1
1R 27 15 10CP2 IR 36 15 10CP4
1P160037 15 10CPI 10
18EK03 HANDOFF TO GROUND 1R 52 0 10CP2 1P160087 0 IOCP1
CONTROL -121.9 IP160088 3.5 10CP1 1R 23 6 10CP3
IR 56 6 10CP2 1P160089 6 10CP1
IR 01 9 10CP5 1R 02 9 10CP2
IR 03 11.93 IOCP2 IR 05 13.51 10CP2
1R 14 15 10CP4 IR 15 15 10CP3
IP160090 15 10CPI IR 54 19 10CP4
1P160091 19 10CP1 1P160092 22.50 10CP1
IR 27 24 10CP2 IR 56 24 10CP4
1P160057 24 10CP1 10
18EK04 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1R 54 0 10CP4 1P180001 0 10CP1
TONER -119.5 1P180002 4 10CPI 1R 57 5 10CP4
IR 25 5 10CP3 1P180005 5 10CP1
10 1R 07 15 10CP5
IR 08 15 10CP4 1R 09 17.9 10CP2
1R 06 19.48 10CP2 1R 28 21 10CP2
1R 58 21 10CP3 1P1600S8 21 IOCPI
IP160039 25 10CP1 1R 52 25 10CP4
IP160040 25 10CP1 1P160041 50 10CP1
18EK05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 15 0 10CP2 2J 05 0 10CP3
SCAN - FINAL APP 2J 04 0 10CP3 2J 01 0 IOCP3
2J 38 0 10CP3 2J 39 0 10CP3
2J 19 0 10CP3 3A 10 0 10CP3
7F 33 0 IOCP3 7F 34 0 I0CP3
200001 SHUTDOWH PROCEDURE-1 4B 08 0 I0 P1 4D 27 2.5 10 P1
4D 29 5 10 P3 7L 01 5.25 10 P1
7L 02 7.54 10 P1 7B 25 9.45 10 P1
7M 08 10 06 10 P5 7M 10 15.30 10 P2
7F 31 15 81 10 P1 7F 32 17.85 10 P2
7F 33 17 83 10 P2 7F 34 18.27 10 P2
7G 06 18 71 10 P1 7C 25 20.40 10 P1
7C 27 21 87 10 PI 7C 31 25.32 10 P1
7C 35 25 29 i0 PI 7C 39 26.75 10 P1
7C 45 28 20 10 P2 10
200002 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE-2 7B 71 0 10 P2 7G 36 1.0 10 PI
7K 08 2.9 10 P1 7K 12 7.12 10 P1
7J 25 8.26 10 P3 7J 27 9.68 10 P1
7J 29 12.43 i0 PI 7J 31 13.56 I0 P1
7J 33 14.69 I0 P1 7J 35 15.82 I0 _I
7J 03 16.96 i0 P3 7J 09 18.75 10 P4
7J 11 20.25 10 P4 10
200005 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE-3 7A 06 0 10 P5 7A 08 1.46 I0 P3
7A 11 2.92 10 P1 7A 15 5.47 i0 P1
7D 03 4.02 I0 P2 7D 32 6.72 10 P3
7D 20 8.25 10 P2 7D 21 10.25 10 PI
7D 15 11.25 10 P2 7D 17 12.78 10 P2
7D 27 14.31 10 P2 7G 26 15.84 i0 P1
4D 41 18.28 10 P2 1F 07 20.90 10 P1
IF 06 23.34 I0 P3 IH Ol 25.33 I0 PI
1F 09 27.70 10 P3 1P200040 29.20 10 P1
1B 29 32.20 i0 P4 1F 11 33.50 10 P3
1P200041 33.50 i0 P1 1F 09 38 I0 _i
IP200042 38 i0 _I 4D 51 39 I0 P1
7Q 01 41 10 PI 7H 14 43.66 10 P1
7H 11 45.06 10 P1 1P200005 47 10 P1
1P 10 47 10CP3 10
200005 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-1 8B 02 0 IOCP1 8B 03 4 IOCPI
1P200006 6 IOCP1 1P 10 6 10 P2
7C 71 6.7 i0 PI 1P200007 8.3 10 P1
1P 07 8.3 IOCP4 8B 03 9.1 IOCP1
1P200008 11.1 IOCPI 1P 11 11.1 10 P3
7B 94 12 10 P1 1P200009 13.44 10 PI
1P 06 13.44 IOCP4 8B 03 14 IOCPI
1P200010 16 IOCPI 1P 10 16 IOCP1
1P200011 17 10 P1 IP 07 17 10CP2
200006 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-2 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P200012 2 IOCP1
IP 12 2 i0 P4 7G 49 3.1 I0 P1
IP200009 4.38 i0 PI IP 06 4.38 IOCP4
8B 03 5 IOCPI IP200013 7 IOCPI
1P 10 7 10 P3 7G 50 8.2 10 P1
1P200009 9.5 10 P1 1P ,06 9.5 IOCP4
8B 03 I0 IOCPI IP200014 12 IOCPI
IP I0 12 10 P1 7K 12 13 10 P1
1P200009 14.2 10 P1 IP 06 14.2 10CP4
200007 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-3 8B 03 0 IOCPI 1P200015 2 IOCP1
IP 10 2 10 PI 7J 47 3 10 PI
7J 48 4.47 i0 PI IP200009 5.22 i0 PI
1P 06 5.22 IOCP4 8B 03 5,,72 IOCP1
1P200016 7.72 IOCP1 1P 10 7.72 10 P3
7J 49 8.92 I0 PI 7J 50 10.34 I0 PI
1P200009 11.10 10 PI IP 06 11.1 10CP4
8B 03 11.6 IOCP1 1P200017 13.6 IOCP1
1P 02 13.6 I0 P1 7A 11 15.1 10 P1
7A 13 15.65 10 P1 1P200009 16.2 10 PI
IP 06 16.2 IOCP4 8B 03 17 IOCPI
1P200018 19 IOCP1 1P 14 19 10 P4
7D 67 21.1 10 P1 7D 68 22.48 10 P1
7D 64 23.22 10 P1 7D 65 24.53 10 P1
7D 66 25.3 i0 P1 7E 36 26.07 10 P1
1P200019 26.6 I0 P1 1P 16 26.6 10CP3
200008 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-4 8B 03 0 IOCP1 IP200020 2 IOCP1
1R i0 2 10 P3 1P200009 3.2 10 P1
IP 06 3.2 IOCP3 8B 03 3.7 IOCPI
IP20002I 5,7 IOCPI IP iO 5.7 IO P3
7M 12 6.9 10 P2 7M 13 8.4 10 P2
1P200009 9.2 10 P1 1P 06 9.2 10CP4
8B 03 9.7 IOCP1 1P200022 11.7 IOCPI
1P 10 11.7 i0 PI 4D 49 12.7 10 PI
IP200009 13.8 I0 PI IP 06 13.8 IOCP4
8B 03 I_.3 IOCPI IP200023 16.3 IOCPI
1P 12 16.3 10 P2 6A 17 17.7 10 P1
1N 18 19.87 i0 P1 1P200009 20.93 I0 P1
1P 06 20.93 IOCP4 10
200009 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-5 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P200024 2 IOCP1
1P 10 2 10 P1 4F 12 3 10 P1
1P200030 5 10 P1 1P 08 5 10CP3
8B 03 6.2 IOCP1 1P200025 8.2 IOCP1
1P 11 8.2 10 P2 1P200029 9 10 P1
IP 08 9 IOCP4 8B 03 9.6 IOCP1
1P200026 11.6 IOCP1 1P 10 11.6 10 P1
IP200031 12.6 10 P1 1P 06 12.6 10CP3
8B 03 13.6 IOCP1 1P200027 15.6 IOCP1
1R 10 15.6 10 P1 1P200032 16.6 10 P1
1P 08 16.6 IOCPI 8B 03 17.5 IOCPI
1P200033 19.5 IOCP1 1P 02 19.5 10 P1
7H 01 21 10 P1 7H 02 23.81 10 P1
IP20003q 26 10 P1 1P 06 26 IOCP1
8B 03 28.5 IOCPI IP200035 30.5 IOCPI
1P 12 30.5 10 PI 10
200010 SECURING PROCEDURE 7D 06 0 i0 P3 7L 11 2.65 10 P4
8D200001 5 10 PI 7B 55 35 I0 P2
1P200039 38.3 10 P1 IP 10 38.3 10CP3
200011 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-6 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P200036 2 IOCPI
1P 10 2 10 P1 1P200009 3 10 P1
IP 06 3 IOCP4 8B 03 3.5 IOCP1
1P200037 5.5 IOCP1 1P 10 5.5 10 P1
1P200009 6.5 10 PI 1P 06 6.5 IOCP4
8B 03 7 IOCPI IP200038 9 IOCP1
1P 16 9 10 P4 10
200012 SCENARIO COMPLETED 10 10
20EK01 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE - 4B 08 0 10CP2 4D 27 2.5 10CP3
IA AD 29 6 10CP4 7L 01 6.54 IOCP1
7L 02 8.63 IOCPI 7B 25 10.72 IOCP1
7t4 08 11.35 IOCP4 714 I0 14.59 IOCP3
7F 31 17.1 IOCP1 7F 32 19.12 10CP2
7F 33 19.56 10CP2 7F 34 20 10CP2
7G 06 20.44 10CP2 7C 25 22.15 IOCP3
7C 27 24.5 IOCP3 7C 51 25.95 IOCP4
7C 35 27.54 IOCP3 7C 39 28.93 IOCP2
7C 43 30.38 IOCP2 i0
20EK02 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE- 7B 71 0 IOCP3 76 3q 1.8 10CP3
2A 7K 08 3.7 IOCP1 7K 12 7.92 IOCP17J 25 9.06 IOCP2 7J 27 10.48 10CP2
7J 29 11.90 IOCPI 7J 31 13.03 IOCPI
7J 33 14.16 IOCPI 7J 35 15.29 IOCPI
7J 37 16.43 IOCPI 7J 39 17.57 IOCP1
7J 03 18.71 IOCP1 7J 09 20.50 IOCP1
7J 11 22 IOCP1 10
20EK03 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE - 7D 03 0 IOCPI 7D 32 2.7 IOCPI
3A 7D 20 4.47 IOCPI 7D 21 7.07 IOCP1
7D 15 8.07 IOCP1 7D 17 10.47 IOCP1
7D 27 12.87 IOCPI 7G 26 15.47 10CP2
1F 07 17.91 IOCP3 IF 06 20.25 IOCPI
IH 01 23.11 10CP2 IF 09 27 IOCP3
IP200040 27 IOCP1 1B 29 29 10CP4
1F 11 29 10CP3 1P200041 29 IOCP1
1F 09 32 IOCP1 1P200042 32 IOCP1
N 4D 51 33 10CP2 7Q 01 36 10CP3
7H 14 59 10CP1 7H 11 42 10CP1
20EK05 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 02 0 IOCP1 8B 03 4 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - IA 7C 71 6 IOCP1 8B 03 7.59 IOCP1
7B 94 9.59 10CP1 8B 03 11 10CP1
8B 03 13 10CP1 7G 49 15 10CP1
8B 03 16.28 IOCPI 7G 50 18.28 IOCPI
8B 03 19.56 IOCPI 7K 12 21.56 IOCP1
8B 03 22.7 IOCPI 7J 47 24.7 IOCPI
7J 48 26.17 IOCPI 8B 03 26.92 IOCPI
73 49 28.92 10CP1 7J 50 30.55 10CP1
20EK06 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 03 0 IOCP1 7A 11 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 2A 7A 13 2.55 IOCP1 8B 05 3.I IOCP1
7D 67 5.1 IOCP1 7D 68 6.45 IOCP1
7D 64 7.22 IOCPI 7D 65 8.55 IOCPI
7D 66 9.3 IOCP1 7D 36 10.07 IOCPI
8B 05 10.61 IOCPI 8B 03 12.61 IOCP1
7M 12 14.61 IOCP2 7M 13 16.11 IOCP2
8B 03 16.89 10CP1 4D 49 18.89 10CP1
20EK07 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 03 0 IOCPI 6A 17 2 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - 3A IN 18 4.17 IOCP1 8B 03 5.67 IOCP1
4F 12 7.67 IOCP1 8B 03 9.67 IOCP1
8B 03 11.67 IOCPI 8B 03 13.67 IOCP1
7H 01 15.67 IOCP1 7H 02 18.48 IOCP1
8B 03 20.51 IOCP1 10
20EK08 SECURING PROCEDURE-A 7D 06 0 10CP2 7L 11 2.49 IOCP1
8B200001 6.08 IOCP1 7B 55 37 IOCP3
20EK09 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 03 0 IOCP1 8B 03 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 4A 8B 03 4 IOCP1 10
20EKIO SCENARIO COMPLETED 10 10
230001 TURN OFF OF RWY 08 4M 05 0 10 P1 8A 08 0 10 P2
ONTO TAXIWAY D AND 4B 03 i0 10 P1 4M 04 15 10 P4
TAXI TO RAMP 4D 28 I 08 I0 P2 4B 08 I 08 I0 PI
230002 AFTER LNDG PROC. 4F 01 1 10 P4 7E 16 0 10CP3
7M 17 3 IOCP1 7M 18 5.5 IOCPI
7L 13 4 10 P4 7G 16 8.5 IOCP2
6A 09 10 IOCP1 1N 01 12.37 IOCP1
4F 12 14.30 IOCP1 4E 06 16.30 10CP3
7B 24 6.5 10 P1 10
7B 34 7.2 I0 P3 7B 25 7.8 i0 PI
230003 TURN OFF TAXIWAY D 8A 02 0 10 P2 i0
ONTO RAMP AND TAXI 4B 03 5 10 P4 4M 04 0 10 PI
TO ARRIVAL GATE 4D 28 2 20 10 P2 4B 08 2 20 10 P1
230004 TAXI UP TO GATE 4M Ol 0 i0 P4 4B 03 0 I0 P4
23EK01 TURN OFF OF RWY 08 4M 03 0 10CP4 8A 07 0 10CP2
ONTO TAXIWAY D AND 4B 07 i0 IOCPI 4M 04 13 IOCP4
TAXI TO RAMP. - A 4D 28 I 18 IOCP1 4B 07 i 12 IOCP1
23EK02 AFTER LANDING PROC - 7E 16 0 10CP3 7M 17 3 IOCP1
A 7M 18 5.5 IOCP1 7L 22 7 IOCP1
7G 16 8.5 10CP2 6A 09 10 IOCPI
IN 01 12.37 IOCP1 4F 12 14.3 IOCP1
4E 06 16.5 IOCP3 7B 34 19 IOCP1
7B 25 20.75 IOCP1 10
"-=-23EK03 TURN OFF OF TAXIWAY 4D 28 0 IOCP1 8A 07 0 10CP3
D AND ONTO RAMP AND 4B 07 5 IOCPI 4M 04 5 IOCPI
TAXI TO GATE - A 10 4B 08 2 26 IOCP2
23EK04 TAXI UP TO GATE 4M 03 0 IOCP4 4B 07 0 IOCP1
8A 07 0 IOCP4 i0
DUMMY DUMMY PROCEDURE 8F DUMMY I I0 _i i0
TASKS
1A 01 MON VHF-1L FREQ IND 1 .76 90 5
2 4 03 90 5
3 4 09 90 5
1A 02 SET VHF-1L FREQ - 1 2 05 10 100 5 P
WHOLE NO.S 2 2 98 10 100 5 CP
3 2 05 10 100 5 CP
1A 03 SET VHF-1L FREQ - 1 1 98 10 100 5 CP
FRACTIONS 2 1 98 10 100 5
1A 04 ADJ VHF-1 VOLUME 1 2.08 10 100 5 CP
2 2.11 10 100 5 P
IA 05 SET VHF-I COMM TFR I 2.39 20 I00 5
SW TO LEFT 2 1.43 20 I00 5
3 2.39 20 100 5
4 1.43 20 i00 5
1A 06 SET VHF-1 COMM TFR 1 2.39 I00 i00 5
SW TO RIGHT. 2 1.43 I00 i00 5
3 2.30 I00 i00 5
4 1.43 I00 i00 5
IA 07 MOH VHF-IR FREQ IND i .76 90 5
2 4.86 90 5
3 4.96 90 5
3.99 90 5
1A 08 SET VHF-1R FREQ. 1 2 98 10 100 5
WHOLE NO.S 2 20l i0 I00 5
3 2 98 i0 I00 5
4 2 Ol I0 100 5
IA 09 SET VHF-IR FREQ - I I 98 i0 I00 5 CP
FRACTIONS 2 i 98 I0 i00 5
3 2 ii I0 I00 5 P
IA I0 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 3.5 i00 5
2 5.0 i00 5
3 1.7 i00 5
4 2 I00 5




1A 12 COMM VIA VHF-1 1 3.5
2 3.0
3 6








IA 17 SET COMM 2 VHF-I i 2.39 I00 100 CP
COMM RECVR SW TO OH 2 1.52 I00 i00 5 P
3 2.09 I00 I00 5 P
4 1.60 i00 I00 5 CP
IA 18 SET COMM 2 VHF-I I 2.39 I00 I00 5
- COMM RCVR SW TO OFF 2 1.52 I00 i00 5
3 2.09 100 100 5
4 1.60 I00 I00 5
IA 19 SET COMM 2 MIC SEL i 2.86 I00 i00 5 CP
SW TO VHF-I 2 I 99 I00 100 5 P
3 2 92 100 100 5 P
4 1 99 100 100 5
IA 20 ACT COMM 2 PTT SW I 1 42 20 I00 5
2 1 50 20 100 5
3 1 42 20 ZOO 5
4 2 35 20 100 5
IA 21 SET COMM BOOMIOXY I 1 50 100 100 5
SW TO BOOM 5
1A 22 SET COil[.12 BOOMIOXY i I 50 I00 i00 5
SH TO OXY 2 2 35 100 100 5 1A
IA 23 ADJ COMM 2 MIC VOL 1 2 04 i0 I00 5
IA 24 ACT COMM 2 PUSII-TO- 1 6 42 I0 100 5
TALK SW 2 13 42 i0 i00 5
3 3 12 I0 i00 5
IA 25 ACTUATE COMM 2 PUSH- 1 7. I0 I00 5
TO-TALK SW 2 1.7 i0 100 5
3 2.35 i0 i00 5
4 3.0 I0 i00 5
IA 26 ACT B/O PTT SW 1 1 0 I0 I00 5
2 1 5 i0 i00 5
3 2 0 i0 I00 5
4 2 5 i0 I00 5
IA 27 ACT B/O PTT SW 1 3 0 I0 I00 5
2 3 5 I0 I00 5
3 4 0 I0 i00 5
4 4 5 I0 i00 5
IA 28 ACT BIO PTT SW 1 i 0 I0 I00 5
2 1 5 I0 i00 5
3 2 0 I0 I00 5
4 2 5 I0 i00 5
1A 29 ACT B/O PTT SW 1 3 0 i0 100 5
2 3 5 i0 i00 5
3 4 0 i0 i00 5
4 4 5 i0 i00 5
IB Ol MOH VHF-2L FREQ IND i .76 90 5
2 4 88 90 5
3 50g 90 5
IB 02 SET VHF-2L FREq- 1 2 20 I0 i00 5 C
NHOLE HO.S 2 2 90 i0 I00 5 CP
3 2 40 i0 I00 5 P
4 3 I0 i0 i00 5
IB 03 SET VHF-2L FREQ - i 1 98 10 100 5 CP
FRACTIONS 2 i 98 10 i00 5
IB 04 ADJ VHF-2 VOLUME i 2 O0 i0 I00 5 C
2 2 09 i0 i00 5 CP
3 2 09 I0 I00 5 P
4 2 19 I0 i00 5
--IB 05 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR i 1 45 I0 I00 5
SW TO LEFT 2 2 39 i0 I00 5
3 1 49 i0 i00 5
4 2 39 i0 i00 5
IB 06 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR 1 1 45 10 100 5
SW TO RIGHT 2 2 39 i0 I00 5
3 1 49 I0 I00 5
4 2 39 I0 i00 5
"_IB 07 MON VHF-2R FREQ IND i 76 I00 5
2 40l 90 5
3 4 86 90 5
IB 08 SET VHF-2R FREQ - 1 2 03 i0 I00 5 CP
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.88 I0 i00 5 CP
3 2.03 I0 I00 5
4 2.98 I0 I00 5
IB 09 SET VHF-2R FREQ - i 1.98 i0 I00 5
FRACTIONS 2 1.98 i0 I00 5
IB i0 SET COMIl 2 MIC-SEL i 2.86 i00 i00 5
SW TO VHF-2 2 1.99 100 i00 5
3 2.92 I00 i00 5
IB ii SET COMM 2 VHF-2 i 2.09 i00 I00 5 P
COMH RECVR SN TO ON 2 1.52 i00 I00 5 P
3 2.59 I00 i00 5 CP
4 l.q4 i00 I00 5 CP '
18 12 SET COMM VHF-2 COMM I 2.39 I00 I00 5
RCVR SW TO OFF 2 l.q4 I00 I00 5
3 2.09 i00 I00 5
4 1.52 I00 i00 5
IB 13 ACT COMM 2 PTT SW I 1.42 I0 i00 5
2 2.30 i0 100 5
3 1.42 I0 I00 5
4 3.50 i0 I00 5
IB 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 4.8 100 5
OH HANDGRIP 2 2.5 I00 5
5 1 5 I00 5
4 1 7 i00 5
























--IB 21 SET COMH 2 BOOM/OXY i i 50 i00 I00 5
SW TO BOOM 2 2 42 i00 I00 5
3 1 47 I00 I00 5
4 I 47 i00 i00 5
IB 22 SET COMM 2 BOOM/OXY i 1 40 i00 5
SW TO CXY 2 1 47 i00 5
3 1 50 I00 5
4 2 42 i00 5
_IB 23 ADJ COMM 2 MIC VOL i i 97 I0 lOO 5 CP
2 204 i0 I00 5
IB 24 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW i 4.5 I00 5
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 2.8 I00 5
3 6.2 100 5
4 3.5 100 5
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 5 100 5
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 4 i00 5
,,o 5 6 I00 5
o,, 4 6.2 i00 5
IB 26 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 7 100 5
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 3 i00 5
3 10 100 5
4 7.5 i00 5
IB 28 ACTUATE COM,I 2 PUSH- i 5.0 I00 5
TO-TALK SW 2 6.0 i00 5
3 4 i00 5
4 4.25 i00 5
IB 29 ACTUATE COMM 2 PUSH- 1 1.7 i00 5
TO-TALK SW 2 3.5 i00 5
3 i.5 I00 5
4 3 i00 5















IB 38 ACC CNTL WHEEL 1 8.3 100 5
COMM SWITCH 5
IB 39 COHM VIA VHF-2 I 8.3 5 I00
AUDIO 2 6 55
3 15 5
4 3.7 5
IF Ol MON COCKPIT CALL I 1.00 5 I00
CHIME 5
IF 02 MOil COCKPIT CALL I .71 I00 5 P
AN,NUN LT ON 5
IF 013 ACT ATTENDANT CALL I 2.35 100 100 5 P
SW 5
IF 04 SET SERVICE INTPHN I 2.92 IO0 I00 5 P
__ SW TO ON 5
IF 05 SET SERVICE INTPHN i 2.92 I00 IO0 5
SN TO OFF 5
IF 06 SET COHM 2 MIC SEL I 2.86 i00 I00 5 CP
SN TO INT 2 2.92 i00 I00 5 P
3 1.99 I00 I00 5 P
IF 07 SET COMM 2 INT COMM I 2.64 i00 i00 5
RECVR SW TO ON 2 1.55 I00 I00 5
-- 3 2.34 i00 i00 5
-IF 08 SET COMM 2 INT COtIM i 2.44 i00 I00 5
RECVR SH TO OFF 2 1.55 100 100 5
3 2.34 I00 i00 5
IF 09 MON INT COMM AUDIO I .8 5
2 .9 5
3 1.5 5
IF i0 MON INT C{)MM AUDIO 5
1F 11 INTPHN COMM 1 1.4 5
2 1.3 5
3 1.3 5
IG Ol SET CO'IM 1 PA COMM i 1.41 i00 I00 5 P
RECVR SW TO ON 2 1.45 I00 I00 5
1G 02 SET COHM 2 PA COMM 1 1.41 lO0 lO0 5
RECVR Sf.JTO OFF 2 1.97 i00 lO0 5
1G 03 SET COFIM 2 MIC SEL 1 2.32 lO0 i00 5
$7,,! TO PA 2 2.92 i00 I00 5 P
3 1.99 I00 i00 5 P
IG 04 ACTUATE HANDMIKE SW 5
FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS 5
ANIIOUHCEMENT 5
IG 06 PICK UP PA HANDMIKE 1 3.08 100 100 5 CP
2 2.58 I00 I00 5 P
3 5.06 i00 i00 5 P
IG 07 RETURN PA HANDMIKE i 3.08 I00 I00 5
TO CRADLE 2 2.58 i00 I00 5
3 5.06 i00 i00 5
IG 08 SET COriM 2 PA COMM I 1.41 i00 I00 5 CP
RECVR SW TO ON 5
IG 09 SET COMM 2 PA COMM i 1.41 I00 i00 5
RECVR S'4 TO OFF 5
IG i0 SET C0;I"I2 MIC SEt i 2.86 I00 I00 5 CP
SH TO PA 5
IG II PRESS COMM 2 PRESS- i 1.42 100 I00 5 CP
TO-TALK SW FOR PA 2 1.42 I00 I00 5 P56
IG 12 SET COMM RCVR SW ON i 1.41 50 i00 5
IG 13 SET COtiM RCVR SW ON I 2.5 50 I00 5
2 3.0 50 I00 5
3 2.5 50 i00 5
4 3.0 50 i00 5
IH Ol ACTUATE GRD CALL SW I 2.37 20 i00 5 P
2 2.37 20 I00 5
iJ Ol ACTUATE VOICE REC i 1.49 I00 I00 5 CP
TEST St4 5
iJ 02 MON VOICE REC I 2.03 TO0 5 CP
IM OI MON VHF i SELCAL LT i .53 i00 5 P
ON 2 1.05 i00 5 CP
IM 02 FION VHF 2 SELCAL LT I 1.71 i00 5 CP
ON 2 1.05 I00 5 CP
IM 03 tIONITOR SELCAL CHIME i 1.00 5 I00
IM 04 CO/IM VIA SELCAL 5
IM 05 PUSH VHF I SELCAL I 2.22 i00 I00 5 P
TEST/RESET SW 2 2.30 100 100 5 CP
--1M 06 PUSH VHF 2 SELCAL 1 2.22 100 100 5 CP
TEST/RESET S_ 5
IN Ol SET ATC FUNCTION SEL I 1.93 I00 i00 5 CP
SDJ TO OFF 5
IN 02 SET ATC FUNCTION SELI 1.93 IO0 I00 5
S'W TO STDBY 2 1.93 I00 i00 5 IN
,,m IN 03 SET ATC FUNCTION SEL i 1.93 I00 i00 5
"_ SH TO ON 5
---IN 04 SET ATC FUNCTION SEL I 1.93 I00 I00 5
St_ TO LO SENS 5
IN 05 SET ATC IDENT CODE i 2.80 I0 I00 5 C
2 2.04 I0 I00 5 CP3
1N 06 MON IDENT CODE INDIC I .77 I00 5 CP
2 2.0q 90 5
3 2.80 90 5
1N 07 PRESS ATC IDENT S_ 1 2.14 50 100 5 CP
2 1.41 50 I00 5 CP
,,m IN 08 SET ATC MODE SEL SN 1 2.61 I00 I00 5 CP
oo TO A 5
IN 09 SET ATC MODE SEL SN 1 2.61 100 100 5
TO B 5
1N 10 SET ATC MODE SEL St4 i 2.61 I00 100 5
TO C 5
1N 11 SET ATC MODE SEL SN 1 2 61 I00 i00 5
TO D 5
1N 12 SET ATC TRANSPONDER 1 1 93 100 100 5 CP
SEL TO NO. 1 5
IN 13 SET ATC TRANSPONDER i 1 93 100 100 5
SEL TO NO.2 5
IN 14 SET ATC ALT REPTG 1 1 57 100 I00 5 CP
SOURCE Sb' TO NO.1 5
IN 15 SET ATC ALT REPTG i 1 57 I00 100 5
SOURCE S_4 TO NO.2 5
1N 16 SET ATC TEST SbJ TO 1 1 50 BO i00 5 CP
TEST 5
IN 17 SET ATC TEST S_J TO 1 1.50 80 100 5
MONITOR 5
IN 18 MON ATC TEST LT ON i 1.50 20 5




IP 02 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 1.5 5 100
2 2.0 5 I00
3 3.0 5 100
4 1.3 5 100




1P 04 MON VERBAL REPORT I 2.8 5 100
2 2.2 5 100
3 1.8 5 i00
4 5
IP 05 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 5.0 5 i00
2 6.2 5 100
3 4.0 5 I00
4 5
1P 06 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.50 5 100
2 6.0 5 I00
3 1.0 5 I00
4 .5 5 I00
1P 07 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 4.5 5 100
2 .7 5 I00
3 2.5 5 i00
4 .8 5 I00
IP 08 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 .9 5 i00
2 1.6 5 100
= 3 1.2 5 100
4 .6 5 i00
IP 09 MOLl VERBAL REPORT 1 1.3 5 I00
2 1.4 5 i00
3 I0 5 I00
4 1.9 5 i00
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT i 1.0 5 I00
2 .7 5 100
3 1.2 5 i00
4 .6 5 i00
IP II MON VERBAL REPORT 1 .5 5 I00
2 .8 5 100
3 .9 5 I00
4 1.7 5 I00
IP 12 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.5 5 I00
2 1.4 5 100
3 2.2 5 100
4 1.1 5 100
1P 13 NON VERBAL REPORT 1 2 3 5 100
2 2 4 5 i00
3 3 5 5 i00
4 1 8 5 I00
IP 14 MON VERBAL REPORT i i 9 5 i00
2 4 5 100
3 1 6 5 100
4 2.1 5 100
IP 15 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.7 5 100
2 3.7 5 I00
3 4.2 5 i00
4 3.2 5 I00
IP 16 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 .4 5 100
2 .3 5 100
3 3 5 I00
4 1.5 5 ioo
IP 17 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 3.5 5 100
2 3.7 5 i00
3 4 5 I00
4 2 5 i00
IP 18 MON VERBAL REPORT I I.i 5 i00
1P 19 tION VERBAL REPORT 1 4 5 100
2 1.5 5 100 1P
3 4.5 5 i00
IP 20 MON VERBAL REPORT i 2.00 5 I00 IP
1PBYRZ01 HON COL'l-UNITED 24, i 5.0 20 100
CONTACT DENVER APRCH
ON 128.95
IPBYRZ02 RADIO - DENVER APRCH i 1.5 20 i00
UNITED 24




--1PBYRZ04 RADIO - ROGER,UNITED I 3.5 20 100
24 CLEARED TO BYERS
AND 13000
1PBYRZ05 HON CALL- UNITED 24 1 3.5 20 100
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN
12000.
IPBYRZ06 RADIO- ROGER UNITED I 3.5 20 i00
24 OUT OF 13000 FOR
m 12000.
-1PBYRZ07 HON COMM- UNITED 24 1 3.5 20 100
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN
iiO00.
IPBYRZ08 RADIO- ROGER UNITED 1 2.0 20 10024 CLEARED TO 11000
' IPBYRZ09 riO11 COM,'I- UNITED 24 I 3.0 20 I00
REDUCE SPEED TO 250
KNOTS0
o IPBYRZIO RADIO- UNITED 24, i 2.5 20 I00
ROGER, SLOH TO 250
1PBYRZI1 DIOH COMH- UNITED 24, 1 3.0 20 100
REDUCE SPEED TO 200
KNOTS.
1PBYRZI2 RADIO- UNITED 24, I 2.5 20 100ROGER, SLODJ TO 200
1PBYRZI3 r10N CO_,IH- UNITED 24, 1 5.0 20 100COHTACT DEHVER LOCAL
CONTROL ON 118.3
1PBYRZ14 RADIO- UNITED 24, 1 4.0 20 I00ROGER, LOCAL CONTROL
ON 118.3
1PBYRZ15 RADIO- DENVER LOCAL i 1.5 20 I00UNITED 24
1PBYRZ16 MSG- UNITED 24 TURN 1 6.0 20 100RIGHT HEADING 350
REDUCE TO APPROACH
SPEED (150KTS)
IPBYRZI7 RADIO- UNITED 24, 1 5.0 20 100
ROGER, RIGHT TO 350
SLOW TO APPROACH SPD
1PBYRZ18 MSG- UNITED 24, CLEA 1 6.0 20 100
RED DIRECT TO APRCH
GATE, COHTACT TOLJER
AT OM 120.0
1PBYRZI9 RADIO- ROGER UNITED 1 6.0 20 10024 CLEARED DIRECT TO
THE GATE, TObJER AT 0
.N 120.0
IPLNDCL1 RADIO CO_iM - i 1.7 10 100
€U2_, ROGER! 10
1PLNDCL2 RADIO COr_I-¢DENVER 1 4.0 10 100
TODJER, TIIIS IS U 24 10
OVER THE GATE 10
IHBOUHD FOR LNDNG i0
1PLNDCL3 ZERO EIGHT, OVER! 1 1.0 10 100
1PLNDCL4 MON RADIO CO;dN - I 4.0 i0 100
€UNITED 24, DEHVER 10
TOtJER, ROGER. CLEAR 10
TO LAND RUNDJAY TLJO. 10
1PLNDCL5 SIX . WIND TDiO ONE 1 3.0 i0 100
-- ZERO DEGREES AT ZERO 10
NINER. ! i0
1PLNDCL6 CALL OUT-€ALTIMETER I 3.5 10 100
BARO SETTIHG IS T$_O 10
t_'INER POINT EIGHT 10
FOUR! 10
IPLMNTOI NSG- UNITED 76, CON- 1 4.5 20 100
TACT DEh'VER APRCH
CNTRL ON 128.05
"_-IPLMNT02 COr_1- UNITED 76,ROGER 1 3.0 20 100
- DENVER APRCH 12805
1PLMNT03 CODI- DENVER APRCH i 3.0 20 100UNITED 76




IPLMNT05 COM- UNITED76 ROGER 1 3.0 20 100
OUT OF 17-5 FOR 1600
0
IPLMNT06 MSG- UNITED76 DSCND i 3.0 20 I00
MAINTAIN 15000
IPLMHT07 COM- UNITED76 ROGER I 3.0 20 I00
DESCEND TO 15000




1PLMNT09 CObl- UNITED76 ROGER 1 4.5 20 i00
HOLD LOI'IGMOiiTFURTHE
R CLEARAI¢CE 16:40
IPLMNTIO MSG- UNITED76 DSCHD I 3.0 20 I00
MAINTAIN 14000
1PLMNT11 COM- UHITED76 ROGER i 3.0 20 100
CLEARED TO 14000
1PLMNT12 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 1 3.0 20 100
SPEED TO 250KTS








1PLMNT15 MSG- UNITED76 INCRSE 1 4.5 20 100
SPEED TO 220KTS
DSCND MAINTAIN 11000
1PLMNT16 COM- UNITED76 ROGER i 4.0 20 100
DESCEND MAINTAIN
11000 SPEED 220
IPLMNT17 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 1 3.0 20 100
SPEED TO 1 KTS
1PLMNT18 COM- UNITED76 ROGER 1 2.5 20 100
SLOW TO 170
IPLMNT19 MSG- UNITED76 COHTCT 1 3.5 20 100
DENVER LOCAL CONTROL
ON 118.3
1PLMNT20 COM- UNITED76 ROGER 1 3.5 20 100
CONTACT DENVER LOCAL
113.3
IPLMHT21 MSG- UNITED76 FLY 1 3.0 20 100
DIRECT TO ALTURA
1PLMNT22 COM- UNITED76 ROGER 1 3.0 20 100
DIRECT TO ALTURA
IPLMNT23 MSG- UNITED76 FLY 1 3.5 20 100
DIRECT TO APPROACH
GATE
,=, IPLMNT24 COM- UNITED76 ROGER i 3.0 20 I00
DIRECT TO GATE
1PLMNT25 MSG- UNITED76 REDUCE 1 5.5 20 100
TO APPROACH SPEED
CONTACT TWR AT O.M.
ONI20.O
IPLMNT26 COM- UNITED76 ROGER i 5.5 20 I00
SLOW TO APPROACH SPD
CONTACT TOWER 120.0
AT O.M.
1POOIV01 CALL-OUT TRAFFIC 1 2 10 100
SITUATION NORMAL I0
IPOOIV02 CALL-OUT TRAFFIC 1 2 10 100
CONFLICT X O'CLOCK 10
1PXXXXOI CALLOUT - GET THE i 1.5 10 100
CHECKLIST 10
IPXXX×02 RPT- CHKLST COMP i 1.0 10 100
v vv1P^X^^03 RPT- ON 1 .5 10 100
IPX×××04 RPT- OFF 1 .5 i0 100
1PXXX×05 RPT- SET 1 .5 10 100
IPX××X06 RPT- SET AND CHKD 1 1.0 10 100
1POOBA01 CALL OUT- FUEL HEAT 1 2.3 10 100
VALVE CHKLST 10
IPOOBA02 READ ITEM-. ENGINE 1 2.0 10 100
OIL TEMP LMTS 10
1POOBA03 CALL OUT- OIL TEMP I 1.5 I0 100
0 K 10
1POOBB01 CALL OUT- MINIMUM i 1.5 10 100
FUEL GO-AROUND 10
1POOBB02 REPORT- MIN FUEL 1 1.5 10 100
GO-AROUND CHKLST 10
1POOBB03 CALL OUT- FUEL 1 1.0 I0 100
PUMPS 10
1POOBB04 REPORT- PUMPS ON 1 1.0 10
1POOBB05 CALL OUT- FUEL 1 2.0 10
CROSSFEED SELECTOR_ 10
IPOOBB06 REPORT OPEN 1 .5 10 100
1POOBB07 REPORT AVOID SUSTAIN 1 2.3 10 100
-ED HIGH NOSE-UP 10
ATTITUDES 10
IPOOBB08 ACKNOWLEDGE ROGER I 2.5 10 100
AVOID SUSTAINED HIGH 10
NOSE-UP ATTITUDES 10
IPOOBCOI RPT- FILTER ICING 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOBC02 READ- FUEL HEAT SW i 1.0 10 100
IPOOBD01 RPT- FUEL GAGES SHOW 1 2.8 10 100
FUEL ×FR PROBLEM, 10
GET CHKLST 10
1POOBD02 RPT- INADVERTENT ×FR 1 2.5 10 100
OF FUEL TO CNTR TANK 10
CHKLST i0
IPOOBD03 READ- AFFECTED MAIN 1 1.6 10 100J
BOOST PUMPS 10
1POOBD04 READ- CNTR TANK 1 2.2 10 100
BOOST PUMPS 10
IPOOBD05 READ- RESET CIRCUIT 1 2.4 10 100
BREAKER IF NECESSARY I0
1POOBD06 RSPND- ROGER RESET 1 2.6 10 100
CIRCUIT BREAKER IF 10
NEEDED 10
"_-IPOOBD07 READ- MAIN TANK i 1.3 10 100
BOOST PUMPS 10
1POOBD08 READ- XFEED VALVE 1 2.0 10 100
REMAINS CLOSED 10
1POOBD09 RSPND- ROGER XFEED 1 2.0 I0 I00
VALVE CLOSED 10
1POOCB01 RPT- CSD LOW PRESS/ 1 3.0 10 100
HIGH TEtIP LT CHKLST 10
1POOCB02 READ- GENERATOR 1 2.0 10 100
DRIVE DISCONNECT SW I0
IPOOCB03 RPT- DISCONHECT 1 .5 i0 100
IPOOCBOq READ- APU 1 1.0 10 100
1POOCB05 RPT- APU GEN START 1 1.8 10 100
AND ON BUS 10
IPOOCDOI RPT- STDBY POWER LT i 1.8 10 i00
OFF CHKLST 10
J 1POOCD02 READ- STDBY P[,.'R St_ 1 1.5 10 100
1POOCD03 RPT- BATTERY 1 .5 10 100
1POOCE01 RPT- BUS OFF LT i 1.5 10 100
CHKLST I0
1POOCE02 READ- GENERATOR S_ 1 1.0 10 100
1POOCE05 READ- IF LT TRIPS ON 1 2.5 10 100
AGAIN APU START AND 10
011 BUS I0
IPOOCE04 RSPND- ROGER APU ON 1 2.2 10 100
BUS IF GEN NOT RESET 10
1POOCE05 RPT- GENERATOR RESET I 1.2 10 100
TO ON 10
1POOCF01 RPT- XFR BUS OFF LT 1 2.0 10 100
CIIKLST 10
1POOCF02 READ- XFR BUS SW, i 2.5 I0 100
RESET TO AUTO 10
1POOCF03 RPT- St,_ RESET 1 1.0 10 100
IPOOCG01 RPT- EQUIPHENT COOL- 1 2.5 10 100
ING OFF LT CHKLST I0
IPOOCG02 READ- EQUIP COOLING i 1.8 10 100
S_,JTO ALT 10
1POOCG03 RPT- COOLING Sb_ ALT I 1.5 10 100
1POODA01 RPT-LOSS HYDRAULIC 1 2.0 I0 100
SYSTEM-A CHKLST 10
1POODA02 READ- SYS-A FLT 1 3.0 10 100
CNTRLS - STDBY RDR 10
1POODA05 RPT- FLT CNTRL A ON 1 2.0 i0 100
STDBY 10
1POODA04 READ- HYD PUMPS OFF 1 2.0 10 100
1POODA05 READ- AUTOPILOT IIYD 1 3.0 10 100
SYS SELECT SYS-B 10
1POODA06 RPT- AUTO ON SYS-B I 2.0 I0 100
IPOODA07 ADVISE- GROUND SPOIL 1 3.5 10 100
ERS AND NOSE [,iHEEL 10
STEING ARE INOP i0




IPOODA09 ACCUI_ULATOR PRESSURE I 3.5 10 100
CHECK [_EATHER, PLAN 10
_ , FLAPS 15 LANDI_'G I0
0 1POODAIO RPT- ROGER GROUND I 4.0 10 100
AND INBD FLT SPOILER I0
OUT. ACCUHULTOR 10
PRESSURE FOR THRUST 10
1POODA11 REVERSER AND INBOARD 1 4.0 10 100
BRAKES. PLAN FOR 10
FLAPS 15 LANDING. 10
1POOEC01 READ- PREPARE FOR 1 5.0 10 100
LOSS OF ALL BUT STBY 10
PHR AND FOR USE OF 10
MANUAL TRIM 10
_ IPOOEC02 READ- PITOT STATIC 1 2.0 10 100
HEAT _ILL £,E INOP 10
IPOOEC03 ADVISE- ROGER, LOSS 1 4.5 I0 100
OF GENERATORS POSSIB 10
LE HITH ONLY STDBY 10
ArID BATT AVAILABLE 10
1POOECOt* UNDERSTAND ELEC TRIM 1 3.5 10 100
OUT AND PITOT HEAT 10
DJILL BE INOP 10
1POOEC05 READ- BUS XFR SH OFF 1 2.0 10 100
1POOEC06 READ- L.._AIT A REASON- 1 4.5 10 100
A_LE TIME TO DETERMI 10
NE HETHER TO FOLLON 10
STEP A OR B BELO'_ I0
IPOOEC07 RESTORE POHER SLONLY I 5.0 10 100
NOTING IF SMOKE OCCU 10
RS AND MONITOR ELEC I0
LOADS 10
IPOOEC08 ADVISE- ROGER, RESTO 1 3.0 10 100
RE PO:.IER SLOVLY lhON- 10
ITORING FOR SMOKE 10
AHD ELEC LOADS 10
1POOEC09 READ- NO.2 GEt! S_4 ON 1 2.0 10 100
1POOECIO READ- IF SMOKE DOES 1 6.2 10 100
NOT RECURR CONTIIIUE 10
bJlTH NO.I GEN OFF. 10
ENG NO.1 RVRSR INOP 10
1POOEC11 ADVISE-ROGER IF StIOK 1 _.5 10 100
DIES LEAVE GEN_,I OFF 10
E/tG_fl RVRSR INOP I0
IPOOEC12 READ- NO.I GEN SL_ ON 1 2.0 10 100
1POOEC13 READ-NO.2 GEN S_J OFF 1 2.0 10 100
1POOECI_ ADVISE- GENt1 ON BUS 1 3.0 10 100
GENt2 OFF BUS 10
1POOEC15 READ- CONTINUE FLT 1 4.5 10 100
HITH GENt2 OFF BUS 10
ENG,2 RVRSR INOP 10
IPOOEC16 READ-NO.2 GEN SH ON 1 2.0 10 100
IPOOEC17 READ-NO.1 GEN SW ON I 2.0 10 100
1POOEC18 ADVISE- V/G OPERTIV 1 1.5 10 100
1POOEC19 READ- STDBY PMR Sb/ 1 2.0 10 100
OFF 10
1POOEC20 READ- BATT SbJ OFF i 1.5 10 100
--1POOEC21 READ- BUS XFR SW 1 2.0 10 100
AUTO 10
1POOEC22 READ- IF POSSIBLE I 4.0 10 100
RESTORE PI,_R TO ANY I0
PART OF THE A/C THAT 10
CAN OPERATE NORMAL 10
1POOEC23 READ- HITH BATT SH i 4.0 10 100
OFF FIRE DETECT INOP 10
= LAND AS SOON AS 10
POSSIBLE 10
1POOEC2_ READ- USE SMOKE EVAC 1 2.5 10 100
UATION PROCEDURE IF 10
NECESSARY 10
1POOEC25 ADVISE- ROGER, OPER- I 6.0 10 100
ATE SYSTEM NORMAL IF I0
POSSIBLE, FIRE DETEC 10
TION II'OP 10
IPOOED01 READ- OX MASKS AND 1 2.0 i0 100
SELECTORS ON - 100 10
IPOOED02 RE[,D- CREbJ COMHUNICA 1 2.0 I0 100
TIONS ESTABLISH 10
1POOED03 READ-PRESSURE MODE 1 2.0 10 I00
SELECT - MANUAL 10
IPOOEDO_, READ-OUTFLOIJ VALVE 1 2.0 10 100
CLOSE ].0
IPOOED05 READ-NO SMOKING,SEAT 1 3.0 10 100
BELTS FASTEN SDJ- ON i0
1POOED06 READ- PASS OXYGEN 1 2.0 10 100
(IF REQUIRED) ON 10
1POOED07 READ-START EMERGENCY I 5.0 10 100
DESCENT PROCEDURE IF 10
REQD 10
1POOED08 READ-CABIN ALTIMETER 1 3.5 10 100
AHD CLIMB INDIC - I0
MONITOR I0
1POOED09 READ-CREW OXYGEN SEL i 2.0 10 I00
NORMAL I0
1POOEE01 ADVISE-PASSENGERS 1 4.0 10 100
AND CREDJ FASTEN SEAT 10
BELTS AND REMAIN i0
SEATED DURING DESCNT 10
IPOOEE02 READ-IF STRUCTURAL 1 3.0 10 100
STRENGTH IN DOUBT 10
LIMIT SPEED AS i'IUCH i0
AS POSSIBLE I0
1POOEE03 READ-REDUCE RATE OF I q.O 10 100
DESCENT AND AVOID I0
NIGH MANUVER LOADS 10
1POOEEO_, ADVISE-ROGER LIMIT 1 4-.0 10 100
SPEED, DESCENT, AND 10
G LOADS AS NEEDED I0
IPOOEE05 READ-START SHS FLT I 1.5 10 100
IPOOEE06 READ-TNRST LVRS IDLE i 1.5 10 100
1POOEE07 READ-SPD BRAKES FLT 1 1.5 10 100
IPOOEEOB READ-TARGET SPD vr,lo i 3.0 I0 I00
1POOEE09 READ-LEVEL OFF AT 1 c*.5 10 100
i-I000 OR MEA EIHICH- 10
EVER HIGHER i0
IPOOEEIO READ-SPD BRAKES SET I 2.0 10 100
D0 ;.,41 DETENT i0
1POOEEI1 READ-CRELJ OX NORMAL 1 1.5 10 100
1POOEEI2 READ-START SWS AS i 2.0 10 100
REQUIRED 10
1POOEF01 READ-MASTER FIRE 1 1.5 10 100
NARHING - OFF I0
L_ IPOOEF02 ADVISE- FIRE DJARNING I 1.5 I0 100
OFF i0
IPOOEF03 READ-FIRE HARN SLJ i 3.0 I0 I00
PULL AND ROTATE 10
IPOOEF04 READ-TO OVERRIDE 1 _.5 10 100
FIRE S;_ LOCK, DEPRES 10
BUTTON WHILE PULLING 10
SWITCH 10
1POOEF05 READ-ROTATE SW THRU 1 6.0 10 100
MECHANICAL LIMIT AND 10
HOLD FOR AT LEAST 10
ONE SECOND i0
o IPOOEG01 READ-MASTER FIRE I 1.5 i0 100
WARN SW - RESET 10
1POOEG02 READ-LNDG GEAR(MAX 1 4.5 I0 100
270 KTS) - DOWN 10
1POOEG03 READ-DO NOT RETRACT I 4.5 10 100
LHDG GEAR UNTIL FIRE I0
IS OUT AND BRAKES 10
COOLED FOR 20 MIN 10
IPOOEG04 ADVISE-ROGER RETRACT 1 4.0 10 100
LNDG GEAR AFTER 10
BRAKES COOLED AND 10
FIRE OUT 10
IPOOXX01 CALLOUT-HOW DO YOU 1 1.5 10 100
HEAR liE 10
IPOOXX02 ADVISE-5 BY 5 HOH DO i 2 0 I0 I00
YOU HEAR HE 10
IPOOEX01 READ-OXYGEN MASKS ON 1 2 5 10 I00
REGULATOR SET OH 100 10
IPOOEX02 READ-SrIOKE GOGGLES i 1 5 10 100
ON 10
1POOEX03 READ-COCKPIT DOOR I 1 5 10 100
CLOSE 10
1POOEX04 ADVISE-CREW COMM i I 5 10 100
ESTABLISHED 10
IPOOEHOI READ-WINDOW SHOULD 1 4 0 10 100
NOT BE OPENED UI"LESS I0
SHOKE ORIGIN CONFIRM I0
ED TO BE IN COCKPIT I0
1POOEH02 READ-NORMAL HOLDING 1 2 0 10 100
AIRSPEED - ESTAB 10
1POOEH03 ADVISE-HOLDING AIR 1 1 5 10 100
SPEED ESTABLISHED 10
1POOEH04 READ-FIRST OFFICER 1 2 0 10 100
SLIDING WINDOW OPEN 10
IPOOEH05 READ-PRESSURIZATION i 2 5 10 100
MODE SELECT - MAN 10
1POOEH06 READ-CABIN ALT SELCT I 4 0 10 100
INCREASE MAX 10000 10
1POOEH07 READ-CABIN RATE SEL 1 3 0 10 100
ECT HAX INCREASE i0
1POOEH08 READ-L AND R PACK 1 2 0 10 I00
SK'S ON I0
IPOOEH09 READ-ENGINE THRUST I 4 0 10 100
(MAX POSSIBLE) ABOVE 10
1.2 EPR 10
1POOEHIO READ-COCKPIT AIRCOND 1 2.5 10 100
AND GASPAR OUTLETS 10
OPEN 10
1POOFA01 RPT- GEAR SEAL LT ON 1 2.0 10 100
1POOFA02 RPT- GEAR SEAl. LT ON 1 2.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOFA03 READ- GEAR SEAL SW- 1 2.0 10 100
NORHAL 10
1POOFC01 RPT- SYB A/B SHOW 1 2.0 10 100
LOW BRAKE PRESSURE 10
1POOFC02 READ- LOSS OF SYS A/ 1 2.0 10 100
B BRAKE PRESS 10
1POOFC03 READ- AUTO BRAKE OFF 1 1.5 10 100
1POOFC04 READ- BRAKES- APPLY 1 2.0 10 100
STEADY PRESSURE 10
IPOOFG01 CALLOUT- AHTISKID LT 1 2.0 10 100
ON 10
1POOFG02 READ-ANTISKID INOP I 2.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOFG03 READ-AUTO BRAKE OFF 1 1.5 10 100
1POOFG04 READ-IF BRAKING 1 4.0 10 100
ACTIOH ABHORMAL i0
DURIHG LNDG SET ANTI 10
SKID SWS TO OFF 10
1POOFG05 READ- BRAKE WITH 1 1.5 10 100
CAUTION 10
1POOFF01 RPT- AUTOBRAKE IHOP 1 2.5 10 100
LIGHT ON 10
1POOFF02 READ- AUTOBRAKE INOP 1 2.5 10 100
CHECKLIST 10
1POOGA01 READ- DUCT OVRHT LT I 2.0 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOGA02 READ-TRIP RESET SW I 2.0 10
RESET 10
1POOGA03 READ- TEMP SELECT 1 2.0 10 100
MAN(AS RQD) I0
IPOOGB01 READ- PACK TRIP 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOGB02 READ- TEMP SELECT i 1.5 I0 100
WARI'IER I0
IPOOGB03 READ- TRIP RESET SW i 2.0 10 100
RESET 10
1POOGC01 READ- WING/BODY OVHT i 2.0 10 100
CHKLST 10
IPOOGC02 READ- ISOLATION I 2.5 10 100
VALVE- CLOSE 10
1POOGC03 READ- BLEED SW OFF 1 1.5 10 100
1POOGD01 READ- BLEED TRIP 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOGD02 READ- TRIP RESET SW 1 2.0 10 100
RESET I0
IPOOGE01 READ- AUTO FAILCKLST 1 1.5 10 100
1POOGE02 READ- MODE SELECT 1 2.0 10 100
STDBY 10
IPOOGF01 READ- OFF SCHEDULE 1 2.0 10 100
DESCENT 10
1POOGF02 READ- FLT ALT COUNTR 1 5.0 10 100
RESET TO BARO ALT 10
mlPOOHA01 READ- ENGINE ANTI- 1 3.5 10 100
ICE VALVE FAIL CKLST 10
1POOHA02 READ- TOTAL AIR TEMP 1 4.5 10 100
10C OR ABOVE SET N1 10
70 OR BELOW 10
IPOOJA01 CALLOUT- WINDOW XX i 2.0 i0 I00
CRAKII_G i0
I0 i00IPOOJA02 READ WINDOW XX HEAT 1 2.5
SW OFF 10
-1POOJA03 READ-REDUCE PRESS 1 4.5 10 100
DIFERENCE AS FOLLOWS 10
: CRAKED OUTER PAHE 10
NO CHANGE 10
1POOJA04 INNER PANE CRAKED, 1 4.5 10 100
MAX DIFFERENCE 5 PSI 10
MAX ALT FL 230, BOTH 10
CRACKED MAX PRESSURE i0
oo° 1POOJA05 DIFFERENTIAL 2 PSI 1 4.5 10 100
MAX ALT 13000 DESCEN 10
D NORMALLY OBSERVE 10
tJINDON HT INOP PROC I0
1POOJA06 ADVISE- OUTER PANE 1 2.0 10 100
CRACKED CONTINUE 10
NORtlAL FLT 10
1POOJB01 READ- WINDOW OVRHT 1 2.0 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOJB02 READ- WINDON HT SI,,I 1 2.0 10
OFF 10
IPOOJB03 ADVISE- DESCEND NOR- 1 3.0 10 100
MAL, OBSERVE I.JINDOW 10
HT INOP PROC 10
IPOOKAOI ADVISE- STAB TRIM i 2.0 10 100
OUT 10
1POOKA02 READ- MOVE CONTROL 1 4.5 10 I00
COLUMN StIOOTHLY AS 10
REQD TO MAINTAIN I0
AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE 10
IPOOKA03 READ- STAB TRIM SNS I 2.0 10 100
CUTOUT 10
1POOKA04 READ- STABILIZER 1 2.0 10 100
TRIM MANUALLY 10
IPOOKB01 ADVISE- I HAVE JAM- 1 3.5 10 100
MED CONTROLS, HELP 10
ME BREAK THEM LOOSE 10
1POOKB02 READ- JAMMED,STICKY, I 3.0 10 I00
FAULTY CONTROLS- 10
OVERPONER 10
IPOOKB03 READ- DO NOT TURN 1 4.5 10 100
OFF ANY FLT CNTRL 10
POL,.IERStJS 10
1POOKC01 ADVISE- STABILIZER i 4.0 10 100
IS JAM;IED OPEN MAN 10
TRIM HANDLE AND HELP 10
BREAK IT LOOSE 10
1POOKC02 READ- BOTH PILOTS 1 4.0 10 100
SIMULTANEOUSLY AT- 10
TEMPT TO BREAK STAB 10
JAM. RESTOI.,I HANDLES. I0
1POOKC03 READ- MAINTAIN IN- I 2.5 10 I00
TRIM AIRSPEED UNTIL 10
START OF APPROACH i0
1POOKC04 READ- ESTABLISH LNDG 1 3.0 10 100
CONFIGURATION EARLY, 10
PLAN FLAPS 15 LNDG I0
1POOKC05 ADVISE- ROGER, MAIN- i 4.5 10 100
TAIN AIRSPEED, PLAN 10
FLAPS 15 LNDG, ESTAB 10
• LISH CONFIG EARLY i0
1POOKL01 READ- t'IOVE FLAP LVR 1 4.5 10 100
TO DETENT NEAREST 10
ACTUAL FLAP POS AND 10
LAND CORRESPOND VREF 10
IPOOKL02 READ- FOR FLAP POS 1 4.5 10 Z00
LESS THAN 15 SET I0
VREF 40+55 KTS lO
1POOKL03 ADVISE- ROGER, FLAPS 1 2.5 10 100
LESS THAN 15 VREF40 I0
+55 i0
IPOOKXOI READ- ANTI-ICE I 1.0 I0 I00
IPOOKX02 ADVISE- SET I .5 I0 I00
IPOOKX03 READ- AIR CONDITION- i 2.0 IO IO0
ING AND PRESSURIZ- I0
ATION 10
IPOOKX04 ADVISE- SET AND I 1.5 I0 I00
CHECKED i0
1POOKX05 READ- START SWS 1 1.5 10 100
1POOKX06 ADVISE- FLT 1 .5 IO 100
IPOOKX07 READ- INBD LNDG LTS i 2.5 10 100
AT 10000- OH I0
IPOOKX08 READ- ALTI_IETER AND 1 1.5 10 100
INSTRU_IENTS i0
1POOKX09 ADVISE- SET AND CHKD I 1.0 10 100
1POOKXIO READ- EPR AND IAS i 2.0 10 100
BUGS - VREF & 15 10
1POOKX11 ADVISE- VREF&15 SET 1 2.5 10 100
1POOK Ol READ- ABNORMAL TYPE 1 2.0 10 100
LtlDG CHKLST 10
IPOOK 02 READ- RECALL 1 i.O 10 100
1POOK 03 ADVISE- CHECKED 1 1.0 10 100
IPOOK 04 READ- SPEED BRAKES I 1.0 10 100
IPOOK 05 ADVISE- AR_iED,GRN LT I 1.0 10 100
IPOOK 06 READ- FLAPS 1 1.0 I0 100
1POOK 07 ADVISE-15, GRN & GRN 1 1.5 10 100
1POOK 08 REAR- GEAR 1 1.0 10 100
1POOK 09 ADVISE- DOWN,3GRN 1 1.0 10 100
1POOKC06 READ- AHTICIPATE 1 4.0 10 100
HIGIIER TIIAN NORMAL I0
ELEVATOR FORCES DUR- i0
ING APP AND LNDG I0
IPOOKC07 ADVISE- ROGER, ELEV I 3.0 i0 100
FORCES MAY BE HIGHER 10
NORrIAL i0
1POOKDOI READ- LIMIT BAtiK 1 2.5 10 100
ANGLE TO 15DEG 10
WIIILE OH FINAL 10
IPOOKD02 ADVISE- ROGER BANK 1 2.5 10 100
ANGLE LESS THAN 15 10
1POOKM01 _EAD- LIrlIT BAtiK I 4.5 10 100
-"_._GLETO LESS THAN 10
I,SDEG BELObJ 210KTS i0
--1POOKM02 ADVISE- ROGER BAtiK 1 4.0 10 100
ANGLE LESS THAN 15 I0
DEG UNDER 210 DEG 10
IPOOKM03 READ- IF PLACARDED 1 3.5 10 100
TIRE SPEED EXCEEDED 10
TIRE FAILURE MAY I0
OCCUR I0
IPOOKM04 ADVISE- ROGER, TIRE I 3.0 I0 I00
- FAILURE POSSIBLE IF 10
SPEED EXCEEDED I0
IPOOKN01 READ- FLT CONTROL 1 2.0 10 100
LOW PRESSURE CHKLST 10
IPOOKN02 READ- FLT CONTROL SW i 2.5 I0 i00
- STDBY RUDDER I0
1POOKN03 ADVISE- SYS A ON 1 1.5 10 100
STDBY RUDDER 10
1POOKP01 READ- YAW DAMPER LT 1 2.0 10 100
CHKLST I0
0 IPOOKP02 READ- YAW DAMPER SW 1 2.0 10 100
RESET TO ON 10
1POOKP03 READ- YAW DAMPER LT 1 2.5 10 100
STILL ON - SET YAW I0
DAHPER TO OFF 10
1POOKP04 READ- DO NOT ENGAGE I 2.5 10 100
AUTOPILOT ABOVE I0
FL300 10
IPOOKQ01 ADVISE- STAB OUT OF 1 2.5 10 100
TRIH GET CHKLST 10
1POOKQ02 READ- STAB OUT OF I 1.5 10 100
TRIM CHKLST 10
IPOOKQ03 READ- COTROL COLUMN 1 2.0 10 100
HOLD FIRefLY i0
1POOKQ04 READ- AUTOPILOT 1 1.5 10 100
DISENGAGE i0
IPOOKQ05 READ- STAB TRIM - i 2.5 I0 IO0
AS REQD I0
1POOKR01 ADVISE- SPEED BRAKE 1 2.5 10 100
DID HOT ARM GET 10
CHKLST 10
IPOOKRO2_READ - SPEED BRAKE 1 2.5 10 100
riOT ARMED CHKLST 10
1POOKR03 READ- SPEED BRAKE 1 3.0 10 100
LVR - DOWN I0
1POOKR04 READ- AT TOUCHDOWN 1 3.0 I0 100
SPEED BRAKE LVR UP 10
1POOKS01 READ- MACH TRIM FAIL 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
IPOOKS02 READ- AIRSPEED, 1 3.0 10 100
LIMIT TO MACH .74 10
10
1P010001 CALL OUT-CCOMPASS 1 2.5 10 100
HDG IS XXX DEGREES! 10
IPOIO002 CALL OUT-¢ALTIrIETER 1 2.5 I0 100
SETTIt_G IS XXXX! 10
IP010003 CALL OUT-€SET V1 TO 1 6 10 100
XXX KHOTS AND VR TO 10,
XXX KNOTS! 10
1P010004 CALL OUT-€WHAT IS 1 1.5 10 100
THE EPR SETTING! 10
1P010005 CALL OUT-€SET EPR I 2.5 10 100
AT XXX! I0
IP010006 CALL OUT - €BEFORE 1 2 10 100
START CHECKLIST! I0
1P010007 CALL OUT - €INTERIOR 1 3 10 100
A_ID EXTERIOR PRE- 10
FLIGHT CHECK! 10
IP010008 CALL OUT INCOMPLETE 1 1 10 I00
1P010009 CALL OUT - €LIGHT 1 1.3 10 100
TEST! 10
1P010010 CALL OUT -€CHECKED! I 1 10 100
1P010011 CALL OUT - €OXYGEN 1 1.3 10
AHD INTERPHONE! 10
IPOIOO12 CALL OUT - ¢CHECKED! I I I0 100
IPOIO013 CALL OUT - ¢YAW DAM- i i i0 I00
PER ! 10
1P010014 CALL OUT - CON! 1 0.5 10 100
1P010015 CALL OUT - €FUEL! 1 0.5 10 100
1P010016 CALL OUT - ¢XXX LBS, 1 4.5 10 100
OK FOR DISPATCH, ALL 10
PUMPS ON! i0
1P010017 CALL OUT - ¢GALLEY 1 0.7 10 100
POWER ! 10
1P010018 CALL OUT - ¢EMERG 1 1.2 10 I00
EXT LTS! 10
IP010019 CALL OUT - ¢ARMED! 1 0.6 10 100
1P010020 CALL OUT - ¢SEAT 1 2 10 100
BELT AND NO SMOKING i0
LTS! 10
1P010021 CALL OUT - ¢AUTO! i 0.5 10 100
1P010022 CALL OUT - CHYDRAU- 1 1 10 100
LICS! 10
1P010023 CALL OUT - €AIR CON- 1 2 10 100
DITIONING AND PRES- 10
SURIZATION! 10
1PO10024 CALL OUT - 41 PACK, 1 2.3 10 100
BLEEDS ON, SET! i0
1P010025 CALL OUT - ¢AUTO- 1 0.5 10 100
PILOT! 10
1P010026 CALL OUT - ¢NORMAL! 1 0.7 10 100
1P010027 CALL OUT -¢DISEN- 1 0.8 10 100
GAGED! 10 1PO
1P010028 CALL OUT-¢INSTRU- 1 0.8 10 100
MENTS! 10
1P010029 CALL OUT -€CROSS- 1 1 10 100
CHECKED! 10
1P010030 CALL OUT -€ANTI-SKID I 0.9 10 100
1P010031 CALL OUT -¢AUTO 1 0.9 10 100
BRAKES! 10
1P010032 CALL OUT-¢OFF! 1 0.5 10 100
1P010033 CALL OUT -€RADIOS, I 2 10 100
RADAR,AND TRANS- 10
PONDER! 10
1P01003_ CALL OUT- ¢SET AND 1 1.2 10 100
STANDBY! 10
1P010035 CALL OUT -€SPEED 1 0.8 I0 100
BRAKE! I0
1P010036 CALL OUT -¢DOWN i 1 10 100
DETENT! 10
IP010037 CALL OUT -¢PARKING 1 0.7 10 100
BRAKE! 10
1P010038 CALL OUT -¢SET! I 0.5 10 100
1P010039 CALL OUT -¢STAB TRIM i 1.7 10 100
CUTOUT SWITCHES! 10
1P010040 CALL OUT -€WHEEL 1 2 10 100
WELL FIRE WARNING! I0
1P010041 CALL OUT -€RUDDER 1 1.5 10 100
AND AILERON TRIM' i0
1P010042 CALL -€ZERO! 1 0.7 10 100
"._IP010043 CALL OUT -€PAPERS! 1 0.8 10 100
1P010044 CALL OUT -€ABOARD! 1 0.7 10 100
1P010045 CALL OUT -¢ZFW,EPR, 1 2.5 10 100
AND IAS BUGS! i0
IP010046 CALL OUT -¢AIRCON- I 1.3 I0 i00
DITIOHING PACK.' I0
1P010047 CALL OUT -€PACKS OFF 1 0.9 10 100
1P010048 CALL OUT -¢START 1 0.9 10 I00
PRESSURE! 10
,-, 1P010049 CALL OUT -¢XXX PSI,, 1 1.6 10 100
1P010050 CALL OUT -¢ANTI-COL- 1 1.2 10 100
LISSION LT.' 10
1P010051 CALL OUT -¢BEFORE 1 1.7 10 100
START CHECKLIST 10
COrIPLETE,, 10
1P010052 CALL OUT -€CONTINUE 1 1.7 10 I00
BELOt4 THE LINE,, IO
1P010053 INFORM GROUND CRIFb,I 1 1.4 10 100
€READY FOR PUSI-IBACK' 10
IP010054 GROUFID CREW REPORTS I 0.8 10 100
€ROGER,, I0
1P010055 RADIO COMM -€CLEAR- i 5.0 10 100
ANCE DELIVERY, THIS 10
IS NASA 515 AT GATE 10,
X, IFR TO bIASH NATL! 10
1P010056 I.IONRADIO CO]It,I-€NASA1 4.26 10 100
515, IFR TO LJASHING- 10
TON HATIONAL, CLEARD 10
AS FILED. CLIMB AND 10
1P010057 MAINTAIN FIVE THOU- 1 5.68 10 100
SAND FEET, NOISE 10
ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 10
ARE IN EFFECT. CON- 10
1P010058 TACT ATLANTA DEPAR I 5.68 10 100
TUNE ON ONE Tt,!OFIVE i0
POINT SEVEN, SQUAI_IK 10
TI_;OTWO ONE POINT 10
1P010059 THREE, OVER., 1 1.42 10 100
1P010060 RADIO CO;_I'I-¢NASA 1 5.66 10 100
515, ROGER, CLEARED 10
AS FILED, MAINTAIN 10
FIVE THOUSAND, NOISE 10
1P010061 ABATEI'IEHT PROCEDURES 1 _..88 10 I00
IN EFFECT. COHTACT 10
ATLANTA DEPARTURE ON 10
ONE TWO FIVE POINT., 10
1P010062 F]ON RADIO COl']M- 1 5.50 10 100
€NASA 515, CLEARANCE 10
CORRECT. CONTACT 10
GROUND CONTROL ON 10
1P010063 ONE T{JO ONE POINT 1 2.50 10 100
NINER 1,4HEHREADY TO 10
TAXI ; I0
1P010064 RADIO COr".,I"I-¢NASA 1 1.7 10 100
515, ROGER., i0
IP010065 MON RADIO COMM- 1 4.08 I0 I00
¢INFORrIATION KILO? 10
ONE SIX ONE ZERO OB- 10
SERVATION, 3000 10
1P010066 SCATTERED, CEILING 1 5.44 10 100
5000 BROKEN, VISIBI- 10
LITY TI_IOTHREE, TEM- 10
PERATURE FIVE NINER, 10
1P010067 1.4INDONE ONE FIVE 1 5.44 10 100
DEGREES AT SEVEN I0
GUSTIHG TO ONE SIX, i0
ALTIrIETER TWO NINER I0
IP010068 EIGHT SIX. LANDINGS 1 5.44 10 100
RUHI_AYS ZERO EIGHT, 10
NINER RIGflT. DEPAR- 10
TURES RU_<LJAYSZERO 10
1P010069 EIGHT, NIt_ER LEFT. 1 5.44 10 100
NOISE ABATEHENT PRO- 10
CEDURES ARE IN EF- 10
FECT. ADVISE CON- i0
1P010070 RADIO C0_:_I -€ATLANTA 1 4.00 10 100
GROUtID CONTROL, THIS 10
IS NASA 515 AT GATE 10
X, REQUEST PERHIS- 10
1P010071 SION TO PUSHBACK. I 5.00 10 100
WE HAVE INFORI'IATION 10
KILO, OVER; 10
1P010072 r_ON RADIO CO,"I_I- 1 4.50 10 I00
¢_ASA 515, ATLANTA 10
GROUHD, ROGER. CLEAR 10
TO PUSHBACK. ADVISE 10
1P010073 SEVEN, SQUAI,!K TIJO 1 2.44 10 100
TWO ONE THREE, OVER! i0
1P010074 TROLLER ON INITIAL I 4.08 10 100
CONTACT YOU HAVE 10
INFORI_ATION KILO ! I0
IP010075 b_HEI_READY TO TAXI, i 1.50 i0 i00
OVER. ! i0
IP010076 FION INTPH CO;Itl- I .9 I0 I00
CALL CLEAR! 10
1P020001 FIOH RADIO C0_I,'1- 1 4 10 i00
CATC CLEARS tIASA 515 10
AS FILED. SOCLE 9L 10
DEPARTURE, ROUTE JAY 10
1P020002 EIGHT ONE SIX R 1 4 10 100
JASON ONE STAR. 10
CLI_IB AHD DIAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE I0
1P020003 THREE ZERO. COW,TACT I 4 10 100
ATLANTA DEPARTURE ON 10
125.7, SQUAWK 2213, 10
OVER! 10
1P02000_ RADIO CO;I,M- €NASA 1 _ 10 I00
515, ROGER. CLEARED 10
AS FILED. SOCLE 9L 10
DEPARTURE, ROUTE JAY 10
IP020005 EIGHT ONE SIX R, I 4 I0 I00
JASON OHE STAR. 10
CLII13 AHD IIAINTAIN I0
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE I0
IP020006 THREE ZERO. DEPAR- I _ 10 I00
TURE ON 125.7, i0
SQUAI_K 2213, OVER.! i0
,-" IP020007 CALL OUT-€FLIGHT i 2 10 100
-- PLAN ENTERED At'D I0
= CHECKED! 10
IP020008 CALL OUT-¢EADI! I 1 10 100
IP020009 CALL OUT -CON AND 1 1 10 100
CHECKED! 10
1P020010 CALL OUT -¢MFD! 1 6 10 100
1P020011 CALL OUT -¢NCDU! 1 1 10 100
1P020012 CALL OUT- CAGCS! 1 1 10 100
IP020013 CALL OUT-¢ATT CI_S! 1 1.2 10 100
IPO30001 HON IHTPHN COH_I - i 0.9 I0 I00
CALL CLEAR! 10
"_" IP030002 INTPHN COHr'l - i 1.3 I0 I00
¢STARTIIIG NO.2! 10
IP030003 INTPHN COIIH - 1 1.3 i0 100
STARTING HO.I! 10
1P030004 CALL OUT -€AFTER 1 1.5 10 100
START CHECKLIST! 10
1P030005 CALL OUT -¢ELECTRI- ]_ 0.8 10 100
CAL! 10
IP030006 CALL OUT- €GENERA- 1 1.2 I0 100
TORS ON! I0
1P030007 CALL OUT -¢PITOT 1 0.9 10 100
HEAT! 10
1P030008 CALL OUT- ¢ANTI-ICE! 1 0.9 10 100
1P030009 CALL OUT -¢NOT REQD! 1 i 10 100
1P030010 CALL OUT-€AIR COHDI- 1 1.6 I0 100
TIONIHG AND PRESSU- 10
RIZATION! 10
1P030011 CALL OUT-¢PACKS ON, 1 1.3 10 100
FLT! 10
1P030012 CALL OUT -€START 1 0.9 10 100
S'_'ITCH ES! 10
1P030013 CALL OUT -¢FLT! 1 0.6 10 100
IP030014 CALL OUT -¢APU! I 0.8 10 100
1P030015 CALL OUT -€OFF! I .5 I0 100
1P030016 CALL OUT -€START 1 1 10 100
LEVERS! 10
1P030017 CALL OUT -€OFF! 1 0.5 10 100
1P030018 CALL OUT-¢CNECKLIST 1 1.4 10 100
CO_'IPLETED! I0
1P0._.0001r:ON RADIO COrIH - 1 3.0 10 I00
€NASA 515, CROSS I0
RU_ID_AYZERO EIGHT, 10
OVER! 10
1P040003 RADIO COHH -€NASA 1 1.7 10 100
515, ROGER! 10
1P040030 I'ION RADIO COritl- I 3.0 10 I00
¢IIASA 515, HOLD 10
SHORT OF NEXT INTER- 10
SECTIOH, CLEARED 10'
1P040031 BEHIND EASTERN TRI- 1 2.0 10 100
JET, OVER! 10
1P040032 HON RADIO COMH - 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA TOWER ON ONE 10
ONE NII_ER POINT i0
1P040033 FIVE, OVER.! 1 1.0 10 100
IP0_,003_,RADIO CDI;VI-¢HASA 1 3.0 10 100
515 ROGER, OFIE ONE I0
HINER POINT FIVE.! 10
1P0_,0035 RADIO COH;'I-€ATLANTA 1 3.50 10 100
GROU{ID CONTROL, NASA 10
515 READY TO TAXI, 10
OVER! 10
1P040036 i'iONRADIO COrIM - I 3.50 10 100
€NASA 515, TAXI TO i0
RUNWAY NINER LEFT i0
VIA NORTHEAST-SOUTH- I0
1P040037 WEST TAXIt._AY. HOLD 1 3.50 10 100
SHORT OF RUtI_AY ZERO 10
EIGHT, OVER; 10
1P040038 RADIO C0[_,'I -¢NASA 1 3.75 10 100
515, ROGER. TAXI 10
RUNWAY NINER LEFT, 10
HOLD SHORT RUNWAY 10
1P040039 ZERO EIGHT.; 1 1.25 10 100
1P070001 CALL OUT -¢80 KNOTS' 1 1.1 I0 100
1P070002 CALL OUT -€V1; 1 0.9 10 100
1P070003 CALL OUT -¢VR! 1 0.9 10 100
1P070004 CALL OUT -¢GEAR UP; 1 1.1 10 100
1P070005 RADIO CO[_[_ -€ATLANTA I 3.6 10 100
TOWER, THIS IS NASA 10
515. READY FOR TAKE- 10
OFF, RUN'v_AYNINER I0
1P070006 LEFT, OVER' I 1.2 10 100
1P070007 lION RADIO C01111- 1 2.5 10 100
€NASA 515, TAXI INTO i0
POSITION AND HOLD, 10
OVER; 10
1P070008 RADIO COM,M- €515, 1 2.5 10 100
TAXI INTO POSITION 10
AHD HOLD, ROGER! 10
1P070009 NON RADIO COri['l - I 2.5 i0 I00
€NASA 515 CLEARED 10
FOR IMr.IEDIATE TAKE- 10
OFF! 10
1P070010 RADIO CO,MM-€515 1 1.5 10 100
ROLLING! 10
1P070011 CALL OUT -€TAKEOFF i 1 10 100
FLAPS! 10
IP070012 CALL OUT -¢BEFORE 1 1.5 10 100
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST! 10
1P070013 CALL OUT- €RECALL! 1 1 10 100
1P070014 CALL OUT-€CHECKED! i 0.8 10 100
1P070015 CALL OUT-€FLIGHT 1 i 10 100
CONTROLS! 10
1P070016 CALL OUT-€FLAPS! 1 0.6 10 100
1P070017 CALL OUT -¢15,GREEN 1 i 10 100
LIGHT! 10
1P070018 CALL OUT-¢STABILIZER 1 1.2 10 100
TRIrI! i0
IP070019 CALL OUT-¢COCKPIT 1 1 I0 100
DOOR! 10
_1P070020 CALL OUT-CLOCKED! 1 0.7 10 100
1P070021 CALL OUT-¢TAKEOFF 1 I 10 100
BRIEFING! I0
1P070022 CALL OUT-€FLY RUN- 1 4.5 10 100
WAY HEADING UNTIL 10
CROSSING RUNWAY 27R I0
F_IDDLE /IARKER. TURN I0
IP070023 TO HEADING 105 ArID 1 5.5 I0 i00
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN I0
5000. EXPECT VECTORS 10
AFTER IIEW HEADING! 10
1P070024 CALL OUT-€ROGER! 1 0.6 10 100
IP070025 CALL OUT-¢TRANSPON- I 1.5 I0 I00
DER AND RADAR: I0
IP070026 CALL OUT- CON! i 0.5 I0 I00
1P070027 CALL OUT-¢INBOARI) 1 1.5 10 100
LANDING LIGHTS! i0
'=" IP070028 CALL OUT-¢BEFORE 1 2.2 10 I00
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST 10
COMPLETE! 10
1P070029 CALL OUT-€X× UNITS! 1 1.4 I0 100
1P070030 CALL OUT -¢TRANSPON- 1 .7 10 100
DER! 10
IP070031 CALL OUT -¢AGCS! 1 1.1 10 100
1P070032 CALL OUT -¢ATT CWS! 1 1.1 10 100
1P070033 CALL- GEAR UP,LOCKED i 1.1 10 100
IPO7003q CALL- V2 PLUS 15 1 1.1 10 100
1P090001 MON RADIO COMH - 1 4.5 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA DEPARTURE ON 10
Ot'E THO FIVE POINT 10
IP090002 RADIO cor:M -¢NASA 1 1.7 10 I00
515, ROGER! 10
1P090003 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA I 3.5 10 100
DEPARTURE COtlTROL, 10
THIS IS NASA 515, 10
OVER! 10
1P090005 r10N RADIO COM_I- 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
DEPARTURE, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDENT. t 10
1P090006 MON RADIO C011_I - 1 3.2 10 100
¢NASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT, SAY ALTI- 10
TUDE, OVER! 10
1P090007 RADIO CO[iDI -¢NASA I 2.3 I0 100
515, LEAVING ONE I0
EIGHT HUNDRED! 10
1P090008 r,10N RADIO COt:M- 1 3.1 10 100
(NASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL 10
230. CONTACT ATLANTA 10
1P090009 CENTER ON ONE TD.wO 1 3.1 10 100
THREE POINT NItlER 10
FIVE, OVER! 10
1P090010 RADIO COFII.I -€515, 1 3.5 10 100
ROGER. CLIMB AND 10
MAINTAIN FLIGHT i0
LEVEL T_.TOTflREE ZERO 10
IP090011 , CONTACT CENTER ON 1 3.5 10 100
ONE TbJO THREE POINT 10
NINER FIVE, GOOD 10
DAY! 10
1POgO012 RADIO COMM - 1 .45 10 100
¢ATLANTA CENTER, 10
THIS IS NASA 515 OUT 10
OF 11000 FOR FL230, 10
1P090013 OVER! 1 .5 i0 100J
-IP090014 MON RADIO COMM - i 3.5 i0 I00
¢NASA 515, THIS IS 10
ATLANTA CENTER, 10
ROGER. SQUADJK IDENT! 10
IP090015 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, RADAR I0
CONTACT. REPORT 10
LEAVING FL210,OVER; 10
1P090016 RADIO CO/;M - €NASA 1 3.5 10 100
515, RAGER. REPORT 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO ONE 10
ZERO] 10
1P090017 CALL OUT- €AFTER 1 1.2 10 100
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST] 10
1P090018 CALL OUT- €START i 0.9 10 100
S_'ITCHES] i0
IP090019 CALL OUT- -¢OFF] i 0.5 10 100
1P090020 CALL OUT -¢LAHDING 1 0.9 10 100
GEAR] 10
IP090021 CALL OUT-CUP AND I 1 10 100
OFF] 10
IP090022 CALL OUT -€FLAPS! i 0.6 10 I00
1P090023 CALL OUT -€AFTER 1 1.9 10 100
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST 10
COMPLETE] 10
IP090024 SEVEN, GOOD-DAY SIR! 1 1.5 10 100
IP090025 FIO;IRADIO COM;q - i 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, FOR VEC- 10
TOR TO IHTERCEPT JAY 10
THIRTY SEVEN, TURN 10
IP090026 LEFT IIEADIHG ZERO i 4.0 10 100
SEVEN ZERO, CLIMB 10
AND MAINTAIN MINER 10
TtIOUSAHD, OVER] 10
1P090027 RADIO COMM -¢HASA 1 4.0 I0 100
515, ROGER. LEFT 10
HEADING ZERO SEVEN 10
ZERO, MAINTAIN NINER 10
IP090028 TflOUSAND.] I .5 10 100
1P090029 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
MAINTAIN ONE TWO 10
THOUSAND, OVER] i0
1P090030 RADIO COMM - €NASA 1 2.8 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
ONE TNO THOUSAt:D] 10
IP090031 MON RADIO COIIM - I 3.75 10 100
€NASA 515, MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL ONE 10
EIGHT ZERO. TRAFFIC 10
1P090032 TWELVE O_CLOCK, FOUR I 5.00 10 lO0
MILES, NORTHEAST 10
BOUND, C-130 ASSIGND 10
FLIGHT LEVEL ONE 10
IP090033 NINER ZERO, OVER] I 1.25 10 I00
IP090034 RADIO COMM -¢NASA I 4.0 I0 I00
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
€NASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
"-' FLIGHT LEVEL ONE 10
-..a EIGHT ZERO. ME HAVE 10
"_IP090035 TRAFFIC IN SIGHT] 1 1.0 10 100
IP090036 MON RADIO COHM - 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, CLEAR OF 10
TRAFFIC, CLIMB AND 10
,,_zrliAiN FLIGHT I0
IP090057 LEVEL TWO THREE ZERO I 4.0 I0 I00
• REPORT LEAVING 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TDIO ONE 10
ZERO, OVERt I0
1P090038 RADIO COL'ill - €NASA i 3.5 i0 i00515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
TNO THREE ZERO. 10
REPORT LEAVING TNO 10
1P090039 ONE ZERO•; 1 .5 10 100
1P090040 RADIO COIIM -¢ATLAHTA 1 4.0 10 100
CENTER, NASA 515. 10
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 10
TIJO ONE ZERO, OVERt 10
1P090041 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
CrlASA 515, ROGER. 10
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN i0
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
1P090042 ONE ZERO. CONTACT 1 5.5 10 100
CENTER ON ONE THREE 10
THREE POINT SEVEN, 10
OVER! I0
IP090043 RADIO COMM -€NASA 1 3.7 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
ONE ZERO, CENTER ON 10
IP090044 ONE THREE THREE I 2.3 10 100
POINT SEVEN.! 10
1P090045 RADIO CO_IM -¢ATLANTA I 3.7 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 OUT OF FLIGHT 10
LEVEL TI,.lO THREE ZERO 10
1P090046 FOR TWO NINER ZERO, 1 2.3 10 100
OVER.' 10
1P090047 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.7 10 100
¢NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUABJK IDENT. REPORT 10
IP090048 LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 1 3.3 10 100
T&._OEIGHT ZERO, 10
OVERt I0
1P090049 RADIO COMM -¢NASA 1 4.0 10 10D
515, ROGER. REPORT 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO 10
EIGHT ZERO.; 10
IP090050 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA I 4.0 I0 iO0
C!EHTER, NASA 515 i0
hEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 10
T'WO EIGHT ZERO,OVERt I0
IP090051 r_ON RADIO COIl;I- 1 3.5 I0 I00
¢.IIASA515, ROGER. 10
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TNO 10
IP090052 NIHER ZERO, OVERt 1 1.5 10 100
1P090053 RADIO COUM -€NASA I 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER. I.IAINTAIN 10I
- FLIGHT LEVEL TNO 10
NINER ZERO•t i0
1P090054 MOH RADIO COMM - i 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, CLIMB AND I0
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL I0
THREE THREE ZERO. I0
IP090055 CONTACT CENTER ON I 3.5 iO 100
ONE THREE FOUR POINT 10
FIVE FIVE, OVER; 10
1P090056 RADIO corIH -¢HASA I 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
THREE ZERO, CEHTER 10
1P090057 ON ONE THREE FOUR 1 2.0 10 100
POINT FIVE FIVE.'. 10
1P090058 RADIO COri_1 -€ATLANTA i 4.0 10 100
CEHTER, HASA 515 10
LEAVIHG FLIGHT LEVEL 10
THO NIHER ZERO FOR 10
1P090059 FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 1 2.0 10 100
THREE ZERO, OVER; i0
1P090060 MON RADIO coriH - I 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA I0
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDENT 10
1P090061 rlON RADIO COHM - i 3.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, RADAR 10
COHTACT. REPORT 10
LEVEL AT FLIGHT 10
1P090062 LEVEL THREE THREE 1 2.0 10 100
ZERO, OVER'. 10
1P090063 CALL OUT-€FLAPS 1! 1 .8 10 100
1P090064 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 1 .8 10 i00
ZERO' 10
IP090065 CALL OUT - 1 2.5 10 100
¢SPARTAHBURG VOR ON 10
NAV 2; I0
1P090066 CALL OUT - 1 2.5 10 100
CGORDONSVILL VOR ON 10
NAV 1 .' 10
1P090067 CALL OUT - CONE 1 1.7 10 100
THOUSAND FEET TO 10
LEVEL OF! 10
1P090068 RADIO COHH - CATLAN- I 3.1 10 I00
TA DEPARTURE, THIS I0
iS I4ASA 515, OVER! I0 IPO
1P090069 r.lON RADIO COHH - 1 4 10 100
¢NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA CEHTER ON 10
OIIE TNO THREE POINT 10
1P090070 NINER FIVE, OVER! 1 1.5 10 100
1P090073 RADIO COHH - €NASA 1 3.7 10 100
m 515, ROGER. ONE TDJO i0
THREE POINT NINER 10
FIVE. ' 10
1P090074 HON RADIO COHH - I 4 10 100
CHASA 515, ROGER. 10
CONTACT CENTER ON 10
ONE THREE THREE I0
1P090075 POINT SEVEN, OVER! I 1 10 100
'-__1P090076 RADIO COrlM - €515, 1 3.1 10 100
ROGER. ONE THREE 10
THREE POIHT SEVEN.! 10
1P090077 RADIO COHM -€ATLANTA I 3.4 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA I0
515 LEAVING FLIGHT I0
LEVEL TbJO ONE ZERO i0
1P090078 FOR FLIGHT LEVEL 1 5.4 10 100
THREE THREE ZERO, 10
OVER. ! i0
0 IP090079 FION RADIO COFIM - I 5 I0 I00
¢NASA 515, MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TDJOSIX 10
ZERO. TRAFFIC AT 10
1P090080 TWELVE O"CLOCK FOUR 1 4.2 I0 100
MILES, NORTHEAST 10
BOUND, C-130 ASSIGN- 10
ED FLIGHT LEVEL T|.JO 10
1P090081 SEVEN ZERO, OVER! 1 2 10 100
IP090082 RADIO COI_,'i- €515, 1 3.5 10 100
ROGER. FIAI NTAI,L_ 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO SIX 10
ZERO. '_E HAVE TRAF- 10
1P090083 FIC IN SIGHT.! I 1.1 10 i00
1P090084 MON RADIO COMI'] - 1 5.1 10 100
¢NASA 515, CLEAR OF 10
TRAFFIC. CLIIII_ AND 10
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LEV- 10
1P090085 EL THREE THREE ZERO. 1 3.1 i0 100
REPORT LEAVING TGJO 10
EIGHT ZERO, OVER.! 10
IP090086 RADIO cor_rl -€515, i 5 I0 I00
ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
THREE THREE ZERO, 10
REPORT LEAVIHG Tb_O 10
1P090087 EIGHT ZERO.! I I 10 100
IP090088 r'lON RADIO cot111 - 1 5 I0 i00
¢NASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
rIAINTAIN FLIGHT LEV- 10
EL THREE ONE ZERO, 10
1P090089 OVER.! 1 .5 10 I00
IP090090 RADIO COMDI - €515, i 3 i0 i00
ROGER. MAINTAIN I0
FLIGIIT LEVEL THREE i0
ONE ZERO.! 10
IP090091 RADIO COrIM -¢ATLAHTA i 3 i0 I00
CENTER, NASA 515 10
LEAVING FLIGHT LEV- 10
EL THREE ONE ZERO 10
1P090092 FOR FLIGHT LEVEL 1 5 10 100
THREE THREE ZERO, 10
OVER. ! 10
IP090093 RADIO CO{IM -¢ATLANTA 1 _ 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 OUT OF ELEVEN 10
THOUSAND FOR FLIGHT 10
1P090094 LEVEL THREE THREE 1 1.5 10 100
ZERO, OVER.! i0
IP090095 CALL OUT -¢ALTIMETER I 5 I0 I00
BARO SETTING IS TL,JO 10
NINE POINT NINE TD/O! I0
IP090096 CALL OUT- ¢SPARTAN- 1 2 10 I00
BUR VOR IS ON NAV i! 10
1PBgEA01 CALL OUT-(INITATE 1 1.5 10 100
FIRE CONTROL PROC.) I0
IPB9EA02 CALL OUT(_IONITORING I 2.00 I0 i00
NO.l FIRE _IARNING I0
LIGHT) 10
IPBgEA04 CALL OUT I 1.3 i0 I00
(THRUST LEVER TO 10
IDLE) 10
1PBgEA06 CALL OUT (NO.I START I 1.4 I0 100
LEVER TO CUT OFF) 10
IPBgEA08 CALL OUT (FIRE 1 1.3 !0 100
WARHING St,JITCH PULL) 10
1PBgEAIO CALL OUT (FIRE 1 3.0 10 100
LJARNING STILL ON, 10
HANDLE ROTATION NOW) I0
1PBgEA11 CALL OUT (LEFT 1 1.5 10 100
BOTTLE DISCHARGING) 10
1PBgEA12 CALL OUT (FIRE i .5 I0 100
EXTINGUISIIED) 10




IPBgEAI_ RADIO CO,"I[i(NASA-515 i 3.8 i0 I00
UNDERSTAND ENG. FIRE 10
OUT-E[IERG. APP REQ- I0
TURN LEFT 360 DEGREE 10
1PBgEA27 MAINTAIN SPEED AND I 3.0 10 I00
ALTITUDE SQUWNK 7700 10
+ IDENT) 10
1PBgEA15 RADIO COMDI(ALT.D.C.- 1 11. 10 100
515 TURH LEFT 360DEG 10
MAINTAIN A/S+HDG 10
SQ. 7700+IDENT) 10
IPBgEA16 CALL OUT(MASTER 1 1.5 20 10 100
FIRE _,,IARNINGOFF) 10
1PB9EA17 CALL OUT(EIIG.NO.1 1 1.5 20 10 100
THRUST LEVER TO 10
IDLE) I0
IPB9EAI8 CALL OUT(ENG.NO.1 1 1.5 20 10 100
START LEVER OFF) i0
1PB9EA19 CALL OUT(ENG.FIRE 1 1.5 20 10 i00
WARNING S'A PULLED) 10
IPBgEA20 CALL OUT(ISOLATION 1 1.5 20 10 i00
VALVE SLJ. CLOSED) 10
1PBgEA21 CALL OUT(APU BLEED 1 1.5 20 I0 100
VALVE OFF) 10
1PB9EA22 CALL OUT(APU START) 1 1.5 10 1QO
IPB9EA23 CALL OUT(FUEL,ELEC., i .3.5 20 10 100
AND WING ANTI-ICE I0
ADJUSTED) 10
1PBgEA2_ CALL OUT(NO.1 AFT i _.2 10 I00
+FI4D FUEL AND GEH. 10
SW. OFF) i0
1PBgEA25 CALL OUT(WING 1 1.5 10 100
AtlTI-ICE ADJUSTED) 10
"' 1PB9EA26 CALL OUT(MASTER 1 1.5 10 100
CAUTION LIGHT OFF) 10
IPO9FE01 CALL OUT-¢SYS B PUFIP i 2.7 10 I00
NO. 1 OVERHEATED! 10
1PO9FE02 CALL OUT-¢PUIIP 1 1.5 10 100
SWITCH OFF] 10
1PO9FE03 CALL OUT-¢CHECKLIST 1 1.6 10 100
COMPLETE] 10
1P11FD01 CALL OUT-€SYSTEM B 1 2 10 100
LOL_ PRESSURE] 10
IPIIFD02 CALL OUT-€SYSTEM B I 3.7 10 100
FLT CONTROL 5N-STBY 10
RUDDER] 10
1PllFD03 CALL OUT-¢SYSTErl B 1 5 10 100
HYD PUFIPS-OFF! 10
1P11FD04 CALL OUT-¢AUTOPILOT I 6.2 10 I00
HYD SYS SELECTOR- 10
SYS A] 10
1P11AF01 CALL OUT-€NO 2 OIL 1 3.2 I0 100
FILTER BYPASS] 10
1P11AF02 CALL OUT-eLITE OUT 1 3.5 10 I00
AT XXX EPR] 10
1PllCB01 CALL OUT-€ELECTRICAL 1 2.1 10 lOB
FAILURE] 10
1PIICB02 CALL OUT-€NO 2 CSD 1 4 10 100
LO_._OIL PRESSURE] 10
1P11CB03 CALL OUT-¢APU ON NO. 1 3.7 10 100
2 BUS] i0
1PllCB04 CALL OUT-¢GEN DRIVE 1 3.7 10 100
DISCOIINECT SWITCH- 10
DISCONNECT] I0
1PllCB05 CALL OUT-¢APU-START, 1 4 10 100
ON BUS] i0
1Pl10001 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS HASA I0
515 LEVEL AT FLIGHT 10
LEVEL THREE TIIREE 10
IP110002 ZERO, OVER] 1 .2 10 100
IPIIO003 MON RADIO COMM - i 1.7 I0 I00
¢NASA 515, ROGER] 10
IPl10004 RADIO COHII -€ATLANTA I 4.0 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA i0
515. REQUEST VECTORS 10
FOR RETURN TO I0
1Pl10005 ATLANTA, OVER] I 1.0 i0 100
1Pl10006 MON RADIO C0_I_1- 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER. 10
STANDBY FOR IHSTRUC- I0
TIOHS] 10
IPLI0007 NON RADIO coMrl - 1 3.66 10 I00
¢NASA 515, FOR VEC- 10
TOR TO IHTERCEPT 10
LANIER SIX ARRIVAL, 10
_1Pl10008 PULASKI TRANSITION, 1 _.88 10 100
TURN LGFT HEADING 10
TWO SEVEN ZERO. CON- 10
TACT ATLANTA CENTER 10
1Pl10009 ON ONE TIIREE FIVE 1 2.44 I0 I00
POIHT THREE FIVE, 10
OVER] 10
1Pl10010 RADIO COriM -€515, I 4.0 10 100
- ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
TNO SEVEN ZERO, I0
LANIER SIX ARRIVAL, 10
IPLI0011 CENTER ONE THREE I 3.0 10 100
FIVE POINT THREE i0
FIVE. ! I0
IPI10012 RADIO COMI"I-€ATLANTA I 3.5 I0 i00
CENTER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 LEVEL AT THREE 10
THREE ZERO TURflING 10
1Pl10013 TO TWO SEVEN ZERO, 1 1.5 I0 100
OVER! I0
1Pl1001_. I'1014RADIO C01'I,"I- 1 2.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, ROGER. 10
SQUAt.,IKIDENT ! 10
1Pl10015 HON RADIO COHII- ! 2.0 10 100
CI_ASA 515, RADAR i0
CONTACT ' 10
1Pl10016 HON RADIO coI'_.r4- 1 3.5 10 100
CIIASA 515, DESCEND I0
AHD MAINTAIN FLIGIIT i0
LEVEL THREE ONE ZERO i0
CONTACT CENTER ON I 3.5 i0 I00
IPLI0017 ONE THREE TI_O POINT I0
SEVEN FIVE, OVER! I0
IPII0018 RADIO COHM -€NASA 1 4.0 I0 I00
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
OI_E ZERO, CENTER I0
1Pl10019 ONE THREE T_JO POINT 1 2.0 10 100
SEVEN FIVE. I0
1PLI0020 CALL OUT -€PULASKI 1 2.5 10 100
VOR ON NAV 1! 10
1P130001 NON RADIO COMFI - 1 3.7 10 100
€NASA 515, FOR VEC- 10
TORS TO INTERCEPT 10
JAY EIGHT FIFTEEN R, 10
1P130002 TURN LEFT HEADING 1 2.5 10 100
TtJO SEVEN ZERO, OVER 10
IP130003 RADIO COMI'I- €515, I 2.7 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
THO SEVEN ZERO! i0
1P13000_. l'10NRADIO COM,'I- 1 4.5 10 100
€NASA 515, YOU ARE 10
CLEARED TO THE AT- 10
LANTA INTERNATIONAL 10
1P130005 AIRFORT VIA JAY 1 4.5 10 100
EIGIIT FIFTEEN R AND 10
SIIIHE OH ONE STAR. 10
PTA AT LAKESIDE IS 10
IP130006 TEN TI,JENTYONE 011 1 .5 10 100
OH, OVER! 10
mlP130007 FION RADIO COI'IFI- 1 4 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
CENTER ON ONE THREE i0
FIVE POItIT TIIREE i0
IP130008 FIVE, OVER! I .3 I0 100
ua IP130009 RADIO COM_I - €515, 1 3.1 i0 I00
ROGER. ONE THREE i0
FIVE POINT THREE I0
-- FIVE! 10 1P1
-1P130010 RADIO COMH - €515, 1 _ i0 100
ROGER. CLEARED TO 10
ATLANTA VIA SHINE OH 10
ONE. PTA LAKESIDE I0
IPI3001I TEN TWENTY ONE 011 1 ).5 iO I00
OH. ! I0
IPI40001 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA i 4.0 10 I00
CENTER, THIS IS NASA i0
515 LEAVING FLIGHT I0
LEVEl THREE THREE IO
IP140002 ZERO FOR FLIGHT LVL I 2.0 i0 i00
THREE ONE ZERO, OVER IO
IPI40003 NON RADIO C0_I_I- I 3.0 iO IO0
€NASA 515, ATLANTA I0
CEtITER, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDEIIT ! 10
IP140004 MON RADIO COF<M- 1 2.0 I0 100
¢NASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT ! I 0
IP140005 MON RADIO COMet - 1 3.27 10 100
¢NASA 515, FOR VEC- I0
TOR TO INTERCEPT 10
PULASKI T_IO TL.JO FIVE I0
1P140006 RADIAL, TURN LEFT I 4.36 10 i00
HEADING TLJO FOUR I0
ZERO, CLEARED TO THE 10
ATLANTA INTERNA- 10
1P140007 TIONAL AIRPORT VIA 1 4.36 10 100
THE LANIER SIX AR- 10
RIVAL, PULASKI TRAN- 10
SITION, OVER! 10
IP140008 RADIO COMti -€515, I 4.0 I0 I00
ROGER. LEFT HEADING I0
Tb.vOFOUR ZERO FOR i0
PULASKI TWO TWO FIVE I0
1P140009 RADIAL, LANIER SIX 1 2.0 10 100
ARRIVAL. ! 10
1P140010 MON RADIO COM;I - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT I0
CENTER ON ONE THREE 10
TDJO POINT EIGHT,OVER 10
1P140011 RADIO COMM -€NASA 1 3.5 10 100
515, ROGER. ONE 10
THREE TDJOPOINT 10
EIGHT. ! 10
IP140012 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 i0 100
CENTER, NASA 515 10
LEVEL AT FLIGIIT LVL 10
THREE ONE ZERO,OVER! 10
1P140013 MON RADIO CO!Irl - I 3.0 10 100
¢IIASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. i0
SQUALORIDEIYF ! 10
IP140014 MON RADIO COMM- i 2.0 I0 I00
¢NASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT! 10
IP140015 FION RADIO COMM - I 3.9 i0 I00
€NASA 515, DESCEND I0
AND MAINTAIN FLIGHT i0
LEVEL TLJO FOUR ZERO. IO
IP140016 REPORT LEAVING FLT I 2.6 iO IO0
LEVEl TO40 SIX ZERO, I0
OVER! 10
IP160017 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 4.0 I0 I00
ROGER. HAINTAIH FLT I0
LEVEL TkIO FOUR ZERO. 10
REPORT FLIGHT LEVEL 10
1P140018 Tl_O SIX ZERO! 1 1.0 10 100
IP140019 RADIO COHH -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 I0 i00
CENTER, PASA 515 I0
LEAVING FLIGIIT LEVEL 10
T|'O SIX ZERO, OVER! I0
IP140020 ;'_ONRADIO COMH - i 3.75 10 100
CHASA 515, DESCEND 10
AND MAINTAIN ONE ONE 10
THOUSAND. CONTACT 10
1P1_,0021 CENTER OH ONE TI_O 1 2.50 10 100
FIVE POIHT T[_'O,OVER! 10
IP140022 RADIO CO}_rl-€NASA I 4.0 I0 I00
515, ROGER. HAINTAIN 10
ONE OtIE THOUSAND, 10
CENTER OHE TI,IO FIVE 10
1P140023 POINT T_,;O.! 1 1.0 10 100
1P140024 RADIO COH;I -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 IOD
CENTER, TIIIS IS NASA 10
515 LEAVING FLIGHT 10
LEVEL TB_IOFIVE ZERO 10
1P140025 FOR ONE ONE THOU- 1 2.0 10 100
SAt!D, OVER! i0
1P140026 !"IONRADIO CO_'IH- 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUAtJK IDENT. ALTI- 10
1P140027 METER TkIO NINER 1 2.5 10 100
POINT EIGIIT EIGHT! 10
IP140028 HON RADIO CO;'itl- I 4.0 10 100
¢IIASA 515, MAINTAIN 10
ONE FIVE THOUSAHD. I0
CLEARANCE LIMIT IS 10
1P140029 NOl.JLANIER INTERSEC- 1 5.33 10 100
TION. HOLD NORTHkIEST 10
OF FIX OH NORCROSS I0
ZERO FOUR ONE RADIAL 10
1P140030 ONE AND ONE-HALF 1 5.33 10 100
I'IINUTE RIGHT TURNS. 10
EXPECT FURTHER 10
CLEARANCE AT ONE 10
IP140031 SEVEtl ONE FIVE,OVER! 1 1.33 10 100
1P160032 RADIO COIirl-€515, 1 4.5 10 100
ROGER. MAINTAIN ONE I0
FIVE THOUSAND. HOLD 10
NORTIIB,JESTOF LANIER I0
1P140033 INTERSECTION, RIGHT 1 1.5 10 100
TURNS. ! 10
IP140034 MON RADIO COMM - i 3.27 I0 I00
€NASA 515, CLEARED 10
TO ATLANTA INTER- 10
NATIONAL AIRPORT VIA i0
IP160035 LAST ROUTING CLEARED 1 6.36 I0 I00
INCREASE SPEED TO i0
lBJO THREE ZERO KNOTS 10
DESCEND AI'D ;'lAIN- 10
IP140036 I"AIN ONE ONE THOU- I 4.36 I0 I00
SAND. EXPECT AN ILS I0
RUNWAY ZERO EIGHT i0
APPROACH, OVER! I0
IP140037 RADIO COHM -€515, 1 4.5 i0 100
ROGER. INCREASE SPD 10
TWO THREE ZERO. 10
MAINTAIN ONE ONE 10
1P140038 THOUSAND! I .5 10 100
IP140039 MON RADIO COMM - I 4.0 10 100
¢NASA 515, CONTACT 10
APPROACH CONTROL ON 10
ONE TWO SIX POINT I0
IPI40040 NINER, OVER! i I.O I0 IO0
IP140041 RADIO COMM -€NASA i 4.0 I0 I00
515, ROGER. APPROACH i0
ON ONE TWO SIX POINT i0
NINER! I0
1P140042 CALL OUT -¢TOCCOA I 2.3 10 100
VOR ON NAV 2 ! 10
1P140043 CALL OUT -€ALTIMETER 1 2.4 10 100
SETTING IS TWO NINER 10
POINT EIGHT! I0
1P140045 CALL OUT -¢NORCROSS I 2.3 I0 100
VOR ON NAV I ! I0
1P140045 CALL OUT -€1000 FEET i 1.7 10 100
TO LEVEL OFF! 10
1P140046 CALL OUT -¢CHATA- 1 2.3 10 100
NOOGA VOR ON NAV 2! I0
IP140047 CALL OUT-¢THIRTY i .8 I0 I00
SECONDS ! I 0
IP140048 CALL OUT -€SIXTY I .8 i0 i00
SECONDS! IO
IP140049 CALL OUT -¢EIGHTY i .8 i0 i00
FIVE SECONDS! I0
IPI50001 MON RADIO COMM - i 4 i0 I08
¢NASA 515, REPORT I0
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL I0
TK'O SIX ZERO. ALTI- iO
IP150002 METER TWO NINER I 2 i0 I00
EIGHT EIGHT, OVER! I0
IP150003 RADIO COIi_1 - €515 i 3 I0 I00
ROGER. REPORT FLIGHT 10
LEVEL TWO SIX ZERO.! 10
1P150005 MON RADIO CO_IDI - 1 3 I0 100
¢NASA 515, ROGER. 10
CONTACT CENTER ON 10
ONE TWO FIVE POINT 10
IP150006 TDJO, OVER.! 1 1.5 10 100
--IP150007 RADIO COLIN - €515, 1 3.3 10 100
ROGER. CENTER ONE 10
TUO FIVE POINT TWO.! 10
IP150008 NON RADIO COF_I'I - I 3.7 10 100
¢NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDENT! 10
IP150009 NON RADIO COHM - I 4 i0 i00
. ¢NASA 515, DUE TO I0
TRAFFIC YOUR PLANNED I0
TIfiE OF ARRIVAL AT i0
IPISO010 LAKESIDE IS NOW i 4 iO i00
10:22:15 , OVER! I0
IPI50011 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 4.5 I0 I00
ROGER, TIME OF AR- i0
RIVAL NOW 10:22:15] 10
1P150012 CALL OUT -€FLIGHT 1 2 10 100
PLAN UPDATED WITH 10
NEW ALTITUDE] 10
1P150013 CALL OUT -¢ALTIHETER 1 2.7 10 100
BARD SETTIHG IS TWO i0
NIHER EIGHT EIGHT€ 10
1P150014 CALL OUT -€FLIGHT 1 3 I0 100
PLAN UPDATED LJITH 10
NEtJ PTA AT LAKESIDE] 10
IPI60001 MON RADIO COH/'I- i 3.42 I0 I00
€INFORr,IATIOH LIMA: I0
OHE SEVEH ZERO FIVE 10
OBSERVATIOtI- TWO i0
1P160002 FIVE HUI_DRED SCAT- 1 4.56 10 100
TERED CEILING FOUR 10
THOUSAND BROKEN. 10
VISIBILITY OtIE SIX. 10
1P160003 TEHPERATURE FIVE 1 4.56 10 I00
HIllER. WIHD OHE ONE 10
ZERO DEGREES AT TEH 10
GUSTII4G TO Ot_E SEVEN 10
1P160004 ALTIMETER THO - 1 4.56 10 100
{_IHER EIGHT FOUR. 10
SIHULTANEOUS PARAL- 10
LEL APPROACHES IN 10
1P160005 OPERATIOH OH RUHLqAYS 1 4.56 10 100
ZERO EIGHT AND HIHER 1D
RIGHT. ADVISE COH- 10
TROLLER OH INITIAL 10
1P160006 CONTACT YOU HAVE IN- 1 2.28 10 100
FORI'IATIOt|LIMA.] i0
1P160007 RADIO cor",,rl-€ATLANTA I 4.0 10 100
APPROACH CONTROL, I0
THIS IS NASA 515 10
LEVEL AT ONE OHE 10
1P160008 THOUSAND WITH INFOR- 1 2.0 10 i00
NATION LIHA, OVER] 10
1P160009 MOW RADIO coHrl - 1 2.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER. i0
SQUAWK IDEHT.] 10
1P160010 HOH RADIO COMI4 - 1 4 10 100
¢NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
_!EADIHG TWO OHE ZERO 10
tREDUCE SPEED TO T[,JO 10
mlPl60011 ZERO ZERO, OVER] 1 2 i0 i00
1P160012 RADIO cor.il,1-€515, 5 10 100
R.OGER. LEFT HEADING 10
TI_.TOONE ZERO, SLOt4 i0
TO TWO ZERO ZERO] 10
,.,j, 1P160013 10
IP160014 MOW RADIO COMM - i 4.0 I0 I00
--.I CHASA 515, REDUCE I0
"-_ SPEED TO ONE HINER I0
ZERO KHOTS, OVER] I0
IP160015 RADIO COl'Ill- €515, 1 2.5 10 100
ROGER. ONE IONER i0
ZERO KNOTS' 10
IP160016 MON RADIO COMM - 1 4.0 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
APPROACH CONTROL ON I0
ONE TD._OSEVEN POINT I0
o0 IP160017 TWO FIVE, OVER.' i 1.0 i0 I00
IP160018 RADIO C0_M-€515, i 3.0 I0 I00
ROGER. ONE TL,iOSEVEN 10
POINT TWO FIVE; 10
IP160019 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA 1 3.5 10 100
APPROACH CONTROL, 10
THIS IS NASA 515 10
LEVEL AT ONE ONE 10
IP160020 THOUSAND, OVER! 1 .75 10 100
1P160021 MON RADIO COHM - 1 3.5 10 I00
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
APPROACH. ROGER. 10
5QUAI.'.IKIDEtIT! I0
IP160022 HON RADIO COMM - 1 3.0 10 I00
€NASA 515, TURN RT 10
HEADING TI.JOSEVEN 10
ZERO. REDUCE SPEED 10
IP160023 TO ONE SEVEN ZERO i 4.0 10 100
KNOTS. DESCEND AND I0
MAINTAIN FOUR FIVE i0
HUNDRED, OVER! I0
IP160024 RADIO COFIM -€515, I 4.0 i0 I00
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
T_JO SEVEN ZERO. SLOW 10
TO ONE SEVEN ZERO. 10
1P160025 MAINTAIN FOUR FIVE I 2.0 10 100
HUNDRED. ! i0
1P160026 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
HEADING ONE EIGHT i0
ZERO, OVER! 10
IP160027 RADIO COMH -€515 1 3.0 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
ONE EIGHT ZERO.! 10
1P160028 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.21 10 I00
¢NASA 515, YOU ARE I0
FOURTEEN MILES FROM 10
THE OUTER MARKER. 10
1P160029 TURN LEFT HEADING 1 4.28 10 100
ONE TD.IOZERO FOR I0
VECTOR TO INTERCEPT 10
FINAL APPROACH 10
1P160030 COURSE. YOU ARE 1 4.28 I0 100
CLEARED FOR AN ILS 10
RUNLJAY ZERO EIGHT 10
APPROACH. CONTACT 10
1P160031 TOI.IERAT THE OUTER 1 3.21 10 100
MARKER ON ONE ONE i0
NINER POINT FIVE, 10
OVER! I0
1P160052 RADIO COMM- €515, I 4.0 10 100
- ROGER. LEFT HEADING I0
ONE T&,JOZERO. ILS 10
RUND.IAYZERO EIGHT 10
1P160033 APPROACH. TONER AT 1 3.0 10 100
OUTER HARKER ON ONE I0
ONE NIHER POINT FIVE i0
IP160034 MON RADIO COHrl- I 3.5 I0 I00
€NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO ONE FIVE 10
ZERO KNOTS OVER! 10
1P160035 RADIO COI'IH-€515, 1 2.5 10 100
ROGER. ONE FIVE ZERO 10
KNOTS! 10
1P160036 r,10HRADIO CO_IFI- 1 3.5 I0 100
CtIASA 515, HAINTAIN i0
CURRENT SPEED UNTIL I0
CROSSING STUBBS,OVER i0
IP160037 RADIO COr,iM- I 1.7 I0 IO0
€515, ROGER! I0
IP160038 RADIO corIH-¢ATLANTA i 4.0 i0 i00
TOHER, THIS IS NASA i0
515 OVER LAKESIDE I0
INBOUND FOR RUN_._AY I0
1P160039 ZERO EIGHT, OVER! I 1.0 I0 100
1P160040 DION RADIO corIH - 1 4.0 10 100
CHASA 515, ATLANTA 10
TOHER, ROGER. CLEAR 10
TO LAND RUHHAY ZERO 10
1P160041 EIGHT. HIND ONE ONE 1 3.0 10 100
ZERO DEGREES AT ZERO 10
NINER.! 10
1P1600_2 CALL OUT-€ALTIMETER 1 3.5 10 100
BARD SETTING IS THO 10
NINER POINT EIGHT 10
FOUR! 10
1P1600_3 CALL OUT-¢DESCENT 1 2 I0 I00
AND APPROACH CHECK- 10
LIST! 10
IP160044 CALL OUT-€ANTI-ICE! I I I0 I00
1P1600_5 CALL OUT-€NOT REQD! I .8 I0 100
1P160046 CALL OUT -€AIR CON- i 1.8 I0 100
DITIONING AND PRES- 10
SURIZATION! i0
IP1600_7 CALL OUT €SET! I ._ i0 100
1P160048 CALL OUT-€START 1 .9 10 I00
SWITCHES! 10
IP160049 CALL OUT ¢FLIGHT! i .5 10 100
1P160050 CALL OUT-¢INBOARD 1 1.1 10 100
LANDING LIGHTS! 10
1P160051 CALL OUT -CON! 1 .3 10 I00
1P160052 CALL OUT -¢ALTIMETER 1 1.4 10 100
AND ItISTRUMENTS! I0
--IP160053 CALL OUT-€SET AND i 1.3 I0 I00
CROSSCHECKED! 10
IP160054 CALL OUT-¢EPR AND 1 1.5 10 I00
IAS BUGS! 10
IP160055 CALL OUT -¢V-REF IS 1 1.9 10 100
XXX KHOTS! 10
IP160056 CALL OUT -€BUGS SET I 1.6 i0 I00
AND CROSS-CHECKED! i0
"-_1P160057 CALL OUT -€CHECKLIST 1 1.3 10 i00
COHPLETED! 10
1P160058 CALL OUT -€FLAPS I! I .7 10 100
1P160059 CALL OUT -¢RUN{JAY 08 I 2.9 i0 I00
ILS IS ON NAV 1! I0
1P160060 CALL OUT -¢REG VOR I 2 I0 100
IS ON NAV 2] I0
IP160061 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 5] 1 .7 10 I00
1P160062 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 15! 1 .7 10 I00
1P160063 MON RADIO COMM - 1 4 10 100
€NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO ONE SIX 10
ZERO KNOTS, OVER! 10
1P16006q RADIO COF_H-¢515, 1 2.5 10 100
ROGER. ONE SIX ZERO 10
KNOTS] 10
IP160065 CALL OUT -€LAKESIDE 1 1.5 10 I00
ON ADF-I! I0
1P160066 CALL OUT -€LAKESIDE 1 1.5 10 100
ON ADF-2] i0
1P160067 CALL OUT -¢LOCALIZER 1 1.3 i0 i00
ALIVE! I0
IP160068 CALL OUT-¢I HAVE 1 1.5 10 100
NAV 2 DATA] 10
1P160069 CALL OUT -¢ILS ON 1 1.5 !0 100
NAV 11 i0
IP160070 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 25] 1 .7 10 100
1P160071 CALL OUT -€GLIDE 1 1 10 100
SLOPE ALIVE! 10
1P160072 CALL OUT -€CROSSING 1 1 I0 100
STUBBS] I0
IP160073 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 40! i .7 i0 100
1P16007_ CALL OUT -¢RUNNAY IN 1 1 10 100
SITE! 10
1P160075 CALL OUT -€GEAR DOWN I 1.8 I0 100
AND LANDING CIIECK- 10
LIST! 10
1P160076 CALL OUT -€RECALL! 1 .6 10 100
1P160077 CALL' OUT -¢CIIECKED! 1 .4 10 100
1P160078 CALL OUT -€SPEED 1 .7 10 100
BRAKES] 10
1P160079 CALL OUT -€ARMED - 1 1.3 10 100
GREEN LIGHT! 10
1P160080 CALL OUT -€LANDING 1 .7 10 100
GEAR] I0
IP160081 CALL OUT -€DOWN, I 1 I0 i00
THREE GREEN] i0
IP160082 CALL OUT -€FLAPS! I .4 10 100
1P160083 CALL OUT -€FORTY, 1 1.1 10 100
GREEN LIGHT! 10'
1P16008_ CALL OUT -€CHECKLIST 1 1.1 10 100
COMPLETE! 10
m1P160085 CALL OUT -€FIVE HUN- 1 1.6 10 100
DRED FEET ABOVE RUN- 10
NAY] I0
IP160086 CALL OUT -€DECISION I .8 I0 I00
HEIGHT] 10
IP160087 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.5 i0 I00
€NASA 515,EXIT RUN- 10
WAY NEXT INTERSEC- 10
. TION. CONTACT GROUND 10
1P160088 POINT NINER WHEN 1 2.5 10 100
CLEAR OF RUNWAY, I0
OVER] i0
IP160089 RADIO COMM -€515, i 2.5 I0 i00
ROGER. POINT NINER i0
WHEN CLEAR! I0
IPI60090 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA i 3.5 IO IO0
GROUND, THIS IS NASA I0
515. TAXI TO GATE X, i0
OVER! I0
1P160091 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
GROUHD, TAXI TO RAMP 10
VIA HORTHEAST=SOUTH- 10
1P160092 WEST TAXINAY, OVER! 1 1.0 10 100
1P16EK01 RADIO COMrl - I 3 10 100
€APPROACH CONTORL, 10
THIS IS NASA 515. 10
THE PILOT IS INCA- 10
1P16EK02 PACITATED. I WILL 1 4 10 100
MAKE A NORMAL ILS 10
APPROACH A[_D LAND- 10
IliG. REQUEST AN AM- 10
1P16EK03 BULANCE TO STANDBY I 3 10 100
AT GATE X,OVER! 10
IP16EK04 MON RADIO COMM- 1 3 10 I00
€NASA 515_ APPROACH 10
CONTROL. UNDERSTAND 10
THAT YOUR PILOT IS 10
IPI6EK05 INCAPACITATED AND i _' 10 100
REQUEST AMBULANCE. 10
WILL USE NORMAL ILS 10
APPROACH AND LAND. 10
1P16EK06 ADVISE IF YOU RE- 1 3 10 100
QUIRE SPEICAL HAND- 10
LING. ! 10
IPI6EK07 PAClTATED. I WILL 1 _. 10 100
MAKE A NORMAL MLS 10
APPROACH AND LAND- 10
ING. REQUEST AN AM- 10
IPI6EK08 INCAPACITATED AND 1 4 I0 100
REQUEST AMUBLANCE. 10
WILL USE NORIiAL MLS i0
APPROACH AND LAND. i0
IPI6FBOI CALL-OUT (RIGHT MAIN I 3.5 I0 I00
GEAR UNSAFE, 10
RECYCLING NOW) i0
1PI6FB02 CALL-OUT (RIGHT MAIN I 3.2 10 100
GEAR STILL UHSAFE) 10
IP16FB03 CALL-OUT (GOING 1 3.3 10 100
AROUND NOW, SET FLAP 10
-- 15, GEAR UP) 10
1P16FB04 CALL-OUT (FLAPS 15) i 1.0 10 100
IP16FB05 CALL-OUT (BUG + 15) 1 1.4 10 100
1P16FB06 CALL-OUT (GEAR UP_ 1 2 10 100
OFF) 10
IPI6FB07 RADIO-CALL (ATL TWR i 3.5 I0 I00
NASA 515 ON THE GO I0
'=' WITH GEAR FAILURE) I0
--_IPI6FB08 RADIO-COMM (NASA 515 I 5._. 10 100
CLIMB STRAIGHT AHEAD 10
TO 3000 AND 170 SAY 10
YOUR INTENTIONS) 10
IPI6FBO9 RADIO-CALL (ATL NASA I 5.5 10
515 ROGER 3000 AND 10.
170 REQUEST ILS I0
RUNWAY 08 WE WILL) i0
IPI6FBIO CALL-OUT (SET FLAPS i 4.5 I0 i00
5 REPORT 5000 REPORT i0
170 KNOTS) 10
1P16FBI1 CALL-OUT (FLAPS 5) I .8 10 100
IPI6FB12 CALL-OUT (3000) i .8 10 100
1P16FBI3 RADIO-CALL (ATL TWR 1 2.8 10 i00
NASA 515 LEVEL 3000) 10
1P16FB14 RADIO-COMM (NASA 515 i 7.5 10 100
ROGER TURN LEFT HDG 10
045 CNCT APPCON 127. 10
25 FOR RADAR TO ILS) 10
IPI6FB15 CALL-OUT (170 KNOTS) 1 1.0 10 100
1P16FB16 RADIO-CALL (ATL NASA 1 5 10 100
515 LEFT TO 045 APP 10
CONTROL 127.25) 10
1P16FB17 CALL-GUT (GET GEAR 1 1.5 10 100
UNSAFE CHECKLIST) 10
1P16FB18 CALL-OUT (GEAR LEVER 1 1 10 100
OFF) i0
1P16FB19 CALL-OUT (MANUAL I 1.2 10 100
EXTENTIONS NOW) i0
1P16FB20 CALL-OUT (DOWN 3 1 1.2 10 100
GREEN) 10
1PI6FB21 TE×TEND(GEAR MANUAL i 2.8 10 100
BEFORE FINAL) 10
1P170001 MOH RADIO COr_M - 1 4 10 100
¢NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO TWO ZERO 10
ZERO KNOTS, OVER; 10
IP170002 RADIO COrIM -€515, 1 3 10 100
ROGER. SLOW TO TWO i0
ZERO ZERO¢ 10
1P170003 MON RADIO COMM - i 3.7 10 100
€NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
HEADING TWO ONE ZERO i0
OVER[ 10
IP17000_ RADIO COMM -€515, 1 2.8 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
TWO ONE ZERO; i0
1P170005 MON RADIO COIIM - i 5.5 10 100
€NASA 515, TURN RT 10
HEADING TWO SEVEN 10
ZERO, REDUCE SPEED I0
1P170006 TO ONE EIGHT ZERO. 1 3.5 10 100
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN 10
SIX THOUSAND, OVER; 10
1P170007 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 4.0 10 100
ROGER. RIGHT HEADING 10
TWO SEVEN ZERO, SLOW 10
TO ONE EIGHT ZERO, 10
1P170008 MAINTAIN SIX TIIOU- 1 1.5 i0 100
SAND' i0
"_IP200009 CALL OUT -€OFF; 1 0.5 10 100
1P170009 MON RADIO COIIM - i 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
HEADING ONE EIGHT 10
ZERO, DESCEND AND I0
IPI70010 MAINTAIN THREE SIX i 1.5 I0 I00
HUNDRED, OVER! 10
1P170011 RADIO COMet -€515, 1 5.5 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
ONE EIGHT ZERO, 10
MAINTAIN THREE SIX I0
1P170012 HUNDRED! 1 .5 10 100
17170013 DiON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO ONE SIX 10
ZERO KNOTS, OVER! 10
1P170014 RADIO COMM-€515, I 3.0 10 100
ROGER. SLON TO ONE 10
SIX ZERO! 10
17170015 NON RADIO COMM - 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, YOU ARE 10
SIX MILES FROM THE 10
APPROACH GATE. YOU 10
1P170016 ARE CLEARED FOR AN I 4.0 10 I00
HLS RUI_I.JAY ZERO 10
EIGHT APPROACH. CON- 10
TACT ATLANTA TODJER 10
IP170017 AFTER CROSSING GATE I 3.0 10 100
AT ONE NINER POINT 10
FIVE, OVER' 10
1P170018 RADIO COtIN -€515,. 1 4.0 10 100
ROGER. MSL RUNPJAY 10
ZERO EIGHT ATPROACH, 10
TONER AFTER GATE ON 10
1P170019 ONE NIHER POINT FIVE 1 1.0 10 100
17170020 NON RADIO COMH - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, MAINTAIN 10
CURRENT SPEED UNTIL 10
CROSSING APPROACH 10
1P170021 GATE, OVER! I .75 10 100
1P170022 RADIO COI';M-€ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
TOI,_ER, THIS IS NASA 10
515, OVER APPROACH 10
GATE FOR RUNI.JAY 10
1P170023 ZERO EIGHT, OVER! 1 1.0 i0 100
IP170024 NON RADIO COI.IM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
TO;JER, ROGER. CLEAR- 10
ED TO LAND RUNIqAY 10
1P170025 ZERO EIGIIT. bJlND 1 3.5 10 100
ONE ONE ZERO AT ZERO 10
NINER. : I0
1P170026 CALL OUT -¢RNWY HLS 1 3 10 100
FREQ OH NAV 1 AND 10
HAV 2! i0
1P180001 NON RADIO COMM - 1 4 10 I00
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
oa ATLANTA TO_JER ON ONE I0
ONE NINER POINT FIVE i0
IP180002 , OVER.! 1 .5 i0 I00
1P180003 RADIO CORM - €515, 1 2.7 10 100
ROGER. ONE ONE HINER 10
POINT FIVE.! 10
IP180004 HON RADIO COHM - I 4 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
TOWER AT THE OUTER 10
MARKER ON ONE ONE 10
1P180005 NINER POINT FIVE, 1 1.5 10 100
OVER.! i0
1P180006 RADIO COMM -€515, I 4 I0 lOO
ROGER, TOHER AT I0
OUTER MARKER ON ONE 10
ONE NINER POINT FIVE 10
1P200001 INTPIIN COMM -¢ADVISE 1 1.8 10 100
WHEN CHOCKS IN 10
PLACE! 10
IP200002 MON INTPHN COMM - 1 0.6 10 100
€ROGER! I0
IP200003 MON IHTPHN COMM - i I.i I0 I00
¢CHOCKS IN PLACE! I0
IP200004 INTPHN COr4M -¢ROGER! I 0.6 I0 I00
1P200005 CALL _UT-¢SHUTDOWN I 1.2 10 100
CHECKLIST! 10
1P200006 CALL OUT -¢FUEL! 1 0.7 10 100
1P200007 CALL -€PUMPS 1 0.8 I0 100
OFF! 10
1P200008 CALL OUT -€GALLEY 1 0.9 10 100
POHER! i0
1P200010 CALL OUT- CELECTRI- 1 i 10 I00
CAt! 10
IP200011 CALL OUT -CON! I 0.7 I0 i00
1P200012 CALL OUT -¢EMERGENCY 1 1.1 10 100
EXIT LIGHTS! 10
1P200013 CALL OUT -¢SEAT BELT I 1.2 10 I00
LIGHT! 10
1P200014 CALL OUT -€WINDOW 1 1 10 100
HEAT! 10
1P200015 CALL OUT.-¢PITOT 1 1 10 100
HEAT! 10
IP200016 CALL OUT -¢ANTI-ICE! 1 1.2 10 100
1P200017 CALL OUT -¢SYSTEM B 1 1.5 10 i00
PUMPS ! I0
IP200018 CALL OUT -€AIR COND I 2.I i0 I00
AND PRESSURIZATION! I0
IP200019 CALL OUT -CONE PACK, i 3 I0 i00
GROUND/BLEEDS ON, I0
GROUND! I0
1P200020 CALL OUT-€ANTI-COL- 1 1.2 10 100
LISSION LT! 10
1P200021 CALL OUT-€START I 1.2 10 I00
SWITCHES! i0
1P200022 ALL OUT-€AUTO 1 I 10 100
BRAKES! 10
IP200023 CALL OUT-€RADAR AND i 1.4 10 I00
TRANSPONDER! 10
IP200024 CALL OUT-€SPEED- i 1 10 100
BRAKE! 10
1P200025 CALL OUT-€FLAPS! 1 0.8 I0 100
1P200026 CALL OUT-€PARKING 1 I 10 100
BRAKES! I0
"-_1P200027 CALL OUT- €START 1 1 10 100
LEVERS! 10
1P200029 CALL OUT -CUP! 1 0.6 I0 100
IP200030 CALL OUT- €DOWN 1 1.2 10 100
DETENT! i0
IP200031 CALL OUT -¢RELEASED I i I0 100
IP200032 CALL OUT- ¢CUTOFF! 1 0.9 10 100
1P200033 CALL OUT -¢OXYGEN 1 1.5 10 100
REGULATOR! 10
IP200034 CALL OUT -¢OFF,IO0! I 2.5 10 100
IP200035 CALL OUT -¢CIIECKLIST 1 2.5 10 100
COMPLETE DOWN TO i0
SECURE! i0
IP200036 CALL OUT - ¢APU! i i I0 I00
1P200037 CALL OUT -€BATTERY! i i I0 I00
IP200038 CALL OUT -¢SHUTDOWN I 1.5 i0 i00
CHECKLIST COMPLETE! 10
1P200039 CALL OUT -¢COHTINUE 1 1.2 10 100
CHECKLIST! 10
1P200040 MOW ItITPHN COMM - 1 1.5 10 100
¢TESTING,TESTING, 10
OVER! 10
1P200041 INTPHN COMM - 1 3 10 100
€ROGER, HEAR YOU 10
LOUD AND CLEAR. ARE 10
CHOCKS SET, OVER! 10
1P200042 MOW INTPHH COMM - 1 .8 10 100
¢CHOCKS IN PLACE ! 10
1Q 01 MOH VHF-IL FREQ IND I .77 100 10
2 4.48 90 10
3 4.97 90 i0
4 4.97 90 I0
Iq 02 SET VHF-IL FREQ- 1 2.90 10 100 10
WHOLE NO. 2 3.00 10 100 10
1q 03 SET VHF-IL FREq- 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 10 100 10
Iq 04 ADJ VHF-IL VOLUME I 1.58 I0 I00 I0
2 2.15 10 100 10
3 1.58 I0 I00 I0
4 2.15 I0 i00 I0
IQ 05 SET VHF-1L COMM TRR 1 1.45 20 100 10
SW TO LEFT Z 1.45 20 10
IQ 06 SET VHF-1L COMM TFR 1 1.45 20 100 10
SW TO RIGHT 2 1.45 20 I00 i0
lq 07 MOW VHF-1R FREQ IND 1 .77 100 10
2 3.64 90 10
3 4.51 90 i0
4 5.94 90 i0
lq 08 SET VHF-1R FREQ- 1 2 05 10 100 10 A
WHOLE NUMBERS 2 2 93 i0 i00 i0
3 2 05 I0 i00 i0 AC
4 2 97 i0 lOO I0 AC
1Q 09 SET VHF-1R FREQ- I 1 58 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 i 97 10 100 10 AC
1Q 10 ADJ VHF-1R VOLUME 1 1 58 0 100 10
2 2 18 50 I00 I0
3 1 58 0 I00 I0
4 2.18 50 i00 I0
lq Ii SET COMM I MIC SEL i 2.71 I00 I00 I0 A
SW TO VHF-I 2 2.80 I00 I00 i0 AC
1Q 12 SET COMM i VHF-I 1 2.21 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 2.34 100 100 10 AC
iq 13 SET COMM 1 VHF-1 1 2.21 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2.34 100 100 10
Iq 14 ACT COMM 1 PTT SW 1 1.40 20 I00 I0
2 1.39 20 I00 I0
3 5.00 5 i00 I0
4 12.00 3 100 10








1Q 17 SET COMM 2 VHF-1 1 2.29 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO-ON 2 2.27 I00 i00 I0 AC
1q 18 SET COMrl 2 VHF-1 1 2.29 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2.27 i00 I00 I0
1Q 19 SET COHM 2 MIC SEL 1 2.79 100 100 10 A
SW TO VHF-1 2 2.71 100 100 10 AC
1q 20 SET COMM 5 VHF-I 1 2.46 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 2.45 100 !OO 10 AC
IQ 21 SET COHM 3 VHF-1 1 2.46 100 I00 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2.45 i00 I00 i0
1Q 22 SET COfIH 3 MIC SEL 1 2.97 100 100 10 A
SW TO VHF-1 10
1Q 23 ACT COMM 1 PUSH-TO- 1 1.7 100 10
TALK 5W 2 3.5 100 10
1q 24 ACTUATE PUSH-TO-TALK 1 7 100 10
SW ON CONTROL HAND- 2 1.7 100 10
GRIP 3 3.5 I00 I0
4 5 i00 I0
iq 28 COMM VIA VHF-I i 5.5 i0
2 3 i0
iq 30 MON VHF-I COMM AUDIO I 5 I0
2 4 I0
3 24 I0
1R 01 MON VHF-2L FREQ IND 1 .76 100 10
2 4.55 90 10
3 4.51. 90 i0
IR 02 SET VHF-2L FREQ 1 2.97 I0 i00 I0
WHOLE NUMBERS 2 2.93 10 100 10
1R 03 SET VHF-2L FREQ 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.58 10 100 10
3 1.97 10 100 10
1R 04 ADJ VHF-2L VOLUME 1 1.58 100 10
2 2.97 50 100 10
3 1.58 100 i0
4 2.97 50 lOO I0
IR 05 S!ET VHF-2 COMM TFR 1 1.47 20 i00 I0
5N TO LEFT 2 1.47 20 100 10
IR 06 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR 1 1.47 20 100 10
51W TO RIGHT 2 1.47 20 I00 I0
3 1 97 20 100 10
1R 07 MON VHF-2R FREQ IND 1 77 100 10
2 4 58 80 I0
5 4 48 80 i0
1R 08 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1 Z 03 10 100 10
WHOLE NO.S 2 3 O0 10 100 10
3 2.03 10 100 10
4 2.90 i0 I00 I0
IR 09 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1 1.58 I0 I00 i0
FRACTIONS 2 1.58 10 100 I0
3 1.97 i0 I00 I0
1R I0 ADJ VHF-2R VOLUME 1 1.58 I00 I0
2 3.00 50 I00 I0
3 1.58 I00 I0
4 3.00 50 I00 I0
IR II SET COMM 2 MIC SEL i 2.79 I00 I00 i0 A
SN TO VHF-2 2 2.71 lOO I00 i0 AC
1R 12 SET COMM 2 VHF-Z 1 1.43 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 1.43 100 100 10 AC
1R 13 SET COMM 2 VHF-2 1 1.43 100 100 10
COMM RECVR St.ITO OFF 2 1.43 i00 I00 I0
1R 14 ACT COMM 2 PTT SW 1 1.41 20 10
2 1.41 20 10
3 5.50 5 I0
4 3.50 i0 i0








IR 17 SET COMM I VHF-2 1 1.42 I00 i00 i0 A
COMM RECVR St,_TO ON 2 1.42 100 100 10 AC
1R 18 SET COMM 1 VHF-2 1 1.42 100 100 10
COMM RECVR S_,JTO OFF 2 1.42 100 100 10
IR 19 SET COMM 1MIC SEL 1 2.71 lO0 100 10 A
SW TO VHF-2 2 2.80 100 100 10 AC
1R 20 SET COt_M 3 VHF-2 1 1.43 I00 100 10 A
COMM RECVR S;4 TO ON 2 1.43 100 100 10
1R 21 SET COI;M 3 VHF-2 1 1.43 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 1.43 100 100 10
1R 22 SET COMM 3 MIC SEL 1 2.97 100 100 10 A
SN TO VHF-2 I0
IR 23 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SN 1 3.7 100 10
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 4.8 100 10
3 2.5 I00 I0
4 1.5 I00 i0
IR 24 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 1.7 I00 I0
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 2.3 100 10
3 3.1 I00 i0
4 4 I00 i0
1R 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 6.8 100 10
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 4.4 I00 i0
3 3 I00 i0
4 6 I00 i0
IR 26 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 4.2 I00 i0
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 5 100 10
3 2.7 100 10
4 7.5 I00 i0
1R 27 ACT COMM 2 PUSH-TO- 1 4.6 lO0 lO
TALK SN 2 1.7 I00 I0
3 4.2 I00 I0
4 4 I00 I0
1R 28 ACT CDMM 2 PUSH-TO- 1 4.25 100 10
TALK SW 2 5 100 10
1R 30 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 4.5 100 10
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 3.3 100 10
5 4.25 100 10
4 10 100 10
1R 52 MON VHF-2 COMM AUDIO i 2.5
2 6
3 6.8
































IR 41 COMM VIA VHF-2R I 6.8 I0
2 11. 10
1R 42 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SM 1 11. 100 10
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 10
IS 01 MON VHF-SL FREQ IND 1 .77 100 10
2 5.00 90 i0
3 5.06 90 I0
15 02 SET VHF-3L FREQ- i 5.03 I0 I00 I0
NHOLE NUMBERS 2 5.09 I0 I00 I0
15 03 SET VHF-3L FREQ- i 1.97 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 10 100 10
15 04 ADJ VHF-SL VOLUME 1 1.97 10 100 10
2 5.03 50 i00 i0
3 1.97 0 100 I0
4 3.03 50 100 10
15 05 SET VHF-3 COMM TFR 1 1.45 50 100 10
SN TO LEFT 2 1.45 50 100 10 AC
IS 06 SET VHF-3 COMM TFR I 1.45 50 i00 I0
SH TO RIGIIT 2 1.45 50 100 10
1S 07 MON VHF-3R FREQ 1 .77 100 10
IND 2 5.01 90 I0
3 5.05 90 I0
1S 08 1 2.05 10 100 10
SET VHF-3R FREQ 2 3.04 10 100 10
WHOLE NO.S 3 2.05 10 100 10
4 3.08 I0 I00 i0
lS 09 SET VHF-3R FREQ- 1 1.97 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 10 100 i0
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 100 10 AC
15 10 ADJ VHF-3R VOLUME 1 2.05 50 100 10
2 3.04 50 i00 I0
3 2.05 50 i00 I0
4 3.08 50 i00 I0
iS Ii SET COMM 3 MIC SEL I 2.97 I00 100 I0 A
SW TO VHF-1 2 2.95 100 100 10 AC
15 12 ACT COMM 5 PUSH-TO- 1 1.41 50 100 10 A
TALK SW 2 1.42 50 I00 I0 AC
1T 01 SET LOUDSPEAKER TO 1 2.39 100 100 10 CP4
ON 2 2.59 I00 I00 I0 P
1T 02 SET LOUDSPEAKER TO 1 2.39 100 100 10
OFF 2 2.39 100 100 10
1T 03 ADJUST LOUDSPEAKER 1 2.11 100 100 10
VOLUME 2 2.11 100 I00 10 P
3 3.04 I00 I00 I0
4 3.04 I00 I00 I0 P
2H 01 PRESS ATT CWS MODE 1 1.35 20 100 10 A
SW 2 1.44 20 I00 I0 A
3 1.44 20 100 10
2H 02 MON ATT CWS MODE 1 1.05 80 10 A
LT GREEN - ATT CWS 10
ENGAGED 10
2H 03 MON ATT CWS MODE 1 1.05 80 10
LT DARK - ATT CWS 10
DISENGAGED 10
2H 04 PRESS VEL CWS MODE i 2.09 20 I00 I0 A
SW 2 1.35 20 i00 I0 A
2H 05 MON "VEL CWS MODE LT 1 1.34 80 10 A
GREEN - VEL CWS ENG 10
2H 06 MON VEL CWS MODE LT 1 1.34 80 10
DARK - VEL CWS DIS- i0
ENGAGED i0
2H 07 PRESS AUTO MODE SW 1 1.42 20 I00 I0 A
2H 08 MON AUTO MODE LT i 1.34 80 10
GREEN - AUTO MODE i0
ENGAGED 10
2H 09 MON AUTO MODE LT 1 1.34 80 10
DARK - AUTO MODE 10
DISENGAGED 10
2H 10 PRESS LAND MODE SW 1 2.13 20 100 10 A
2 2.13 20 100 10
--2H 11 MON LAND MODE LT 1 1.05 80 10
GREEN - LAND MODE I0
ENGAGED 10
2H 12 MOH LAND MODE LT 1 1.05 80 10
ORANGE - LAND MODE 10
ARMED 10
2H 13 MON LAND MODE LT I 1.05 80 i0
DARK - LAND MODE I0
--. DISENGAGED i0
2H 14 PRESS TKA SEL MODE 1 1.41 20 80 10 P
SW I0
2H 15 MON TKA SEL MODE LT I .77 80 I0 AP
GREEN - TKA SEL MODE 2 .78 40 10
ENGAGED 10
2H 16 MON TKA SEL MODE LT 1 .77 80 10
ORANGE - TKA SEL 10
MODE ARMED I0
2H 17 MON TKA SEL MODE LT I .77 80 i0
o BLUE - TKA SEL MODE I0
PRESELECTED 10
2H 18 MON TKA SEL MODE LT 1 .77 80 10
DARK - TKA SEL MODE I0
DISENGAGED 10
2H 19 ROTATE TKA SEL KNOB 1 2.50 10 10 P
2H 20 READ TKA SEL VALUE i 1.11 20 10 A
ON DIGITAL INDIC i0
2H 21 PRESS FPA SEL MODE I 1.40 20 I00 I0 AP
St_ 10
ZH 22 MONITOR FPA SEL'MODE 1 .77 80 10 AP
LT GREEN - FPA SEL 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
ZH 23 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE 1 .77 80 10
LT ORANGE - FPA SEL 10
MODE ARMED 10
2H 24 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE 1 .77 80 10
LT BLUE - FPA SEL i0
MODE PRESELECTED I0
2H 25 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE I .77 80 I0
LT DARK - FPA SEL i0
MODE DISENGAGED 10
2H 26 ROTATE FPA SEL KNOB i 2.45 20 100 10 AP
2H 27 READ FPA SEL VALUE 1 1.08 20 10 AP
ON DIGITAL INDIC I0
2H 28 PRESS ALT ENG MODE S 1 1.42 20 10 i0 AP
SLJ 10
2H 29 MONITOR ALT ENG MODE 1 .78 20 10 AP
LT GREEN - ALT ENG 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 30 MON ALT ENG MODE LT 1 .78 20 10
ORANGE - ALT ENG I0
MODE ARMED 10
2H 31 MON ALT ENG MODE LT 1 .78 20 10
BLUE - ALT ENG MODE 10
PRESELECTED 10
2H 52 MON ALT ENG MODE LT 1 .78 20 10
DARK - ALT ENG MODE 10
DISENGAGED 10
2H 33 ROTATE ALT ENG KNOB 1 2.47 20 100 10 AP
2H 34 READ ALT ENG VALUE 1 1.06 80 i0 A
O_I DIGITAL INDIC 10
2H 35 PRESS HOR PATH MODE 1 1.37 20 100 10 A
S_J 2 2.15 20 100 10 A
3 1.72 20 100 I0 #
2H 36 MON HOR PATH MODE LT 1 .78 80 10
GREEN - HOR PATH 2 .78 50 10
MODE ENGAGED i0
2H 37 MON HOR PATH MODE LT I .78 80 10
ORANGE - HOE PATH 10
- MODE ARMED 10
2H 38 MON HOR PATH MODE LT 1 .78 80 10
DARK - HOR PATH MODE 2 .78 40 10
DISENGAGED 10
2H 39 PRESS VERT PATH MODE I 1.36 20 100 10 A
SH I0
2H 40 MON VERT PATH MODE L I .78 80 10
GREEN - VERT PATH IO
MODE ENGAGED iO
2H 4i MON VERT PATH MODE L I .78 80 IO
ORANGE - VERT PATH iO
MODE ARMED I0
2H 42 MON VERT PATH MODE i .78 80 i0
LT DARK - VERT PATH IO
MODE DISENGAGED I0
2H 43 PRESS CAS ENG MODE i .78 20 IO0 10
S_] 10
2H 46 MON CAS ENG MODE i .78 80 iO A
LT GREEN - CAS I0
HODE ENGAGED iO
2H 45 MON CAS EHG MODE I .78 80 IO
LT BLUE - CAS ENG I0
MODE PRESELECTED I0
2H 46 MOH CAS ENG MODE I .78 80 iO
LT DARK - CAS ENG I0
MODE DISENGAGED 10
2H 47 ROTATE CAS EIIG KNOB I 2.45 20 10 A
2H 48 READ CAS ENG VALUE 1 1.04 100 10 A
OH DIGITAL INDIC 10
2H 49 PRESS TIME PATH MODE I 1.35 20 80 10 A
SL_ 10
2H 50 DION TIME PATH MODE I .78 80 10
LT GREEN - TIME 10
PATH MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 51 MON TIME PATH rIODE i .78 80 10
St,J DARK - TIME PATH 10
MODE DISENGAGED I0
2H 52 ACT LEFT AGCS LIGHTS I 2 20 100 10
TEST St4 10
2H 53 MON AGCS PANEL LTS I 2 100 10
TEST IO
2H 54 ACT RIGHT AGCS I 2 20 100 10
LIGHTS TEST SN I0
2J 01 MON ROLL ATT INDIC I 2.02 100 10 P
2 10 5 5
3 50 5 5
4 180 5 5
2J 02 MON PITCH ATTITUDE I I.i2 I00 I0 P
INDIC 2 10 I0 I0
5 30 10 I0
4 180 10 I0
23 03 MONITOR ALTITUDE I .78 100 10 P
DIGITAL CALLOUT IO
2J 04 MOH FLT PATH ACCEL I 2.i9 I00 IO P
INDIC 2 10 5 5
5 30 5 5
4 60 5 5
2J 05 MON FLT PATH ANGLE i 2.19 100 I0
INDIC 2 10 20 15
-- 3 30 20 15
4 120 20 15
2J 06 MON PITCH FLT DIREC i 2.19 I00 10
2J 07 MON ROLL FLT DIREC I 2.19 '100 10
2J 08 MON ACCEL COMDIAND I 2.19 100 10
2J 09 MON FLT PATH ANGLE I 2.19 100 10
INDIC 2 60 20 15
3 26 40 40
2J 10 MON FLT PATH COMMAND 1 2.19 100 10
TO NEXT WPT i0
2J Ii MON FLT PATH COMMAND i 2.19 I00 I0
TO DESTINATION IN I0
30 SECONDS i0
2J 12 MON WAYPOINT IDENTS 1 2.19 I00 10
2J 13 MON ILS BOX i 2.19 100 10
INDIC 2 i0 5 5
3 30 5 5
4 60 5 5
2J 14 MON ILS CROSS 1 2.19 i00 I0
INDIC 2 i0 5 25
3 30 5 25
4 60 5 25
2J 15 MOH TV VIDEO 1 2.19 100 i0
2 30 i0 i0
23 16 ACT EADI AUTO SW i 2.13 I00 I00 i0 AP
2 2.35 I00 I00 i0 P
2J 17 SEL MAN EADI PITCH 10
REF MODE/MON SW LT I0
ON i0
2J 18 ROTATE PITCH REF 1 2.05 100 100 10 AP
KNOB TO SELECT 10
PITCH 10
2J 19 MON PITCH REF INDIC I 1.12 i00 10 AP
2 i0 5 5
3 30 5 5
4 180 5 5
2J 20 ROTATE DH KNOB TO I i.ll i0 I00 I0 AP
SELECT DH VALUE 2 2.44 10 100 10
2J 21 MON DH INDIC 1 1.11 90 10
2 2.44 90 10
2J 22 MON FLASHING CENTER 1 2.27 100 10
DOT ON EADI 2 30 10 10
2J 23 ACTUATE DH TEST SW 1 2.27 I00 100 10
2J 24 MON I00 FT INDIC ON 1 2.27 100 10
EADI 2 3 10 10
2J 25 SELECT LAND MODE 1 2.67 I00 100 10 AP
2 2.67 100 100 10
2J 26 SELECT CRUISE MODE 1 2.67 100 100 10
2 1.35 i00 100 I0
2J 27 SELECT TEST MODE i 2.67 100 100 10
2J 28 MON EADI TEST PAT 1 2.67 100 10
2J 29 SELECT SPD ERR OPTIO i 1.35 i00 100 10
2 2.15 100 100 10
2J 30 MON SPD ERR BAR i i0 5 5
2 30 5 5
3 60 5 5
4 5 5
2J 31 SEL ILS OPTION I 1.35 I00 I00 I0
2 2.15 100 100 10
3 2.15 100 100 I0
2J 32 SEL TV OPTION 1 2.15 100 100 i0 AP
2 1.35 100 100 10
2J 33 SEL FPT DIR OPTION 1 2.15 100 100 10
2 1.35 100 100 10
2J 34 SELECT V-NAV OPTION 1 1.32 100 100 10 AP
2 2.15 100 100 10
2J 35 SELECT RUNWAY OPTION 1 1.56 100 100 10 AP
2 2.15 100 100 10
2J 56 ADJ EADI BRIGHTNESS 1 2 100 100 10
2J 57 ADJ EADI CONTRAST 1 2 100 100 10
2J 58 MONITOR LOCALIZER i 5 20 20
INDICATOR 2 10 10 10
5 30 I0 I0
4 60 I0 10
2J 59 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 5 10 10
ATT INDIC 2 i0 i0 I0
3 30 I0 I0
4 60 i0 10
2J 40 MON EADI RN_IY 1 i0 5 5
2 50 5 5
5 60 5 5
4 180 5 5
2J 41 MON EADI DRIFT INDIC 1 I0 5 5
2 50 5 5
5 60 5 5
4 180 5 5
2J 42 MON EADI I 5 25 50
2 i0 25 30
3 30 25 50
4 60 25 50
2J 45 MON EADI I 90 25 50
2 120 25 30
5 15 25 50
4 20 25 30
2J 44 MON EADI RNWY 1 26 25 15
2J 45 MON EADI RADAR ALT 1 26 10 10
2K Ol SEL TRACK UP OPTION 1 2.64 100 100 10 AP
2 1.97 100 100 10
3 2.00 I00 I00 I0 AC
4 2.67 i00 I00 I0 AC
2K 02 SEL NORTH UP OPTION 1 2.64 100 100 10
2 1.97 100 100 10
5 2.00 I00 100 i0
4 2.67 100 100 10
2K 05 SEL TEST OPTION i 2.64 100 100 10
2 1.97 100 100 10
3 2.00 I00 I00 I0
4 2.67 i00 i00 I0
2K 04 MON MFD TEST PATT 1 5 100 10
2K 05 SEL 1 HM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10 AP
2 1.92 100 100 10 AP
5 1.96 100 100 10 AC
4 2.68 100 100 10 AC
--2K 06 SEL 2 HM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10
2 1.92 100 100 10
5 1.96 100 100 10
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 07 SEL 4 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10
2 1.92 I00 I00 I0
3 1.96 I00 I00 i0
4 2.68 i00 I00 i0
"_-2K 08 SEL 8 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10
2 1.92 100 100 10
5 1.96 100 I00 10
4 2.6S 100 I00 10
2K 09 SEL 16 NM MAP SCALE I 2.65 I00 i00 i0
2 1.92 i00 i00 i0
5 1.96 100 100 10
4 2.68 100 100 10
_ 2K 10 5EL 32 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.68 100 100 10 AP
2 1.92 I00 I00 I0
5 1.96 100 100 10
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 11 NON MAP SCALE CALLOU 1 .83 100 10 AP
2K 12 MON 1 NM NAP VIDEO i 2.27 100 10 AP
2K 13 MON 2 NN MAP VIDEO 1 2.27 100 10
2K 14 MON EHSI DISPLAY 1 2.27 100 10
2 i0 25 I0
3 30 25 10
4 180 25 I0
2K 15 MON EHSI DISPLAY I 2.27 I00 I0
2 60 25 25
3 90 25 30
4 120 25 30
2K 16 MON EHSI DISPLAY I 2.27 I00 I0
2 5 25 30
3 15 25 50
4 20 25 30
2K 17 MON EHSI DISPLAY i 2.2 40 I0
2 17 50 10
2K 18 SEL NAV AIDES OPTION i 2.07 100 100 10 AP
2 2.13 100 100 10 AC
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 1.38 i00 i00 i0
2K 19 SEL TERRAINE OPTION I 1 38 100 100 10 AC
2 2 07 100 100 10
3 I 38 I00 i00 i0
4 2 15 i00 i00 I0
2K 20 SEL AIRPORTS OPTION 1 1 37 100 100 10
2 2 07 100 100 10
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 21 SEL WPT ALT OPTION I 1.46 100 100 10 AP
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 I00 I00 i0
4 2.15 100 100 10
2K 22 SEL GRP OPTION I 1.57 I00 i00 i0 AP
2 1.53 i00 IO0 IO AC
3 2.07 I00 I00 i0
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 23 SEL T NAV OPTION 1 2.13 100 100 10 AC
2 1.38 100 100 10
3 2.07 100 100 10
4 2.15 100 100 10
2K 24 SEL ALT RANGE OPTION i 1.58 I00 I00 I0
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 2.15 100 100 10
4 1.58 100 100 10
2K 25 5EL TREND VECT 1 1.58 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
__ 3 2.15 I00 100 I0
- 4 1.38 100 100 10
2K 26 MOH NV AIDES SYMBOLS 10
2K 27 MON TERRAINE SYMBOLS 10
2K 28 MON AIRPORT SYMBOLS 10
2K 29 MON WAYPOINT ALT I0
WITH NAV AIDES SYM I0
2K 50 MON GEO REF PT SYM i0
2K 51 MON TIME BOX AND 1 .001 100 10
FUTURE PTS SYMBOLS 10
2K 32 MON ALT/RNG SYMBOLS 1 2 50 10
2 10 I0 I0
3 30 I0 I0
4 60 10 10
2K 33 MON CURVED TREND 1 10 10 20
VECTOR SYMBOLS 2 30 I0 20
3 180 I0 20
4 60 I0 20
2K 34 DESELECT NAV AIDES 1 1.38 100 I00 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 I00 I00 I0
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 35 DESELECT TERRAIN 1 1 38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1 38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 36 DESELECT AIRPORTS I 1 38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1 38 100 I00 10
4 2.13 I00 100 10
2K 37 DESELECT WPT ALT 1, i 38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1 38 100 100 10
q 2.13 100 100 10
2K 38 DESELECT GRP OPTION 1 1 38 100 100 10
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1 38 100 100 10
4 2.13 I00 100 10
2K 39 DESELECT T NAV 1 1.38 100 I00 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
2K 40 DESELECT ALT RANGE 1 1.58 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K _1 DESELECT TREND VEC 1 1.38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 42 MON HOLDING PATTERN I0
SYMBOL 10
2K _3 _ON ADIZ BDRY SYM 10
2K 44 _iON FIR BDRY SYMBOL 10
2K 45 _ION OFFSET FLT PATH 10
SYMBOLS 10
2K _6 MON STRAIGHT TREND 1 10 10 10
VECTOR SYMBOL 2 30 10 10
3 180 10 10
4 60 5 5
_ 2K 47 MON TRACK ANGLE SYM 1 10 10 I0
2 2.2 50 10
2K 48 MON AGCS MODE INDIC I .83 I00 I0 AP
"_2K _9 MON GROUND SPEED INC i .79 100 10 AP
2K 50 MON NAV MODE INDIC I .79 100 10
2K 51 MON WIND DIREC/VEL 1 .79 100 10
INDIC 10
2K 52 MON FTL PATH SYMBOL i i0 I0 I0
2K 53 MON HDG POINTER AND i 2.03 I00 i0 AP
TAPE 10
2K 54 ADJ MFD BRIGHTNESS I 2 I00 I00 i0
2K 55 ADJ r,IFDCONTRAST I 2 I00 i00 I0
2K 56 NON HFD FOR ATC I 5 I00 I0
SITUATION DISP 2 10 50 10
3 15 10
4 30 15 i0
2K 57 MON MFD FOR ATC 1 45 iO I0
SITUATION DISP 2 60 i0 I0
3 90 I0 I0
4 120 10 10
2K 58 NON MFD FOR ATC 1 240 10 10
SITUATION DISP 2 360 i0 I0
3 540 I0 i0
4 1140 I0 I0
2K 59 NON CURVED TREND I 5 I0 I0
VECTOR SYMBOLS 2 I0 i0 I0
3 30 i0 I0
4 60 I0 I0
2L 01 RESET T/A/M SEL SW 1 2.67 100 100 10 AP
2L 02 ADJ NCDU DIM CONT 1 2.78 100 100 10 AP1
2L 03 NON NCDU ALERT LT ON I 2.08 100 10 AP
2L 04 MON NCDU ALERT LT I 2.08 100 10
2L 05 NON NCDU FAIL LT ON 1 2.08 100 10
2L 06 NON NCDL FAIL LT OFF i 2.08 i00 10
2L 07 NON INITILIZE MODE 1 2.34 100 10 AP
DATA 2 2.00 I00 I0 AP
3 4 i00 I0
2L 08 MON ATC CLR MODE i 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10 AP
2L 09 NON FLT PLN I MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10 AP
2L 10 MON FLT PLN 2 MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10
2L 11 NON NAV DATA 1 MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.06 100 10
2L 12 r10N NAV DATA 2 MODE I 2.34 i00 I0
DATA 2 2.06 100 10
2L 13 NON NAV DATA 3 MODE i 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.q6 100 10
2L 14 MON SEL 1 MODE DATA i 2 34 100 10
2 2 08 100 10 AP
2L 15 MON SEL 2 MODE DATA 1 2 34 100 10
2 2 08 100 10
2L 16 MON LOOK UP i STATUS 1 2 34 100 10
-- DATA 2 2 08 100 10 AP
3 7 I00 10
2L 17 MON LOOK-UP 2 ROUTE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10
2L 18 MON LOOK-UP 3 AIRPRT 1 2.34 i00 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 I0
2L 19 MON LINE 8 MESSAGE 1 2.34 100 10
2 2.06 100 10
2L 20 PRESS ENT KEY 1 1.47 100 100 10 AP
- 2 1.51 I00 I00 I0 AP
3 1.35 i00 I00 i0
2L 21 PRESS EXEC KEY i 1.42 I00 I00 I0 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10 AP
5 1.35 I00 I00 I0
4 1.52 I00 I00 I0 API
2L 22 PRESS REJ KEY I 1.53 I00 I00 I0 AP
2 1.35 I00 I00 I0
2L 23 PRESS CLR KEY 1 1.53 I00 I00 I0
2 1.35 I00 i00 IO
2L 24 PRESS UP KEY I i 50 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 1 32 100 100 10
2L 25 PRESS DOWN KEY 1 1 50 100 100 10 AP
2 i 32 100 100 10 AP
2L 26 PRESS NO.1 KEY 1 1 45 100 100 10 AP
2 1 41 I00 I00 i0 AP
5 1 55 100 100 10
2L 27 PRESS NO.2 KEY 1 1 55 100 100 10 AP
2 1 48 i00 I00 I0
2L 28 PRESS NO.3 KEY 1 1 55 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 1 46 lO0 lO0 lO AP
2L 29 PRESS HO.4 KEY 1 I 35 I00 I00 i0 AP
2 1 46 i00 I00 i0
2L 50 PRESS NO.5 KEY 1 1 35 I00 i00 i0
2 1 46 100 100 10
2L 51 PRESS NO.6 KEY 1 1.55 100 100 10 AP
2 1.44 100 100 10 AP
2L 32 PRESS NO.7 KEY 1 1.55 I00 I00 I0 AP
2 1.46 100 lO0 10
2L 33 PRESS NO.8 KEY 1 1.44 100 100 10 AP
2 1.35 100 100 10
2L 34 PRESS NO.9 KEY i 1.55 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 35 PRESS NO.O KEY 1 1.55 i00 i00 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 36 PRESS (DECIMAL PT) 1 1.55 100 100 10
KEY 2 1.46 I00 i00 i0
2L 37 PRESS A/WPT KEY 1 1.55 i00 i00 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 58 PRESS B/ANY KEY 1 1.35 100 100 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 39 PRESS C KEY I 1.58 I00 I00 i0 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 40 PRESS D KEY I 1.55 i00 i00 I0 AP
2 1.52 100 100 10 AP
3 1.46 100 100 10
2L 41 PRESS E KEY 1 1.55 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 42 PRESS F/F-L KEY 1 1.55 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 45 PRESS G/ALT KEY 1 I 35 100 100 10
2 1 46 100 100 10
--2L 44 PRESS H/RTE KEY I 1 48 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 I 35 i00 i00 i0
2L 45 PRESS I/RWY KEY i I 45 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 i 35 i00 I00 I0
2L 46 PRESS J KEY i I 35 IO0 I00 IO
2 1 46 i00 I00 I0
2L 47 PRESS K KEY I i 35 I00 i00 I0
2 1 46 I00 I00 i0
"_2L 48 PRESS t KEY I 1 35 I00 i00 i0
2 1 46 I00 I00 I0
2L 49 PRESS M/GS KEY i 1.47 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 1.35 100 100 10
2L 50 PRESS N KEY 1 1._1 100 100 10 AP
2 1.3.5 100 100 10
2L 51 PRESS O/SID KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10 AP
2 1._6 100 100 10
2L 52 PRESS P/STAR KEY I 1.35 I00 I00 I0 AP
2 1._6 i00 100 10
2L 53 PRESS q KEY 1 1.35 100 100 i0
2 I._6 100 100 10
2L 54 PRESS R KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1._6 100 100 10
2L 55 PRESS S KEY I 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 i00 100 i0
2L 56 PRESS T/PTA KEY 1 1.35 100 I00 10
2 1._6 100 100 10
2L 57 PRESS U KEY i 1.56 i00 100 10 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 58 PRESS V KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 59 PRESS N KEY 1 1.35 I00 100 i0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 60 PRESS X KEY i 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 61 PRESS Y KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 62 PRESS Z KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 63 PRESS INIT KEY 1 1.48 100 100 10 AP
2 1.35 100 100 10
2L 6_ PRESS ATC CLR KEY 1 2.03 100 100 10 AP
2 1.35 I00 I00 i0
3 1 46 100 100 10
2L 65 PRESS FLT PLN KEY 1 2 03 100 100 10 AP
2 1 40 100 100 10 AP
3 1 35 i00 i00 I0
2L 66 PRES5 NAV DATA KEY i 2 03 I00 i00 I0
2 1 46 i00 I00 I0
3 I 35 I00 I00 I0
2L 67 PRESS SEL KEY 1 2 03 I00 I00 i0 AP
2 1 39 100 100 10 AP
3 1 46 i00 i00 I0
2L 68 PRESS LOOK-UP KEY I 2 03 100 100 10 AP
2 1 39 100 100 10 AP
3 1 _6 I00 I00 i0
2L 69 MON NCDU TEST FORMAT I 5 100 10
3A 01 MONITOR IDICATED i .6 I00 i0
AIRSPEED INDIC 2 2.05 80 10
3 2.37 80 i0
4 2.11 8O 10 CP
m3A 02 SET V1 BUG 1 2.57 20 100 10 P
2 5.00 20 I00 i0
3 2.57 20 lOO i0
3A 03 MON IAS POINTER 1 .2 100 10
PASSING V1 BUG 2 2.05 100 10
3 2.37 100 10
4 2.11 100 10
3A 04 MON V1 BUG SETTING 1 2.57 80 10
--. 2 5.00 80 I0
3A 05 SET V-REF BUG 1 5.00 20 100 10
2 2.57 20 100 i0
3 2.57 20 100 I0
3A 06 MON IAS POINTER I .2 I00 I0
PASSING V-REF BUG 2 2.05 I00 I0
5 2.57 i00 10
2.11 100 I0
3A 07 MON V-REF BUG 1 5 80 10
SETTING 2 2.57 80 10
3 2.37 8O 10
3A 08 MON IAS POINTER 1 .2 100 10
OVERLAPPING V-MO 2 2.05 100 10
INDIC 3 2.37 100 10
4 2.11 100 10
5A 09 MON IAS 80 KNOTS 1 2.05 100 I0
2 2.11 100 I0
3 2.57 100 10
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 1 10 10 10
INDIC 2 5 10 i0
5 30 I0 I0
60 I0 I0
3A 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED i 300 I0 10
INDIC 2 120 I0 i0 5A
3 90 I0 I0
20 i0 I0
3A 12 F.O. CHECK CAPTIS I 3. 100 10
V-REF BUG SETTING 10
3A 13 CAPT CHECK F.O._S 1 3. 100 10
V-REF BUG SETTIHG 10
3A 1Q MON AIRSPEED INDIC 1 285 10 10
2 180 I0 I0
3 15 i0 I0
20 i0 I0
5F 01 MON MACH NO INDIC I 2 i00 10
2 2.05 100 10
3 2.37 10 10
2.11 100 10
3F 02 MON MACH AIRSPEED I 2.00 10 I00|_ARNING CLACKER 10
3F 03 ACTUATE MACH AIRSPD 1 2.69 100 100 10 CP
TEST 5{_ 2 2.69 i00 100 I0
3H 01 SET ALTIMETER SW 1 2.10 100 100 10
TO ON 2 2.10 100 100 10
3H 02 MON CORR BARO ALT 1 .6 100 10
INDIC 2 2.05 100 10
3 2.13 100 10
2.37 100 10
3H 03 SET ALTIMETER BARO 1 5.00 10 100 10
SETTING CONTROL 2 2.65 10 100 10
3 2.65 10 100 10
4 5.00 10 100 I0
_3H O_ MONITOR ALTIMETER i .77 90 10
BARO SETTING INDIC 2 2.37 90 I0
3 2.65 90 10
5.00 90 10
3H 05 F.O. CHECK CAPT,S 1 3.00 100 10
ALTIMETER BARO SET 10
AND INDICATED ALTI- 10
TUDE 10
"_3H 06 MON ALTIMETER I 7 50 10
2 10 10 10
3 30 10 I0
60 10 10
3H 07 MON ALTIMETER I 5 I0 I0
5J Ol MOH RADIO ALT I 2 I00 I0 P
ALTITUDE INDIC 2 2.25 100 10 CP
3J 02 MON RADIO ALTIMETER 1 2.15 100 10
t_ARNING FLAG IN VIEW 2 2 23 i00 I0
o 3J 05 MOH RADIO ALTIMETER I 2.15 I00 I0
14ARNING FLAG OUT OF 2 2.23 100 10
VIEW i0
5J O_ ADJUST RADIO ALTI- 1 2.65 100 100 10 CP
METER MIN DECISION 2 2.68 100 100 10 P
ALT CURSOR COHT 10
3J 05 MOH RADIO ALTIMETER 1 2.15 I00 I0
MIN DECISION ALT 2 2.23 100 10
CURSOR I0
3J 06 ACTUATOR RADIO ALT 1 I 45 i00 I00 10 CP
TEST SW 2 2 03 100 100 10 P
3 1 45 i00 I00 I0 P
4 2 02 100 I00 I0 P
3J 07 MOH RADIO ALT TEST 1 2 15 100 10
ALT INDIC 2 2 23 100 10
3J 08 MON RADIO ALT MDA 1 2 15 100 10
LT CH 2 2 23 100 10
3J 09 MON RADIO ALT MDA i 2 15 i00 i0
LT OFF 2 2 23 i00 i0
3K 01 SET NEW ALTITUDE ON 1 5 i0 100 10
ALTITUDE ALERT PNL 2 2.72 10 100 10 P
3K 02 MON ALT ALERT ALT 1 76 90 10 P
INDIC 2 2 72 90 10
3 5 O0 gO 10
3K 03 SET ALT ALERT BARO 1 2 72 10 100 10
2 5 O0 I0 I00 I0
3K 04 MON ALT ALERT BARO 1 76 90 I0
SET INDIC 2 2 72 90 10
3 5 O0 90 10
3K 05 MON ALT ALERT LT ON 1 2 16 100 10 AC
3K 06 MON ALT ALERT LT OFF 1 2.16 100 10
3K 07 MOH ALT ALERT ALARM 1 10 100
3L 01 MON VERTICAL SPEED 1 2.12 100 10
INDIC 2 2.03 I00 i0
3 2.31 i00 i0
4 2.24 100 10 CP
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED i 10 10 10
INDIC 2 5 I0 I0
3 30 I0 I0
4 60 I0 I0
3L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 1 300 10 10
INDIC 2 120 I0 I0
3 gO i0 i0
4 60 I0 i0
3L 04 MON IVSI INDIC I 285 i0 i0
2 20 10 10
3 180 I0 i0
4 15 i0 I0
5L 05 MON IVSI I .6 i00 I0
3N Ol _IND AND SET CLOCK 1 2.50 20 100 10
2 2.50 20 i00 I0
'=_-3N 02 MONITOR CLOCK 1 2.10 80 10
2 2.16 80 10
3 2.2_ 80 I0 C
4 2.19 80 10 CP
5N 05 START ELAPSED TIME I 2.10 5 50 5
INDIC 5
3N 04 RESET ELAPSED TIME I 2.I0 5 50 5
INDIC 5
5P 0i ACTUATE GYRO CAGING I 2.70 I00 i00 IO
SH I0
3P 02 SET GYRO PITCH TRIM I 2.22 I00 100 10
5P 03 MON STDBY HORIZON I 2.22 I00 I0
INDIC PWR FAIL FLAG 10
3P 04 MON AIRPLANE REF 1 2.22 100 10
5P 05 MONITOR BANK ANGLE 1 2.22 100 10
IHDIC 10
5P 06 MONITOR PITCH ANGLE 1 2.22 I00 10
INDIC I0
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 1 2.05 100 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 .211 100 10
3 2.58 I00 i0
4 I0 i0 I0
5R 11 MON BANK ATTITUDE 1 2.05 100 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 i00 i0
5R 12 MON DECISION HGT LT 1 2.05 50 I0
ON FDI 2 .211 50 10
5 2.58 50 I0
3R 13 MON DECISION NGT LT i 2.05 50 10
OFF ON FDI 2 2.11 50 10
5 2.58 50 I0
5R 14 MOt{ COMMAND BAR 1 2.05 i00 I0
ATTITUDE INDIC ON 2 2.11 I00 i0
FDI 5 2.58 i00 i0
5R 15 MON RED FLAG IN i 2.05 I00 I0
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 i00 I0
5 2.58 i00 10
5R 16 MONTIOR INDICATION I 2.21 100 I0 C
OF DEVIATION FROM 2 5 100 10
LOCALIZER ON FDI 3 10 15 10
4 240 15 I0
3R 17 MON SLIP INDIC ON 1 2.05 100 10
FDI 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 I00 I0
5R 18 MON FD FLAG OUT i 2.05 100 10
OF VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 I00 I0
3R 19 MON RUNWAY FLAG IN 1 2.05 100 10
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 I00 I0
3R 20 MON RUNWAY FLAG OUT i 2.05 100 10
OF VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
-- 5 2.58 I00 i0
5R 2I MON RATE OF TURN i 2.05 I00 I0
FLAG ON FDI 2 2.11 IO0 IO
3 2.58 100 I0
5R 22 MONITOR RUNWAY I 2.05 I00 I0
SYMBOL OUT OF VIEW 2 2.11 I00 I0
ON EDI 5 2.58 100 I0
5R 25 MONITOR ATTITUDE 1 2.05 100 10
. RELATIVE TO RUNWAY 2 2.11 100 10
SYMBOL ON FDI 5 2.58 100 10
5R 24 ACTUATE FDI PRESS- i 2.01 I00 100 I0 CP
TO-TEST SW 2 1.81 100 100 10 P
3R 25 NON FDI TEST INDIC I 2.05 I00 I0
2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 I00 10
3R 26 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 2.05 100 10
FLAG OUT OF VIEW ON 2 2.11 100 10
FDI 3 2.58 100 10
3R 27 MON GLIDE SLOPE FLAG i 2.05 100 10
IN VIEW ON ADI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 100 i0
5R 28 MON GYRO FLAG IN 1 2.05 100 10
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 100 I0
5R 29 MON GYRO FLAG OUT OF 1 2.05 100 10 .
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 i00 i0
5R 30 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 2.05 i00 i0
ATTITUDE INDIC ON 2 2.11 100 10
FDI 5 2.58 100 I0
3R 31 MON A/C ATTITUDE I 2.58 100 10
ON FDI 2 2.05 100 i0
5 2.11 100 10
4 i0 I0 10
5R 52 SET PITCH TRIM CONT 1 2.71 100 100 10 CP
ON FDI 10
5R 55 MON RADIO ALT INDIC I 2.05 100 10
ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 100 10
3R 54 MON RATE OF TURN 1 2.05 100 i0
INDIC ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 100 i0
5R 55 MON SPEED POINTER 1 2.05 100 10
AND COMMAND INDIC 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 100 I0
3R 40 MON FD VERT SPD TAPE 1 2.01 100 10 P
3R 41 SET FD PITCH MODE I 2.92 100 I00 I0 P
SEL TO ALT HOLD 10
3R 42 SET FD PITCH MODE i 2.92 I00 i00 10 P
SEL TO VERT SPEED 10
MODE AND ADJUST VERT 10
SPEED 10
5R 43 SET FD MODE SEL TO I 2.01 100 100 10
OFF 10
5R 44 SET FD MODE SEL TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
HOG 10
3R 45 SET FD MODE SEL TO 1 2.01 100 100 I0
RAD 10
5R 46 SET FD MODE SEL TO I 2.01 100 I00 10
BB 10
_3R 47 CHECK THAT F.D. MODE I 1.01 100 10 P
SEL SW SET TO OFF i0
3R 48 CHECK THAT F.D. 1 2.25 i00 10 CP
PITCH CONT SET TO 2 .98 100 10 P
FULL CLOCKWISE 10
3R 49 SET VHF/NAV SW TO 1 2.53 100 I00 10 P
NORMAL I0
u3R 50 SET VHF/NAV SW TO 1 2.53 i00 100 10
. NO.I 10
3R 51 SET VHF/NAV SW TO 1 2.55 100 100 10
NO.2 i0
5R 52 SET VERT GYRO SEL SW 1 1.46 100 I00 i0 P
TO NO.I 2 2.15 i00 i00 I0 P
5R 53 SET VERT GYRO SEL SW I 1.46 I00 I00 I0
TO NO.2 2 2.15 100 i00 i0
3R 54 SET COMPUTER SEL SW i 1.85 I00 i00 i0 P
TO NO.1 2 2.14 100 I00 I0 P
3 2.55 100 100 10 P
3R 55 SET COMPUTER 5EL 5W 1 1.85 100 100 10
TO NO.2 2 2.14 100 100 10
3 2.55 I00 i00 i0
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 1 5 10 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 30 10 I0
3 60 I0 i0 3R
6 90 I0 I0
3R 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 1 120 10 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 285 i0 10
3 20 I0 I0
3R 58 MON A/C ATTITUDE 1 10 10 10
RELATIVE TO ROLL 2 285 10 10
COMMAND ON i0 3R
FDI 10
3R 59 MOrt INITIAL MOVEMENT i 2.58 50 i0
OF ROLL COMMAND I0
BAR ON FDI I0
3R 60 MON INITIAL MOVEMENT I 2.58 50 IO
OF GLIDE SLOPE 10
COMMAND BAR ON FDI 10
3R 61 MON INDICATION OF I i80 50 I0
DEVIATION FROM 2 5 50 I0
LOCALIZE AND GLIDE I0
SLOPE ON FDI
3R 62 MONITOR LOCALIZER I 5 20 20
INDICATOR ON FDI 2 10 20 20
3 30 20 20
6 60 20 20
3R 63 MOH GLIDE SLOPE i 5 20 20
ATT 1NDIC ON FDI 2 10 20 20
3 30 20 20
6 60 20 20
3R 66 MON COMMAND BAR I 5 20 10
ATTITUDE INDIC ON 2 10 20 10
FDI 3 30 20 10
6 60 20 I0
5R 65 MON COMMAND BAR I 90 20 I0
ATTITUDE INDIC ON 2 120 20 10
FDI 3 500 20 i0
6 20 i0
35 01 MONITOR A/C HEADING 1 2.25 100 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 10 10 i0i
HDG ON Cl 3 5 I0 i0
6 30 I0 I0
35 02 MOH COMPASS FLAG 1 2.23 100 10
IN VIEW ON Cl 2 .78 100 10
35 03 MON COMPASS FLAG OUT I 2.23 100 10
OF VIEW ON Cl 2 .78 I00 I0
55 06 MON A/C POSITION I 2.10 I00 I0
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 5.00 I00 i0i
- COURSE ON CI 3 i0 i0 I0
6 260 I0 i0
35 05 MON COURSE PNTR IND i 2.10 100 10
OH CI 2 2.23 100 10
35 06 MON L-C WARNING FLAG I 2.23 i00 i0
IN VIEW ON CI 2 .78 I00 i0
35 07 MON L-C WARNING FLAG 1 2.23 100 10
OUT OF VIEW ON CI 2 .78 i00 I0
ua 3S 08 MON COURSE DIGITAL I 2.23 90 10
u_ INDIC ON CI 2 .78 90 10
•_ 55 09 MON GLIDE SLOPE FLAG 1 2.23 100 10
IN VIE'A ON CI 2 .78 100 10
55 10 MON GLIDE SLOPE FLAG 1 2.23 100 10
OUT OF VIEW ON CI 2 .78 100 10
35 11 SET COURSE DIGITS i 4.92 10 100 10
AND POINTER ON CI 2 2.87 I0 I00 i0 C
USING COURSE CURSOR 3 2.87 10 100 I0
CONT 10
35 12 SET HEADING CURSOR 1 5 10 100 10
ON CI USING HDG CUR- 2 4.13 10 100 10
SON CONT 5 2.55 10 i00 10
4 2.14 I0 i00 i0 C
35 13 MON DEVIATION FROM 1 .78 100 10
GLIDE SCOPE ON CI 2 2.23 100 10
55 14 MON COMPASS HDG IND i .78 I00 10
ON Cl 2 2.23 i00 I0
3S 15 MONITOR A/C HEADING 1 60 10 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 90 10 10
HEADING ON CI 5 120 10 10
4 20 I0 10
3S 16 MON INDIC THAT A/C 1 2.23 10 10
ABEAM OF MARKER AND 10
ON HEADING I0
35 17 MON A/C HEADING i 50 I0 i0
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 90 10 10
COURSE ON CI 3 180 I0 I0 55
4 285 I0 I0
55 18 SET COMPASS SEL SW 1 2.15 100 100 10
TO NO. i I0
5S 19 SET COMPASS SEL SW I 2.15 I00 i00 i0
TO NO.2 i0
3S 20 MON INDIC OF MARKER I 2.25 I00 I0
FLY OVER ON CI 2 .5 100 10
3U 01 MON TOTAL AIR TEMP 1 2.25 100 10 CP
INDIC 2 2.29 100 10 CP
5 1.17 100 10 CP
4 2.18 100 10 AC
3V 01 MON GO AROUND ANNUN 1 1.21 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 .92 100 I0 P
5V 02 M_ON GO AROUND ANNUN i 1.21 i00 i0
LIT OFF 2 .92 100 10
3V 03 MON ALT HOLD ANNUN i 1.21 i00 i0
LT ON 2 .92 i00 10
5V 04 MON ALT HOLD ANNUN 1 1.21 100 10
L:T OFF 2 .92 100 10
5V 05 MON VOR LOC ANNUN i 1.21 100 i0
LT OFF 2 .92 i00 i0
5V 06 MON LOC ANNUN I 1.21 50 i0
LT GREEN 2 .92 I00 10
3V 08 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 1.21 100 10
. ANNUN LT AMBER 2 .92 100 10
5V 09 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 1.21 50 10
AIINUN LT GREEN 2 .92 50 10
3V 10 MUN GLIDE SLOPE 1 1.21 100 10
ANNUM LT OFF 2 .92 100 I0
3V II MONITOR OUTER MARKER i 1.91 25 I0 I00 CP
LT ON AND AUDIBLE 2 .72 25 10
SIGNAL 10
3V 12 DION OUTER MARKER LT 1 1.91 25 I0 100
OFF AND AUDIBLE 51G 2 .72 25 10
SILENT 10
3V 13 MONITOR MIDDLE 1 1.91 25 i0 100
MARKER AtltlUN LT OH 2 .72 25 10
ArID AUDIBLE SIGNAL
3V 1Q MOH MIDDLE MARKER 1 1.91 25 10 I00
AIIHUH LT OFF AND 2 .72 25 10
AUDIBLE 51G SILENT 10
3V 15 MON AIRWAYS _IKR I 1.91 25 I0 I00
A_H_UN LT FLASHING 2 .72 25 I0 I00 P
AND IHTRMT AUDIBLE i0
SIGNAL I0
3V 16 MON AIRWAYS MKR i 1.91 I00 i0 I00
#,HHUN LT ON STEADY 2 .72 iO0 I0 iO0
AND STEADY AUDIBLE IO
SIGNAL 10
3V 17 MON AIRWAYS tIKR I 1.91 100 10 100
ANtIUN LT OFF AND 2 .72 100 10 100
AUDIBLE 51G SILENT 10
3V 18 SET MARKER SW TO LO 1 2 07 100 100 19
3V 19 SET rl}'R SW TO HI 1 2 07 100 100 10
3V 20 MON WINGS LEVEL LT 1 I 21 100 10
ON GREEN 2 92 I00 I0
3V 21 DION WINGS LEVEL LT 1 1 21 100 10
OFF 2 92 I00 10
3V 22 MON BACK BEAM LT ON I I 21 I00 i0
GREEN 2 92 I00 i0
3V 23 MOil BACK BEAM LT OFF 1 i 21 I00 10
2 92 100 10
3V 2_ MON HDG ON GREEN I 1 21 100 10
2 92 I00 i0
3V 25 MON HDG LT OFF 1 1.21 180 10
2 .92 I00 i0
3V 26 5ET NO.2 COMDI RECVIR 1 2._3 100 100 10 CP
{'II',RSt_ TO OH 2 1.43 100 100 10 P
3V 27 SET NO.2 COMDI RECVIR i 2._3 100 100 I0
I'IKR SW TO OFF 2 i._3 I00 I00 i0
3V 28 _10H FLARE LT ON AHUN 1 1.21 50 i0
PANEL- GREEN
3W 01 _ON INST COMP POWER 1 2.32 100 10 P
LT ON I0
3N 02 HON INST COMP POWER i 2.32 100 10
LT OFF 10
--3W 03 MON INST COMP VERT I 2.52 I00 I0
GYRO LT ON I0
3_,_ O_ MON INST COMP VERT I 2.32 I00 iO
GYRO LT OFF I0
3N 05 riON INST CO[IP G/5 I 2.52 IO0 I0
t_ LT ON I0
,.- 3W 06 MON INST COMP G/5 I 2.32 I00 I0
LT OFF i0
"--'3N 07 HON INST COMP LOC I 2.32 I00 i0
LT ON 1.0
3W 08 NON INST COMP LOC 1 2.32 100 10
LT OFF 10
3W Og MON NAV WARNING LT I .93 I00 I0 CP
ON 2 .68 I00 10 P
3 1.56 I00 10 CP
3'4 10 MON NAV WARNING LT 1 .93 100 10
OFF 2 .68 100 10
u_ 3 1.56 i00 10
C_ 3X 01 FOLD STANDBY COMPASS I 3.5 100 100 10
INTO VIEW 10
3X 02 MON STANDBY COMPASS i 2.0 i00 10
HDG INDIC I0
3X 03 FOLD STANDBY COMPASS 1 1.5 100 100 10
OUT OF VIEW 10
4A 01 SET FLT COUNT SYS A I 3.33 100 100 10 P
SH TO OF{ I0
4A 02 SET FLT CONT SYS A 7 3.33 i00 I00 I0
SW TO OFF 10
4A 03 SET FLT CONT SYS A I 3.53 100 I00 IO
SW TO 5TDBY RUD 10
6A 04 SET FLT CON'T SYS B I 3,33 I00 I00 10
SW TO ON 10
4A 05 SET FLT CONT SYS B I 3.33 i00 I00 I0
SW TO OFF i0
4A 06 SET FLT CONT 5YS B I 3,33 100 I00 10
SW TO STDBY RUD I0
4A 07 MON FLT CONT SYS "A I .66 100 i0 P
HYD LO PRESS LT ON 2 1.21 100 10 P
3 .77 100 i0 CP
4A 08 MON FLT CONT SYS A I .66 I00 10
HYD LO PRESS LT OFF 2 1,21 i00 I0
3 .77 100 IO
4A 09 SET SPOILER SYS A I 2.53 I00 I00 i0 P
5W TO ON 10
4A 10 SET SPOILER SYS A 1 2.53 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 10
6A 11 SET SPOILER 5YS B I 2.53 100 100 10
S'4 TO ON 10
QA 12 SET SPOILER SY5 B i 2.53 IO0 100 iO
SH TO OFF i0
6A 13 SET YAW DAMPER SW I 2.68 I00 I00 10 P
TO ON 10
_A 14 SET YAW DAMPER SW 1 2.68 100 100 10
TO OFF 10
4A 15 MON FLT CONT STDBY I 1.26 I00 10 P
HDY LO QTY LT ON 2 .53 100 10
4A 16 MON FLT CONT STDBY 1 1.26 100 10
HYD lO QTY LT OFF 2 .53 100 10
4A 17 MON FLT CONT STDBY 1 .53 I00 10 P
HYD LO PRESS LT ON 2 1.26 100 10
4A 18 MON FLT CONT 5TDBY 1 .53 100 10
HYD LO PRESS LT OFF 2 1.26 100 10
6A 19 MON FEEL DIFF PRESS I 1.05 100 10 P
LT ON 10
4A 20 MON FEEk DIFF PRESS 1 1.05 100 i0
LT OFF 10
4A 21 ACTUATE CWS FOR 1 2.0 10 100 100 10
ROLL CONT I0
-_A 22 ACTUATE CW5 FOR 1 2.0 10 100 100 10
PITCH CONT 10
4A 23 ACTUATE RUDDER PEDAL 1 3 10 100 100 10
FOR HEADING/YAW CONT 2 20 100 10 4A
4A 24 ACT CNS TO I 15 I00 I00 I0
ROTATE FOR LIFTOFF 2 5 100 100 10
4A 25 MON MASTER CAUTION I .56 100 10 P
4A 26 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW 2 2.14 100 100 10
4A 27 ACTUATE ANNUN PNL 1 1.95 100 100 10
RECALL SN 2 2.28 100 100 10
4A 28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 1 5 100 10 10
CHANGE HDG 2 10 100 10 10
5 1.5 100 10 10
4 20 I00 I0 I0
4A 29 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 1 5 100 50 10
CHANGE ALT 2 10 100 30 10
3 15 100 30 10
4 20 100 50 10
4A 30 ACT FLT CONT TO 1 5 100 50 i0
ALIGNA/C WITH ATT 2 10 100 50 10
INDICATORS 3 15 100 50 10
4 240 100 50 10
4A 51 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 75 50 10 10
2 10 50 I0 10
3 15 50 I0 10
4 20 50 I0 10
4A 52 MON FLT CONT I .56 100 10
AMNUN LT ON 10
4A 55 MON FLT COUNT ANNUN 1 .56 100 10
LT OFF 10
4A 34 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .56 100 10
AND CVHD ANNUN LTS 10
ON 10
4A 55 MON OVHD AHNUN LT ON I .56 I00 I0
4A 36 MON OVIID ANNUN LT I .56 I00 I0
OFF i0
4A 58 MON STALL |,'ARNING 1 1.0 100 10 100
ST IC'K SI'IAKER i0
4A 39 SET STALL HARNING I 5.23 I00 100 I0 P
SlJ TO HTR OFF 2 2 16 I00 I00 I0 P
4A 40 SET STALL WARNING 1 5 23 100 100 10
SW TO NORMAL 2 2 16 i00 100 10
4A 41 SET STALL WARNING 1 5 25 100 100 10
SH TO TEST 2 2 16 100 100 10
4A 42 MON STALL WARNING 1 55 100 10 P
OFF LT ON 2 52 100 10 P
4A 45 MON STALL WARNING 1 55 100 10
OFF LT OFF 2 52 100 10
4A 44 SET YAW DAMPER TEST i 2 48 i00 I00 I0 P
SH TO L I0
4A 45 SET YAN DAMPER TEST I 2.48 I00 I00 i0
SW TO R i0
4A 46 ADJUST RUDDER PEDALS 1 3.0 100 100 100 100 100 10
FORE AND AFT FOR 10
COMFORT I0
4A 48 CIIECK FLIGHT CONT 1 2.79 100 10 P
SYS A SW SET TO ON I0
4A 49 CHECK FLIGHT CONT i 2.02 I00 I0 P
"_ SYS B SW SET TO ON I0
-4A 50 CHECK ALT FLAPS SW I 2.04 IO0 I0 P
SET TO OFF I0
4A 51 CIIECK SPOILER SYS A I 2.04 I00 i0 P
SN SET TO ON i0
4A 52 CHECK SPOILER SYS B i 2.02 I00 10 P
SW SET TO ON I0
4A 53 CHECK YAW DAMPER SW 1 2.02 100 10 P
SET TO OFF 10
4A 54 MON YAW DAMPER LT 1 1.21 100 10 P
OFF 2 10
4A 55 MON YAW DAMPER LT ON 1 1.21 I00 I0
4A 56 SET STABILIZER BRAKE 1 1 97 100 100 10 CP
2 3 16 I00 I00 10 P
4A 57 RELEASE STAB BRAKE I 1 97 100 100 10
2 3 16 100 100 10
4A 58 MON YAW DAMPER IND i 20l 20 80 i0 P
4A 59 MON A/P DISENGAGE LT I 68 100 10 P
ON I 0
4A 60 MON ELEV POSITION i 2.24 I00 i0 P
INDIC 10
4A 61 MON STALL WARNING 1 2.01 100 10 P
TEST INDIC 10
4A 62 MON FLT CONT SYS B 1 .66 100 10
HYD LO PRESS LT ON 2 1.21 100 10
4A 63 MON FLT CONT SYS B i .66 100 10
HYD LO PRESS LT OFF 2 1.21 100 10
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 32 80 30 10
2 10 50 10 10
3 5 50 I0 i0
4 30 50 I0 I0
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 60 50 10 10
2 300 50 i0 I0
3 120 50 I0 I0
4 90 50 i0 I0
4A 66 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 90 100 10 I0
TO MAKE RIGHT TURN 2 75 100 10 10
IN HOLDING PATTERN 3 60 100 10 10
4A 67 ROLL OUT TO LEVEL 1 .001 10
CONFIGURATION 10
4A 68 MANUALLY CONT A/C I 26 100 30 10
2 90 50 i0 i0
3 90 I0 I00 I0
4 285 SO 10 10
4A 69 ACT FLT CONT TO 1 180 100 30 10
ALIGN A/C WITH ATT 2 180 30 100 10
INDICATORS 3 30 100 30 I0
4 60 I00 30 10
4A 70 ADJUST PANEL MOUNTED 1 3 100 100 100 10
CONTROLLER HEIGHT 10
4A 71 ACT FLT CONTROLS TO 1 2 100 30 10
CHAHGE HDG I0
I4A 72 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C I 5 I0 50 10
- 2 I0 I0 50 I0
3 30 i0 50 I0
4 60 I0 50 I0
4A 73 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 90 10 50 10
- COPILOT 2 120 10 50 10
3 240 I0 50 I0
4 300 i0 50 I0
4A 74 ACTUATE CONTROLS TO 1 5 10 50 10
. CHANGE HEADI_G 2 10 10 100 10
3 15 i0 i00 i0
4 20 i0 i00 i0
4A 75 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 1 5 10 I00 10
APPROACH 2 I0 I0 100 10
3 15 10 100 10
4 265 10 100 I0
4A 76 STABILIZE CHTRL COL 1 2.5 100 50 10
2 2.5 50 100 10
4A 77 TRIM STAB MANUALLY 1 2.5 50 10
2 2.5 50 10
4A 78 ACT FLT CONT TO 1 30 30 100 10
ALIGht A/C NITH ATT 2 60 30 100 I0
INDICATORS FD+CI
4A 79 MAHUALLY CONTROL 1 26 100 50 10
A/C THRU FLARE AND
TOUCHDOHtt
4B Ol ACTUATE EHG NO.1 1 2 34 i00 I0
THROTTLE 2 2 82 100 10
3 2 44 100 10
4 2 51 100 10
4B 02 ACTUATE ENG NO.2 1 2 34 100 10
THROTTLE 2 2 42 I00 10
3 2 64 I00 I0
4 2 51 100 I0
4B 03 ACTUATE BOTH 1 2 34 100 10
THROTTLES 2 2 82 50 10
3 2 44 100 I0
4 2 51 I00 10
4B 04 CHECK THAT THRUST 1 2 54 i00 10 P
LEVERS IN CLOSED POS i0
6B 05 ADVAI{CE THRUST LVRS 1 3.15 100 10 P
TO NEAR VERTICAL P05 10
4B 06 ADVANCE THRUST LVRS 1 2.44 100 10 P
TO TAKEOFF THRUST 10
4B 07 MAKE MINOR THRUST 1 2.73 100 10 AP
ADJUSTMENT 2 2.75 100 10
4B 08 SET THRUST LEVERS TO i 2.50 100 10
IDLE 2 2.50 100 10
4B 09 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO 1 5 5 10
ADJUST AIRSPEED 2 10 5 10
3 15 5 10
20 5 10
4B 10 ACTUATE THROTTLES TO i 30 5 10
ADJUST AIRSPEED 2 60 5 10
3 90 5 10
4 120 5 10
4C Ol SET THRUST REVERSER 1 2.74 100 10 P
LEVERS TO OH 2 21 100 10
3 21 100 I0
4C 02 SET THRUST REVERSER 1 2.76 100 10 P
LEVERS TO OFF 2 2.76 100 10
m4C 03 MOil ENG NO 1 REVER- 1 .76 100 10 P
5ER UHLOCKED LT OH 2 .54 100 10 P
4C 04 MON EHG NO 1 REVER- I .55 100 10 P
5ER UHLOCKED LT OFF 2 .76 100 10 6C
4C 05 MON ENG NO 2 REVER- 1 .76 100 10
SER UHLOCKED LT OH 2 .54 100 10
4C 06 MOH EF_G NO 2 REVER- 1 .55 100 I0
SER UfILOCKED LT OFF 2 .76 100 10
"'_4C 07 MON REVERSER ISOLA- 1 .76 100 10
TION VALVE LT OH 10
4C 08 MOH REVERSER ISOLA- I .76 I00 I0
TION VALVE LT OFF 10
4C 09 MON MASTER CAUTION i .73 i00 I0
AND OVRHD ANNUN LTS I0
ON I0
4C I0 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.13 100 100 10
RESET SN 2 2.49 100 100 10
o 4C Ii MON OVRHD CAUTION LT 1 .54 I00 I0
ON I0
4C 12 MON OVRHD CAUTION LT 1 .54 100 10
OFF 10
4C 13 PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.13 100 100 I0
RECALL 5W 2 2.49 100 100 I0
4C 14 SET ENG NO.I THRUST 1 5.29 i00 i00 10 P
REVERSER OVERRIDE 10
SW TO NORMAL I0
4C 15 SET ENG NO.1 THRUST 1 3.29 100 100 10
REVERSE OVERRIDE 10
SW TO OVERRIDE 10
4C 16 SET ENG NO.2 THRUST I 1.91 I00 I00 i0 P
REVERSER OVERRIDE 10
SN TO NORMAL 10
4C 17 SET ENG NO.2 THRUST i 1.91 100 100 10
REVERSER OVERRIDE 10
SN TO OVERRIDE 10
4C 18 MON THRUST REVERSER 1 .53 100 10 P
ARMED LT ON i0
4C 19 MON THRUST REVERSER I .55 i00 I0
ARMED LT OFF 10
4C 20 MON THRUST REVERSER I 1.30 100 10 P
LO PRESS LT ON 10
4C 21 MON THRUST REVERSER 1 1.50 100 10
LO PRESS LT OFF 10
4C 22 MON THRUST REVERSER i 2.18 100 100 10
OVERRIDE SN=S IN i0
NORMAL I0
4C 23 CHECK THAT REV THRST i 1.20 100 10 P
LEVERS SET TO OFF 10
4D Ol SET LNDG GEAR LVR 1 3.06 50 I00 I0 C
TO UP POSITION 2 3.27 50 100 10 CP
3 2.53 50 I00 I0
4D 02 SET LANDING GEAR LVR I 3.06 I00 I00 I0
TO OFF POSITION 2 3.27 100 100 10
3 2.53 100 100 10
4D 03 SET LANDING GEAR 1 4 25 100 10
LEVER TO DOWN 2 2.55 25 100 10 C
POSITION 3 5.27 25 I00 I0
4 5.06 25 i00 I0
4D 04 MONITOR LANDING GEAR 1 2.09 100 10 P
-- LEVER POSITION 10
4D 05 MONITOR NOSE GEAR 1 2.00 100 10
DOHN AND LOCKED LT 2 .54 100 I0
ON 5 .72 I00 i0
4D 06 MONITOR NOSE GEAR i .54 100 10 C
DOWN AND LOCKED LT 2 .72 100 10 CP
OFF 10
_D 07 MONITOR NOSE GEAR i .54 I00 i0
UNLOCKED LT ON 2 .72 100 10
-4D 08 MON I{OSE GEAR I .54 I00 I0
UNLOCKED LT OFF 2 .72 I00 i0
4D 09 MONITOR LEFT/RT GEAR i 2.00 100 10
DOt!IN AND LOCKED LT 2 .72 100 10
ON 5 .54 i00 I0
4D I0 _ON LEFTIRT GEAR 1 .54 i00 I0
DOWN ArID LOCKED LT 2 .72 I00 I0
OFF I0
4D 11 t10N LEFT/RT GEAR i .54 100 10
UNLOCKED LT ON 2 .72 100 10
4D 12 MON LEFT/RT GEAR 1 .54 I00 10
UNLOCKED LT OFF 2 .72 100 10
4D 13 ACTUATE LAHDING GEAR 10
LEVER OVERRIDE 10
TRIGGER 10
4D 14 OPEN MANUAL GEAR 1 3.5 100 100 10
HANDLE RELEASE 10
ACCESS COVER 10
4D 15 CLOSE IIANUAL GEAR I 3.0 50 100 10
HAHDLE RELEASE 10
ACCES5 COVER 10
4D 16 ACTUATE RIGHT MAIN 1 .7 50 100 10
GEAR RELEASE HANDLE 10
4D 17 ACTUATE HOSE GEAR 1 .7 50 100 10
RELEASE HAtIDLE 10
4D 18 ACTUATE LEFT MAIN 1 .7 50 100 10
GEAR RELEASE HANDLE 10
4D 19 OPEN NOSE GEAR I0
VIEI,_II_GPORT I0
4D 20 CLOSE NOSE GEAR 10
VIEHING PORT 10
4D 21 INSPECT NOSE GEAR 10
LOCKED INDIC MARK 10
4D 22 OPEN MAIN GEAR 10
VIE{_ING PORT 10
4D 23 CLOSE MAIN GEAR 10
VIEWING PORT 10
4D 24 INSPECT MAIN GEAR 10
LOCKED IflDIC MARKS 10
4D 27 PULL PARKING BRAKE 1 3.14 80 100 10
LEVER 2 3.06 80 100 10
3 4 I00 I00 i0
4D 28 ACTUATE BRAKES 1 1.50 100 100 10
USING RUDDER PEDALS 2 10 100 100 10
3 50 I00 i00 10
4D 29 r,10NPARKING BRAKE 1 9999 10
D/ARNING LT ON 2 92 100 10
5 .25 I00 I0
4 .54 I00 I0 P
4D '30 MON PARKING BRAKE 1 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 92 100 10
3 .25 I00 10
4 .54 I00 i0
4D 51 MON LANDING GEAR 10 100
NOT DO&'tlAND LOCKED i0
WARtIING HORN I0
4D 32 ACTUATE LANDING GEAR 1 2.16 100 100 10 CP
HARNIttG CUTOUT SW I0
4D 33 SET INBD ANTI-SKID I 2.18 i00 100 I0 CP
SH TO ON 2 1.68 i00 I00 I0 CP
-qD 34 SET INBD ANTI-SKID I 2.18 100 100 10
S{,JTO OFF 2 1.68 100 100 10
4D 35 SET OUTBD ANTI-SKID 1 2.18 100 100 10
SW TO OH 2 1.68 I00 i00 i0
4D 36 SET OUTBD ANTI-SKID I 2.18 100 I00 I0
SW TO OFF 2 1.68 100 100 10
4D 37 MON ANTI-SKID INOP i .54 i00 10 CP
LT ON 10
4D 38 MON ANTI-SKID INOP I 54 i00 I0
LT OFF 10
4D 39 MON AUTO BRAKE INOP I .54 i00 I0
LT ON 10
4D 40 MON AUTO BRAKE INOP 1 .26 100 10 CP
LT OFF I0
4D 41 SET AUTO BRAKE 5EL 1 2.62 100 100 10 CP
SW TO OFF 2 2.62 100 100 10
4D 42 SET AUTO BRAKE 5EL 1 2.62 100 100 10
5U TO MIN I0
4D 63 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL I 2.62 100 i00 10
5W TO MED 10
4D 44 SET AUTO BRAKE 5EL 1 2.62 100 100 10
5W TO MAX 10
4D 46 ACTUATE LANDING GEAR 1 2.16 100 100 10 CP
WARNING HORN CUTOUT 10
SL_J 10
4D 47 CIIECK LANDING GEAR I .90 100 10
LEVER IN DOWN POS. I0
4D 48 CHECK THAT ANTI-SKID I 1.04 100 10 P
CONT SW GUARDS ARE I0
DOWN i0
4D 49 CHECK AUTO BRAKE SEL 1 1.08 100 10 P
5LJ SET TO OFF I0
4D 50 CHECK THAT PARKING 1 .97 100 10 P
BRAKES ARE SET 10
6D 51 SET PARKING BRAKE 1 2 100 100 10
LEVER TO OFF POS 2 3 100 100 I0
4D 52 RELEASE BRAKES i 1.00 100 100 10
4D 55 SET GEAR SEAL SN TO i 2.48 100 100 10 CP
OFF 10
4D 54 SET GEAR SEAL 5W TO 1 2.48 100 100 10
NORMAL 10
4D 55 MON GEAR SEAL LT ON 1 1 100 10
4D 56 MON GEAR SEAL LT OFF I .55 100 10
4E 01 SET ALT FLAPS MASTER 1 2.01 100 100 10 P
SN TO ARM 2 1.70 100 100 I0 P
4E 02 SET ALT FLAPS MASTER 1 2.01 100 100 10
5W TO OFF 2 1.70 100 100 I0
4E 03 SET ALT FLAPS 5W TO i 2.01 100 100 10
UP 2 1.70 100 I00 I0
4E 04 SET ALT FLAPS SW TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
OFF 2 1.70 100 100 10
4E 05 SET ALT FLAPS 5W TO i 2.01 i00 100 10
DOWN 2 1.70 i00 i00 I0
3 I0
_E 06 SET FLAP CONT LEVER I 1.98 50 I00 I0 C
TO FLAPS 0 2 2.22 50 100 10 C
3 2.69 50 100 10 CP
4E 07 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.69 20 100 10 CP
TO FLAPS 1 10
4E 08 SET FLAP COHT LEVER 1 2.02 50 i00 i0 C
TO FLAPS 2 2 2.69 50 100 10 CP
4E 09 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 4 50 100 10
TO FLAPS 5 2 1.93 50 I00 10 C
3 2.69 50'100 10 CP
4E 10 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 1.99 50 100 10 C
TO FLAPS 10 2 2.89 50 100 10 CP
4E 11 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 4 20 100 10
TO FLAPS 15 2 6.24 20 100 10 C
5 2.46 20 100 10 C
4 2.89 20 I00 i0 CP
4E 12 SET FLAP CONT LEVER I 2.90 50 100 I0 CP
TO FLAPS 25 10
4E 13 SET FLAP CONT LEVER I 2.91 50 100 10 CP
TO FLAPS 30 10
6E 14 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.92 20 100 10 CP
TO FLAPS 40 10
_E 15 MONITOR FLAP 1 2.02 50 10 C
POSITION INDICATOR 2 4 50 10
3 2.23 50 10 C
4 .97 50 I0 C
6E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AND 1 2.50 100 10
POSITION INDIC AGREE 10
4E 17 MON FLAP LEVER POS 1 1.26 50 10 P
4F 01 SET SPD BRAKE LEVER 1 2.61 10 100 10 P
TO DOWN 2 2.99 10 100 10
3 3.26 10 100 10
4 2.81 10 100 I0 P
6F 02 SET SPEED BRAKE i 4 10 100 10
LEVER TO ARM 2 4 10 100 10
3 5.26 I0 I00 I0 P
4 2 81 I0 100 10
4F 03 SET SPEED BRAKE 1 2 99 25 100 10 P
LEVER TO FLT DETENT 2 2 61 25 100 10
5 3 26 25 I00 I0
4 2 81 25 i00 I0
4F 04 SET SPEED BRAKE i 2 61 25 100 10
LEVER TO UP 2 2 99 25 100 10
3 5 26 25 I00 I0
2 81 25 100 10
4F 05 MON 5PD BRAKE DO 1 75 100 10
NOT ARM LT ON 2 83 100 10
5 55 100 I0 P
4F 06 MON SPD BRAKE DO 1 75 I00 I0
NOT ARM LT OFF 2 85 100 10
3 35 100 i0
4F 07 MONITOR SPEED BRAKE 1 2 i00 I0
LEVER ARMED LT 2 .75 100 10 P
GREEN 5 .85 I00 I0 CP
4 .55 100 10 P
4F 08 _ON SPD BRAKE LEVER 1 .75 i00 i0
RMED LT OFF 2 .83 100 103 .35 i00 I0
4F 09 ACTUATE SPEED BRAKE 1 2.09 I00 I00 I0 P
i! TEST SW 2 1.35 I00 I00 I0 P
4F 10 ACTUATE SPEED BRAKE 1 2.09 I00 100 10
2 TEST 5W 2 1.35 100 100 I0
5 1.44 i00 I00 i0 P
4F II ACTUATE SPEED BRAKE I 2.09 I00 i00 I0
5 TEST SW 2 1.55 I00 100 I0
5 1.47 100 100 10 P
4F 12 MON SPD BRK LEVER IN 1 2.0 100 10
DOHN AND DETENT POS. I0
4G 01 ADJUST AILERON 1 4.06 100 10
TRIM WHEEL 10
4G 02 ADJ STABILIZER 1 2.56 50 100 I0 P
TRIM WHEEL 2 3.42 50 100 I0 CP
3 3.42 50 I00 I0 P
4G 03 MOt] STABILIZER TRIM I 2.48 I00 I0 P
INDIC 2 .26 I00 I0
3 2.01 i00 I0 CP
4G 04 SET PILOT STAB TRIM I 2.11 I00 i0
SWITCHES 10
4G 05 ALTUATE STABILIZER I 5.16 I00 I00 I0 P
BRAKE RELEASE 10
4G 06 ACTUATE STABILIZER i0
BY CWS I0
4G 07 ADJUST RUDDER TRIM 1 3.59 100 10
WHEEL 10
4G 08 SET STAB TRIM MAIN 1 2.22 100 100 10 CP
ELEC CUTOUT SW TO 2 2.22 100 100 10
NORMAL I0
4G 09 SET STAB TRIM MAIN 1 2.22 100 100 10
ELEC CUTOUT SW TO 2 2.22 50 100 10
CUTOUT 10
4G 10 SET STAB TRIM A/P 1 2.22 I00 100 10
CUTOUT SW TO NORM 2 1.25 100 100 10
_G 11 SET STAB TRIM A/P 1 2.2Z 100 100 10
CUTOUT SW TO CUTOUT 10
4G 12 MONITOR TAKEOFF 10 100
WARNING HORN I0
4G 13 MON STAB TRIM LT ON 1 2 48 100 I0 P
2 2 13 I00 10 CP
3 75 I00 i0 P
4 66 I00 I0 P
4G 14 MON STAB TRIM LT OFF I 2 48 i00 I0
2 2 13 100 10
3 75 I00 i0
4 66 I00 10
4G 15 CHECK THAT STAB TRIM 1 1 30 100 10 P
CUTOUT 5W"S SET TO I0
NORMAL I0
4G 16 OPEN MAN STAB TRIM 1 5 20 100 10
HANDLE 2 5 20 I00 10
4G 17 STOW MANUAL STAB 1 3.5 20 100 10
HANDLE 2 3.5 20 100 10
4H Ol SET FFD CWS SW TO i 2.05 100 100 10
ENGAGED 10
4H 02 SET FFD CWS SW TO 1 2.05 100 I00 10
DISENGAGED 10
4H 03 MON FFD CWS SW SET i 1.50 I00 i0
TO ENGAGED I0
4H 04 MON FFD CWS SW SET I 1.50 i00 i0
TO DISENGAGED I0
4H 05 SET AUTOPILOT TO I Z.57 I00 I00 IO
HYD 5YS A I0
4H 06 SET AUTOPILOT TO I 2.37 I00 IO0 I0
HYD SY5 B I0
4M Oi ACTUATE NOSE GEAR i 5.68 I00 iO
STEERING WHEEL 2 2.94 I00 i0 P
3 150 I00 I0
4 I0 I00 I0
4M 02 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 15 100 10
STEERING USING 2 20 100 10
RUDDER PEDALS 3 150 100 100 10
4 68 100 100 10
4M 03 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 45 100 100 10
STEERING USING 2 100 100 100 10
RUDDER PEDALS 3 90 100 100 10
4 I0 i00 100 I0
4M 04 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 140 100 100 10
STEERING USING 2 35 i00 I00 I0
RUDDER PEDALS 3 75 100 100 10
4 58 I00 I00 I0
4M 05 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 15 100 10
STEERING WHEEL I0
4N Ol MONITOR LEADING EDGE I 2 I00 I0
DEVICE POSITION 2 2 34 IO0 I0 AC
INDICATOR LTS 3 2 24 IO0 i0 C
4 2 81 I00 I0 P
4N 02 ACTUATE LEADING EDGE I 2 05 100 100 10 P
DEVICE ANNUN PNL 2 I 52 I00 I00 i0 P
TEST SW 3 I 82 I00 I00 i0 AC
4N 03 MON LE FLAPS-IN- I 54 IO0 i0 C
TRANSIT LT ON 2 1.17 IO0 i0 P
4N 04 MON LE FLAPS-IN- i ,54 IO0 iO C
TRANSIT LT OFF 2 1.17 iO0 I0
4N 05 MON LE FLAPS EXT i .54 I00 I0 C
LT ON 2 1.17 100 10
4N 06 MON LE FLAPS EXT 1 .54 100 10 C
LT OFF 2 1.17 100 10
5D 01 MONITOR ADF NO 1 1 .77 90 10 P
FREQ INDIC 2 1.98 90 10
3 2.86 90 I0
5D 02 SELECT ADF NO i FREQ i 2.86 i0 I00 10 P
INDIC 2 1.98 10 100 10 P7
3 1.98 10 100 10
5D 03 SET ADF NO I FUNC i 1.85 I00 i00 i0 C
SEL SW TO OFF 2 2.06 I00 I00 I0
3 1.93 100 100 10 P
5D 04 SET ADF NO 1 FUNC 1 1.85 100 100 10
SEL SW TO ANT 2 2.06 100 100 10
3 1.93 100 100 10
5D 05 SET ADF NO 1 FUNC 1 1.85 100 100 10
SEL SW TO ADF 2 2.06 100 100 10
3 1.93 100 100 10
4 2.20 100 100 10
5D 06 ADJUST ADF NO 1 GAIN i 1.93 100 100 10 P
5D 08 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10 P
SEL SW TO VOICE 10
5D 09 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO BOTH I0
5D 10 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO RANGE 10
5D 11 MON ADF 1 AUDIO VIA 10
LOUDSPEAKER 10
5D 12 MON ADF I AUDIO VIA 10
HEADSET 10
5D 13 ACTUATE COMM 2 ADF-I I 1.43 I00 I00 I0 P
COMM RECVR SW 2 2.46 I00 I00 i0 P
3 2.44 I00 I00 I0 CP
5D 14 ADJUST ADF NO 1 COMM 1 1.96 10 100 10 P
RECVR VOL 10
5D 15 SET ADF NO.I FUNC I 1.85 I00 I00 I0 C
SEL SW TO LOOP 2 2.06 I00 i00 I0
3 1.93 100 100 10 P
5D 16 SET ADF NO.1 BFO 5_ 1 1.42 100 100 I0 P
TO ON I0
5D 17 SET ADF NO.1 BFO SW I 1.42 100 100 10
'-_ TO OFF 2 2.75 I00 I00 i0
(:" 5 5.00 I00 I00 I0
o', 5D 18 ADJUST ADF NO.I LOOP I 2.74 I00 I00 i0 P
CONT i0
5D 19 SEL ADF NO.I FREQ I 2.15 I00 I00 I0 P
BAND .19-.40 2 2.75 I00 I00 I0 P
5 3.00 I00 I00 I0
5D 20 SEL ADF NO.1 FREQ 1 2.13 100 100 10
BAND .40-.84 2 2.75 I00 I00 I0
5D 21 SEL ADF NO.1 FREQ 1 2.15 100 100 10
BAND .84-i .75 2 2.75 100 100 10
5D 22 NOfl ADF tI0.I TUNING I .77 100 10 P
METER INDIC I0
5D 25 MON ADF/RMI 1 INDIC 1 2.23 100 10 P
FOR COMPASS HDG 2 10
5D 24 _ION ADF/RMI i SYNC 1 2.23 100 10
A_I4UTI 2 2.02 I00 i0 P
5D 25 ADJUST ADF/RrlI 1 1 2.67 100 100 10 P
5YNC 5EL I0
5D 26 riON ADF/RMI 1 COM- 1 2.23 100 10
PASS I_JARNING FLAG IN I0
VIE{_J I0
5D 27 _OH ADF/RFII I COM- I 2.23 I00 I0
PASS bJARNItIG FLAG 10
OUT OF VIEW,_ 10
5D 28 MDN ADF POINTER NO.1 1 2.23 100 10
011 ADF/Rtll 1 I_IDIC 2 2 10 i0
5D 29 riON ADF POINTER NO.2 1 2.25 100 10
OH ADF/RMI I INDIC 2 2 10 10
5E 01 riON ADF NO 2 FREQ. 1 .77 I00 10 CP
I_IDIC 2 i.98 I00 I0
5E 02 SELECT ADF NO 2 FREQ 1 2.14 100 10 CP
2 2.80 100 10 CP
5 1.98 100 10 CP
5E 03 SET ADF NO 2 FUNC 1 1.94 100 100 10 CP
SEL SL4 TO OFF 10
5E 04 SET ADF NO 2 FUNC 1 1.94 100 100 10
SEL S!J TO ANT i0
5E 05 SET ADF NO 2 FUNC I 1.94 i00 I00 I0
SEL SD_ TO ADF 10
5E 06 ADJUST ADF NO 2 GAIN 1 1.94 100 100 10
5E 07 5ET COD',M2 FILTER I 2.09 i00 i00 I0 CP
5EL Sl'J TO VOICE 10
5E 08 SET COrl,_ 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10
5EL SbJ TO BOTH 10
5E 09 SET COriM 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10
SEL SI,J TO RANGE 10
5E 10 _10N ADF NO 2 AUDIO i0
VIA LOUDSPEAKER 10
5E 11 NON ADF UO 2 AUDIO 10
VIA HEADSET 10
5E 12 ACTUATE CO;IM 2 ADF-2 1 1.51 100 100 10
corIM RECVR Sl_ 2 2.48 I00 I00 I0 P
5E 13 SET ADF NO.2 FUNC 1 1.94 100 100 10
SEL 5bJ TO LOOP 10
5E 14 SET ADF NO.2 BFO SbJ 1 1.62 100 100 10 CP
TO OH I0
5E 15 SET ADF NO.2 BFO S_ I 1.42 i00 I00 I0
TO OFF I0
5E 16 ADJUST ADF NO.2 LOOP 1 2.85 100 100 10 CP
CONT 10
5E 17 SEL ADF NO.2 FREQ I 2.80 20 100 10 CP
BAND .19-.40 2 2.69 20 100 10 CP
5E 18 SEL ADF NO.2 FREQ 1 2.80 20 100 10
BAND .40-.84 2 2.69 20 100 10
5E 19 SEL ADF NO.2 FREQ 1 2.80 20 100 10
BAND .84-1.75 2 '2.69 20 100 10
5E 20 MON ADF NO.2 TUNING 1 2.26 100 10 CP
METER INDIC 10
5E 21 MON ADF/RMI 2 INDIC i 2.26 I00 I0
FOR COMPASS HDG i0
5E 22 MON ADF/RMI 2 SYHC 1 2.26 100 10
ANNUN 10
5E 23 ADJUST ADF/RMI 2 1 2.68 100 100 10 CP
SYNC SEL 10
5E 2_. MOIl ADF/RMI 2 COM- 1 2.26 100 10
PASS FLAG IN VIEW 10
5E 25 MON ADF/RMI 2 COM- 1 2.26 100 10
PASS FLAG OUT OF 10
VIEbl 10
5E 26 MON ADF NO.1 POINTER I 2.26 100 I0
ON ADF/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5E 27 MON ADF NO.2 POINTER i 2.26 100 i0
ON ADF/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5G 01 SET VOR/RMI COMPASS 1 2.15 100 I00 I0 P
SEL S_ TO NO.2 NORt_ i0
5G 02 SET VOR/RMI COMPASS 1 2.15 100 100 10
SEL SH TO NO.1 I0
5G 03 MOH COMPASS HDG OH 1 2.25 100 10 P
VOR/RMI i INDIC 10
5G 04 MON VOR POINTER NO.1 1 2.25 100 10
OH VOR/RMI i INDIC 2 2 10 10
5G 05 MON VOR POINTER NO.2 1 2.25 50 10
OH VOR/RMI 1 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5G 06 SET COMPASS SEL S_J 1 1._6 50 100 10 P
TO NO.1 10
5G 07 SET COMPASS SEL SW 1 1.46 100 100 10
TO NO.2 10
5H 01 MON COMPASS HDG OH I 2.27 100 I0 CP
VOR/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2.03 100 10 CP
5H 02 MON VOR POINTER NO.1 1 2.27 100 I0
ON VOR/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2.03 100 I0
3 2 I0 I0
5H 03 MON VOR POINTER NO.2 1 2.27 100 10
ON VOR/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2.03 i00 I0
3 2 I0 10
5K 01 FOLD MAG COMPASS 1 3.50 100 I00 10
INTO VIEW 10
5K 02 MOH MAG COMPASS 1 1.50 100 10
HEADING IBDIC 10
5K 03 FOLD HAG COMPASS 1 3.50 100 100 10
"4 OUT OF VIE',_ 2 1.75 i00 100 10
5P 01 MONITOR RANGE INDIC 1 1.04 100 10 CP
ON DME RNG NO 1 2 .96 100 10
3 1.16 100 10
4 .80 I00 i0
I
I
5q Ol MON RANGE INDIC ON I 1.03 I00 10 CP
DtIE RNG NO 2 2 .96 I00 I0
3 1.16 I00 i0 CP
4 .80 I00 I0 P
5U Ol MON NAV-I FREQ INDIC i .76 I00 I0
2 4.97 90 i0
3 5.08 90 i0
5U 02 SET NAV-I FREQ - i 2.89 I0 I00 I0
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.08 I0 I00 i0
3 3.00 I0 I00 I0 CP
4 2.08 i0 i00 I0
5U 03 SET NAV-I FREQ - 1 2.08 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 2.08 I0 100 10 CP
5U 04 ADJUST NAV-1 VOLUME 1 2.08 10 100 10
2 2.20 10 100 10
5U 05 ACT NAV-I UP/LT TEST I 2.24 i0 I00 i0 P
SW I0
5U 06 ACT NAV-I DN/RT TEST I 1.97 i0 I00 I0 P
SW I0
5U 07 ACT NAV-I VOR TEST 1 2 26 10 100 10 P
SW 2 2 35 I0 i00 i0 CP
5U 08 ACT NAV-I DME TEST i I 97 I0 I00 IO CP
SW 2 2 34 I0 I00 I0 CP
3 2 20 I0 I00 i0 P
5U 09 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2 O0 i00 I00 I0 P
SEL SW TO VOICE 10
5U 10 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO BOTH 10
5U 11 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO RANGE 2 2 O0 100 100 10
5U 12 SET COMM 2 NAV-1 NAV 1 2 46 100 100 10
RCVR SW TO ON 2 2 44 100 100 10
3 1 39 100 100 10
4 2 26 I00 100 10
5U 13 SET COMM 2 NAV-1 NAV 1 2 46 100 100 10
RCVR SW TO OFF 2 2 44 i00 I00 I0
3 i 39 I00 100 I0
4 2.26 I00 i00 I0
5U 14 MON NAV-1 AUDIO 10
5V 01 MON NAV-2 FREQ INDIC I .76 100 10
2 4.71 90 i0
3 4.91 90 10
5V 02 SET NAV-2 FREQ - 1 2.73 10 100 10 C
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.93 I0 i00 I0 CP
3 2.97 I0 I00 I0 P
5V 03 SET NAV-2 FREQ - 1 1.98 10 100 10 CP
FRACTIONS 2 1.98 10 100 10
3 2.10 10 100 10 P
5V 04 ADJUST NAV-2 VOLUME 1 2.18 10 100 10 C
Z 2.93 !0 100 10 CP
5V 05 ACT NAV-2 UP/LT TEST 1 1.79 I0 100 10 CP
SW I0
5V 06 ACT NAV-2 DN/RT TEST I 1.97 I0 100 I0 CP
SW I0
5V 07 ACT NAV-2 VOR TEST 1 2.28 10 100 10 CP
SW 2 2.34 I0 I00 I0 P
5V 08 ACT NAV-2 DME TEST 1 1.84 10 100 10 CP
SW I0
5V 09 SET COMM 2 FILTER I 2.09 I00 I00 IO CP
5EL SW TO VOICE 2 2.00 I00 I00 I0 P
3 2.83 IO0 IO0 I0 CP
5V I0 SET COMM 2 FILTER i 2.09 IO0 IO0 IO
SEL SW TO BOTH 2 2.00 I00 100 I0
3 2.83 I00 I00 I0
5V II SET COMM 2 FILTER I 2.09 i00 IO0 iO
SEL SW TO RANGE 2 2.00 iO0 IO0 IO
3 2.85 i00 I00 I0
5V 12 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 NAV I 2.40 iO0 I00 IO CP
RECVR SW TO ON 2 1.40 I00 I00 i0
3 2.q9 i00 I00 i0 P
4 1.39 I00 i00 I0
5V i3 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 NAV 1 2.40 IO0 i00 I0
RECVR SW TO OFF 2 1.40 iO0 I00 I0
3 2.49 I00 I00 I0
4 1.39 100 I00 10
5V 14 MON NAV-2 AUDIO I0
5W Oi MON NAV-I FREQ INDIC I .76 I00 I0 AP
2 4.49 i00 i0
3 3.95 I00 I0
5W 02 SET HAV-I FREQ - i 2.91 i00 I0 k
WHOLE N0.5 2 2.37 100 10 AC
5W 03 SET HAV-1 FREQ - 1 1.58 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.58 100 I0
5W 04 ADJ NAV-I VOLUME I 1.58 10 100 10
2 2.91 10 100 I0
3 1.58 I0 I00 I0
4 2.91 10 100 I0
5W 05 SET COMM 1 NAV-I NAV 1 2.28 100 100 10 A
RECVR SW TO ON 2 2.40 100 100 10 AC
5W 06 SET COMM I NAV-I NAV I 2.28 100 100 10
RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2.40 100 100 10
5X 01 HON NAV-2 FREQ INDIC i .76 100 10 A
2 4.57 I00 I0
5 4.53 I00 i0
5X 02 SET NAV-2 FREQ - I 2.89 I0 100 10 A
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.95 IO0 i0 AC
5X 03 SET NAV-2 FREQ - i i 58 I0 I00 i0
FRACTIONS 2 1 58 I00 I0
5X 04 ADJ NAV-2 VOLUME I 1 58 I0 100 10
2 2 99 10 100 10
5X 05 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 NAV 1 2 39 100 100 10 A
RECVR SW TO ON 2 2 28 100 100 10 AC
5X 06 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 NAV I 2 39 100 100 10
RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2.28 100 100 10
5Y 01 MON NAV-5 FREQ INDIC 1 .76 100 I0 A
2 4.65 I00 i0
3 4.70 i00 i0
5Y 02 SET NAV-3 FREQ- I 3.07 I0 I00 I0 A
WHOLE NO.S 2 3.12 I00 I0
5Y 03 SET NAV-3 FREQ- 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTION5 2 1.58 10 100 10 5Y
5Y 04 ADJ NAV-3 VOLUME 1 3.07 10 100 10
2 3.12 10 100 10
5Y 05 SET COMM 3 NAV-3 NAV 1 2.50 100 100 10 AC
RECVR SW TO ON I0
5Y 06 SET COMM 3 NAV-3 NAV I 2.50 i00 I00 I0
RECVR SW TO OFF 10
6A 01 MON WEATHER RADAR 1 4.11 100 10
VIDEO 2 2.39 100 10 P
3 2.00 I00 I0 P
6A 02 SEL 30-10 PPI SCALE 1 2.66 80 100 10
2 2.18 80 100 10 P
3 2.66 80 100 10
6A 03 SEL 80-20 PPI SCALE 1 2.66 80 100 10
2 2.18 80 100 I0
6A 04 SEL 180-30 PPI SCALE 1 2.66 80 100 10
2 2.18 80 I00 I0
6A 05 ADJUST PPI TRACE CON I 2.21 80 100 10 P
6A 06 ADJUST PPI ERASE I 2.28 80 I00 I0 P
RATE CONT 10
6A 07 ADJUST PPI DIMMER i 2.19 80 100 10
2 2.14 80 100 10 P
6A 08 ADJUST PPI POLARI- 10
ZATION COHT i0
6A 09 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10 CP
TO OFF 2 2.38 100 100 10 P
6A 10 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO STBY 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 11 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO I_ORM 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 12 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW i 2.37 100 I00 10
TO CTR 2 2.38 I00 100 10
6A 13 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO MAP 2 2.38 I00 I00 I0
6A 14 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO TEST 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 15 ADJUST W/R GAIN CONT 1 2.17 80 100 10
2 2.12 80 100 10 P
6A 16 ADJUST W/R ANT TILT 1 2.17 80 100 10
COHT 2 2.02 80 100 10 P
6t 17 CHECK W/R OFF 1 2.17 100 10
01 SET HYD PUMP A NO 1 1 2.75 100 100 10
EHG SW TO ON 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 2.55 I00 I00 I0 CP
4 1.46 I00 I00 i0
7A 02 SET HYD PUMP A NO 1 1 1.95 100 100 10
EHG SW TO OFF 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
4 2.75 100 100 10
7A 03 SET HYD PUMP A NO 2 1 1.95 100 100 10
E_G SW TO ON 2 1.46 i00 I00 i0
7A 04 SET HYD PUMP A NO 2 I 1.95 100 100 10
EHG SW TO OFF 2 1 46 I00 i00 I0
3 1 46 I00 I00 i0
7A 05 SET HYD PUMP B NO 1 1 1 95 100 100 10
EHG SW TO ON 2 1 46 i00 I00 I0
3 1 46 I00 I00 I0
7A 06 SET HYD PUMP B NO 1 1 1 95 100 100 10 CP
E_IG SW TO OFF 2 1 46 100 100 10
3 1 46 i00 I00 I0
7A 07 SET HYD PUMP B NO 2 1 1 95 100 100 10
ENG SW TO ON 2 i 46 I00 I00 I0
3 1 46 100 100 10
7A 08 SET HYD PUMP B NO 2 I 1.46 100 100 10 CP
ENG SW TO OFF 2 1.95 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
7A 09 MOH HYD SYS A NO i i .55 I00 I0
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON iO
7A I0 ;'IOHHYD SYS A NO P I .55 iO0 i0
PUMP LO PRESS LT OFF I0
7A II [ION HYD SYS B NO 1 1 .55 100 I0 CP
PUFIP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7A 12 MON HYD SYS B NO 1 1 .55 100 10
PUHP LO PRESS LT OFF 10
7A 13 HON HYD SYS B NO 2 I .55 100 10 CP
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7A 14 MON HYD SYS B NO 2 1 55 100 10
PUHP LO PRESS LT OFF 10
7A 15 MOH HYD SYS B NO I 1 55 100 10
PUIIP OVRHT LT ON 10
7A 16 HON HYD SYS B riO 1 I 55 100 10
PUrIP OVRHT LT OFF 10
7A 17 riON HYD SYS B NO 2 1 55 100 I0
PUHP OVRHT LT ON 10
7A 18 MON HYD SYS B NO 2 1 55 100 10
PUHP OVRHT LT OFF 10
7A 19 MON HYD BRAKE PRESS 1 2 24 100 10 C
INDIC 2 2.07 i00 i0 CP
7A 20 HON HYD PRESS INDIC I 2.05 I00 I0 CP
2 2.24 100 10
7A 21 liON HYD SYS A QTY I 2.02 100 10 CP
INDIC 2 2.24 i00 i0
7A 22 HOH HYD SYS B LO QTY I .54 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 1.27 100 10 CP
7A 23 HON HYD SYS B LO QTY I .54 100 10
LT OFF 2 1.27 100 I0
7A 24 [ION rlASTER CAUT AND 1 .53 100 10
HTDRAULIC ANNUN LTS 10
ON I 0
7A 25 ACTUATE [IASTER CAUT 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW 2 2.14 100 100 10
7A 26 HON HYD ANHUH LT ON 1 .53 100 10 CP
7A 27 HON HYD ANNUN LT OFF 1 .53 100 10
7A 28 ACTUATE ANHUN PNL I 2.28 10 100 10
RECALL SN 2 1.93 10 100 10 7A
7A 29 CHECK SYS B HYD PU[IP I .90 I00 I0
StJ_S OFF 2 1.52 100 10 P
7A 30 CHECK ENG NO.1 SYS A i 1.36 100 10 P
IIYD PU[IP SW SET TO 10
OH 10
7A 31 CHECK ENG NO.2 SYS A 1 .75 100 10 P
HYD PUMP SW SET TO 10
ON 10
7A 32 [ION HYD SYS SbJ_S I 2.00 I00 I0
7A 33 [ION [IASTER CAUTION 1 .70 100 10
AND ALL ANHUN PNL 2 .54 100 10
LTS ILLU[IINATED 10
7A 34 SET GROUND INTER- 1 1.48 100 100 10 CP
CONNECT SW TO OPEN 2 2.58 100 100 10 P
7A 35 SET GROUND INTER- I 1.48 100 100 I0
CONHECT SW TO CLOSED 2 2.58 I00 100 i0
7A 36 [ION ALL AHNUN LTS I .53 100 10
7A 37 [ION OVHD PHL LTS 1 2.2 100 I0
7A 38 [iON HYD SYS A NO 2 1 .55 I00 i0
"_ PUHP LO PRESS LT ON 10
" 7A 39 [iON HYD SYS A NO 2 1 .55 I00 i0
PUHP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7B 03 [iON NO 1 GEN DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10 P
OIL PRESS LT ON 10
7B 04 HON NO 1 GEN DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10
OIL PRESS LT OFF 10
7B 05 MON NO I GE_; DR HIGH I 1.02 I00 I0
OIL TEMP LT OH 10
7B 06 MOH NO 1 GEN DR HIGH 1 1.02 I00 10
OIL TEMP LT OFF 10
7B 07 ACTUATE NO 1 GEN DR 1 1.72 I00 i00 I0 P
DISCOHHECT SW 2 1.96 i00 I00 i0 p
7B 08 F;OH NO I GEN DR Oil i 2.08 I00 I0 p
TEMP INDIC i0
7B 09 _ION NO 2 GEI_ DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10
OIL PRESS LT ON 2 1 50 10
7B 10 liOH NO 2 GEN DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10
OIL PRESS LT OFF 2 i 50 10
7B 11 HOH NO 2 GEI_ DR HIGH 1 1.02 100 10
OIL TEHP LT OH 2 I 50 10
7B 12 FiOH NO 2 GEN OR HIGH I 1.02 100 10
OIL TEMP LT OFF 2 I 50 I0
7B 13 ACTUATE NO 2 GEN DR i 1.72 100 100 10
DISCOr_NECT SW 2 1.96 100 100 10
7B 14 HOH NO 2 GEH DR OIL 1 2.08 100 10
TEHP INDIC 10
7B 15 SET STDBY PWR SW TO i 2.94 i00 100 10 P
BAT 2 1.96 100 100 10
7B 16 SET STDBY PWR SW TO 1 2.94 100 100 10
OFF 10
7B 17 SET STDBY PWR SW TO 1 2.94 100 100 10AUTO 2 96 100 100 10
7B 18 NON STDBY PL,JR OFF 1 1_17 I00 I0 p
LT 014 2 89 i00 I0 P
7B 19 NON STDBY POb_ER OFF I 1_17 i00 10 P
LT OFF 2 .89 100 10
7B 20 SET GEN DR TEMP SW i 2.61 I00 i00 i0 P
TO RISE 10
7B 21 SET GEH DR TEMP SW 1 2.61 100 100 10
TO IN I0
7B 22 SET BUS TX SW TO OFF 1 2.81 100 100 I0 P
7B 23 SET BUS TX SW TO 1 2.81 100 100 10
AUTO 10
7B 24 FION APU GEN OFF BUS 1 .63 100 10 P
LT ON 2 .92 100 10 P
7B 25 NON APU GEN OFF BUS 1 .63 100 10 P
LT OFF 2 92 100 10
7B 26 rmH GEN NO 1 TRANS- 1 59 70 I0 P
FER BUS OFF LT OH 2 92 70 10
7B 27 MOt4 GEH HO i TRAMS- I 59 70 I0 P
ER BUS OFF LT OFF 2 92 70 I07B 28 0_I GEN NO.1 BUS OFF 1 59 i00 I0
L!T OH 2 92 100 10
7B 29 FIOH BEN NO.1 BUS OFF 1 59 i00 10
LiT OFF 2 92 100 I0
7B 30 IIOH GEN NO.1 GEN OFF 1 59 i00 10
BUS LT ON 2 92 i00 i0
7B 31 FiOH GEM NO.1 GEM OFF i 59 100 i0
BUS LT OFF 2 92 100 10
7B 32 SET GEM NO.1 SW TO i 1.72 100 100 10 P
ON 10
7B 33 SET GEN NO.1 SW TO i 1.72 100 I00 10
OFF 2 1.72 I00 I00 I0 7B
7B 34 SET APU GEN NO.1 SW 1 1.98 I00 I00 I0 P
TO OH 2 1.50 100 I00 10 p
3 1.75 I00 i00 I0 P
4 1.75 I00 I00 I0
7B 35 SET APU GEN NO.I SW I 1.98 I00 I00 I0 P
TO OFF 2 1.50 I00 i00 I0 P
3 1.75 100 100 10
7B 36 MON GEN NO.2 TRANS I .59 I00 10 P
FER BUS OFF LT ON 2 .92 100 I0
7B 37 MON GEH ri0.2 TRANS- 1 .59 100 10
FEN BUS OFF LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 38 r10H GEN NO.2 BUS OFF I .59 100 10
LT ON 2 .92 100 10
7B 39 liON GEN NO.2 BUS OFF 1 .59 100 10
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 40 MON GEN NO.2 GEH OFF 1 .59 100 10
BUS LT ON 2 .92 100 10
7B 41 MDH GEN NO.2 GEN OFF 1 .59 100 10
BUSS LT OFF i0
7B 42 SET GEN NO.2 SW TO 1 1.72 100 100 10
OH I0
7B 43 SET GEH NO.2 SW TO i 1.72 100 100 10
OFF i0
7B 44 SET APU GEN NO.2 SW 1 1.98 100 100 10 P
TO ON 2 1.50 I00 100 10 P
7B 45 SET APU GEN NO.2 SW i 1.98 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 1.50 100 100 10
7B 46 SET GRD PWR SW TO ON I 2.44 I00 100 I0 P
7B 47 SET GRD PUN SW TO i 2.44 100 100 10
OFF I0
7B 48 HON GRD PWR AVAIL 1 1.02 100 10
LT ON 10
7B 49 HOH GRD PWR AVAIL I 1.02 100 10
LT OFF 10
7B 50 MON N0.1 GEN AC AMPS 1 2.16 100 10 P
INDIC i0
ZB 51 MON HO.2 GEN AC AMPS 1 2.16 100 10
IHDIC 10
7B 52 MOH DC AMPS INDIC 1 2.04 100 10
2 1 100 10
7B 53 MON DC VOLTS INDIC 1 2.06 100 10
7B 54 SET BATTERY SW TO ON I 2.06 100 100 10
2 3.30 100 100 10
7B 55 SET BATTERY SW TO 1 2.06 100 100 10
OFF 2 3.30 100 100 10
3 3.30 I00 i00 I0
7B 56 SET DC METER SEL SW I 3.36 IO0 I00 i0
TO STDBY PWR 2 2.18 I00 I00 i0
7B 57 SET DC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 i00 100 10
TO BATT 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 58 SET DC METER SEt SW i 3.36 100 I00 10
TO TR i 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 59 SET DC METER SEL SW i 3.36 I00 I00 I0
TO TR 2 2 2.18 100 100 i0
7B 60 SET DC METER SEt SW i 3.36 100 100 10
TO TR 3 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 61 SET DC METER SEt SW I 3.36 I00 I00 I0
TO TEST 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 62 FION AC FREQ INDIC 1 2.04 100 10 P
7B 63 MON AC VOLTS INDIC I 2.06 100 10 P
2 I i00 10
7B 64 SET AC METER SEL SW i 3.36 i00 I00 i0 P
TO STDBY PIeR 2 2.18 i00 I00 i0 P
7B 65 SET AC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 I00 I00 I0
TO GND PHR 2 2.18 100 I00 I0
7B 66 SET AC rIETER SEL SN 1 3.36 100 100 10
TO GEtl i 2 2.18 i00 I00 I0
7B 67 SET AC HETER SEL SW 1 3.36 100 100 10
"_ TO APU GEM 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 68 SET AC I']ETERSEL SN 1 3.36 100 100 10
TO GEH 2 2 2.18 100 100 i0
7B 69 SET AC HETER SEL SW i 3.36 100 100 10
TO TEST 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 70 SET GALLEY PIeR SN 1 .56 100 100 10 P
TO 0_ 2 1.80 100 100 10 P
7B 71 SET GALLEY PNR SW 1 .56 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 1.00 i00 100 I0
3 1.80 I00 I00 10
7B 72 ACTUATE RESIDUAL 1 2.57 100 100 10 P
VOLTS SW 2 2.06 90 100 10
7B 73 NON MASTER 'CAUTION i .73 I00 I0 P
AND ELEC ANNUH LTS 10
OH 10
7B 74 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT i 2.13 I00 I00 10 P
RESET SN 2 2.49 I00 i00 i0 P
7B 75 r10t,lELEC ANNUM LT ON 1 .54 100 I0 P
7B 76 t.101"IELEC ANt,fUNLT 1 .54 100 10
OFF 10
7B 77 ACTUATE ANNUM PNL I 2.13 100 10
RECALL SN 2 2.49 100 i0
7B 75 SET EQUIP COOLING SW i 1.65 I00 I00 I0 P
TO HORtlAL I0
7B 79 SET EQUIP COOLING SW I 1.65 100 100 10
TO ALTER_ATE 10
7B 80 _ION EQUIP COOLING 1 1.04 100 10 P
OFF LT ON 2 1.13 100 10 P
7B 81 F]OH EQUIP COOLING 1 1.04 100 10
OFF LT OFF 2 1.13 100 10
7B 82 r1OFlOVHD ANNUM LT OH 1 .54 100 10
7B 63 t10N OVHD ANHUH LT 1 .54 100 10
OFF 10
7B 84 CHECK BATT Sl,,lON i .90 100 10
7B 85 CHECK CBaS OH P-6 I 4.00 100 10
PIlL I0
7B 86 CHECK MASTER ELEC SW 1 4.00 100 10
OH P-6 Pt_L 2 2.00 100 10
7B 87 CHECK CBaS ON P-18 1 4.00 100 10
PHL 10
7B 88 CHECK ENG NO.1 GEN 1 1.33 100 10 P
DR DISCON SH I0
SAFETIED 10
7B 89 CHECK ENG NO.2 GEN I .80 100 10 P
DR DISCON Sk! I0
SAFETIED 10
7B 90 CHECK THAT CSD DRIVE 1 1.39 100 10 P
TErIP SN SET TO IN 10
7B 91 CHECK THAT BUS TX SN 1 1.23 100 10 P
IS SET TO AUTO 10
7B 92 CHECK THAT EQUIP 1 1.35 I00 I0 P
COOLING SN IS SET TO 10
NORHAL 10
7B 93 _,OH GALLEY PONER SW 1 1.41 100 10 P
SET TO ON 10
7B 94 MOH GALLEY POHER Skl 1 1.41 100 I0
SET TO OFF I0
7C 01 MON V-REF INDIC 1 2.3 I00 10
7C 02 SET ZERO FUEL L4T SEL 1 4 20 80 i0
7C 03 MON ZERO FUEL WT i 6 80 I0
7C 07 SET LANDING FLAP SEL I 1.8 100 100 10
7C 09 MON TANK NO 1 FUEL I 2.02 I00 10 P
QTY INDIC 2 2.27 100 10 P
3 3 30 I0
7C 10 MOH TANK NO.2 FUEL I 2.02 100 i0 P
QTY INDIC 2 2.27 100 10 P
3 3 30 i0
7C 11 MON CTR TANK FUEL 1 2.10 100 10 P
QTY INDIC 2 2.46 100 10 P
3 3 30 i0
7C 12 I'ION FUEL TEMP INDIC 1 2.05 I00 i0 P
7C 13 MON CROSSFEED VALVE i .55 I00 10 P
OPEN LT OFF 10
7C 14 MON CROSSFEED VALVE 1 .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON BRIGHT 10
7C 15 I'ION CROSSFEED VALVE 1 .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON DIM 10
7C 16 SET CROSSFEED SEL 1 2.79 100 100 10 P
SL,_TO OPEN 2 2.02 I00 I00 I0 P
7C 17 SET CROSSFEED SEL 1 2.79 100 100 10
SDJ TO CLOSED 2 2.02 100 100 10
7C 18 SET ENG NO 1 FUEL HT I 1.99 100 i00 10 P
SV.4TO ON I0
7C 19 SET ENG NO.1 FUEL HT I 1.99 100 100 10
5W TO OFF 10
7C 20 MON CTR TANK LEFT 1 .89 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .55 100 10
LT ON 10
7C 21 MON CTR TANK LEFT I .89 I00 i0 P
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .55 100 10 P
LT OFF 10
7C 22 MON CTR TANK RIGHT 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .89 100 10
LT ON 10
7C 23 MON CTR TANK RIGHT 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .89 100 10
LT OFF 10
7C 24 SET CTR TANK LEFT 1 1.45 100 100 10 P
FUEL PUMP S{4 TO ON 2 2.35 100 100 10 P
7C 25 SET CTR TANK LEFT 1 1.65 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SN TO OFF 2 2.35 100 100 10
3 2.35 100 100 10
4 1.45 I00 I00 i0
7C 26 SET CTR TANK RIGHT 1 1.45 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SW TO ON 2 2.35 100 100 10
7C 27 SET CTR TANK RIGHT 1 1.45 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SD_ TO OFF 2 2.35 100 100 10
3 1.45 I00 i00 I0
7C 28 MON TANK NO.l AFT i 58 i00 I0 P
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .95 I00 i0
LT ON 10
7C 29 MON TANK NO.1 AFT 1 .58 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .95 100 10
I LT OFF 10
7C 50 SET TANK HO.l AFT 1 1.97 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SW TO ON 2 1.5.9 100 100 10
3 2.35 I00 100 10 7C
7C 51 SET TANK NO.1 AFT 1 1.97 100 I00 I0 P
FUEL PUIIP SW TO OFF 2 1.59 100 100 10 P
3 2.35 I00 I00 10 7C
4 1.59 100 100 10
7C 52 MON TANK NO.1 FWD 1 .55 100 10 P
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 .95 100 10
LT ON 10
7C 3.3 HON TANK NO.1 FHD 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUrlP LOW PRESS 2 .75 100 !0
LT OFF 10
7C 34 SET TANK NO.1 F_JD 1 1._,6 100 100 10
FUEL PU_IP SW TO ON 2 1.59 100 100 10
7C .35 SET TANK NO.1 FDJD 1 1.46 100 100 10 P
FUEL PUHP SW TO OFF 2 1.39 100 100 10 P
3 1.59 I00 100 10
4 1.39 100 100 10 7C
7C 36 HON TANK NO.2 FHD 1 .54 100 10 P
FUEL PUtlP LOW PRESS 2 .98 100 10
LT ON 10
7C 37 HON TANK NO.2 FWD 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 .95 100 10
LT OFF 10
7C 58 SET TANK NO.2 FDJD I 1.45 100 100 10
FUEL PU_IP SW TO ON I0
7C 39 SET TANK NO.2 FWD I 1.45 100 100 10 P
FUEL PurIP sw TO OFF 2 1.45 100 100 10
7C 40 HON TANK NO.2 AFT 1 .58 100 10 P
FUEL PUHP LOW PRESS 2 .95 100 10
LT ON !0
7C _+I FlON TAHK NO.2 AFT 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 .95 100 10
LT OFF 10
7C c+2 SET TANK NO.2 AFT 1 1.56 100 100 10
FUEL PUHP SW TO ON 2 1.45 100 100 10
7C 43 SET TANK NO.2 AFT i 1.56 100 100 I0 P
FUEL PUHP SW TO OFF 2 1.56 100 100 10
7C 4_ HOll ENG NO.I FUEL 1 .55 100 10
VALVE CLOSED LT OFF 2 .95 100 10
7C _5 HON ENG NO.1 FUEL i .55 I00 10
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 100 10
BRIGHT 10
7C _6 liON ENG NO.1 FUEL 1 .55 100 10
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 100 10
DIll 10
7C 47 rlON ENG NO.1 FILTER 1 .95 100 10 P
ICING LT ON 2 .55 100 10
7C 48 rlON ENG NO.1 FILTER 1 .95 100 10
ICING LT OFF 2 .55 100 10
7C 49 r,loNENG NO.I VALVE I .55 I00 10 P
OPEN LT OFF 2 .95 i00 i0
7C 50 r.10NENG NO.I VALVE I .55 iO0 iO
OPEN LT Oil BRIGHT 2 .95 I00 i0
7C 51 r,lONENG NO.I VALVE i .55 I00 I0
- OPEN LT ON DIN 2 .95 i00 i0
7C 52 MOH ENG NO.2 FUEL I .55 I00 I0
VALVE CLOSED LT OFF 2 .95 i00 i0
7C 55 HON ENG NO.2 FUEL I .55 iO0 i0
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 I00 10
BRIGHT I0
7C 54 rlON EHG NO.2 FUEL I .55 100 i0
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 100 I0
DIrl i0
7C 55 r_oN ENG NO.2 FILTER 1 .55 100 10
ICING LT ON 2 95 100 10
7C 56 HON ENG NO.2 FILTER 1 55 100 10
ICING LT OFF 2 95 100 i0
7C 57 rION ENG NO.2 VALVE 1 55 100 10
OPEN LT OFF 2 95 100 10
7C 58 r10N ENG NO.2 VALVE 1 55 100 10
OPEH LT ON BRIGHT 2 .95 100 10
7C 59 HON ENG riO.2 VALVE i .55 100 10
OPEN LT Oil Dlrl • 2 .95 100 10
7C 60 SET ENG NO.2 FUEL i 1.62 100 100 10 P
HT SI,J TO ON 10
7C 61 SET ENG NO.2 FUEL 1 1.62 100 100 10
HT SN TO OFF 10
7C 62 I'ION [IASTER CAUTION i .73 100 10 P
AND FUEL ANHUN LTS 10
ON I 0
7C 63 PRESS MASTER CAUT I 2.02 i00 i00 i0 P
RESET SL_ I0
7C 64 I'_ON FUEL At(NUN LT ON 1 .56 I00 10 P
7C 65 MON FUEL ANNUN LT 1 .56 100 10
OFF 10
7C 66 PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.02 100 10
RECALL S_,J 10
7C 67 CHECK ENG t(O.l FUEL 1 1.14 100 10 P
HEAT SI,I OFF 10
7C 68 CHECK ENG NO.2 FUEL 1 .83 100 10 P
HEAT SN OFF i0
7C 69 CHECK CROSSFEED I .81 100 10 P
VALVE SbJ CLOSED 10
7C 70 [ION FUEL PUHP S_S 1 1.59 I00 i0 P
ALL SET TO ON 10
(6 SWITCHES) 10
7C 71 I'iON FUEL PUrlP S_,.I_5 1 1.59 i00 I0
ALL SET TO OFF 10
6 SB,JITCHES' 10
7C 72 PRESS FUEL QTY TEST I 2.07 10 100 10
SL,! 2 2.07 I0 I00 I0
3 6.20 5 I00 i0
7D Ol MON DUCT PRESS INDIC I 2.29 I00 i0 CP
7D 02 SET GASPER FAN SW TO 1 2.70 100 100 10
ON 2 2.70 I00 I00 I0
7D 03 SET GASPER FAN SI_ TO I 2.70 100 100 10
OFF 2 2.70 100 i00 I0
7D 04 ACTUATE WING BODY 1 2.20 100 100 10
OVRHT TEST SbJ i0
7D 05 SET LEFT PACK SI_ I 1.52 100 100 10 CP
TO ON 2 2.49 i00 I00 i0 CP
3 i .52 I00 I00 I04 2.69 I00 I00 I0
"_ 7D 06 SET LEFT PACK S_ 1 1.52 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 2.49 100 100 10
3 2.65 100 100 10
7D 07 SET LEFT PACK BLEED i 2.00 I00 I00 i0 CP
St*JTO ON i0
7D 08 SET LEFT PACK BLEED 1 2.00 100 100 10 CP
SW TO OFF I0
7D 09 I'IONLEFT PACK OFF 1 1.00 50 10
LT ON 10
7D I0 MON LEFT PACK OFF I I O0 50 I0
LT OFF 10
7D 11 MOW LEFT WING BODY 1 1.00 50 10 CP
OVRHT LT ON 10
7D 12 _ION LEFT WING BODY I 1.00 50 I0
OVRHT LT OFF 10
7D 13 HOH LEFT BLEED TRIP 1 1.00 50 10
OF LT ON 10
7D 14 MON LEFT BLEED TRIP 1 1.00 50 10
OFF LT OFF 10
7D 15 SET LEFT ENG BLEED 1 2.40 100 100 10
S_J TO ON 2 1.53 I00 I00 I0
7D I6 SET LEFT ENG BLEED i 2.40 IO
SW TO OFF 2 1.53 I0
7D i7 SET APU ENG BLEED I 2.40 I00 i00 I0 CP
SW TO ON 2 1.53 I00 I00 I0 P
7D 18 SET APU ENG BLEED 1 2.40 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 2 1.53 100 100 10
7D 19 SET RIGHT PACK SW 1 2.60 100 100 10 CP
TO ON 2 1.52 i00 i00 i0
7D 20 SET RIGHT PACK SW 1 2.60 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 2.00 I00 100 I0
7D 21 r10N RT PACK TRIP 'OFF I 1.00 100 10
LT ON 10
7D 22 MON RT PACK TRIP OFF 1 1.00 50 10
LT OFF 10
7D 23 r10N RT WING BODY 1 1.00 50 10
OVRHT LT ON 10
7D 24 MON RT WING BODY 1 1.00 50 10
OVRHT LT OFF i0
7D 25 MON RT BLEED TRIP 1 1.00 50 10
OFF LT ON 10
7D 26 liON RT BLEED TRIP 1 1.00 50 10
OFF LT OFF I0
7D 27 SET RT BLEED SW TO I 2.60 100 100 10
ON 2 1.53 I00 I00 I0
7D 28 SET RT BLEED SW TO 1 2.60 100 100 10
OFF 10
7D 29 ACTUATE PACKIBLEEDI 1 1.88 100 100 10 CP
DUCT OVRHT TRIP 10
RESET SW I0
7D 30 SET ISOLATION VALVE I 1.85 100 100 10 CP
S_J TO OPEN 2 1 77 i00 i00 i0
3 1 53 I00 I00 I0 P
7D 3I SET ISOLATION VALVE i i 77 I00 IO0 i0 CP
SW TO CLOSED 2 1 85 i00 I00 I0
3 1 53 i00 i00 I0
7D 32 SET ISOLATION VALVE 1 1 77 100 100 10
SW TO AUTO 2 1 85 I00 100 10
3 1.53 100 100 10
7D 33 MON DUAL BLEED LT ON I .28 100 10
7D 34 NON DUAL BLEED LT 1 .28 100 10
OFF 10
7D 35 HON LEFT RAM DOOR I .28 I00 I0
FULL OPEN LT ON 10
7D 36 MOW LEFT RAM DOOR I .28 100 10
FULL OPEN LT OFF I0
7D 37 MON F OUTFLOW CLOSED i .27 i00 i0 P
LT ON 10
7D 38 MON F OUTFLOW CLOSED 1 .27 100 10
LT OFF 10
7D 39 MON RT RAM DOOR FULL I .28 100 10 P
OPEN LT ON I0
7D 40 MON RT RAM DOOR FULL 1 .28 100 10
OPEN LT OFF 10
7D 41 SET AIR TFI_IP SOURCE 1 3.21 100 100 10 CP
SEL SW TO SUPPLY 2 3.21 100 100 10
DUCT 10
7D 42 SET AIR TEMP SOURCE 1 3.21 100 100 10
SEL SWTO PASS CABIN 10
7D 43 MON TEMP INDIC 1 2.69 100 10 P
2 2.72 100 10 CP
3 1 100 10
7D 44 MON CONT CABIN AIR 1 2.07 I00 i0 CP
MIX VALVE INDIC 2 2.01 100 10 P
7D 45 MON PASS CABIN AIR 1 2.05 100 10 CP
MIX VALVE INDIC 2 2.02 i00 10 P
3 2.14 100 10 P
7D 46 MON CONT CAB DUCT 1 .97 100 I0 CP
OVHT LT ON 2 .94 100 10 P
7D 47 MON CONT CAB DUCT 1 .97 100 10
OVHT LT OFF 2 .94 100 10
7D 48 ['iON PASS CAB DUCT I .94 i00 I0 P
OVHT LT ON 10
7D 49 MON PASS CAB DUCT 1 .94 100 10
OVHT LT OFF 10
7D 50 SET CONT CABIN TEMP I 5.23 I00 i00 I0 CP
SEL S_ TO AUTO AND 2 2.12 100 100 10
ADJUST TEMP 3 2.12 100 100 10
7D 51 SET CONT CABIN TEMP i 3.25 100 100 10
SEL SN TO OFF 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 52 SET CONT CABIN TEMP 1 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO COOL 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 55 SET CONT CABIN TEMP 1 5.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO WARM 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 54 SET PASS CABIN TEMP 1 2.12 I00 100 10 CP
SEL SW TO AUTO AND 2 3.23 100 100 10 CP
ADJUST TEMP 3 2.12 I00 100 I0
7D 55 SET PASS CABIN TEMP I 5.23 I00 100 10
SEL SW TO OFF 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 56 SET PASS CABIN TEMP i 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO COOL 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 57 SET PASS CABIN TEMP 1 3.25 100 100 10
SEL SW TO L,_ARM 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 58 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .70 100 100 10 CP
AND AIR COND ANNUN 2 .54 I00 I00 I0 CP
LTS ON 10
7D 59 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT I 2.14 I00 100 10 CP2
SESET SW 10
7D 60 MON AIR COND ANNUN 1 .54 100 10 CP
LT ON 10
7D 61 MON AIR COND ANNUN I .54 100 10
- LT OFF 10
7D 62 ACTUATE ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 I00 100 10
RECALL SW 10
7D 65 CHECK THAT ISOLATION I 1.55 100 10 P
I
VALVE 5W IS SET TO : i0
AUTO i0
7D 64 CHECK THAT ENG NO.l I 1.31 i00 10 P
BLEED SW IS SET TO 10
ON I0
7D 65 CHECK THAT EHG NO.2 1 .77 100 10 P
o BLEED SW IS SET TO 10
ON 10
7D 66 CHECK THAT APU BLEED I .77 100 10
SW IS SET TO ON I0
7D 67 MON LEFT PACK 5W SET 1 1 55 I00 10 P
TO ON I0
7D 68 MON RT PACK SW SET I 77 100 10 P
TO OFF 10
7D 69 MON PASS CAB TEMP 1 2 67 100 10 P
CONT SETTING 10
7D 70 MON CONT CAB TEMP 1 2 02 100 10 P
CONT SETTING 10
7E 01 MON CABIN ALT INDIC 1 1 27 100 10 P
2 .7 100 10
7E 02 MON CABIN RATE OF I 2 41 100 I0 CP
CLIMB INDIC 2 2.05 100 10 P
3 2.47 100 10 P
7E 03 MOH ALTITUDE WARNING 10
HORN 10
7E 04 ACTUATE ALT HORN 1 2.28 100 100 10 CP
CUTOUT SW 2 2.42 100 100 10 P
7E 05 SET FLT ALT CONT I 2.50 20 10 P
7E 06 MDN FLT ALT CNTR I 1.17 90 10
2 2.5 80 10
7E 07 SET LDG ALT CNTR i 2.10 20 10 CP
2 2.10 20 10
7E OB MON LDG ALT CNTR i 1.17 90 10 P
7E 09 SET CABIN ALT CNTR I 2.79 20 10 CP
2 2.79 20 10
7E 10 MON CABIN ALT CONTR 1 1.17 90 10
2 .88 100 10
7E 11 ADJUST CABIN RATE-OF I 2.13 100 100 10 CP
CLIMB CONT 2 2.13 I00 i00 i0
7E 12 MON OUTFLOW VALVE 1 2.34 100 10 CP
INDIC 2 2.10 100 10 CP
3 2.03 I00 I0 CP
4 .65 I00 I0
7E 13 SET OUTFLOW VALVE 1 2.21 100 100 10 CP
SW TO CLOSE 10
7E 14 SET OUTFLOH VALVE I 2.21 100 100 10
SW TO OPEN 10
7E 15 SET FLT/GRD SW TO 1 2.69 100 100 10
FLT 2 2.86 100 100 10
5 5.06 I00 i00 10
7E 16 SET FLT/GRD SW TO 1 2.69 I00 100 10 CP
GRD 2 2.69 100 100 10
3 2.86 100 100 10
4 3.00 100 100 10
7E 17 SET PRESS MODE SEL i 2.65 i00 I00 I0 CP
SW TO CHECK 10
"_7E 18 SET PRESS MODE SEL I 2.65 100 100 10
SW TO AUTO 2 2.63 100 100 10
7E 19 SET PRESS MODE SEL i 2.65 100 100 10
SW TO STDBY I0
7E 20 SET PRESS MODE SEL I 2.65 I00 I00 I0
SW TO MAN-AC i0
7E 21 SET PRESS MODE SEL 1 2.65 100 100 10
SW TO MAN-DC i0
7E 22 MON AUTO FAIL LT ON I .97 I00 I0 CP
7E 23 MON AUTO FAIL LT OFF 1 .97 I00 iO
7E 24 MON OFF SCHED i 1.33 i00 i0 CP
DESCENT LT ON 10
7E 25 MON OFF SCHED i 1.33 100 I0
DESCENT LT OFF 10
7E 26 MON STDBY LT ON i .66 100 i0 CP
2 .60 I00 i0 CP
7E 27 MON STDBY LT OFF 1 .66 100 10
2 .60 i00 i0
7E 28 MON MANUAL LT ON 1 .65 100 10 CP
7E 29 MON MANUAL LT OFF 1 .65 100 10
7E 30 MON MASTER CAUTION i .70 100 10
AND AIR COND ANNUN 2 .54 100 10
LTS ON 10
7E 31 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SN I0
7E 32 MON AIR COND ANNUN 1 .54 100 10
LT ON I0
7E 33 HON AIR COND ANNUN i .54 100 I0
LT OFF 10
7E 34 PRESS ANNUN PNL I 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW 10
7E 35 MON FLT/GRD SW SET 1 .54 100 10
TO FLIGHT 10
7E 56 MON FLT/GRD SW SET 1 .54 100 10
TO GROUND 10
7E 57 MON CABIN PRESS INDC I .7 100 10
I0
7F Ol SET EHG VIB PICKUP I 1.91 i00 100 10 CP
SH TO TURB 10
7F 02 SET ENG VIB PICKUP I 1.91 100 100 10
5W TO INLET 10
7F 03 PRESS ENG VIB TEST I 1.44 10 100 10
SW 2 2.10 I0 i00 10
3 5.48 I0 i00 I0
7F 04 PRESS OIL QTY TEST I 1.36 I0 lOO I0
SW 2 2.02 I0 i00 I0
3 1.56 10 100 10
4 4.25 I0 i00 I0
7F 05 MON NO 1 ENG LO OIL I 83 100 10 CP
_RESS LT ON I0
7F o6 s"°1 LOOILI 83 100 10• S LT OFF 0
_7F 07 _ION NO 1 ENG OIL 1 83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS LT ON 10
7F 08 MON NO 1 ENG OIL 1 83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS LT OFF I0
7F 09 MON NO i ENG OIL 1 2 05 80 10 CP
PRESS INDIC 2 2.25 80 I0 CP
3 44 50 I0
7F I0 MON NO 1 ENG OIL i 2.05 80 I0
I TEMP INDIC 2 2.25 80 I0
3 2.28 100 10 CP
4 .44 50 i0
7F II MON NO 1 ENG OIL qTY 1 2.05 I00 I0
INDIC 2 2.25 I00 I0
5 .44 50 I0
7F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRA- i 2.05 90 I0
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC 2 2.25 90 10
5 2.02 90 I0 CP
4 .44 50 I0
7F 15 MON NO 2 ENG LO OIL I .83 I00 I0
PRESS ANNUN LT ON I0
7F 14 MON NO 2 ENG LO OIL i .83 100 10
PRESS ANNUN LT OFF 10
7F 15 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 1 .83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS ANNUN 10
LT ON 10
7F 16 MON NO 2 ENG OIL I .83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS ANNUN i0
LT OFF 10
7F 17 MON NO 2 ENG OIL I 2 05 100 10
PRESS INDIC 2 2 25 100 10
3 44 50 I0
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL I 2 05 I00 I0
TEMP INDIC 2 2 25 100 10
5 2 02 i00 I0 CP
4 44 50 I0
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL I 2.05 I00 i0
QTY INDIC 2 2.25 I00 I0
5 2.08 I00 I0 CP
4 .44 50 I0
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR i 2.05 90 I0
AMPLITUDE INDIC 2 2.25 90 10
5 2.02 90 I0 CP
4 .44 50 I0
7F 21 MON NO 1 ENG N1 IND I 2.02 100 10 20C
2 2.52 100 10
3 .44 50 I0
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG N1 IND 1 2.02 100 10 20C
2 2.52 100 10
5 .44 50 I0
7F 25 MON NO i ENG N2 IND 1 2.02 I00 I0 C
2 2.52 i00 10 CP
3 I0. i00 I0
4 .44 50 I0
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND i 2.02 I00 i0 C
2 2.52 100 10
5 i0. I00 i0
4 .44 50 I0
7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IND 1 2.24 100 10
2 2.02 100 I0
__ 3 50 5 5 P
.44 50 I0
7F 26 SET ENG NO i EPR BUG 1 5 20 I00 i0
2 5 20 i00 I0
5 2.32 20 100 10
4 2.32 20 100 10
7F 27 MON ENG NO i EPR BUG I 2.00 80 10
2 .76 50 10
7F 28 SET ENG NO 2 EPR BUG i 5.00 20 100 10
- 2 5.00 20 I00 I0
3 2.52 20 i00 I0
4 2.32 20 100 10
7F 29 MON ENG NO 2 EPR BUG 1 2.00 80 10
2 76 50 10
7F 30 MOH ENG NO 2 EPR IRD 1 2.24 100 10
2 2.O2 tO0 10
3 64 50 i0
4 30 5 5
7F 31 MON ENG NO i EXH GAS I 2.02 I00 I0 C
TEMP IND 2 44 50 i0
3 30 5 5
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS I 2.02 I00 I0 C
TEMP IND 2 44 50 I0
3 30 5 5
7F 33 MON ENG NO I FUEL I 2.02 I00 I0 C
FLOL_ INDIC 2 64 50 I0
3 30 5 5
7F 36 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL I 2.02 i00 I0 C
FLOW INDIC 2 66 50 10
3 30 5 5
7G Ol SET NO SMOKING LT SW I 1.80 I00 I00 I0 P
TO ON 2 2.71 I00 TO0 TO
7G 02 SET NO SMOKING LT SW I 1.80 i00 TO0 I0
TO AUTO 2 2.7I I00 iO0 TO
7G 03 SET NO SMOKING LT SW i 1.80 iO0 IO0 I0
TO OFF 2 2.71 I00 I00 I0
7G 06 SET FASTEN SEAT BELT i 1.71 i00 i00 I0 P
LT SN TO ON 10
7G 05 SET FASTEN SEAT BELT 1 1.71 100 100 10
LT SL,JTO AUTO 10
7G 06 SET FASTEN SEAT BELT 1 1.71 100 100 10
LT Sb.I TO OFF 2 1.71 100 100 10
7G 07 ADJUST PANEL LTS i 2.17 I00 I00 i0 CP
BRIGHTNESS CONTROL 2 2.I0 IO0 i00 i0 P
3 2.73 I00 I00 i0 P
7G 08 ADJUST BACKGROUND 1 2.08 100 100 10 P
LTS BRIGHTNESS CONT 10
7G 09 ADJUST CIRCUIT BRKR I 3.31 100 100 10 P
LTS BRIGHTNESS CONT 2 1.50 100 100 10
7G I0 SET DOME LT SN TO i 3.63 i00 I00 I0 P
DIM 10
7G 11 SET DOME LT SW TO I 3.43 100 100 10
OFF 10
7G 12 SET DOME LT SW TO I 3.63 100 100 10
BRIGHT 10
7G 13 ADJUST FLOOD LT I 2.09 100 100 10 P
BRIGHTNESS CONT 10
7G 14 ADJUST CONTROL STAND 1 3.13 100 100 10 P
PANEL LTS BRIGHTNESS 10
CONT i0
7G 16 SET LANDING LTS SW 1 2.20 100 100 10 P
TO OFF 2 1.50 100 100 10
7G 17 SET LANDING LIGHTS I 2.20 100 100 10
ST,,JTO OH 2 2.20 I00 I00 i0
7G 18 SET RUH_JAY TURNOFF 1 2.25 100 100 10 P
LT5 SDJ TO ON 10
7G 19 SET RUNHAY TURNOFF I 2.25 I00 I00 I0
oo LTS SN TO OFF I0
7G 20 SET TAXI LTS SW TO I 2.42 100 100 10 P
ON 10
-7G 21 SET TAXI LTS SW TO 1 2.42 100 100 10
OFF 10
7G 22 SET POSITION LTS SW i 2.42 I00 I00 i0 P
TO ON BAT I0
7G 23 SET POSITION LTS SW I 2.42 I00 i00 I0
TO OFF 10
7G 24 SET POSITION LTS SW 1 2.42 100 100 10
TO 014 2 1.50 I00 I00 I0
oo 7G 25 SET ANTI-COLLISION I 2.44 i00 I00 I0 P
'_' LTS SW TO OFF 2 2.46 i00 i00 i0
7G 26 SET AHTI-COLLISION 1 2.44 100 100 10
LTS SW TD OFF 2 2.44 I00 i00 10
7G 27 SET WING LTS SW TO 1 2.47 100 100 10 P
ON I0
7G 28 SET WING LTS SW TO I 2.47 I00 I00 i0
OFF 10
7G 29 SET WHEEL WELL LTS i 2.48 I00 100 I0 P
SW TO ON I0
7G 30 SET WHEEL WELL LTS 1 2.48 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 10
7G 31 SET LTS TEST SW TO I 2.35 i00 I00 I0 P
TEST 2 i0 i0 i00 i0
7G 32 SET LTS TEST SW TO I 2,35 I00 IO0 i0
DIM i0
7G 33 SET LTS TEST SW TO 1 2.35 i00 100 10
OFF 10
7G 34 SET EMER EXIT LTS I 1.90 I00 i00 I0 P
SW TO OFF 2 1.99 100 100 10 P
3 1.90 100 100 10
7G 35 SET EMER EXIT LTS 1 1.90 100 100 10
SW TO ARMED 2 1.99 i00 I00 10
7G 36 SET EMER EXIT LTS 1 1.90 100 100 10
SW TO Oil 2 1.99 100 100 10
7G 37 MON EMER EXIT LTS 1 .54 100 10 P
NOT ARNED LT ON 10
7G 38 MON EMER EXIT LTS 1 .54 100 10
NOT ARMED LT OFF 10
7G 40 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .20 100 100 10
AHD OVIID ANHUN LTS 2 .54 100 100 10
ON I0
7G 41 PRESS MASTER CAUT 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW i0
7G 42 MON OVHD ANNUN LT ON i .54 I00 I0
7G 43 ;ION OVHD ANHUN LT 1 .54 100 10
OFF 10
7G 44 PRESS ANNUN PNL I 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL SW 10
7G 46 MOW INSTRUMENT LTS 1 10 90 10
ILLUMINATED BY LT 10
TEST SW 10
7G 47 MOW INST LTS DIMMED I0
-- WHEN LT TEST SW SET 10
TO DIM I0
7G 48 MOW SEAT BELT AND NO 1 1.27 100 10 P
SMOKING LTS SW_S SET 10
TO AUTO 10
7G 49 MON EMER EXIT LT SW I 1.28 100 10
SET TO OFF 10
7G 50 {'IONSEAT BELT LT SW 1 1.28 100 10 P
SET TO OFF I0
"7G 51 MOW SEAT BELTS, NO 1 1.27 100 10
SIIOKIHG SWS SET ON I0
7H Oi MOW FLT CREW OXY i 2.81 IO0 I0 CP
PRESS INDIC i0
7H 02 MON PASS OXY PRESS I 2.05 i00 i0 CP
INDIC I0
7H 03 MON PASS OXY ON LT I 1.59 IO0 i0 CP
ON i0
7H 04 MON PASS OXY ON LT I 1.59 100 10
OFF 10
7H 05 SET PASS OXY SW TO 1 3.29 100 100 10 CP
ON I0
7H 06 SET PASS OXY SW TO 1 3.29 100 100 10
NORMAL I0
7H 07 ACTUATE CREW OXY I 1.40 i00 100 I0
SHUTOFF VALVE 10
7H 08 SET OXY EMERGENCY 1 1.30 100 100 10
LEVER TO ON 10
7H 09 SET OXY EMERGENCY 1 1.30 100 100 10
LEVER TO OFF 10
7H 10 SET OXY DILUTER 1 1.40 100 100 10
LEVER TO NORMAL I0
7H 11 SET OXY DILUTER 1 1.40 100 100 10
LEVER TO 100 PCT 10
7H 12 MON OXY FLOW INDIC i 1.5 I00 I0
7H 13 SET OXY SUPPLY SW I 1.40 I00 i00 IO
TO ON I0
7H 14 SET OXY SUPPLY SW I 1.40 100 100 10
TO OFF 10
7H 15 OPEN EMERGENCY OXY 10
MAN ACTUATION ACCESS 10
DOOR I0
7H 16 PULL EMERGENCY OXY 10
MAN ACTUATION HANDLE 10
7H 17 POT ON OXY MASK I 4.0 100 100 100 10
7H 18 TAKE OFF OXY MASK i 4.0 100 100 100 10
AND STOW 10
7H 19 CHECK PORTABLE OXY 1 5.0 100 100 100 10
BOTTLE PRESS AND 10
MASK i0
7H 20 SET CREW OXY VALVE 1 2.0 100 100 10
TO OPEN 10
7H 21 MON PASS OXY QTY 1 2.0 100 10
IIIDIC 10
7H 22 INHALE AND CHECK I 4.0 100 10
THAT NO AIR OR OXY 10
IS SUPPLIED 10
?H 23 INHALE AND CHECK I 4.0 100 10
THAT COCKPIT AIR IS 10
SUPPLIED 10
7H 24 INHALE AND CHECK 1 4.0 100 100 10I
THAT OXY IS SUPPLIED 10
7H 25 INHALE AND CHECK i 4.0 100 100 i0
THAT CONSTANT OXY 10
PRESSURE SUPPLIED 10
7J 01 SET NING ANTI-ICE SW I 1.79 100 100 10 CP
TO GRD TEST 2 2 76 100 100 I0oe
u_ 7J 02 SET WING ANTI-ICE SW I 1 79 I00 i00 I0
TO ON 2 2 76 I00 I00 I0
"-:TJ 03 SET WING ANTI-ICE SW i 1 79 I00 100 I0
TO OFF 2 2 76 100 100 10
3 1 79 100 100 10
7J 04 MON WING ANTI-ICE I 56 100 10 CP
L VALVE OPEN LT ON 2 55 I00 i0 CP
7J 05 DION tJING ANTI-ICE i 56 i00 I0
L VALVE OPEN LT OFF 2 55 iO0 I0
7J 06 riO11HIMG ANTI-ICE I 56 I00 I0
R VALVE OPEN LT" ON 2 55 100 10
oo 7J 07 IqON WING ANTI-ICE i 56 I00 I0
o,, R VALVE OPEN LT OFF 2 .55 I00 I0
7J 08 SET ENG NO.I ANTI- I 1.49 i00 I00 I0 CP
ICE SW TO ON 2 2.76 I00 I00 i0
5 1.68 100 100 10 CP
7J 09 SET ENG NO.1 ANTI- I 1.50 100 100 10
ICE SW TO OFF 2 2.76 100 100 10 CP
3 1.68 100 100 10 CP
4 I .50 i00 I00 i0
7J i0 SET ENG NO.2 ANTI- 1 1.50 I00 100 i0 CP
ICE SW TO ON 2 2.76 I00 i00 I0
3 2.01 100 100 10 CP
7J 11 SET Et'G NO.2 ANTI- 1 1.50 100 100 10
ICE SW TO OFF 2 2.76 100 100 10
5 2.01 100 100 10
4 1.50 i00 i00 I0
7J 12 DION ENG NO.l L VALVE i .54 i00 I0 CP
OPEN LT ON I0
7J 15 t10H E_IG NO.I L VALVE I 54 iO0 I0
OPEN LT OFF IO
7J 14 HON ENG NO.I R VALVE i 54 I00 I0 CP
OPEN LT Oil I0
7J I5 DION EHG NO.I R VALVE I 54 I00 I0
OPEH LT OFF IO
7J 16 WON ENG HO.I COWL i 54 IO0 i0
VALVE OPEN LT ON i0
7J 17 /'IONENG NO.I COHL I 54 I00 I0
VALVE OPEN LT OFF I0
7J 18 HON ENG NO.2 L VALVE I 54 IO0 iO
OPEN LT ON IO
7J 19 _10N EHG NO.2 L VALVE i 54 I00 iO CP
OPEN LT OFF I0
7J 20 HON ENG NO.2 R VALVE i 54 I00 I0
OPEN LT ON 10
7J 21 {10H ENG NO.2 R VALVE 1 54 100 10
OPEN LT OFF 10
7J 22 I'ION ENG NO.2 COWL I 54 I00 I0
VLAVE OPEN LT ON 10
7J 25 lION ENG NO.2 COHL I .54 100 I0
VALVE OPEN LT OFF 10
7J 24 SET PITOT STATIC SYS I 2.75 100 I00 I0 CP
A HT SW TO ON 2 1.42 i00 100 I0 CP
5 1.42 100 100 10
--7J 25 SET PITOT STATIC SYS 1 2.75 100 100 10
A HT SW TO OFF 2 1.42 100 100 10
5 1.42 100 100 10
7J 26 SET PITOT STATIC SYS i 2.75 100 100 10
B HT SH TO ON 2 1.42 100 100 10
5 l.q2 I00 100 I0
7J 27 SET PITOT STATIC SYS I 2.75 100 I00 10
B HT SN TO OFF 2 1.42 100 100 10
- 5 1.42 100 100 10
7J 28 D10N CAPT PITOT HTR 1 1.15 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 i 50 10
7J 29 NON CAPT PITOT HTR 1 1.15 100 10
LT OFF 10
7J 30 MON CAPT STATIC 1 1 1.13 I00 i0
AUX P/S HTF LT ON 2 1 50 10
7J 31 NON CAPT STATIC i I 1.13 100 10
AUX P/S HTR LT OFF 10
7J 52 NON L ELEV PITOT HTR 1 1.13 100 10
LT ON 2 1 50 i0
7J 53 NON L ELEV PITOT HTR i 1.13 I00 10
LT OFF 10
7J 34 MON F/O PITOT HTR 1 1.14 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 1 50 10
7J 35 MON F/O PITOT HTR 1 1.14 100 10
LT OFF 10
7J 36 NON F/O STATIC 2 I 1.14 100 10
AUX P/S HTR LT ON 2 1 50 10
7J 37 r'iON F/O STATIC 2 1 1.14 I00 10
AUX P/S }ITR LT OFF 10
7J 38 NON R ELEV PITOT 1 1.14 100 10
HTR LT ON 2 I 50 10
7J 59 NON R ELEV HTR LT 1 1.14 100 10
OFF 10
7J 40 t'1,0N MASTER CAUTIONANDI .70 100 100 10
ANTI-ICE ANNUN LTS 2 .54 i00 100 10
OH i0
7J 41 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SN 10
7J 42 NON ANTI-ICE ANNUN 1 .54 100 10
LT ON 10
7J 43 NON ANTI-ICE ANNUN 1 .54 100 10
LT OFF 10
7J 44 PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL SI,J 10
7J 45 NON PITOT STATIC SYS 1 1.47 100 10 P
A HT Sbl SET TO ON 10
7J 46 NON PITOT STATIC SYS 1 .75 100 10 P
B HT SN SET TO ON i0
7J 47 NON PITOT STATIC SYS 1 1.47 100 10 P
A HT SM SET TO OFF .10
7J 48 NON PITOT STATIC SYS 1 .75 100 I0 P
B HT SN SET TO OFF 10
7J 49 MDN ENG 1 ANTI-ICE 1 1.42 100 10 P
SN TO OFF i0
7J 50 M0N ENG 2 ANTI-ICE I .76 i00 I0 P
Sil SET TO OFF 10
7K Ol PUSH L RAIN REPEL SW I 2.31 i00 I00 i0 P
7K 02 PUSH R RAIN REPEL SN i 1.38 I00 I00 I0 P
7K 03 SET NINDSHIELD NIPER 1 2.37 80 100 10
SEL SLJ TO OFF I0
7K 04 SET L_INDSHIELD WIPER 1 2.37 80 100 10
SEL SN TO LO&,J 10
7K 05 SET NINDSHIELD WIPER 1 2.57 80 100 10
SEL SN TO HIGH 10
7K 06 SET bJINDSHIELD NIPER 1 2.37 80 100 10
SEL SN TO PARK I0oo
.q 7K 07 5ET _IINDOW HEAT S5]S I 4.22 I00 I00 I0 CP
TO ON 10
7K 08 SET [JINDOW HEAT SNS 1 4.22 100 100 10
TO OFF 10
7K 09 NON RAIN REPELLANT 1 2.0 100 10
qTY INDIC 10
7K 10 CHECK WINDSHIELD 1 1.19 100 10 P
WIPER SW_S SET TO 10
OFF 10
7K ii MON WINDOW HEAT ON i 1.14 I00 i0 CP
LTS GREEN 10
oo 7K 12 MON WINDOW HEAT ON I 1.14 I00 i0
oo LTS OFF 10
7K 13 MON WINDOW OVRHT LTS 1 l.Sl I00 i0 CP
011 10
7K 14 HON WINDOW 0VRHT LTS 1 1.81 100 10
OFF 10
7K 15 ACT WINDOW OVRHT 1 2.04 100 10 CP
TEST SW 10
7K 16 SET WIHDOW HT SW OFF I 1.2 20 100 10
7L 01 FION APU EXHAUST TEMP i 2.09 100 10 P
GAGE INDIC 10
7L 02 MON APU AC AMPS IND 1 2.09 100 10
2 2.41 100 10 P
7L 03 MON APU LOW OIL QTY 1 .85 100 10 P
LT ON 10
7L 04 MON APU LOW OIL QTY 1 85 100 10
LT OFF 10
7L 05 MON APU LOW OIL 1 54 100 10 P
PRESS LT ON I0
7L 06 MON APU LOW OIL 1 54 100 10
PRESS LT OFF 10
7L 07 MON APU HIGH OIL I 54 I00 I0 P
TEMP LT OH i0
7L 08 MON APU HIGH OIL 1 54 100 I0
TEMP LT OFF 10
7L 09 MON APU OVRSPD LT 1 54 100 10 P
OH I0
7L I0 MON APU OVRSP LT OFF 1 54 I00 I0
7L 11 SET APU SW TO OFF 1 3.59 100 100 10 P
2 2.73 i00 i00 10 P
3 2.57 100 100 10 P
4 2.29 I00 i00 I0 P
7L 12 SET APU SW TO OH I 3.59 100 100 10
2 2.73 100 100 10
3 2.57 100 100 10
4 2.29 100 100 10
7L 15 SET APU SW TO START- 1 3.59 100 100 10
FIOMENTARY ACTION 2 2.73 100 100 10
3 2.57 100 100 10
4 2.29 100 100 10
7L 14 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .73 100 10
AHD APU ANHUN LTS ON I0
7L 15 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.14 i00 100 I0
RESET SH i0
7L 16 HON APU ANNUH LT ON 1 .54 100 10
7L 17 MON APU AHNUN LT OFF 1 .54 i00 I0
7L 18 PRESS ANHUN RHL i 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL SW 10
7L 19 OPEN CB C6 ON P6-5 1 5. 100 100 10
PANEL 10
7L 20 MON APU START 5W SET 1 .75 100 10
TO OFF 10
7L 21 SET APU START SW TO I 1.5 100 100 10
OFF 10
7L 22 SET APU START SW ON 1 2.29 50 100 10
7L 23 MON APU WARN LTS 1 .88 100 10
7M 01 SET ENG NO.1 START i 3.0 80 100 10
5W TO OFF 2 2.63 80 100 10
3 5.54 80 i00 I0 P
4 1.74 80 i00 I0 P
7M 02 SET ENG HO.l START I 3.0 80 100 I0
SW TO GRD 2 2.43 80 100 10
3 3.54 80 I00 i0
4 1.74 80 i00 I0
7M 03 SET ENG HO.l START i 3.0 80 IO0 I0
SW TO FLT 2 2.43 80 I00 i0
3 3.54 80 I00 I0
4 1.74 80 i00 i0
7M 04 SET ENG NO.2 START I .340 80 i00 I0W TO OFF 2 2 1 1
3 5.54 80 I00 I0
4 1 7_ 80 i00 i0
7M 05 SET ENG NO.2 START 1 5 u 80 100 10
SW TO GRD 2 2.43 80 iO0 i0
3 3.54 80 I00 i0
4 1.74 80 i00 I0
7M 06 SET EHG NO.2 START 1 3.0 80 IO0 I0
SW TO FLT 2 2.43 80 I00 I0
3 3.54 80 i00 I0
4 I.74 80 I00 I0
7M 07 SET ENG NO 1 START 1 2.51 50 100 10
LEVER TO START 10
7M 08 SET EHG NO 1 START I 3.00 50 100 10
LEVER TO CUTOFF 2 2.80 50 100 10
3 3.2_ 50 I00 I0
4 3.24 50 100 i0
7M 09 SET ENG NO 2 START 1 2.51 50 100 10
LEVER TO START 10
7M 10 SET ENG NO 2 START --1 3.24 50 100 10
LEVER TO CUTOFF 2 2.51 50 I00 I0
3 2.51 50 100 10
7M II NON ENG START SW_S i .52 i00 I0
IN FLT POS 10
7M 12 CHECK ENG NO.I START I 2.41 100 10 P
SW SET TO OFF 2 1.50 100 10
7M 13 CHECK THAT ENG NO.2 I 2.02 i00 I0 P
START SN SET TO OFF 2 .78 i00 i0
7M 14 CHECK THAT ENG START 1 1.30 100 10 P
LEVERS IN OFF POS 2 .78 100 10 P
7M 15 MON ENG 2 START LVR i 1.30 100 10
AUTOMATICALLY MOVED 2 .78 I00 I0
TO OFF 10
7M 16 MON EHG 1 START LVR I 1.30 100 10
AUTOMATICALLY MOVED 2 .78 I00 i0
TO OFF 10
7M 17 SET ENG HO.1 START 1 2.50 100 100 10
SET TO OFF 10
7M 18 SET ENG NO.2 START 1 1.50 100 100 10
SH TO OFF I0
oo 7P 01 SET EHG NO.I OVRHT I 2.46 I00 I00 I0 P
',o DETEC SH TO NORMAL 10
7P 02 SET EHG NO.10VRHT 1 2.46 100 100 10
DETEC SW TO FIRE lO
7P 03 SET EHG NO.20VRHT I 1.63 i00 i00 I0 P
DETEC SW TO NORMAL 10
7P 04 SET ENG NO.20VRHT i 1.53 I00 I00 I0
DETEC SW TO FIRE I0
7P 05 MOV ENG NO.I OVRHT I 90 I00 iO P
LT ON 2 54 I00 I0
_o 7P 06 MOW ENG NO.I OVRHT I 90 I00 I0
,,o LT OFF 2 54 i00 I0
7P 07 MON ENG HO.20VRHT i 90 i00 I0
LT ON 2 54 100 10
7P 08 MOW ENG NO.20VRHT 1 90 100 10
LT OFF 2 54 I00 I0
7P 09 SET OVRHT TEST SW TO 1 2.20 I00 100 10
OVRHT 2 1.62 100 100 10
7P i0 SET OVRHT TEST SW TO 1 .50 I00 100 10
FIRE I0
7P 11 ACTUATE EXT TEST SW I 1.63 25 100 10 P
7P 12 NON EXT TEST LTS ON i .Sq 75 I0 P
7P 13 NON [.'HEEL[,JELLFIRE: 1 1.2_ 100 10 P
WARNING LT ON 10
7P 14 NON WHEEL WELL FIRE I 1.2_ 100 10
WARNING LT OFF I0
7P 15 F_ON ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 .91 100 I0 P
WARNING LT ON 2 .54 100 I0
3 2.57 i00 I0 P
4 5.0 i00 I0 7P
7P 16 MON ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 .91 100 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 .54 100 10
3 15. i00 i0 7P
7P 17 PULL ENG NO.I FIRE 1 1.87 i00 lO0 i0 P
WARNING SW HANDLE UP 2 1.87 lO0 lO0 lO 7P
WARNING SN HANDLE UP I0
7P 18 ROTATE ENG NO.I FIRE i 2.13 I00 I00 TO P
WARNING SW HANDLE TO 2 2.i3 iO0 I00 I0 7P
LEFT I0
7P 19 ROTATE ENG NO.I FIRE I 2.35 i00 i00 I0 P
WARNING SW HANDLE TO i0
RIGIIT i0
7P 20 ACTUATE ENG NO.I 10
FIRE WARNING OVERRIDE 10
SW I0
7P 21 NON ENG NO.2 FIRE I .80 I00 I0 P
IJARNIHG LT ON 2 54 iO0 IO
7P 22 MON ENG NO.2 FIRE i 54 IO0 IO
WARNIHG LT OFF 2 80 IO0 TO
7P 23 PULL ENG NO.2 FIRE I 1 73 I00 I00 I0 P
WARNING SW HANDLE UP 2 1 91 I00 I00 i0 P
7P 24 RIOTATE ENG NO.2 FIRE I 2 33 i00 i00 i0 P
I',_RNING'^ SW HANDLE TO 2 2 53 i00 I00 I0
L:EFT 3 2 13 100 100 10 P
7P 25 P_OTATE ENG NO.2 FIRE 1 2 53 I00 100 10
WARNING SW HANDLE TO 2 2 33 I00 i00 I0
_IGHT 3 I 0
7P 26 ACTUATE ENG NO.2 i0
FIRE WARNING OVRRD 10
SW i0
7P 27 NON L BOTTLE 1 58 100 10 P
DISCHARGE LT ON 2 27 100 10 P
7P 28 MOW L BOTTLE 1 58 100 10
DISCHARGE LT OFF 1 27 100 10
7P 29 MON R BOTTLE i 58 100 10
DISCHARGE LT ON 2 26 100 10 P
7P 30 MON R BOTTLE 1 .58 100 i0
DISCHARGE LT OFF 2 .26 I00 10
7P 31 MON APU FIRE 1 .98 100 10 P
WARNING LT ON 2 .54 100 10
7P 32 MON APU FIRE I .98 100 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 .54 100 10
7P 33 PULL APU FIRE 1 1.16 100 100 10 P
WARNING SW HANDLE UP 2 1.89 I00 I00 I0 P
7P 3_ ROTATE APU FIRE i 2.33 I00 i00 i0 P
WARNING SW HANDLE 2 2.55 i00 i00 I0 P
TO LEFT 3 2.13 I00 i00 10 P
7P 35 ROTATE APU FIRE 1 2.55 100 100 10
WARNING SW HANDLE 2 2.53 100 100 10
TO RIGHT 3 10
7P 36 ACTUATE APU FIRE i0
WARNING OVERRIDE SW 10
7P 57 MON APU BOTTLE 1 .27 100 10 P
DISCHARGED LT ON 10
7P 38 MOM APU BOTTLE I .27 100 10
DISCHARGED LT OFF 10
7P 59 MONITOR FIRE ALARM I .71 100 10 100 P
WARNING LT AND BELL 10
7P 40 PULL FIRE ALARM 1 1.50 100 100 10
BELL CUTOUT SW 2 1.20 100 I00 I0 P
3 .91 100 100 10 P
7P 41 MDN MASTER CAUTION 1 .73 100 10
AND OVHT/DET AHNUN 10
LTS OH 10
7P 42 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW 10
7P 43 MON OVHT/DET AHNUN i .56 100 10
LT OH 10
7P 46 MOH OVHT/DET ANNUN I .54 I00 i0
LT OFF I0
7P 45 PRESS AHHUN PNL I 2.16 I00 i00 I0
RECALL SW 10
7P 46 MON FIRE WARNING 1 .56 100 10 100 P
BELL AND ANNUN LTS 10
ON i0
7P 67 PRESS FIRE WARNING i 1.35 I00 i00 I0 P
ANNUH LT SW I0
7P 68 MOH ENG NO.l OVRHT I .90 IO0 I0
DETECT SW ON NORMAL i0
7P 49 MON ENG NO.20VRHT I .90 I00 i0
DETECT BW ON NORMAL I0
7P 50 MON APU DETECT INOP I .90 I00 I0
LT ON 2 .54 I00 iO
7P 51 MOH APU DETECT INOP I ,90 iO0 I0
LT OFF iO
7P 52 SET OVHT TEST SW I .50 I00 I00 iO
TO OFF I0
7P 53 MONITOR LIGHT + BELL I .54 I0 I00 IO07P
OFF 10
7q Ol PRESS CABIN DOOR i 2.66 50 I00 I0
UNLOCK SW 2 2.46 50 I00 I0 P
3 3 50 I00 I0
7Q 02 MON CABIN DOOR LOCK i 1.29 I00 i0 P
LT ON 10
7Q 03 MON CABIN DOOR LOCK 1 1.29 100 I0
LT OFF 10
7Q 04 MON MASTER CAUTION I .73 I00 i0
AND DOORS ANNUM LTS I0
7Q 05 PRESS MASTER CAUT I 2.14 I00 IO0 I0
RESET SW IO
7Q 06 MON DOORS ANNUN LT I .54 I00 i0
ON I0
7Q 07 MON DOORS ANHUN LT I .54 I00 i0
OFF IO
7Q 08 PRESS ANNUN PNL I 2.14 iO0 IO0 I0
RECALL SW i0
7q 09 MON FWD ENTRY LT ON I 1.55 I00 I0 CP
7Q 10 MOIl FWD ENTRY LT OFF 1 1.55 100 10
7Q II ACTUATE FWD ENTRY I 2.46 i00 I00 I0 P
LT TEST SW IO
7Q 12 MON AFT ENTRY LT ON 1 1.55 100 10
7Q 13 NON AFT ENTRY LT OFF 1 1.55 100 10
2 1.12 I00 10
7Q 14 ACTUATE AF_ ENTRY i 1.38 i00 i00 i0 P
LT TEST SW 10
7Q 15 MON AIR STAIRS LT 1 1.12 100 10 CP
Oil i0
7Q 16 MON AIR STAIRS LT I 1.12 100 10
OFF 10
7Q 17 ACTUATE AIR STAIRS 1 1.41 I00 I00 I0 P
LT TEST SW I0
7Q 18 MON EQUIP / TIRE I 1.12 100 10
BURST LT ON 10
7Q 19 NON EQUIP / TIRE 1 1.12 100 10
BURST LT OFF 10
7Q 20 ACTUATE EQUIP / TIRE 1 1.58 100 100 10 P
DURST TEST SW 10
7Q 21 MON FWD CARGO LT ON I 1.12 I00 i0 CP
7Q 22 MON FWD CARGO LT OFF 1 1.12 100 10
7Q 25 ACTUATE FWD CARGO I 1.59 i00 i00 i0 P
LT TEST SW 10
7Q 24 MON AFT CARGO LT ON I 1.12 100 10
7Q 25 MON AFT CARGO LT OFF I 1.12 100 10
7Q 26 ACTUATE AFT CARGO LT I 1.58 i00 I00 i0 P
TEST SW 10
7Q 27 MON FWD SERVICE LT I 1.12 I00 I0 CP
OH I 0
7Q 28 MON FWD SERVICE LT 1 1.12 100 10
OFF 10
7Q 29 ACTUATE FWD SERVICE 1 1.40 100 100 10 P
LT TEST SW 10
7Q 30 MON AFT SERVICE LT I 1.12 I00 I0
Oil I0
,TQ 51 MON AFT SERVICE LT I 1.12 100 10
OFF 10
7Q 52 ACTUATE AFT SERVICE I 1.58 I00 I00 I0 P
LT TEST SW 10
8A Ol VIEW RUNWAY AHEAD I 2.0 "I00 5
2 75 70 5
3 26 50 5
8A 02 CAPT VIEW THRU 1 "50 70 5
HO.l WINDOW 2 140 70 5
5 60 70 5
4 45 70 5
8A 05 F.O. VIEW THRU i 2.0 lO0 5
NO.I WINDOW 2 i0 i0 5
5 240 I0 5
4 26 i0 5
8A 04 CAPT VIEW THRU I 100 75 5
NO.l WINDOW 2 110 75 5
3 15 75 5
4 50 75 5
8A 05 CAPT VIEW THRU I 10 25 5
NO.I WINDOW 2 5 25 5
3 50 25 5
4 60 25 5
8A 06 CAPT VIEW THRU i 500 25 5
HO.I WINDOW 2 Ii0 25 5
5 26 70 5
4 134 25 5
8A 07 F,O. VIEW OUT I I34 25 5
NO.I WINDOW 2 78 25 5
3 150 25 5
4 10 25 5
8A 08 CAPT VIEW THRU NO I I 285 25 5
2 75 25 5
5 90 25 5
4 20 25 5
8A 09 F.O. VIEW OUT I 110 25 5
NO.l WINDOW 2 60 25 5
5 5 25 5
4 50 25 5
8A 10 CRI_MBR EXTERNAL I 5 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 10 25 5
3 15 25 5
4 20 25 5
8A Ii CRWMBR EXTERNAL i 25 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 50 25 5
5 55 25 5
4 40 25 5
8A 12 CRWNBR EXTERNAL 1 45 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 50 25 5
5 55 25 5
4 60 25 5
8A 13 CRWMBR EXTERNAL i 100 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 200 25 5
3 300 25 5
4 400 25 5
8A 14 CRWMBR EXTERNAL 1 500 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 I000 15 5
3 1500 15 5
4 2000 15 5
8A 15 PILOT FLYING SCANS I 26 80 60
TDZ FOR FLARE CUES 2 50 80 60
3 i0 80 60
8B 01 RECORD DATA 1 15 20 100 10
2 2.0 100 50 100 10
, 8B 02 RETREIVE CHECKLIST I 4 i0 100 I0
2 5 9 10 100 I0 Pig
3 5 9 i0 100 I0
8B 03 READ NEXT ITEM ON i 2 0 I00 10
CHECKLIST 2 4 0 I00 I0
3 6 0 100 10
4 8 0 I00 I0
8B 04 REFER TO HANDWRITTEN 1 2 0 100 10
DATA 2 4 0 100 10
3 8.0 100 10
12.0 100 10
8B 05 FIND CHECKLIST IN i i0.0 I00 50 50 i0
,,_ HAHDBOOK 2 5.0 i00 50 50 I0
•P" 88160007 RETREIVE/REVIEW 10
APPROACH PLATE 10
8B160008 REVI E&_/ACKNOD_LEDGE 10
APPROACH PLATE DATA 10
8B 08 STOLJ CHECKLIST 1 3.0 50 50 100 10
8B 06 RETREIVE CHARTS 1 6 20 100 10
APPROACH PLATES 2 6 20 100 10
8B040001 REVIEtI DEPARTURE i 10.91 100 100 10 P27
CHART 2 10.91 I00 I00 I0 CPI4
8B 07 STObJ CHARTS I 5.91 I00 I0 P28
8B010001 RETREIVE/REVIEW I 20 100 100 10
COCPIT SAFETY IHSPEC I0
CHECKLIST iO
8B010002 REFER TO DATA TO i 5. I00 I00 i00 i0
DETERMINE NAV AND I0
COrli.1FREQ_S i0
8B010003 CHECK THAT MANIFEST, I 15. 100 100 100 I0
L_EIGHT SHEET, AND i0
RELEASE PAPERS OK 10
8B01000_ RETREIVE FLIGHT I 3.0 50 100 50 10
PLANNING REF. DATA 10
MANUAL i0
8B010005 STON FLIGHT PLANNING i 2.0 50 I00 50 I0
REF. DATA MANUAL I0
8B010006 REFER TO REF. DATA 1 30. i00 I00 I00 I0
AHD COMPUTE TAKEOFF 10
EPR BUG SETTING 10
VALUE 10
8B010007 REFER TO REF. DATA I 30. 100 100 100 10
AND COMPUTE TAKEOFF 10
V1 AI_D VR BUG SET 10
VALUES 10
8B090001 READ NEXT ITEM OH I I. 100 10
CHECKLIST ON CONTROL 10
COLUMN PLACARD 10
8B090002 REVIE&_ CHARTS TO I 5. 100 I00 10
DETERMINE SPARTAN- i0
BURG VOR FREQ 10 8B0903
8B090003 REVIEN CHARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE GORDONS- i0
VILLE VOR FREQ 10
8B110001 REVIEt'ICHARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERIIINE PULASKI 10
VOR FREQ I0
--8B140001 REVIELJ CHARTS TO i 5 100 100 i0
DETERMINE TOCCOA 10
VOR FREQ 10
8BIGO002 REVIEN CHARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE NORCROSS 10
VOR FREQ 10
8B1_0003 REVIE'J CHARTS TO I 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE CHATTA- 10
HOOGA VOR FREQ i0
8B160001 DETERMINE GO-AROUND I 5 I00 50 50 I0
EPR BUG SET VALUE I0
8B200001 COHPLETE AIRPLANE i 30 i00 50 50 i0
AND FLIGHT FORMS I0
8B160002 DETERMINE LANDING I 5 i00 50 50 i0
V-REF BUG SET VALUE 10
8B160003 REVIEW CHARTS/PLATES 1 5 100 50 50 10
TO DETERrilNE NAVAID 2 19 100 100 100 i0
APP FREQS 10
8B020001 RETREIVE LOADING I 3 100 100 10
MAHIFEST 10
8B020002 REVIEIJ LOADING MANI- 1 5 100 100 10
FEST TO DETERr.IINE 10
ZERO FUEL DJT 10
8B020003 STOW MANIFEST I 2 i00 I00 I0
8C 01 FASTEN SEAT BELT AND I 2.20 100 100 10 P220
HARNESS I 0
8C 02 ADJUST SEAT TO ALIGN i i0.0 100 I00 i00 100 100 10
BALLS i0
8C 03 TAKE SEAT 1 3.0 100 100 100 100 100 i0
8D 01 CHECK EMERGENCY I 10. 100 100 100 10
EQUIPMENT 10
8D 02 CHECK C02 FIRE EXT 1 5. 100 100 100 10
BOTTLE 10
8D 03 CHECK FIRE AXE i 2.0 100 10
INSTALLED 10
8D 04 CHECK ESCAPE STRAPS I 1.5 100 100 10
8E 01 CHECK HEADSET 1 1.5 100 100 10
8E 02 CHECK SUNVISORS AND 1 3.0 100 I00 100 10
S_IOKE GOGGLES STOb_ED I0
8E 03 PUT ON HEADSET I 5.0 i00 I00 I00 I0
8E 04 RETRIEVE AHD PUT ON 1 4 50 100 10
sriOKE GOGGLES 2 4 50 100 10
8F DUMMY DUF_rIY TASK 1 1 10
SUBSYSTEMS
1A VHF-1 (FFD) 23-21-02
1B VHF-2 (FFD) 23-21-02
1F INTERPHOHE 23-42-03
1G PUBLIC ADDRESS 23-31-00
1H GROUND CRE;,_ CALL 23-43-00




iq VHF-I (AFD) 23-21-02
IR VHF-2 (AFD) 23-21-02
1S VHF-3 (AFD) 23-21-02
1T LOUDSPEAKER
2H ADV GDC CNTRL SYS (AGCS)
2J ELEC ATT DIREC IHDIC (EADI)
2K rIULTI-FUNCTIOH DISPLAY (NFD)
2L NAV CNTRL DISP UNIT (NCDU)
3A AIRSPEED ItIDIC
3F HACH INDIC 3_-13-06
3H CORRECTED BARO ALTITUDE INDIC 34-13-04
3J RADIO ALTIMETER 34-30-00
3K ALTITUDE ALERT SYS 34-16-00
,,o 3L VERTICAL SPEED INDIC 3_-13-01
u_ 3H ELAPSED TIHE INDIC 31-25-00
3N CLOCK 31-25-00
3P STANDBY ATTITUDE REF INDIC 34-2_-00
3Q FLIGHT RECORDER 31-31-02
3R FLIGHT DIRECTOR INDIC (FDI) 34-41-05
3S COURSE INDIC (el) 34-41-06
3U TOTAL AIR TEMP INDIC 34-13-07
3V APPROACH PROGRESS DISPLAY 34-34-00
3W INSTRUtlENT CO_iPARATOR DISPLAY 34-44-00
4A PRIr;ARY ATTITUDE CONTROLS 27-00-00
4B PROPULSION CONTROLS/THROTTLES 76-11-00
4C THRUST REVERSER CONTROLS 78-34-00
4D LANDING GEAR AND BRAKES 32-00-00
4E FLAPS 27-50-00
4F SPEED BRAKES 27-62-00
4G TRIH
4H AUTO FLIGHT CONTROLS 22- -00
4M NOSE _,'HEEL STEERING 32-51-00
4N LEADING EDGE DEVICES 27-81-00
5D ADF/RHI 1 34-57-01
5E ADF/R_II 2 34-57-02
5G VOR/RHI 1 34-31-01
5H VOR/R_',I 2 34-31-01
5J VORTAC 34-31-00
5K STAI_DBY COMPASS 34-22-00







6A WEATHER RADAR 34-43-00
6C TELEVISION
7A HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM 29-00-00
7B ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM 24-00-00
7C FUEL SUBSYSTE_,I 28-00-00
7D AIR COHDITIONIHG SUBSYSTEM 21-00-00
7E CABIH PRESSURE SUBSYSTEM 21-31-03
7F PROPULSIOH SUBSYSTEM 23-20-00
7G FLIGHT SUBSYSTEM 33-00-00
7H OXYGEN SUBSYSTEM 35-00-00
7J ANTI-ICE SUBSYSTEM 30-00-00
7K RAIN REIIOVAL A;;D DEFOG SYBSYS 30-40-00
7L AUX POWER UNIT 49-61-00
7M ENGINE START CONTROLS 74-31-00
7P FIRE/OVERHEAT/SMOKE DETEC 26-00-00
7Q DOORS
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